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Abstract 
 
 
 
Scheduling Multi-Stage Batch Production Systems with Continuity Constraints – The 
Steelmaking and Continuous Casting System 
 
The SCC System (steel making and continuous casting system) is usually the bottleneck in 
steel manufacturing. Unlike traditionally production systems, there are extremely strict 
requirements on material continuity and flow time. Thus effective scheduling of this process is 
a critical issue to improve productivity and customer satisfaction. 
 
In this thesis, a new integrated general procedure to solve a generalized m – stage flexible 
flowshop with continuity constraints and different types of machines at the last stage is 
proposed. Mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) models for the makespan minimization 
are developed. In addition, a symmetric fuzzy linear programming (MILP) model for overall 
constraint satisfaction maximization is derived. 
 
A general meta-heuristic approach is developed to solve the SCC scheduling problem. A 
genetic algorithm (called fuzzyGA) evaluates the quality of schedules using a fuzzy rule based 
inference system controlling discontinuities and transit times taking into account that 
discontinuities and transit times beyond the maximum allowed may exist, but to different 
degrees of acceptance. Furthermore, an evolution strategy algorithm to optimize the job start 
times at the first stage is embedded. Since the output of the fuzzyGA algorithm is generally not 
a feasible solution, the solution can be further improved by applying two types of neighborhood 
optimizations both searching in its neighborhood defined by the job precedence and machine 
assignments. 
 
In addition, a repair procedure to remove discontinuities and high transit times is defined as 
the final step, since after the neighborhood optimization it will be easier to remove remaining 
infeasibilities. 
 
The procedure is evaluated on real size problems showing its flexibility and ability to generate 
good solutions for the studied problem. 
 
 
 
 
  
  
  
 
Zusammenfassung 
 
 
 
Scheduling mehrstufiger Batchproduktionssysteme mit Kontinuitätsbedingungen – Das 
Stahlproduktions- und Stranggusystem 
 
Das SCC – System (Stahlproduktions- und Stranggusystem) ist normalerweise der Engpass 
bei der Stahlproduktion. Anders als bei traditionellen Produktionssystemen gibt es hier 
strenge Anforderungen bezüglich Materialflusskontinuität und Durchlaufzeit. Deshalb ist ein 
effektives Scheduling dieses Prozesses ein kritischer Punkt bei der Verbesserung der 
Produktivität und der Kundenzufriedenheit. 
 
In dieser Arbeit wird ein neues allgemeines integriertes Verfahren zur Lösung eines 
allgemeinen flexiblen m – stufigen Flowshop mit Kontinuitätsbedingungen und verschiedenen 
Maschinentypen in der letzten Stufe vorgeschlagen. Es werden Gemischtganzzahlige Lineare 
Programmierungsmodelle (MILP) für die Makespanminimierung entwickelt. Ausserdem wird 
ein symmetrisches Fuzzy Lineares Programmierungsmodell für die Maximierung der 
Erfüllung der Gesamtanforderungen hergeleitet. 
 
Ein allgemeiner metaheuristischer Ansatz zur Lösung des SCC – Schedulingproblems wird 
entwickelt. Ein genetischer Algorithmus (fuzzyGA) wertet die Qualität von Terminplanungen 
mittels eines auf Fuzzy-Regeln basierenden Inferenzsystems aus, dass die Unterbrechungen 
und Durchlaufzeiten steuert und berücksichtigt, dass Unterbrechungen und über dem 
erlaubten Maximum liegende Durchlaufzeiten vorkommen können, wenn auch mit 
unterschiedlichem Grad der Akzeptanz. Darüber hinaus ist ein Algorithmus der 
Evolutionären Strategien darin eingebettet, um die Auftragsstartzeiten in der ersten Stufe zu 
optimieren. Weil der fuzzyGA – Algorithmus im Allgemeinen keine zulässigen Lösungen 
liefert, können die Lösungen weiter verbessert werden, indem zwei Arten von 
Nachbarschaftsoptimierungen eingesetzt werden, die beide in einer Nachbarschaft suchen, 
die durch die Auftragsfolge und die Maschinenbelegungen definiert ist. 
 
Weiterhin wird als ein letzter Schritt ein „Reparatur“ – Verfahren entwickelt, um 
Unterbrechungen am Strangguss und hohe Durchlaufzeiten zu beseitigen, da es nach der 
Nachbarschaftsoptimierung einfacher ist verbliebende Unzulässigkeiten zu beseitigen. 
 
Das Verfahren wird auf Problemen von realer Grösse erprobt, wobei sich zeigt, dass es 
flexibel ist und dass es im Stande ist, gute Lösungen für die betrachteten Probleme zu 
generieren. 
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Eduardo Salazar Hornig 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
1.1 Management and Scheduling 
 
In general, production systems can be defined as transformation processes, which transform 
input factors into desired output, called products (goods and services). The input factors are 
merged in a systematic way by the system, i.e. raw materials enter the process at time and 
quantities as needed, and are transformed in a predetermined sequence of operations on the 
appropriate machines, obtaining the products according to their predefined design (see 
Dyckhoff and Spengler [2010, pp. 7, 13, 48], Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 2, 7], 
Corsten and Gössinger [2009, pp. 2 – 9], Dyckhoff [2006, pp. 8, 9], Zäpfel [2000, p. 2]). Figure 
1.1 shows this transformation process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1 The Transformation Process 
 
Although there are many ways to classify manufacturing systems, the following two are 
frequently used. The classification of manufacturing system based on the quantity produced at a 
time (see Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 14 –17], Dyckhoff and Spengler [2010, pp. 25], Günther and 
Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 11 – 12] and Schneider et al. [2005, pp. 7 – 13]): project (single piece) 
production, batch production and mass production, centers the primary focus on differences in 
output volume, output variety and process flexibility, while the classification based on the 
system organization such as project, jobshop and flowshop centers primary the focus on 
organizational aspects of the process flow, i.e. on how the machines have to be distributed to 
facilitate the process flow (see Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 17 – 35]). 
 
In mass production the products are produced continuously by a dedicated special-purpose 
system, where the one product and more than one product mass production must be 
distinguished [Schneider et al., 2005, p. 9], while in batch production systems, the products 
Transformation 
Process 
Feedback 
Products (Goods and Services) 
Input Factors 
 
Raw Materials 
Work 
Capital 
Energy 
Information 
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(normally more than one product) are produced in batches because the demand of these 
products does not justify a dedicated subsystem for each product. Therefore, the machines must 
be general-purpose machines capable of being set up. By project (single piece) production, the 
products are required in single units or in very low quantities so that general-purpose machines 
and tools are used in combination with manual methods [Talavage and Hannam, 1988, pp. 5 – 
8, 13 – 35]. 
 
In a project, the resources are mobile and must be transported to the product. In a jobshop, the 
resources are organized in work centers that concentrate a specific function or process type 
(e.g. drilling, milling, lathe turning, etc.), while in a flowshop, the resources are organized 
sequentially with respect to the product process flow (see Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 17 – 35]). In a 
jobshop, the production orders must be transported from one work center to another according 
to its processing route, which leads to higher transport and handling times (costs). Hence, the 
following three special cases of jobshops are discussed in the literature: island manufacturing 
system (a factory in a factory), flexible manufacturing system (FMS) (a set of work centers with 
computer numerically controlled (CNC) machines, with an integrated parts transport system, 
controlled by a central computer), and flexible cell (island) manufacturing system (only one 
CNC machine system) (see Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 17 – 19, 113 – 118]). 
Different products with (almost) the same operations are grouped together and processed in one 
of these specialized manufacturing subsystems, thus reducing the transport and handling times 
and costs [Schneeweiss, 2002, p. 13]. 
 
The batch production manufacturing systems produce in small lot sizes with high variety of 
products and high process flexibility, where normally an organization as jobshop is adopted. In 
contrast, in mass production manufacturing systems, where high lot sizes with low variety of 
products and less process flexibility are produced, and a flowshop organization with some 
minor jobshop components is adopted. Finally, in continuous production manufacturing 
systems very high lot sizes in general of one product with practically no flexibility are 
produced, so that a flowshop organization is fully adopted. 
 
In the transformation process shown in Figure 1.1, the input information such as product 
demand (customer orders and/or forecast) on a short and medium term horizon permits the 
estimation of the near future production activities. Thus, raw materials, workers and production 
shifts can be planned on a short and medium term time horizon. Figure 1.2 shows the 
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production planning, scheduling and control process for a short and medium time horizon 
(other graphic representations can be seen in Fandel et al. [2011, p. 101], Schneeweiss [2002, 
pp. 21, 22 and 24] and Zäpfel [2000, p. 2]). 
 
The establishment of an integrated decision system that controls the production planning, 
scheduling and execution is a main part of the operation management. Although the medium 
and short term planning is embedded in a long term (strategic) planning, this thesis 
concentrates on medium (tactical) and mainly on short (operative) term planning (i.e. 
production planning decisions in which the production system and products have already been 
defined). 
 
 
  
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Integrated Planning System (adapted from [Pinedo, 2008, p. 5]) 
 
The production master schedule shown in Figure 1.2 takes the information on customer orders 
and/or the product demand forecast for the planning horizon. The shop floor management 
system recollects the data of production rates, state of order execution, material availability and 
readiness, failure of machines, etc. so that modification of the schedule can be triggered. A 
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detailed operational production planning model can be seen in Schneider et al. [2005, pp. 21 – 
75]. For a general overview of the production planning process see, for example, Nebl [2011, 
pp. 753 – 776], Fandel et al [2011, pp. 100 – 108], Dyckhoff and Spengler [2010, pp 29 – 33, 
286], Schneeweiss [2002, pp. 19 – 28], Zäpfel [2000, pp. 1 – 6] and Pinedo [2008, pp. 1 – 8]. 
 
Both production planning and scheduling rely on mathematical techniques and heuristic 
methods that allocate limited resources (machines, tools, operators, etc.) to activities 
(operations in a manufacturing system) such that well defined objectives are optimized (e.g. 
minimization of flow times) and goals (e.g. satisfaction of the demand) are achieved [Pinedo, 
2009, p. 3]. Production scheduling is one of the most important aspects for improving 
productivity in modern manufacturing systems. The production of industrial products needs a 
chain of activities that must be coordinated and controlled on a given time horizon, low flow 
times of orders during execution of production schedules is a key for gaining efficiency (see 
Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, p. 3] and Dyckhoff [2006, pp. 367 – 372]). Traditional 
approaches to solve the production scheduling problem can be classified in: analytical, heuristic 
and simulation based. The analytical approach uses mathematical programming models and its 
applicability is restricted to small problems because of the NP – Completeness of most 
scheduling problems. To overcome this difficulty, heuristic procedures have often been 
adopted, principally as dispatching rules. Many dispatching rules have been proposed and 
tested. 
 
1.2 Steelmaking and Continuous Casting – A Multi-Stage Batch Production  
 
The steel industry is one of the key activities of an industrialized economy. It provides raw 
materials in form of coils, tubes, bars, plates, etc. of different steel grades for important 
economic activities such as construction and automobile industry [Missbauer et al., 2009]. 
Since steel production is capital, energy and personnel intensive, companies must continuously 
improve process, management and information technology to increase productivity and to 
reduce energy and operation costs [Atighehchian et al, 2009]. The competitive steel market in 
today’s global economy pushes the steel manufacturing companies to implement high quality 
production management systems to differentiate themselves from the competitors reducing lead 
times and improving timely customer order fulfillment. Thus, many steel manufacturing 
companies have been working to improve their own production scheduling system [Tang and 
Liu, 2007]. 
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In order to enhance their competitiveness, many international iron and steel corporations are 
devoted to develop computer integrated manufacturing systems (CIMS) which can improve 
productivity of large devices, shorten waiting times between operations, reduce material and 
energy consumption, and cut down production costs. Production scheduling is a key component 
of CIMS. Its task is to determine the starting times and the ending times of jobs on the 
machines so that a chosen measure of performance is optimized [Tang et al., 2000]. 
 
Modern steel manufacturing is moving towards continuous, high speed and automated 
production processes with large devices. The focus is placed on high quality, low cost, just in 
time (JIT) delivery and production of small lots of a variety of different products. Usually, the 
steelmaking and continuous casting system in an integrated steel manufacturing plant is the 
bottleneck in steel manufacturing, thus effective scheduling of this process is a critical issue to 
improve the productivity [Tang et al., 2002]. 
 
Production scheduling in steel industry has been recognized as one of the most difficult and 
challenging industrial scheduling problems [Harjunkoski and Grossmann, 2001; Lee et al., 
1996]. This holds in particular for steelmaking and continuous casting (SCC) production 
scheduling which has to determine in what sequence, at what time and on which device molten 
steel should be processed at various production stages from steelmaking to continuous casting. 
 
Unlike traditionally production scheduling in machinery industry, SCC production scheduling 
has to meet special critical requirements resulting from the steel production process. In the SCC 
process, the products being processed are handled at high temperature and converted from 
liquid molten steel into solid pieces such as slabs, billets and/or blooms. There are extremely 
strict requirements on material continuity and flow time, including processing time on various 
intermediate devices, material transportation times and waiting times between operations [Tang 
et al., 2000]. Since production schedule is a key issue for improving machine productivity and 
customer satisfaction, in such a complex environment it is not difficult to note that high quality 
schedules are required. 
 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
 
In the thesis, the steelmaking and continuous casting scheduling problem (SCCSP) is analyzed 
and optimization models as well heuristic approaches are proposed for solving it. Chapters 2, 3 
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and 4 briefly introduce the fundamental concepts of scheduling in manufacturing systems, fuzzy 
set theory and evolutionary algorithms such as genetic algorithms (GA) and evolution 
strategies (ES), respectively. The purpose of these chapters is to define the background on 
which the development of the solution approaches for the scheduling problem is based. 
 
Chapter 5 describes the SCC system in an integrated steel manufacturing plant and its 
production planning and scheduling problems and generalizes it to a generalized m-stage batch 
production system with continuity constraints. 
 
In Chapter 6, several optimization models to solve the SCC scheduling problem are developed. 
This leads in Chapter 7 to an approach based on genetic algorithms as base search procedure, 
an evolution strategy algorithm as an embedded optimization step, and a fuzzy rule based 
inference system for schedule evaluation. In Chapter 8, an integrated view of the models and 
approaches, and their variations is presented, and their characteristics and way of application 
are discussed. 
 
Chapter 9 presents the numerical results obtained for the different approaches and shows how 
these can be used in a practical case. Finally in Chapter 10, the main conclusions from the work 
are derived and potential applications as well as open questions for further research are 
discussed. 
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Chapter 2: Scheduling of Manufacturing Systems 
 
2.1 General Concepts 
 
Manufacturing systems are characterized by many factors: the number and types of machines 
(resources), their configuration and characteristics, the level of automation, the type of material 
handling systems, etc. The machine represents a single process unit, and depending on how 
detailed the analysis is, can be a machine itself, a number of machines grouped together, a 
manufacturing line or a factory. A work center is defined as a group of machines that perform 
the same operation type (e.g. drilling, stamping, painting, etc.). A work center with multi-
capacity consists of more than one machine (resource unit), not necessarily identical, that can 
process more than one operation at the same time. In this section, some general concepts for 
better comprehension of the scheduling of flowshops and jobshops problems are pointed out 
(for more detail see Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 721 – 732]). 
 
For a given production order, the activities that transform inputs into outputs through a 
transformation process carried out in one or more machines refer to the operations of a 
production order. A production order can be a single operation or a set of operations, in 
general with precedence relationships, i.e. one operation cannot begin until a predecessor 
operation has not been finished. The operations and their precedence relationships define the 
process route of the production order. 
 
In the literature the terms are not uniquely defined, sometimes a job is also called an order or 
production order and an operation is also known as activity or task. In this thesis the terms 
production order (or simple an order) and operation are used. Thus, for scheduling purposes an 
operation is considered to be an elementary and not divisible production activity, which can be 
processed in a specific machine, in a set of alternative machines, or in more than one machine 
at the same time. Therefore, a production order consists of a set of operations that must be 
processed according to its precedence relationships. 
 
The processing time represents the (estimated) time each operation needs on a machine. The 
processing time can be fixed or in an interval (range of permissible values for the processing 
time). Further, the processing time can be different if the operation is done on different 
machines. This is a typical situation if in a parallel shop the machines are not identical. 
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The release date represents the time a production order becomes available for processing. 
Sometimes it is also known as the arrival date of the order at the system. The completion date 
(or finishing date) is the scheduled date at which the production order is completed and leaves 
the system (completion or finishing date of the last operation of the production order). In a 
similar way the completion time can refer to the completion of an operation on a machine. The 
flowtime represents the time interval that an order spends in the system, i.e., the time interval 
between its release date and its completion date. 
 
The due date represents the date by which the production order completion is promised to the 
customer. The completion of an order after its due date is allowed but a penalty may occur. In 
contrast, deadline is a delivery date of the production order that must be strictly met. 
 
The setup time is the time that a machine needs to be prepared for processing a (next) 
operation, this time can be dependent or nondependent of the previous operation processed on 
the machine. In the first case, for scheduling purposes, the setup time is normally added to the 
process time; in the second case, the corresponding scheduling problems are known as 
scheduling with sequence-dependent setup times, or simply scheduling with setup times. Setup 
times can also be anticipatory or non-anticipatory. In the first case, the setup can be undertaken 
before the production order comes to the machine, and in the second case the setup can only 
start after the order has arrived at the machine. In many cases the setup is sequence-dependent 
and also involves additional setup costs. 
 
A schedule specifies a feasible assignment of operations to machines (resources) through time. 
In other words, a schedule specifies the initial and completion dates of each operation (on the 
corresponding machine) of all production orders to be scheduled. The performance measure 
(or objective function) evaluates a given schedule, e.g., by the time interval in which all 
production orders have been processed known as the makespan. 
 
2.2 Technological Constraints 
 
Commonly, one operation of a production order can start on some machine only if some other 
operation has been finished, further, an order can start only if other orders are completely 
finished (dependent orders). These constraints are referred as precedence constraints, which 
can be described by a precedence graph, which can take different forms as shown in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1 (a) shows the most common situations of operations precedence and structure of 
material flow (see Dyckhoff and Spengler [2010, pp. 22] and Pinedo [2009, p. 25]). One 
operation must be done after the precedent operation is processed. Figure 2.1 (b) shows a tree 
of precedence relationships that converge to a single product. In this case, there is a chain 
relationship between some operations and some other operations may be processed in parallel. 
This precedence type is typically associated with assembly production that makes a final 
product by assembling a lot of parts. Figure 2.1 (c) shows a tree with precedence relationships 
that diverge to more than one final product. As in the case (b) there are converging chain 
precedence relationships between some operations and some other operations that may be 
processed in parallel. This precedence type is typically associated with a production that 
processes one raw material into several final products. Finally, Figure 2.1 (d) shows the case of 
manufacturing a final product with general project type precedence relationships, which is 
typically associated to make to order manufacturing. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Types of Precedence Constraints 
 
Normally, a given production order (product) must be processed on specific machines in a 
given sequence, e.g., in a flowshop environment the operations of each order must be processed 
in the same sequence given by the machine ordering in the system, while in a jobshop 
environment each order may have a different machine sequence. Further, one operation of an 
order may be done on more than one machine (work center). These constraints are known as 
routing or technological constraints. However, in some production environments like the open 
shop, the sequence of operations is not fixed. 
 
Sometimes the processing of a production order must be interrupted when a high priority 
production order arrives to the machine, which is called preemption. The preemption can take 
the form of resume (the preempted operation is resumed on the machine when available) or 
repeat (the preempted operation must be processed completely again). A processing without 
possible preemption is called non-preemption processing. 
 
(a) Chain               (b) Tree (converging)               (c) Tree (diverging)               (d) General 
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Often the processing of an operation requires additional resources such as special tools or 
specialized personnel. When the required number of resource units is not available, then the 
operation cannot be processed. This is known as resource constraints. 
 
2.3 Performance Measures 
 
The performance measure evaluates a given schedule, e.g., the time interval in which all 
production orders are processed (makespan), the total flowtime (as the sum of the flowtime of 
all orders), the total tardiness (as the sum of the tardiness of all production orders), the number 
of tardy production orders, utilization of the system, etc. It allows the comparison of alternate 
schedules and therefore the selection of one that satisfies the requirements in a better form 
(better value of the performance measures) than others. 
 
Let pij the processing time of the j-th operation of production order i, and let pi represents the 
total processing time of order i. Furthermore, let ri, and di be the release (arrival) date and due 
date of order i, respectively. The setup time when production order j follows production order 
i on machine k is denoted by sijk. 
 
These production order characteristics are used to define order related performance measures 
such as: Ci (completion date  of order i), Fi = Ci – ri (flow time of order i), Ti = max { 0, Ci  - 
di } (tardiness of order i), Ei = max { 0, – ( Ci  - di)} (earliness of order i) and i (tardy index of 
order i): i = 1 (0) if Ti > 0 (Ti = 0). 
 
The makespan (Cmax), total flowtime (F), total tardiness (T) and number of tardy orders (NT) 
are some of the classical and frequently used performance measures in scheduling problems. 
As its definition says, the makespan is the time interval in which all production orders are 
processed, i.e. if t = 0 is the starting time of the scheduling horizon (start time for reference), 
then Cmax = maxi=1, ... , n{Ci}. The total flowtime is the sum of all flow times Fi of each 
production order i, i.e., F = 

n
i
iF
1
 (note if ri = 0 for all i, then Fi and Ci coincide in magnitude 
but differs conceptually, because Fi represents a time interval and Ci represents a point in time). 
The total tardiness is the sum of all tardiness Ti of each production order i, i.e., T =

n
i
iT
1
. The 
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number of tardy orders NT =  

n
1i
i  represents the number of production orders that are finished 
late (beyond their due dates). 
 
Some other classical global (not order related) performance measures for schedule evaluation 
are the maximal flowtime Fmax = maxi=1, ... ,n{ Fi } which represents the largest time an order 
spent in the system, the maximal tardiness Tmax = maxi=1, ... ,n{ Ti } which represents the 
maximal tardiness among all orders, the total earliness is the sum of all earliness Ei of each 
order i, i.e., E =

n
i
iE
1
, the maximal earliness Emax = maxi=1, ... ,n{ Ei } which represents the 
maximal early time among all production orders, and the total earliness and tardiness penalties 
 E+ T due to Baker [1990] and defined as  E+ T = )(
1
 

n
i
iiii TE   where i and i are unit 
earliness and tardiness penalties for order i respectively. The performance measure  E+ T 
tries to find out a schedule with minimum total sum of earliness and tardiness penalties, 
especially appropriate in a just in time environment. 
 
For more details of performance measures definitions see [Corsten and Gössinger, 2009, pp.  
512 – 517], Nebl [2011, pp. 733 – 739], Pinedo [2008, pp. 18 – 20], Baker [1974, pp. 12 – 22], 
and Baker and Trietsch [2009, pp. 10 – 24]. Note that all of the performance measures to be 
minimized considered above are functions of the completion dates C1, C2, … , Cn; these 
measures, except of E, Emax and  E+ T, belong to an important class of performance 
measures called regular performance measures. A performance measure is said to be regular 
if: a) the scheduling objective is to be minimized and b) the measure increases only if at least 
one completion time increases. This definition permits to restrict the search space to a limited 
set of schedules called a dominant set (a set that contains the optimal solution). For example, in 
the static one machine problem without sequence-dependent setups times, the set of 
permutation schedules without inserted idle times is a dominant set for any regular performance 
measure [Baker, 1974, p.13]. 
 
2.4 Machine Scheduling – General Shop Models 
 
There are many machine configurations for manufacturing, strictly as many configurations as 
manufacturing systems exist. Although in any theoretical classification of production systems a 
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real system and their processes will presents a combination of more than one characteristic 
[Nebl, 2011, Chapter 4], from a theoretical point of view, some generalization has been made 
in order to classify manufacturing scheduling problems making possible a generalized 
analytical treatment, e.g. single machine models, parallel machines models, flowshop models, 
jobshop models, open shop models and multiple processor models (see Baker [1974], Brucker 
and Knust [2006], Pinedo [2008, 2009] and Baker and Trietsch [2009]). Within each of these 
models there are a great number of variants. 
 
In accordance to the above classification, the production systems can be organized in jobshops 
such that similar processes are concentrated in specialized work centers such as drilling, 
milling, lathe turning, etc., or in flowshops where the sequence of operations for a specific 
product is carried out in different work centers so that the material flows from one work center 
to the other or on a transfer line (conveyor). Between these two types of organization, there are 
other modeling alternatives that look for a connection of them, such as cellular manufacturing 
and flexible manufacturing with more or less automation (see Fandel et al [2011, pp.19 – 35], 
Dyckhoff and Spengler [2010, pp. 25 – 26], Günther and Tempelmeier 2009, pp. 13 – 22, 82 – 
84] and Zäpfel [2000, pp. 158 – 164]). 
 
System configuration means a representation of the physical installation of the manufacturing 
system, while scheduling model refers to the problem of scheduling a set of production orders 
with its processing characteristics. Thus, it can happen that in a certain manufacturing system 
one is interested in scheduling a set of orders with each requiring only one operation on a 
certain machine (one machine model), and another time one is interested in scheduling a set of 
order with each requiring two operations sequentially on the same machines (flowshop model). 
In both cases, the manufacturing system is the same (and therefore its configuration), but the 
scheduling problems are different, so for each problem an adequate model must be developed. 
 
2.4.1 Jobshop Model 
 
The classical jobshop model can be defined as follows (see Zäpfel [2000, p. 164 – 166]): a set 
of orders has to be processed on a set of machines. Each order consists of a sequence (chain) of 
operations, each of which requiring processing during a given time without interruption on a 
given machine. Each machine can process at most one operation at a time and no operation 
may be processed by more than one machine at a time. The routes of the orders are not 
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necessarily the same, e.g., the orders may have different processing sequences and may have 
different numbers of operations. From the management point of view, one of the challenges is 
the consecution of appropriate (as low as possible) flowtimes of production orders, the 
achievement of adequate utilization rates of the machines [Zäpfel, 2000, p. 164], and the 
location of the work centers (see Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 84 – 91] and Zäpfel 
[2000, pp. 166 – 184]). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 General Job Shop Models 
 
A generalization of the jobshop is the flexible jobshop concept (see Pinedo [2009, p. 23 – 24] 
and Pinedo [2008, pp. 15, 20]), which can be considered as a set of work centers with multiple 
capacity (identical machines parallel shops). Figure 2.2 shows an example of (a) the classical 
jobshop concept and its generalized flexible jobshop version (b) composed of 4 work centers of 
3, 2, 1 and 2 machines, respectively. The route of product A is expressed in terms of the work 
centers of the system: WC1  WC3. The first operation of product A is done on any of the 3 
machines of work center WC1 and its second operation is done in the machine of work center 
WC3. The routes of products B and C are expressed analogously. Figure 2.3 shows special 
cases of the flexible jobshop model. 
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When a production order must be processed more than once in a work center, i.e., two or more 
operations of the order are processed in the same work center, the jobshop is called with 
recirculation, which is a common situation in practice. When the route of orders is not fixed, 
e.g., the decision maker decides in which order the operations of an order may be processed, 
the system is called an open shop, otherwise the system is called a closed shop. When all jobs 
have the same release date (normally stated as time 0) the problem is said to be static, 
otherwise it is said to be (semi) dynamic. 
 
For research purposes, the classical jobshop problem is defined as the jobshop model where a 
set of n production orders with different routes and with the same release dates has to be 
scheduled on a system with m different machines (m work centers with capacity one) without 
recirculation. Each production order has exactly m operations which must be processed without 
preemption once on each machine. This problem has been widely studied and is often used as a 
basic model for testing scheduling algorithms. 
 
2.4.2 Single Machine Model 
 
Single machine models can be applied to analyze manufacturing systems where one or more 
processing units (machines) exist. In single machine shops (one machine manufacturing 
systems), the application of single machine models is obvious; in multiple machines 
environments, the application of single machine models can be relevant for bottleneck analysis 
where a specific machine determines the performance of the entire system. Another application 
of single machine models is when a decomposition approach is used, where a complex 
manufacturing system is decomposed into a set of smaller single machine problems [Pinedo, 
2009, p. 22]. 
 
Figure 2.3 (a) illustrates the single machine shop operation. In general, orders are processed 
once at the machine, i.e., each order is composed of only one operation. But sometimes more 
than one operation at the machine may be needed. In other cases, order reprocessing is possible. 
 
The simplest one machine scheduling model considers a set of n production orders of one 
operation with operation time pi, i = 1, … , n, all released at the same date, i.e. ri = 0 for all i. In 
addition, sequence-dependent setup times and precedence constraints among production orders 
may exist. 
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2.4.3 Parallel Machine Model 
 
A system configuration consisting of a set of machines performing the same operation is 
defined as a parallel machine shop. One special case of a parallel machine shop is the case 
where the single machine shop is generalized by adding identical machines. For scheduling 
purposes, the identical machines concept means that the processing time of an order is the same 
on all machines. 
 
Figure 2.3 (b) shows a work center that illustrates a parallel machines shop of 3 machines. In 
general, orders are processed only once at the work center, i.e., each order is composed of only 
one operation, but, as in the case of single machine shop, sometimes more than one operation 
at the work center may be needed. In other cases, orders reprocessing may also be possible. 
 
The simplest parallel machine scheduling model considers a set of m identical machines and a 
set of n production orders of one operation with process time pi, i = 1, … , n, all released at the 
same time, i.e. ri = 0 for all i. In addition, sequence-dependent setup times and precedence 
constraints among jobs may exist. As the machines are identical, the processing time of an 
order is the same independently of the machine the order is processed on. 
 
In case of unrelated parallel machines, the processing time pik of production order i depends 
on which machine k, k = 1, … , m, the order is processed on. A special case of the unrelated 
parallel machines is the case of uniform parallel machines, where the processing time pik = pi / 
vk of order i, depends on the speed vk of the machine on which the order is processed (in this 
case pi represents a reference of the processing time, e.g. the processing time on machine 1). 
 
2.4.4 Flowshop Model 
 
In many manufacturing systems, a given number of operations (production stages) have to be 
done in the same order on every production order, which implies that all orders follow the 
same route. Therefore, the machines are assumed to be set up in series, where two cases are to 
be distinguished: asynchronous transfer of the material flow from one station to the next, and 
synchronized transfer of the material flow from one work center to the next using a time cycle 
(see Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 92 – 107] and Zäpfel [2000, pp.184 – 192]). 
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Generally, the asynchronous transfer of orders between one work center and the next is called a 
flowshop. The classic flowshop concept considers only one machine at each stage. A 
generalization of the flowshop consists of a set of work centers in series that have multi- 
capacity in parallel, called a flexible flowshop [Pinedo, 2008, p. 171]. So, the flexible flowshop 
can be understood as a set of parallel machine systems in series. 
 
Figure 2.3 (c) illustrates the flowshop concept with 3 machines and Figure 2.3 (d) illustrates the 
flexible flowshop concept with 3 multi-capacity work centers in series with 3, 1 and 2 capacities 
(machines), respectively. 
 
The simplest flowshop scheduling model considers a set of m machines sequentially organized 
and a set of n production orders each of m operations with process times pik, i = 1, … , n and k 
=1, … , m, and all released at the same date, i.e. ri = 0 for all i. In addition, sequence-dependent 
setup times and precedence constraints among production orders may exist. The m operations 
of each production order must be processed sequentially, so precedence constraints exist 
between operation j and operation j + 1 of a production order. 
 
The case when the processing of all n production orders must follow the same sequence on all 
m machines is known as the permutation flowshop. 
 
2.4.5 Other General Shop Models 
 
Open Shop Models 
 
When the route of a production orders is not fixed, i.e. the process route is open, the decision 
maker decides in which order the operations of the production order may be processed, the 
system is called an open shop [Pinedo, 2008, p. 217 – 234; Brucker and Knust, 2006, p. 20]. In 
an open shop there are no precedence relationships between the operations of the production 
orders. Therefore, the solution procedure also determines the order in which the operations of a 
production order are processed. In addition, sequence-dependent setup times and precedence 
constraints among certain production orders may exist. 
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Multiple Processor Models 
 
In a multiple processor shop model, n production orders must be processed in an m machine 
(resources) manufacturing system. To be processed, a production order i, i = 1, … , n, requires 
a given subset Mi  {1, 2, … , m} of machines (resources) at the same time. Therefore, during 
the processing of production order i all the machines in Mi are assigned to production order i. 
 
The multiple mode multiple processor model is an extension of the previous analyzed model, a 
production order can be processed in more than one mode, i.e. for production order i there are 
modei different processing alternatives with associated subsets Miq  {1, 2, … , m}, q = 1, … , 
modei. If the production order i is processed with the alternative q then production order i need 
all the machines of subset Miq at the same time (see Brucker and Knust [2006, p. 21]). 
 
2.4.6 Flexible Manufacturing Systems 
 
The term flexible manufacturing system (FMS) refers to a set of computer numerically 
controlled (CNC) machines and work centers that are connected by an automated material 
handling system, controlled by a central computer (see Zäpfel [2000, p. 232], Askin and 
Standridge [1993, p. 125] and Tempelmeier and Kuhn [1992, p. 1]). The FMS concept, 
developed in the 80’s years, represent a response to increasing customer demand, rapid delivery 
of low production lot sizes of customized products. It is able to automatically process different 
parts simultaneously, with the machines being able to load and accept the incoming material 
and carry out the corresponding operation of parts in any sequence. It must be pointed out that 
the concept of this type of system mainly considers high volume batch production systems (see 
Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, p. 107] and Talavage and Hannam [1988, p. 37]). 
 
The main elements of an FMS are automatically reprogrammable machines, automated tools 
delivery and changing, automated material handling of incoming and outgoing parts, and 
centralized operation control. Its principal components [Askin and Standrige, 1993, pp.129 – 
132] are machines (automatic machines with tool magazine and automatic tool changer, 
fixtures, robots, etc.), part movement systems (e.g. conveyors, automatic guided vehicles 
(AGV), etc.), supporting work centers (e.g. load/unload station, automatic parts washers, etc.) 
and system controllers (computer systems with manual interaction that control the system status 
including machining and transport, decision of when and how parts are to be moved, etc.). For 
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a detailed technical description of fundamental FMS see Talavage and Hannam [1988]. The 
design phase of a FMS answers the questions in two main decision areas: definition of the 
specific configuration among the existing different flexible manufacturing concepts, and 
technical and economical evaluation of the design alternatives and selection of the final 
configuration [Zäpfel, 2000, pp. 234]. 
 
From the perspective of the production planning and scheduling function, the system controller 
plays an important role. The control of the system implies decisions related to production 
orders releasing to the shop floor, operation machine and tool assignment and production order 
transport assignment. Obviously, there are several ways to implement these decisions, so a 
hierarchy of planning and control decisions must exist [Askin and Standrige, 1993, p. 132], i.e. 
a systematic way to decide which order to release to the system for processing in the next time 
periods, to decide the machine on which an order will be processed according to the queues 
and tools at the machines, to decide which production order to transport with which vehicle 
according to the position and the number of calls pending for each vehicle. The design of the 
physical structure and production management procedures of the selected FMS alternative 
means decisions such as the number of machines and work centers, design of the material flow 
system and the information flow system (see Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, pp. 108 – 109], 
Zäpfel [2000, pp. 234 – 270] and Tempelmeier and Kuhn [1992, pp. 29 – 44]). 
 
2.5 Manufacturing Systems Scheduling Procedures 
 
2.5.1 General Considerations and the Basic Scheduling Problem 
 
Since the first steps for the systematic analysis of the manufacturing scheduling problem were 
made, several approaches for this problem have been developed. All scheduling procedures 
have to consider input data (such as resources availability, production routes, operations 
processing times, orders due dates, etc.) to generate a schedule according to the considered 
performance criteria (e.g. satisfaction of due dates, reduction of inventories, increasing of 
resource utilization, etc.). 
 
The result of the scheduling process consists of the schedule produced by the scheduling 
procedure (algorithm), i.e., start time and finishing time for each operation on each resource, as 
well the evaluated performance measures of interest. 
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The basic scheduling problem is a special case of the general sequencing problem defined as 
the ordering of a set of n elements. The problem specific order of the elements defines the 
priority in which the elements of the set are processed, whereas the difference between 
technological and organizational order must be made [Corsten and Gössinger, 2009, p. 510]. 
 
The basic scheduling problem, such as the problem of scheduling on a single machine, in 
which n orders must be processed in a given order on a single resource, is the simplest 
scheduling problem, but it is very important because it provides the basics of the scheduling 
topics in a tractable model [Baker, 1974, p.10] and represents a building block that allows a 
better comprehension of the scheduling problem of more complex systems. This problem has 
the following characteristics: 
 
 A set of n single operation independent production orders is available for processing at 
time 0 (static problem). 
 The machine is continuously available and is never kept idle while production orders are 
waiting for processing (no breakdown is considered). 
 Processing times are deterministic and known in advance. 
 Setup times, if existing, are independent of the processing sequence, and therefore can be 
included in the order processing time. 
 The processing of an order is done without interruption (preemption is not allowed). 
 
In this situation, a sequence of the n production orders generates a schedule starting at time 0 
with the first order of the sequence, then its completion date is obtained by adding its 
processing time to the start time. This date is the start time for the second order of the sequence 
and so on up to the n-th production order in sequence. Therefore the completion date of the n-
th order in the sequence is the completion time for the whole set of orders, i.e., the makespan of 
the schedule. 
 
If no inserted idle times are permitted the set of all production order permutation (n!) is a 
dominant set for each regular performance measure, since a schedule is completely 
characterized by a permutation of the n orders. These schedules are known as permutation 
schedules, a definition which is not restricted to the single machine case. 
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Since most scheduling problems are NP – Complete (see Garey and Johnson [1979] and 
Blazewicz et al. [1996]) heuristic methods were developed for solving large size integer and 
combinatorial optimization problems, such as scheduling problems. The size of a scheduling 
problem is normally expressed as function of the number of orders and machines of the 
problem. For an overview of complexity theory, in addition to the books mentioned above, see 
Brucker and Knust [2006, pp. 23 – 28], Leung [2004, chapter 2] and Cormen et al. [2009, 
chapter 34]. 
 
The different approaches can be classified into mainly three categories: 
 
 Analytical Procedures: The scheduling problem is modeled as a mathematical programming 
model (mixed integer linear programming, mixed integer nonlinear programming, dynamic 
programming, enumeration methods, etc.), for solving to optimality. 
 
 Dispatching Rules (Priority Rules) – Simulation: The problem is solved by applying a rule 
that gives a priority to each waiting production order each time when a machine becomes 
idle. These rules are defined as dispatching rules, such as first in first out (FIFO), shortest 
processing time (SPT), earliest due date (EDD), etc. 
 
 Heuristic Procedures: The problem is solved by applying procedures, which generates 
feasible solutions but no guarantee for optimality is given. Under these procedures we can 
distinguish between constructive heuristics and improvement heuristics. Under improvement 
heuristics general neighborhood (local) search heuristics and meta-heuristics are also 
included. A general procedure can be defined as: apply a constructive heuristic which 
generates a feasible initial solution (seed) that can be enhanced by an improvement heuristic 
[Corsten and Gössinger, 2009, p. 519]. 
 
Despite of dispatching rules also being heuristic procedures, they are distinguished from the 
latter because of their origin (in the 50’s they were the first methods used for sequencing 
production orders). In contrast to analytical procedures, dispatching rules and heuristic 
procedures do not guarantee optimality, but their lower computational effort is an important 
advantage especially in large problems where computational complexity of analytical 
procedures becomes prohibitive. 
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2.5.2 An Optimization Model for the Flexible Jobshop Scheduling Problem 
 
In this section a mathematical formulation for the general flexible jobshop scheduling problem 
with explicit transport times but without setup is developed. Some papers include the 
mathematical formulation of the scheduling problem although the problem is solved 
heuristically (see Demir and Isleyen [2013] who compiled four formulations of the flexible job 
shop, Moon et al. [2008] who formulate a MILP model to solve the jobshop scheduling 
problem with alternative routings with, among other objectives, makespan minimization, and 
Fattahi et al. [2007] who present a mathematical model and heuristic approaches for the flexible 
job shop scheduling problem). Usually the developed mathematical model is used to solve 
optimally small-sizes problems as illustration purposes and / or from its formulation to develop 
heuristics procedures. 
 
There are three general definitions of binary variables for the sequencing problem: a) sequence-
position variables, b) precedence variables and c) time-indexed variables. The sequence-
position variables proposed by Wagner [1959] are defined based on the fixed capacity of each 
work center. The machine number into the work center reflects the orders position. The binary 
variable zijkl takes the value 1 if operation i.j is assigned to machine l in work center k otherwise 
0. The precedence variables introduced by Manne [1960] reflect the sequence of production 
orders assigned on the same machine: yijhgkl takes the value 1 if operation i.j precedes (not 
necessarily immediately before) operation h.g on machine l at work center k otherwise 0 
(defined only for i < h because yijhgkl = 1 – yhgijkl and yijijkl and yhghgkl are not needed. The time-
indexed variables ijkt defined by Bowman [1959] takes the value 1 if operation i.j is processed 
on work center k in time period t and 0 otherwise. 
 
2.5.2.1 Problem Statement 
 
A fixed number of orders with different number of operations must be scheduled in a system 
with a fixed number of work centers, each with a specific number of identical machines. The 
processing routes are fixed but it may be different for each production order, also the 
production order arrival may be (semi) dynamic-deterministic, i.e., the orders may be released 
at different, but known, times. Transportation times between stations are also relevant. The 
problem is modeled using a time-index approach. 
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2.5.2.2 Parameters, Decision Variables and Relations 
 
The problem is described by the following parameters: 
 
m  number of work centers. 
mk  number of machines at work center k; k = 1, ... , m. 
n   number of production orders. 
ni  number of operations in production order i, i = 1, ... , n. 
pij  processing time of operation j of production order i; i = 1, ... ,n; j(i) = 1, ... , ni. 
bijk  1(0) if operation j of order i is processed at work center k. 
trij  transport time for order i between operations j and j+1; i = 1, ... , n; j(i) = 1, ... , ni-1. 
H  upper limit of the scheduling horizon. 
 
The parameter H defines the scheduling horizon [0, H] in which all operations have to take 
place. 
 
The decision variables of the model are the start times for processing each operation (mainly 
the first operation of a production order) and binary time period variables that control the 
processing time interval of each operation. 
 
xij  starting time of operation j of production order i; i = 1, ... ,n; j(i) = 1, ... , ni. 
ijt  1(0) if operation j of order i is processed in period t; i = 1, ... , n; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; t = 1,...,H. 
 
For modeling purposes, the following relations are derived from the above defined decision 
variables: 
 
Completion time  Ci = xi,ni + pi,ni   i = 1, ... , n; 
Flowtime      Fi = Ci – ri     i = 1, ... , n; 
Makespan      Cmax = maxi=1,…,n { Ci } 
 
2.5.2.3 Constraints 
 
xij + pij + trij  xi,j+1     i = 1, ... , n;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni – 1;                     (2.1) 
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Ci  di               i = 1, ... , n;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;                     (2.2) 
ij
T
t
ijt p
1
           i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;                     (2.3) 
tijt  xij + pij          i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;     (2.4) 
xij + 1  t + H (1 – ijt)    i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;     (2.5) 
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        k = 1, ... , m – 1;  t = 1, ... ,H;                    (2.6) 
xij  0; ijt  {0,1};      i = 1, ... , n;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;      (2.7) 
 
Constraints (2.1) ensure the precedence relationships of the operations for a production order, 
so that the process of operation 2 to ni can only start if the previous operation has been finished 
and the order has been transported to the next work center. Constraints (2.2) ensure that order 
due dates are met. Constraints (2.3) show that operation i.j is processed exactly for pij periods. 
Constraints (2.3) ensures that each operation i.j is processed exactly the corresponding amount 
of processing time pij, and constraints (2.4) and (2.5) ensures that this processing occurs 
without interruption (non-preemption) exactly in time interval [xij , xij + pij]. Constraints (2.6) 
ensure that the number of production orders simultaneously processed at each work center k 
cannot exceed its capacity (number of machines). 
 
Finally, constrains (2.7) restricts the range of the decision variables. 
 
2.5.3 Dispatching Rules 
 
Scheduling using dispatching rules prioritizes the production orders waiting for processing on 
a machine. At each of these decision steps a priority list of those orders which have not been 
scheduled on the corresponding machine is set up. This decision process takes into account the 
orders and system attributes to calculate the value of an index, reflecting the desired scheduling 
strategy. The values of the index calculated for all candidate orders are compared, and the 
order with the best value (maximum or minimum value of the index) is selected to be 
processed. There are many dispatching rules that have been defined. Applying dispatching 
rules is the classical way to schedule a given set of orders in a manufacturing system. This 
procedure can be repeated with a number of dispatching rules, obtaining a number of schedules 
that are compared with respect to the value of the desired performance measure. 
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Some classical single dispatching rules are (see Baker [1974, pp. 17 – 26]): SPT (shortest 
processing time) selects the order with shortest processing time, LPT (largest processing time) 
selects the order with largest processing time, FIFO (first in first out) selects the order with 
earliest arrival date to the machine, EDD (earliest due date) selects the order with earliest due 
date, RANDOM (process in random order) selects a production order in random order, SST 
(shortest setup time) selects the order that will produce the least setup, SLACK (minimum 
slack) selects the order with least slack and WINQ (work in next queue) selects the order with 
the shortest queue at subsequent work center. While several rules (like the first seven rules 
above) are based on local (machine status) information, other rules (like WINQ rule) are based 
on global (system status) information [Corsten and Gössinger, 2009, p. 537]. 
 
The application of dispatching rules do not guarantee optimality of schedules, however, in 
some cases this can be assured. For example, if in the static case, n orders must be processed 
on one machine without sequence-dependent setup times, the SPT rule assures the optimal 
(minimal) total or mean flowtime, and if due dates exists, the EDD rule assures the optimal 
(minimal) maximal tardiness [Baker, 1974, pp. 18, 24; Günther and Tempelmeier, 2009, pp. 
232 – 233], and the number of tardy orders is minimized by the Hodgson algorithm [see Baker, 
1974, pp. 27 – 28]. While the effect of these rules is proved to be optimal in case of the one 
machine system it is not possible to extend these results to other scheduling problems. 
  
From the above mentioned dispatching rules, the first seven rules are local decisions, i.e., 
decisions based on local information only, while the last rule that takes into account 
information on system state (congestion at the following work center). Other classical, single 
and composed dispatching rules are described in Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 759 – 764] (see also 
Panwalker and Iskander [1977], Haupt [1989], Holthaus and Rajendran [1997, 2000], Pierreval 
and Mebabki [1997] and Rajendran and Holthaus [1999]). For an overview of elementary one 
dimensional rules as well for the use of combination of rules as priority criteria and a 
systematic view of the application of dispatching rules see Nebl [2011, pp. 727 – 732] and 
Corsten and Gössinger [2009, pp. 532 – 537]. 
 
Application of Dispatching Rules in Job Shop Scheduling 
 
When arrival times and/or processing times are assumed to be variable (e.g. random), the shop 
can be seen as a queuing system. The problem of selecting an order is solved by applying 
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dispatching rules, so that each time a machine finishes processing of a production order, the 
next order is selected among the waiting orders based on the value of the selection criteria. For 
example, if the criterion is to give priority to the order with the lowest processing time the SPT 
rule will be applied. 
 
In order to analyze the effectiveness of different dispatching rules, a number of simulation 
studies have been carried out [Sels et al., 2012; Thürer et al., 2012; Pickardt and Branke, 2012]. 
These studies provide data on performance measures such as shop congestion, machine 
utilization, flowtimes distribution, due date satisfaction, etc., to be expected over longer periods 
of time in different scenarios. Two types of analysis can be made. The first one considers a 
finite number of production orders that are released at time 0 (static case) or some orders 
released at time 0 and the others at a later time (semi dynamic case) and simulate the resulting 
short term schedule. In the second one, the production orders arrival and processing 
characteristics are typified so that orders can be generated and processed as they come into the 
system (dynamic case), and a statistical effect of the dispatching rules on the performance 
measures of the system is done using several runs (see Günther and Tempelmeier [2009, p. 
235]). 
 
As explained in section 2.5.3, proved optimum results for dispatching rules are only available 
for the one machine problem and cannot be extended to other problems. Nevertheless, some 
empirical laws can be stated. In a jobshop production system, the application of the SPT 
dispatching rule will produce in general lower mean flow times than other rules (e.g. FIFO), but 
will show high flow time variability. On the other hand, the application of the FIFO dispatching 
rule will produce in general higher mean flow time than SPT but with less flowtime variability 
(see the pioneering work of Conway [1965] and Fandel et al. [2011, pp. 762 – 763] for a 
discussion of the works made by other authors that obtain similar results as those obtained by 
Conway). 
 
As explained above, in this type of studies frequently a combination of dispatching rules is 
used, so that more than one objective is considered simultaneously in the decision (see Nebl, 
2011, p. 731]). For example Hax and Candea [1984, p. 482] propose to alternate SPT and FIFO 
rules in different ways: a) while there are jobs that have been waiting more than a certain 
amount of time apply FIFO, in other cases apply SPT, b) while the number of jobs in queue is 
below some threshold, apply FIFO else apply SPT until the number of orders in queue drops 
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below that threshold and c) apply FIFO and SPT during predetermined time intervals (cycle 
based). 
 
2.5.4 Heuristic Approaches and Search Methods 
 
With increasing complexity in the operation of production systems the optimization of task and 
resources allocation has gained increasing interest, but finding an optimal schedule is known as 
a hard optimization problem. Due to the NP – Completeness of most of the scheduling 
problems in manufacturing, several heuristic methods have been applied to the jobshop 
(manufacturing) scheduling problem. From random sampling and neighborhood search 
methods to meta-heuristic algorithms have been applied to solve the hard problem of finding 
the best solution as possible to a scheduling problem. 
 
The method of random sampling discussed in Baker [1974, pp. 71 – 75], randomly generates N 
sequences of production orders. Thus, a schedules sample of size N is obtained. The best 
evaluated schedule of the sample is retained as the approximate solution (see Figure 2.4). 
 
Although this method is not competitive to local search procedures and meta-heuristics 
algorithms, it is often used as a benchmark method. Furthermore, most of the meta-heuristics 
methods use elements of random sampling in its designs, e.g. genetic algorithms select the 
parents to be crossed or decide randomly whether an individual will be mutated or not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Random Sampling – General Framework 
 
Neighborhood search (also called local search) is a general search technique which starts with 
a feasible initial solution called seed or current solution. Then it evaluates the elements in the 
neighborhood of the current solution. If no improvement is possible the procedure will end, 
otherwise the best element of the neighborhood will be taken as the new current solution (see 
Figure 2.5). 
procedure RandomSampling 
begin 
S  random_sample(N)  / S = { s1, s2, … , sN } 
forall ( si  S ) begin vi  evaluate(si) end 
b = arg [ mini=1, ... ,n{ vi } ] 
   s*  sb 
return s* 
end 
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Figure 2.5 Neighborhood Search – General Framework 
 
The implementation of the general framework presented in Figure 2.5 needs specification of the 
following main three points: a) initial solution procedure, b) neighborhood definition and c) 
selection procedure of the new current solution. In addition, the number of iterations may be 
limited to avoid too large processing times. Other general high-level frameworks for 
neighborhood search can be seen in Baker [1974, p. 67] and Talbi [2009, p. 88]. Neighborhood 
search methods are also used as components within meta-heuristics procedures. 
 
A neighborhood structure is defined based on the representation of the solution of the problem, 
e.g. usually in scheduling problems the solution is represented by a sequence of orders or 
operations (i.e. an ordered list of objects). For example, if four orders must be scheduled the 
sequence 3 – 4 – 1 – 2 may represent the solution of the problem. API (adjacent pair wise 
interchange) and PI (pairwise interchange) are two well known and widely used neighborhood 
structures. In the example above assume that the sequence 3 – 4 – 1 – 2 represents the current 
solution, then the API and PI neighborhoods are shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
Other classical neighborhood structures are insertion (remove an order from one position and 
insert it at a different position), block insert (shift a subsequence of production orders to 
another position), swap (swap two orders of the sequence), and k – opt (k order connections are 
removed and replaced by other k order connections). See [Talbi, 2009, pp. 88 – 101] and 
[Anderson et al., 1993, pp. 371 – 380]. 
 
 
 
procedure NS 
begin 
 end-condition  false 
s*  initial_solution() 
v*  evaluate(s*) 
while (not end-condition) do 
begin 
S   Neighborhood(s*) 
sb   Best(S) 
vb   evaluate(sb) 
if (vb< v*) then s* sb else end-condition  true 
end 
return s* 
end 
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Figure 2.6 API and IP Neighborhood Structures 
 
Among others, some well known neighborhood search methods are the greedy randomized 
adaptive search procedures (GRASP), variable neighborhood search (VNS) and iterated local 
search (ILS). 
 
Well known meta-heuristics such as simulated annealing (SA), tabu search (TS) and genetic 
algorithms (GA) developed in the 1980’s have been frequently and widely used as solution 
procedures for scheduling production systems (in fact the GA were introduced by Holland in 
1975, but experienced its development in the 1980’s and 1990’s). 
 
Methods that use the concept of population are classified as population-based meta-heuristics 
such as genetic algorithms, evolution strategies (ES), ant colony optimization (ACO), 
differential evolution (DE), particle swarm optimization (PSO), artificial immune system (IS), 
etc. All of these methods used the population as the set of individuals that are transformed, i.e. 
the individuals of the population are changed in a systematic way, either by changing 
individuals alone or by recombination of two or more individuals. For a comprehensive reading 
of local search and meta-heuristic algorithms and its applications, see Talbi [2009], Glover and 
Kochenberger [2003], Hoos and Stützle [2005] and Cormen et al. [2009]. 
 
For illustration purposes the VNS neighborhood search heuristic and the ACO meta-heuristic 
are explained in more detail in the following. In addition to VNS being an effective 
neighborhood search method it easily can be implemented into a meta-heuristic to improve 
3  –  4  –  1  –  2 3  –  4  –  1  –  2 
4  –  3  –  1  –  2 
3  –  1  –  4  –  2 
3  –  4  –  2  –  1 
4  –  3  –  1  –  2 
1  –  4  –  3  –  2 
2  –  4  –  1  –  3 
3  –  1  –  4  –  2 
3  –  2  –  1  –  4 
3  –  4  –  2  –  1 
a)  API Neighborhood 
b) PI Neighborhood 
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solutions and ACO is a meta-heuristic that currently experienced a major development, 
especially in applications to production scheduling problems, as GA does in the 1990’s. 
 
The VNS neighborhood search heuristic proposed by Mladenovic in 1995 (see Mladenovic and 
Hansen [1997], Talbi [2009, pp. 150 – 153]) is based on the systematic search within an 
ordered list of neighborhoods. Starting from an initial solution and neighborhood, the algorithm 
controls whether the search procedure continue searching in the actual neighborhood or move 
to the next neighborhood of the list. For a more comprehensive reading see Hansen and 
Mladenovic [2003, pp. 145 – 183]. According to Liao and Cheng [2007] who solved a single 
machine earliness-tardiness cost minimization problem with a VNS approach, the best number 
of neighborhoods structures is often two. The problem of scheduling parallel identical 
machines with sequence-dependent setup and makespan minimization is considered by 
Behnamian et al. [2009] applying VNS and ACO algorithms and their hybridization. The 
dynamic jobshop scheduling problem with random arrivals and machine breakdowns is treated 
in Zandieh and Adibi [2010]. The authors selected an event-driven scheduling procedure and at 
each rescheduling point in time (e.g. the arrival of an order, processing finish time or machine 
breakdown) the parameters of a VNS algorithm are actualized by an artificial neural network 
before being applied to solve a static jobshop instance. Amiri et al. [2010] propose a VNS 
algorithm that solves a flexible jobshop scheduling problem (see section 2.5.2) to minimize 
makespan. They used an operation sequencing list to represent a solution with two 
neighborhoods related to the sequencing problem and three neighborhoods related to the 
machine assignment problem. 
 
The ant colony optimization (ACO) meta-heuristic introduced more recently in the 1990`s 
shows up to now a growing number of applications to the production scheduling problem. The 
ant colony optimization (ACO) introduced by Dorigo [1992] (see also [Dorigo et al, 1991], 
Dorigo et al. [1999], Dorigo and Stützle [2003] and Talbi [2009, pp. 240 – 247] for it further 
evolution and formalization and Dorigo and Stützle [2004] for a comprehensive reading of the 
meta-heuristic) simulates the behavior of real ants which seek the shortest route between the 
ant’s nest and the food source. From the algorithmic point of view a set of ants (agents) build in 
parallel their solutions, e.g. routes to be covered by a salesman to visit a set of cities. At each 
step each ant takes the decision of which city to visit next based on the distance and the trail of 
pheromone deposited by other ants in the arc linking the current city with the next one. The 
application of ACO in production scheduling associates the production order with the city and 
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the adjacency of orders in the sequence with the arcs in the example of the salesman. ACO has 
been applied successfully to a single machine production scheduling problems in real cases 
(see Gravel et al. [2002] and Gagné et al. [2002]). The first paper that applies ACO to the 
permutation flowshop sequencing with makespan minimization was carried out by Ying and 
Liao [2004]. In this work the ACO meta-heuristic is shown to be one of the most efficient 
algorithms among the benchmark algorithms studied by the authors. The case of flowshop 
scheduling with multiple objectives is treated by Yagmahan and Yenisey [2008, 2010]. Hybrid 
flowshop scheduling problems are studied by Ying and Lin [2006] who solved a 
multiprocessor task scheduling problem in a multistage production system, and by Alakyran 
and Döyen [2007] who analyzed the makespan minimization. Colorni et al. [1994] apply the 
ACO meta-heuristic to the first time on the jobshop scheduling problem with makespan 
minimization. More recent proposals dealing with the same problem can be found in the papers 
of Udomsakdigool and Kachitvichyanukul [2008] and Seo and Kim [2010]. 
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3. Basic Concepts in Fuzzy Set Theory 
 
Today, the decision process in organizations can be very complex, and therefore decision 
making is increasingly difficult when using only conventional tools. One of this decision 
processes is the determination of production plans and schedules, where a large number of 
variables must be taken into account. More than one objective (those that are usually in 
conflict) is to be considered, and complex constraints and relationships between the variables 
must be controlled. On the other hand, solutions must be obtained in (nearly) real time. The 
implication is that the decision process must be based on efficient analysis tools with low CPU 
processing time. 
 
The concept of fuzzy logic and fuzzy sets, introduced by Zadeh [1965] provides a framework for 
modeling complex decision processes which incorporate imprecise and vague concepts. Fuzzy 
Logic is suitable to model compromises between objectives [Dubois and Prade, 1978]. Such a 
decision process for solving a scheduling problem can be stated as: ... the objective is to obtain 
“good” schedules, using “adequately” the system capacity generating a “low” level of tardy 
production orders... These statements focus on the original motivation of fuzzy sets to emulate 
the human inference process modeling the natural language using linguistic variables [Zadeh, 
1975a, p. 202]: “In retreating from precision in the face of overpowering complexity, it is 
natural to explore the use of what might be called linguistic variables, that is, variables whose 
values are not numbers but words or sentences in a natural or artificial language. The 
motivation for the use of words or sentences rather than numbers is that linguistic 
characterizations are, in general, less specific than numerical ones”. 
 
In a theoretical and practical sense fuzzy set theory also provides the tool to model and to solve 
problems in which the mathematical language is the natural bridge between conceptual and 
linguistic vagueness and problem solution: “Fuzzy set theory provides a strict mathematical 
framework in which vague conceptual phenomena can be precisely and rigorously studied. It 
can also be considered as a modeling language well suited for situations in which fuzzy 
relations, criteria, and phenomena exist [Zimmermann, 1987, p. 11]”. 
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3.1 Basic Definitions in Fuzzy Set Theory 
 
The classical set theory defines a set as a collection of objects, and in accordance to the two 
valued logic, any object either belongs or does not belongs to the set. Fuzzy set theory deals 
with objects that belong to a set, but at a certain degree. The basic concepts presented here are 
mainly extracted from the book of Zimmermann [2001]. 
 
A fuzzy set A
~
 in X is defined by a set of ordered pairs [Zimmermann, 2001, pp. 11 – 12; Bector 
and Chandra, 2005, p. 21]: 
 
}/))(,{(
~
~ XxxxA
A
                       (3.1) 
 
In (3.1) the classical set X is called the universe. The function: 
A
~ :X  [0,1], called 
membership function, defines the membership grade )(~ x
A
  for x belonging to A
~
. The set X 
can be finite or infinite. For xX, 1)(~ x
A
  indicates that x fully belongs to A (x belongs to A 
in the classical sense), and 0)(~ x
A
  indicates that x does not belong to A at any degree (x does 
not belong to A in the classical sense). Let max = sup }/)({ ~ XxxA   be the maximum 
(supreme) of the membership function 
A
~ . If max = 1 then the fuzzy set A
~
 is called a 
normalized fuzzy set (all fuzzy set A
~
 can be normalized by redefining it membership function 
by max~ /)(  xA . The value max is also called the height of the fuzzy set A
~
. A fuzzy set A
~
 is 
said to be empty if its membership function verifies 0)(~ x
A
  for all xX. 
 
An important concept in fuzzy set theory is the -level set (-cut) A of the fuzzy set A
~
, 
which is defined as [Zimmermann, 2001, p. 14]: })(/{ ~   xXxA A . The strong -level 
set (strong -cut) considers  )(~ x
A
 instead of   )(~ x
A
 in the definition. A particular 
case of strong -level set of the fuzzy set A
~
 is when  = 0, called the support of fuzzy set A
~
 
and it is denoted by supp( A
~
). As for ordinary sets, the relationships of equality, inclusion and 
complement are also defined for fuzzy sets [Dubois and Prade, 1980, pp. 12, 21 – 23]. Two 
fuzzy sets A
~
and B
~
 in X are said to be equal if )()( ~~ xx BA    for all xX and the inclusion of 
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fuzzy set A
~
 in fuzzy set B
~
 in X is verified if )(≤)( ~~ xx
BA
  for all xX. The complement of a 
fuzzy set A
~
 in X, CA
~
, is point-wise defined by its membership function )(1)( ~~ xx
AAC
   for 
all x  X. 
 
As in classical set theory, also the intersection and union of fuzzy sets are defined. The primary 
definitions for intersection and union of fuzzy sets are made due to Zadeh [1965] using the min 
and max operators, respectively. The intersection ( BA
~~
 ) and union ( BA
~~
 ) of fuzzy sets A
~
 
and B
~
 in X are fuzzy sets point-wise defined, respectively, by )(~
∩
~ x
BA
  = min )}(),({ ~~ xx
BA
  
and )(~
∪
~ x
BA
  = max )}(),({ ~~ xx
BA
  for all x  X. 
 
Let X and Y be two crisp sets (i.e. sets as in classical set theory). A binary fuzzy relation R
~
 is a 
fuzzy set defined in the product space XY with membership function 
R
~ : XY  [0,1], i.e., 
R
~
= {((x,y), ),(~ yx
R
 ) | (x,y)  XY}, where R
~
 is called a fuzzy relation on XY (see Bector 
and Chandra [2005, p.30 – 33], Zimmermann [2001, p. 71 – 83] and Ross [2004, pp. 58 – 75]). 
 
Let 1
~
R  and 2
~
R  be two fuzzy relations in XY, then the union and intersection are fuzzy sets 
denoted as 21
~
∪
~
RR  and 21
~
∩
~
RR , respectively, and defined with membership functions 
),(
21
~
∪
~ yx
RR
  = max )},(),,({
21
~~ yxyx
RR
  and ),(
21
~
∩
~ yx
RR
  = min )},(),,({
21
~~ yxyx
RR
  for all (x,y) 
 XY, respectively. 
 
Fuzzy relations are combined by the composition of fuzzy relations. Let 1
~
R  and 2
~
R be fuzzy 
relations in XY and YZ, respectively. 21
~~~
RRR   denotes the composition between 1
~
R  and 
2
~
R . Several compositions have been suggested but the max-min composition has become the 
most used one [Zimmermann, 2001, p.74]. The max-min and max-product compositions are 
defined as the fuzzy relations [Zimmermann, 2001; pp. 74-75; Ross, 2004, p. 75]: 
 
max-min composition        ),(~ zx
R
 = maxyY min )},(),,({
21
~~ zyyx
RR
  for all (x,z)  XZ 
max-product compositions   ),(~ zx
R
 = maxyY )],(),([
21
~~ zyyx
RR
     for all (x,z)  XZ 
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3.2 Aggregation of Fuzzy Sets 
 
As in the classical set theory, also in fuzzy set theory the concepts of union and intersection are 
important, but due to the nature of the fuzzy sets, this concepts are not uniquely defined and 
more than one operator have been defined to model this operations. Zadeh [1965], suggested 
the min and algebraic product operators to model the intersection of fuzzy sets, and the max 
and algebraic sum operators to model the union of fuzzy sets: 
 
min operator     )(~
∩
~ x
BA
  = min )}(),({ ~~ xx
BA
           x  X      (3.2) 
algebraic product  )()()( ~~~~ xxx
BABA
               x  X      (3.3) 
max operator     )(~
∪
~ x
BA
  = max )}(),({ ~~ xx
BA
           x  X      (3.4) 
algebraic sum    )()()()()( ~~~~~~ xxxxx
BABABA
 

    x  X      (3.5) 
 
Also other operators have been proposed for aggregation of fuzzy sets. The definition of 
triangular norms (t-norms) and triangular co-norms (t-conorms or s-norms) classifies the 
above defined operators in these two classes of norms (see Dubois and Prade [1980, pp. 17 – 
18; 1985]). A triangular norm t and a triangular co-norm s are mappings t,s:[0,1][0,1]  [0,1] 
that satisfy the properties of existence of a unitary element, monotonicity, commutativity and 
associativity (see Table 3.1). 
 
Property t (t-norm) s (s-norm) 
Unitary Element t(0,0) = 0 and t(1,a) = a s(0,0) = 0 and s(0,a) = a 
Monotonicity t(a,b) ≤ t(c,d) if a ≤ c and b ≤ d s(a,b) ≤ s(c,d) if a ≤ c and b ≤ d 
Commutativity t(a,b) = t(b,a) s(a,b) = s(b,a) 
Associativity t(t(a,b),c) = t(a,t(c,d)) s(s(a,b),c) = s(a,s(c,d)) 
 
Table 3.1   Properties of t-norms and s-norms 
 
It can easily be verified that min and algebraic product operators satisfy the triangular norm 
properties and that min and algebraic product operators satisfy the triangular co-norm 
properties. Furthermore, the following relation holds for every t (t-norm) and s (s-norm): 
 
t(a,b) ≤ min(a,b) ≤ max(a,b) ≤ s(a,b) 
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More than union or intersection, the important concept is the aggregation of fuzzy sets, based 
on the fact that in fuzzy sets the intersection and the union (logical and and logical or 
operators) are not absolutely complementary. Compensation between intersection and union 
can be introduced, concept which is well explained by Zimmermann [2001, p. 36]: “…these 
aggregation procedures realize the idea of trade-off between conflicting goals when 
compensation is allowed, and the resulting trade-offs lie between the most optimistic lower 
bound and the most pessimistic upper bound, that is, they map between the minimum and the 
maximum degree of membership of the aggregated sets. Therefore they are called averaging 
operators. If an operator yields systematically values between min and max operators it is 
called an averaging operator”. 
 
Zimmermann and Zysno [1980] proposed and tested a family of operators for aggregating 
fuzzy sets, called  - operator, where the value of parameter  expresses the tradeoff between 
intersection and union when aggregating fuzzy sets. These operators are defined as a 
combination of the algebraic product (modeling the logical and) and the algebraic sum 
(modeling the logical or) (see Zimmermann [2001, p. 37]). For x  X and 0    1, the  - 
operators are defined as: 
 
   
 
  

 




 









xxx i
n
i
i
n
i
11
1
1
1
   x  X    0    1        (3.6) 
 
where µi is the membership function of fuzzy set iA
~
 in X for i =1 , … , n. 
 
Let A
~
 and B
~
 be two fuzzy sets in X. If  = 0 ( = 1) both  - operators, correspond to the 
algebraic product (algebraic sum). For 0    1 the  – operators gradually change from 
algebraic product to algebraic sum, i.e., from intersection ( = 0) to union ( = 1). 
 
In Figure 3.1 )(~
∩
~ x
BA
  ( )(~
∪
~ x
BA
 ) shows the resulting membership function of the aggregation 
of fuzzy sets A
~
 and B
~
 in X = [0, xmax] with the min (max) operator. Areas t-norms, s-norms 
and averaging operators indicate, respectively, the areas in which t-norm operators, s-norm 
operators and averaging operators will take their values. The classes of all t-norms, s-norms and 
averaging operators decomposes the area of rectangle [0,xmax][0,1] into disjointed regions. 
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       )(~ x
A
                 )(~~ x
BA
                    )(~ x
B
  
 
      )(~~ x
BA
  
Figure 3.1 Areas of t-norms, s-norms and Averaging Operators [adapted from Zimmermann, 2001, p. 38] 
 
3.3 Defuzzification Process 
 
One important issue in fuzzy set theory is the defuzzification process. The defuzzyfication as a 
decision process is well described by Li [1996, p. 75]: “Given a fuzzy set A
~
 in the universe X, a 
defuzzification process is a selection of an element from the universe X, that can be best 
characterize the given fuzzy set A
~
”. 
 
In Figure 3.2 a deffuzification process is shown. The fuzzy set A
~
 (with max ≤ 1) is 
characterized by its membership function 
A
~  over its universe X. The shaded region in figure 
3.2 represents the area under the curve )(~ x
A
 , i.e. the area defined by the membership function 
of the fuzzy set A
~
. Note also that in the case of the example of Figure 3.2 max < 1. One 
distinguishes subintervals where 
A
~  is strictly increasing, constant, or strictly decreasing. In 
this case, 
A
~  has only one global maximum, but two intervals with local maxima. All this 
information is taken into account by the defuzzification methods. 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Defuzzification Process – From a fuzzy set to a crisp value 
Averaging Operators Averaging Operators 
s - norms 
t - norms 
xmax 0 
X 
1 
Fuzzy Set A
~
 
max 
x*   (crisp value) 
Defuzzification 
Method 
)x(
A
~  
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The defuzzification method defines the criteria by which the crisp value is to be chosen. This 
value may depend on different factors like the inference method, special points of the 
membership functions such as maxima or minima, the area below the membership function, 
etc. (see Zimmermann [2001, pp. 232 – 239], Li [1996] and Ross [2004, pp. 96 – 112]), but it 
should always be an element of the support of the fuzzy set, i.e. a value x
*
 such that µ(x
*
) > 0. 
 
Some classical and most used methods are the center of maxima (CoM), mean of maxima 
(MoM) and center of area (CoA). If the membership function does not have a unique 
maximum, the CoM method returns the middle point between the extreme values of which the 
maximum is taken, while the MoM method returns the average of separate maxima. The CoA 
method returns the value which separates the area under the membership function in two parts 
of the same area. 
 
3.4  Applications of Fuzzy Set Theory 
 
3.4.1 Fuzzy Multiple Criteria Decision Making 
 
Decision making is a process that involves information acquisition, modeling, evaluation and 
deciding, a course of action, based on the objectives (goals) to be achieved subject to a set of 
constraints to be satisfied. Real problems normally are multiple criteria problems, i.e., more 
than one objective is to be optimized. Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) can be 
classified into two categories: 
 
 Multiple Objective Decision Making (MODM), which deals with the problem of selecting 
the most satisfactory solution from a continuous domain subject to constraints. 
 Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM), which deals with the selection from a finite 
number of alternatives, which are compared with respect to a number of attributes. 
 
3.4.1.1 Fuzzy Multiple Objective Decision Making 
 
In real decision making many aspects are concerned and not only precise relationships and 
quantitative observations are available, therefore the goals, constraints and consequences of a 
decision are, in general, not precisely known [Bellman and Zadeh, 1970, p. B141]. 
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Let G
~
 and C
~
 be a fuzzy objective and fuzzy constraint, respectively, characterized by their 
membership functions )(~ x
G
  and )(~ x
C
  defined in the universe X. A decision is desired that 
satisfies the objective and the constraint at the same time. As stated by Bellman and Zadeh 
[1970, p. B148], the decision can be modeled as a fuzzy decision D
~
 defined as the intersection 
of the fuzzy objective G
~
 and the fuzzy constraint C
~
, i.e., CGD
~~~
  with membership 
function )(~ x
D
  = min )}(),({ ~~ xx
CG
  using the min operator for modeling the intersection. 
Because of the symmetry of objective and constraints, this model can be expanded to the case 
of k objectives and m constraints, so the decision is seen as a confluence of goals and 
constraints [Bellman and Zadeh, 1970, B149], with fuzzy decision D
~
 and membership 
function: 
 
             
mk C
~
...C
~
C
~
G
~
...G
~
G
~
D
~
 2121              (3.7) 
        )(~ x
D
  = min )}(),...,(),(),(),...,(),({ ~~~~~~
2121
xxxxxx
mk CCCGGG
       (3.8) 
 
The fuzzy decision is the intersection of the fuzzy sets of the objectives and the fuzzy sets of 
the constraints, i.e. the intersection of (k + m) fuzzy sets, so the result of this aggregation is still 
a fuzzy set. For practical purposes this fuzzy decision must be transformed into a particular 
crisp element x*  X. In this fuzzy multiple objective decision making problem (FMODM), x* 
is obtained as the element of X which maximizes the membership function of the decision: 
 
x* = arg ( max{ )(~ x
D
  | x  X })               (3.9) 
 
The transformation of a fuzzy set in a particular element of the universe (see equation (3.9)) is 
called defuzzyfication. 
 
3.4.1.2 Fuzzy Multiple Attribute Decision Making 
 
A finite number of alternatives (solutions to a problem) must be evaluated according to a finite 
number of relevant goals, the “best” alternative will be the decision. One of the first models for 
this problem was developed by Yager [1978] and Baas and Kwakernaak [1977]. In the 
following the OWA operator introduced by Yager [see Yager, 1988, 1993] is presented. 
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The ordered weighted operator (OWA) is a family of aggregation operators which belong to 
the class of averaging operators. Assume a multi criteria decision problem with n relevant 
criteria. Let x be a feasible solution and let i(x) be the degree to which x satisfies the i-th 
criteria. The global satisfaction grade of x to all criteria is given by the membership function 
OWA as follows: 
 

n
j
jjOWA xwx
1
][ )()(                    (3.10) 
 
where w = (w1, w2, … , wn)
T
 is an n-dimensional weights vector that satisfies wi  [0,1] and 
1w
n
1i
i 

. Further [j] indicates the j-th largest value of the i(x) values, so that [1](x)  [2](x) 
 …  [n](x). Thus, w1 weights the largest satisfaction grade w2 weights the second largest 
satisfaction grade and so on. 
 
The weight factors are associated to positions in the ordered set of the criteria satisfaction 
degrees rather than to criteria itself, i.e., the k-th criteria will not be equally weighted if they are 
in different positions in the ordered set of criteria satisfaction degrees. 
 
Different OWA operators are distinguished by their weighting vectors w. Special cases of the 
family of OWA operators are the max, min and average operators w
max
 = (1, 0, … , 0)T, wmin = 
(0, 0, … , 1)T and wavg = (1/n, 1/n, … , 1/n)T respectively, and the property minj=1, … ,n{i(x)} ≤ 
OWA(x) ≤ maxi=1, … ,n{i(x)} is achieved. Yager defines the orness and andness measures to 
quantify the position of an OWA operator in relation to the min (logical and) and max (logical 
or) operators as in equation (3.11). 
 
 



n
i
iwin
n
worness
1
)(
1
1
)(   and  andness(w) = 1 – orness(w)       (3.11) 
 
The author suggests that for values of orness(w) < 0.5 (andness(w) > 0.5) the operator will be 
more an and like operator and for values of orness(w) > 0.5 (andness(w) < 0.5) the operator 
will be more an or like operator. It can be shown that orness(w
max
) = 1, orness(w
min
) = 0 and 
orness(w
avg
) = 0.5. 
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The best alternative x* should be determined as the alternative with the highest value of the 
decision membership function: OWA(x*) = maxxA{OWA(x)}. 
 
3.4.2 Fuzzy Rule-Based Inference 
 
3.4.2.1 Approximate Reasoning and Linguistic Variables 
 
In classical binary (boolean) logic, a proposition p is a linguistic statement that can be true or 
false, i.e., denoting v the function that gives the truth value of a proposition v(p) = 1 if p is true 
or v(p) = 0 if p is false. Two propositions p and q can be combined using logical operators such 
as: disjunction or logical “or” (), conjunction or logical “and” (), negation () and 
implication (). Combined propositions that are always true, i.e. independently of the truth 
value of the individual proposition, are called tautologies. Among others, tautologies are 
important for deductive reasoning and for making deductive inferences [Ross, 2004, p. 126]. 
 
Two well known tautologies are the modus ponens tautology (p  (p   q))  q and the modus 
tollens tautology ((p  q)  q)   p. The modus ponens tautology is a very common 
inference mechanism used in rule-based inference systems. Given the truth value of given two 
propositions p and (p   q) both of which are true then the modus ponens inference mechanism 
automatically concludes the truth of the proposition q (see Zimmermann [2001, p. 150] and 
Ross [2004, pp. 126 – 127]). 
 
Several expressions have been proposed to model the binary logical operators associated to the 
multi-valued fuzzy logic, well accepted models are those defined by Zadeh [1975b]. Let p and 
q be two propositions, then the truth value of the logical operators associated to fuzzy logic can 
be defined as: 
 
v(p  q) = max{v(p), v(q)}        disjunction (logical “or”) 
v(p  q) = min{v(p), v(q)}         conjunction (logical “and”) 
v(p) = 1 – v(p)              negation 
v(p  q) = min{1, 1 – v(p) + v(q)}    implication 
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Fuzzy Logic gives the theoretical foundation for reasoning with imprecise propositions referred 
as approximate reasoning [Zadeh, 1976, 1975a, 1975b]. In boolean logic tautologies, such as 
the modus ponens, are the main tools of reasoning. Approximate reasoning is a way of making 
conclusions from antecedents allowing statements that are no longer crisp but contain fuzzy 
propositions, such as linguistic variables. The generalized modus ponens for approximate 
reasoning is defined as (see Zimmermann [2001, pp.156 – 159]): 
 
premise    :  x  is  0
~
A  
implication  :  if x is A
~
 then  y is B
~
 
conclusion  :  y  is  0
~
B  
 
where x and y are values from a universe X and Y, respectively, A
~
and 0
~
A  are fuzzy sets in X, 
B
~
 and 0
~
B  are fuzzy sets in Y. Thus approximate reasoning obtains the conclusion by 
aggregating the premise and the implication of the generalized modus ponens. For this type of 
inference, Zadeh [1973] suggested the compositional rule of inference with the max – min 
composition. Let R
~
be a fuzzy relation in XY representing the inference rule then a fuzzy set 
B
~
 in Y is inferred by the compositional rule of inference as RAB
~~~
 , with membership 
function )(~ y
B
  = maxxX min )},(),({ ~~ yxx RA  . 
 
Linguistic Variables 
 
Fuzzy set theory was developed for modeling human knowledge and inference using a nearly 
natural language. This is achieved by using fuzzy linguistic variables, i.e., variables with values 
being words or sentences, called terms, instead of numbers. Linguistic characterization of 
variables in words or sentences is less specific than numbers [Zadeh, 1975a, p. 202]. The 
definition of a linguistic variable needs, at least, the identification (name) of the linguistic 
variable, the definition of the universe (domain of values of the variable), and its linguistic 
values or terms (fuzzy sets in the universe). A more comprehensive definition of a linguistic 
variable can be found in Zimmermann [2001, p. 142].  
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Figure 3.3 illustrates an example with the linguistic variable Temperature (of water), with 
universe X = [0, 100] °C. The five linguistics terms (values) considered are: very_low, low, 
medium, high and very_high, with triangular membership functions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Linguistic Variable Temperature 
 
For example, temperature of 50 ºC belongs to the term medium temperature with membership 
value of 1, temperatures in range [25, 50] ºC increasingly belong to the concept medium 
temperature with membership values from 0 to 1. On the other hand, temperatures in the range 
[50, 75] ºC decreasingly belong to the term medium temperature with membership values from 
1 to 0. Temperatures in the ranges [0, 25] ºC and [75, 100] ºC, do not belong to the concept 
medium temperature (membership value is 0 in these ranges). 
 
3.4.2.2 Fuzzy Rule-Based Inference System 
 
The natural language is one of the most powerful forms to communicate between peoples, to 
describe facts, and to explain decision processes resulting from data processing. Further, to 
clearly express the objectives, variables, relations and consequences presents a complex 
decision problem. But all this elements, in most cases verbal elements, must be built in a model 
that describes them in a systematic way. Fuzzy Set Theory is especially suited to capture verbal 
relationships and knowledge in a fuzzy rule based system for inference, i.e. fuzzy sets provide a 
mathematical foundation of verbal propositions. One of the most common ways to represent 
knowledge is to represent it in natural language in the form of rules such as [Zimmermann, 
2001, p. 156; Beierle and Kern-Isberner, 2006, p. 71; Ross, 2004, p. 137 – 138]: 
 
        if premise (antecedent) then consequence (conclusion)             (3.13) 
 
The expression (3.13) is known as if – then rule based form. If one knows a fact, called premise 
or antecedent, one can infer another fact called consequence or conclusion. This form of 
1 
0 
0              25             50             75            100 
Temperature 
very_low      low                 medium          high             very_high 
°C 
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knowledge representation is quite appropriate because it expresses human empirical and 
heuristic knowledge in natural language [Ross, 2004, p. 138] and is one of the common ways to 
production systems control, e.g., “if pressure is high then open the valve” [Beierle and Kern-
Isberner, 2006, pp. 71-72]. 
 
A rule-based fuzzy system normally includes more than one rule of the form (3.13), where the 
premise is normally an intersection of fuzzy sets and the consequence is normally one fuzzy 
set. So let Vj, j = 1, … , n, be the relevant (linguistic) variables of the system, i.e. variables 
reflecting the condition (or state) of the system at the decision moment, and let ijA
~
, i = 1, … , 
m, the terms or linguistic values of linguistic variable Vj. The knowledge base for a general 
fuzzy rule based system with m rules and one response value is presented in Table 3.2. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows graphically the Fuzzy Rule Based Inference System, where crisp values v1, v2, 
… , vn (values of the relevant variables V1, V2, … , Vn) are the system input data, which are 
related to the terms of the linguistic variables to produce the fuzzy input to the inference 
engine. The inference engine evaluates the rules of the knowledge base and produces the fuzzy 
response (conclusion), which is defuzzyfied to produce final crisp values y1, y2, … , yk as result 
of the inference process (decision) [see Ross, 2004, pp. 148 – 161]. 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
Table 3.2 Knowledge Base for a Fuzzy Rule Based System 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Fuzzy Rule based Inference System 
 
Rule 1 :  if  ( V1  is 11
~
A   and  V2   is 12
~
A   and  … and  Vn  is nA1
~
 )  then  y  is 1
~
B  
Rule 2 :  if  ( V1  is 21
~
A   and  V2  is 22
~
A   and  … and  Vn  is nA2
~
)  then  y  is 2
~
B  
. 
. 
. 
Rule m :  if  ( V1  is 1
~
mA   and  V2  is 2
~
mA  and  … and  Vn  is mnA
~
)  then  y  is 
mB
~
 
output data 
y1, y2, … ,yk 
Knowledge Base 
Inference 
Engine 
Fuzzification Defuzzification input data 
v1, v2, … , vn 
fuzzy 
input 
fuzzy 
response 
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The inference system shown in Figure 3.4 has similar structure as a fuzzy logic control system 
(FLC), what objective is to control complex processes by means of human experience, but with 
some important differences in relation to expert systems. While expert systems use uncertain 
knowledge obtained from human experts to support users in a specific area, FLC systems are 
designed for the control of complex technical processes, i.e. they translate human experience in 
control rules to a more engineering oriented approach (see Zimmermann [2001, p. 223 – 224]). 
 
A fuzzy logic controller would regard the input values v1, v2, … , vn as process data that enter 
the inference process to generate the output data y1, y2, … , yk as feedback to control the 
process, i.e. this output will trigger some actions concerning the process and change some 
system characteristics, leading to new measurement values v1, v2, … , vn. So the system is 
continuously monitored and automatic controlled. General structures of fuzzy controllers are 
reviewed in Zimmermann [2001, p. 227], Vachtsevanos and Farinwata [1996, p. 43], Patyra 
[1996, p. 144], Ross [2004, pp. 480, 482]. 
 
For illustration purposes, consider an example with two relevant linguistic variables V1 and V2 
each with two terms as linguistic values, 11
~
A  and 
21
~
A  for V1, and 12
~
A  and 22
~
A  for V2. The 
fuzzy rule based inference system with two rules is shown in Table 3.3. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.3 Example of Fuzzy Inference 
 
Using the max-min inference method first proposed by Mamdani (see Mamdani [1974]; Sugeno 
[1985]), let v1 and v2 be the input values for linguistic variables V1 and V2, we obtain (Figure 
3.5) m1 = min )}(),({ 2~1~
1211
vv
AA
  and m2 = min )}(),({ 2~1~
2221
vv
AA
  for rules 1 and 2 
respectively. So the consequences 1
~
B  and 2
~
B  are cut off at the heights m1 and m2 respectively. 
The membership function of the fuzzy inference R
~
 (response of the system), is derived with 
the max operator: )(~ y
R
  = max [ min )}(,{
1
~1 ym B , min )}(,{ 2
~2 ym B ]. 
 
 
 
Rule 1 :  if  ( V1  is 11
~
A   and  V2   is 12
~
A  )  then  y  is 1
~
B  
Rule 2 :  if  ( V1  is 21
~
A  and  V2  is 22
~
A  )  then  y  is 2
~
B  
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Figure 3.5 Fuzzy Rule based Inference Process 
 
Finally the center of area (CoA) deffuzification method (see section 3.3) is applied to obtain the 
crisp value y*, e.g., y* divides the fuzzy set of the conclusion in two sections of equal area. 
 
3.4.3 Modeling Fuzzy Constraints in Linear Programming 
 
3.4.3.1 Fuzzy Linear Programming 
 
Linear models are widely used in production planning and resource allocation problems. The 
standard linear programming model can be stated as [Zimmermann, 2005, p. 72]: 
 
max z = c
t
x                             (3.12) 
subject to  Ax  b 
  x   
with c, x  n, b  m, b  , A  mxn 
 
The objective function z is to be maximized, c is the vector of cost coefficients of the objective 
function (constants), A is the coefficient matrix (constant), b is the resources vector (constant) 
and x is the vector of decision variables. The relation Ax  b defines the feasible region, i.e., 
Rule 1 
0 
v1 
v1 
v2 
v2 
V1 V2 
V1 V2 
Y 
1 
1 1 
1 
Y 
1 
1 
Y 
1 
0 
0 
0 0 
0 
y* 
Rule 2 
11
~
A
  
12
~
A
  
21
~
A
  
22
~
A
  
1
~
B
  
2
~
B

R
~  
and 
and 
or 
Inference 
if 
if 
then 
then 
m1 
m2 
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the set of vectors that satisfies all constraints of the problem, and x   are the well known 
nonnegative constraints. 
 
In classical linear programming, all coefficients c, A and b are assumed to be crisp real 
numbers, and that the constraints Ax  b are crisp constraints, i.e., a vector x satisfies or does 
not satisfy the constraints. In other words, for a given vector x only one of the following two 
conditions holds: Ax  b, i.e. (Ax)i ≤ bi, i  {1, … , n}, or (Ax)i > bi, at least for one i  {1, 
… , n}. For example, for the constraint 2x1 + 3x2  5 the vector x
a
 = (1.000, 1.000) satisfies the 
constraint, but the vector x
b
 = (1.001, 1.000) does not, although it is very close to do so. This 
means that x
a
 is a feasible solution and x
b
 is not a feasible solution. Fuzzy set theory offers a 
way to manage this situation. It is clear that x
a
 strictly satisfies the constraint, i.e., x
a
 is a fully 
feasible solution, but x
b
 can also be a feasible solution at a certain degree. 
 
In a fuzzy environment many modifications to the general crisp LP model (3.12) are possible, 
such as [Bector and Chandra, 2005, p. 60]: 
 
 Do not optimize the objective function, but rather to achieve some aspiration level. 
 The constraints might be not strict, so some violation of them may be accepted. 
 The coefficients of the model may be not exact values but it can be modeled as fuzzy sets. 
 
Therefore, fuzzy linear programming (FLP) models are not uniquely defined it will depend on 
the type of fuzziness specified by the modeler. Thus the FLP models can be classified as: 
 
 FLP with fuzzy inequalities with crisp objective function. 
 FLP with crisp inequalities with fuzzy objective function. 
 FLP with fuzzy inequalities with fuzzy objective function. 
 FLP with fuzzy parameters. 
 
Furthermore the FLP can be classified as symmetric (no distinction between objectives and 
constraints) and non symmetric (distinction between objectives and constraints) models. The 
symmetric models are based on the Bellman and Zadeh principle (see section 3.4.1.1 and 
equations (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9)).  
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3.4.3.2 A Symmetric Fuzzy Linear Programming Model 
 
The model developed by Zimmermann (see Zimmermann [1997, 1985, 1983] and Bector and 
Chandra [2005, pp. 68 – 70]), introduces a measure by which a vector x satisfies the 
constraints, i.e. the grade by which the vector x belongs to the set “solution satisfies the 
constraints”. The objective function z can be treated similar to the constraints by defining an 
aspiration level (minimum level) z0 and searching for a solution such that this level is achieved 
and all constraints are satisfied as best as possible. The model (3.12) now can be written as 
[Zimmermann, 1997, pp. (chapter 15) 3 – 7]: 
 
find x                                (3.13) 
subject to  – ctx 
~
 – z0 
Ax 
~
 b 
x   
with c, x  n, b  m, b  , A  mxn 
 
The symbol 
~
 denotes the fuzzified version of  ≤  and its linguistic interpretation is “essentially 
less or equal than”. Let B = 





A
c
 and d = 





b
z 0
, then model (3.13) becomes: 
 
find x                                (3.14) 
subject to   Bx 
~
 d 
x   
with x  n, d  m+1, B  (m+1)∙n 
 
The constraints Bx  d can be written in the form:  (Bx)i = ij
n
j
ij bxb 
1
 for i = 1 ,..., m+1. 
Then each of the m+1 constraints can be represented by a fuzzy set with membership function 
i(x), defined as the degree to which x satisfy the constraint i. The membership function of the 
fuzzy set “decision” is )(~ x
D
  = min i = 1, … , m+1{µi(x)} with crisp solution x* as the maximizing 
solution of )(~ x
D
 : 
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*)(~ x
D
  = max x ≥  { )(~ xD  } = max x ≥  [ min i = 1, … , m+1 { µi(x) } ]       (3.15) 
 
The membership function i(x) should be 0 if the constraint i is strongly violated, and 1 if the 
constraint i is fully satisfied by vector x. If the constraint is slightly, moderately, or not strongly 
violated, the membership function of the constraint should take values between 0 and 1, i.e., 
i(x)  [0,1] for di  Bi x  di + i where Bi denotes the i-th row of matrix B. The membership 
function should increase monotonically from 0 to 1 as vector x moves from strong violation to 
full satisfaction of the constraint. Assuming a linear increase of the membership function its 
definition and graphical representation is shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
 






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x
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Figure 3.6 Membership Function for Constraint Satisfaction 
 
Introducing i in (3.15) the optimization problem (3.14) can be written as: 
 
        max x ≥  [ min i =1, …, m+1 { 1 – ((Bi x – di)/ i) } ]                 (3.16) 
 
which can be transformed in a linear model maximizing the value of a new variable  subject to 
 ≤  1 – ((Bi x – di) /  i) with x  , resulting: 
 
max                                    (3.17) 
subject to  i  + Bi x  di + i    i = 1, … , m+1 
x   
with x  n, d  m+1, B  (m+1)∙n 
 
If (*, x*) is the optimal solution of model (3.17) then * = min i = 1, … , m+1 { 1 – ((Bi x* – di) / 
i) } and x* is the maximizing solution of (3.17). The value of * expresses the overall 
satisfaction grade of solution x*. If * = 1, x* fully satisfies the constraints in a crisp sense. If 
in addition to the fuzzy constraints there are crisp ones such that D1 x ≤ f1 and D2 x = f2 the 
model can be written as: 
Bi x 
1 
0            di                     di + i 
 
µi 
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max                                    (3.18) 
subject to   i + Bi x  di + i    i = 1, … , m+1 
D1 x ≤ f1 
D2 x = f2 
x   
with x  n, d  m+1, B  (m+1)∙n, f  k, D  k∙n 
 
3.4 Applications of Fuzzy Sets in Production Planning and Scheduling 
 
Some of the first applications of fuzzy sets theory in production planning and scheduling 
problems were presented by Prade [1979] who used fuzzy PERT (program evaluation and 
review technique) to schedule classes, and by Bensana et al. [1988] who developed OPAL, a 
multi-objective approach combining classical scheduling rules and expert systems using fuzzy 
logic. Hintz and Zimmermann [1989] applied fuzzy sets to solve the production planning and 
scheduling problem in a FMS. They used a fuzzy linear programming model to solve the 
production planning problem and a fuzzy knowledge decision system to solve the scheduling 
problem. Grabot and Geneste [1994] propose a fuzzy approach in order to build aggregated 
dispatching rules allowing a compromise between several criteria. Slany [1996] present a 
general fuzzy multiple criteria scheduling approach considering relative priorities among 
constraints, i.e. assuming that not all constraints have the same importance. A fuzzy inference 
scheduling method in which the objectives have dynamically changing preference levels is 
proposed by Yu et al. [1999] to solve the scheduling problem in a FMS. The problem of 
machine loading (job dispatching) in an FMS is also addressed by Vidyarthi and Tiwari [2001], 
who propose a fuzzy-based multicriteria decision rule to decide what operation to assign in 
what machine. The work of Lee at al. [2002] presents a hybrid multicriteria approach in which 
the schedules are evaluated by a fuzzy ranking method and the search is done by a tabu search 
algorithm. 
 
The review of Dubois et al. [2003] emphasizes two distinct applications of fuzzy sets: a) 
scheduling under flexible constraints and b) fuzzy scheduling with ill-known processing times. 
An example of ill-known fuzzy processing times is the work of Gharehgozli et al. [2009] in 
which a fuzzy mixed integer goal programming model is develop to schedule a parallel 
machine shop with sequence-dependent setup times and release dates. In addition two fuzzy 
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objectives in form of aspiration levels (weighted tardiness and flowtime) are considered. A 
fuzzy linear programming model for a complex medium term material requirement planning 
(MRP) is provided by Mula et al. [2006] where uncertainty in product demand, capacity and 
costs are modeled as fuzzy constraints. Petrovic et al. [2007] develop an interactive tool for 
multi-objective job shop scheduling considering user-defined aspiration levels of the different 
objectives. The tool uses a genetic algorithm as search engine and schedules are evaluated by 
Yager’s method [Yager, 1983] using linguistically quantified statements. In a similar way 
Giannopoulos et al. [2012] solve the flowshop scheduling problem with three criteria using 
genetic algorithms hybridized with a VNS heuristic, but in contrast to Petrovic [2007] the 
schedules are evaluated with a fuzzy measure. Javadi et al. [2008] develop a fuzzy 
multiobjective linear programming model to solve the no-wait flowshop scheduling problem, 
simultaneously minimizing the weighted mean total completion time and mean earliness. The 
objectives are fuzzyfied and an overall level of satisfaction is maximized yielding a 
compromise solution. Due to the mixed integer structure of the model, it is illustrated only on 
small problem instances. In the problem analyzed by Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al. [2010] a 
fuzzy multiobjective linear programming model is developed to solve the single machine 
scheduling problem. The minimization of total weighted tardiness and makespan is reflected in 
an overall degree of acceptance to be maximized. 
 
Adaptive job dispatching in an FMS that applies the most appropriate dispatching rule 
considering the current state of the production system is treated by Lee et al. [2001]. The 
method generates a fuzzy rule based decision system with rules like “if input queue length is 
long and output queue length is very short then favor the job with shortest processing time 
strongly”. In a quite different fuzzy modeling approach the works of Bugnon et al. [1995] and 
Tamani et al. [2010] apply fuzzy control to generate a supervisory control tool for the process 
of assigning jobs to machines based on the current state of a dynamic system. 
 
The above discussion highlights the relevance of fuzzy sets applied to production planning and 
scheduling problems. Multiobjective or multicriteria production planning and scheduling under 
flexible constraint satisfaction with ill-known times parameters such as processing times, 
release and due dates are well addressed with fuzzy modeling approaches, as well as fuzzy rule 
based approaches to control the job dispatching in a dynamic environment. 
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4. Genetic Algorithms and Production Scheduling 
 
4.1 Evolutionary Algorithms 
 
Evolutionary algorithms are developed as frameworks to solve problems, in particular hard 
combinatorial problems. The last twenty years show increasing interest in solving problems 
based on principles of evolution and heredity. This strategy imitates the principles of natural 
evolution of a population of individuals (set of feasible solutions of the problem), which are 
selected based on some fitness measure of the individuals and transformed from generation to 
generation, according to the defined evolution law. By this systematic evolution law, the 
evolutionary algorithm improves the solutions from generation to generation. The term 
evolutionary algorithms is used for all evolution based problem solving systems (see Talbi 
[2009, pp. 199 – 220], Michalewicz [1999, pp. 1-2], Mattfeld [1996, pp. 49] and Bäck [1996, p. 
63]). The structure of an evolutionary algorithm according to Michalewicz [1999, p. 2] is 
shown in Figure 4.1 (see also Talbi [2009, p. 200]; Bäck [1996, p. 66]). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Structure of an Evolutionary Algorithm [Michalewicz, 1999, p. 2] 
 
An evolutionary algorithm is a probabilistic algorithm that evaluates a population of 
individuals Pt at iteration t (called generation t) by some measure of fitness. Then the 
population is transformed by selecting the fitter individuals (select step) and some of them are 
transformed (alter step) by means of operators forming the new population Pt+1 (generation 
t+1). When the end-condition is true (e.g. after a specified number of iterations), the program is 
expected to converge, so the best individuals of the last generation are expected to be near the 
optimum solution, but no guarantee can be given. 
 
procedure EA 
begin 
t  0 
initialize Pt 
evaluate Pt 
while (not end-condition) do 
begin 
t  t + 1 
select / alter Pt from Pt-1 
evaluate Pt 
end 
end 
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One example of the type described above are evolution strategies (ES) which originally 
imitates natural evolution for continuous parameter optimization in engineering problems were 
developed experimentally by Rechenberg and Schwefel in the early 1960’s [Talbi, 2009, p. 
202; Michalewicz, 1999, p. 159]. The basic original mechanism of evolution was the mutation 
of one individual and replacing it if the mutated one gives a better solution [Bäck, 1996, p. 67]. 
Holland [1975] developed the genetic algorithms (GA) approach which serves as the starting 
point of most applications and implementations of genetic algorithms [Talbi, 2009, p. 201; 
Bäck, 1996, p.107]. Genetic algorithms were applied mainly to discrete optimization problems, 
but continuous (or real-valued) genetic algorithm as search technique are also used to function 
optimization (see Haupt and Haupt [2004, Chapter 3]). Both approaches were developed nearly 
in parallel, but quite separately. While the evolution strategies focus on the effectiveness as 
optimization algorithm, genetic algorithms focus on the information code of the evolution 
process [Schöneburg et al., 1994, p. 143]. 
 
4.2 Genetic Algorithms 
 
Genetic algorithms are an optimization paradigm based on the evolution of a population of 
individuals. The population consists of individuals represented by vectors containing the 
genetic code, new individuals (children) are created from two parent individuals using a 
crossover operator, and individuals are subjected to mutation. Optimization is achieved by 
selecting the individuals for crossover according to a fitness function reflecting the quality of 
the individuals (see Hromkovic [2003, p. 452]). Classical treatment of the genetic algorithms 
can be found in Goldberg [1989] and Davis [1991]. 
 
One direction in current research on GA goes to parallel genetic algorithms (see Luque et al. 
[2005, pp. 107 – 125]). Genetic algorithms present a natural structure to parallelism since 
several steps can be done in parallel, but the main reason of this increasing interest in parallel 
genetic algorithms is the use of parallel populations as a set of independent islands, called the 
island model, that realize independent optimization processes. Next the best individuals of each 
population are transferred to all other populations [Hromkovic, 2003, p. 464; Luque et al., 
2005, p. 108]. The parallelism permits efficient implementations of new concepts of genetic 
algorithms, such as the island model, as well more efficient implementations of older concepts 
of distributed genetic algorithms [Tanese, 1989]. 
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To apply genetic algorithms the search space of the problem is mapped (encoded) onto a set of 
finite vectors (strings). The encoding is chosen, such that each (almost all) point in the search 
space is represented by a vector, called chromosome. 
 
The basic structure of genetic algorithms is the same as for any evolution program shown in 
Figure 4.1. The individuals of the population are called chromosomes, formed by a number of 
genes, which represent the characteristics of the individuals. In the selection / alter steps of 
Figure 4.1, some individuals are transformed in a probabilistic way by means of crossover (also 
called recombination) and mutation operators. A crossover operator is a binary operator which 
combines the features of two individuals, called parents, to generate one or two offsprings, 
called children, by exchanging corresponding segments of the parent chromosomes, i.e. it 
combines pieces of information coming from different individuals. A mutation operator is a 
unary operator which alters one or few genes of a selected individual. 
 
The theory of genetic algorithms is based on a binary representation of the chromosome and on 
the idea of schema, i.e. a template which permits the explorations of similarities among them 
[Michalewicz, 1999, p. 45]. A schema describes a subset of instances that have identical string 
positions [Bäck, 1996, p.124], e.g. for schema s = (01*1*) the subset of instances is {(01010), 
(01011), (01110), (01111)}. Theoretical developments lead to the schema theorem [see 
Michalewicz, 1999, p. 53]: “Short, low-order, above-average schemata receive exponentially 
increasing trials in subsequent generations of a genetic algorithm”, meaning that above the 
average individuals influenced the genetic information exchange through the crossover in 
future generations. The number of individuals that have the schema s at generation t+1, and 
considering only the (proportional) selection process, it is expected to increase, especially by 
low mutation rates [Falkenauer, 1998, p. 69; Bäck, 1996, p. 126]. The individuals belonging to 
these schemata are propagated with high probability from generation to generation and tend to 
cover the entire population. The effect in schema disruption of the crossover and mutation 
operator is not significant if the schema is of low order. 
 
This important result shows theoretically that genetic algorithms converge in a probabilistic 
way to the optimal solution. The difficulty that remains is how to select a good schema, so that 
this schema remains above the population average fitness through generations. 
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4.2.1 Binary Representation of the Genetic Algorithms 
 
The theory of genetic algorithms is based on a binary representation of the individuals 
[Holland, 1975]. In Michalewicz [1999, pp. 45-55] a detailed theoretical probabilistic 
convergence analysis of the genetic algorithm, based on the binary representation of the 
individuals defined by Holland [1975] is given. For example, if one individual is represented by 
n elements which can take the value 0 or 1, then the individual is represented by the vector x = 
(x1, x2, … , xn), with xi  {0,1}. 
 
The meaning of such a sequence will depend on the problem. Each position of this vector is 
called an allele, while the value at this position is called a gene. So, the vector x has n positions 
(allele). The value of position (allele) i, xi, is called the i-th gene of vector x, i.e. specific values 
of x, e.g. specific sequences of ones and zeros, are called chromosomes. In the following, the 
terms individual and chromosome are used indistinctly, and the term gene can refer to the 
chromosome position (allele) and also to the value contained in that position. 
 
Genetic algorithms applied to production scheduling problems (discrete optimization problem) 
mainly used the analogue representation for a chromosome. For a detailed analysis of binary 
and continuous genetic algorithms see Haupt and Haupt [2004, chapters 2 – 3]. 
 
4.2.2 Parameters of the Genetic Algorithms 
 
The reproduction process determines which parents are selected to generate the child by 
crossover, mutation or to remain unchanged. The parameters a genetic algorithm needs to 
specify a specific instance of the algorithm are (see [Michalewicz, 1999, pp 19 – 21]): 
 
 chromosome representation 
 fitness function (f) 
 population size (Ns) 
 initial population 
 number of generations (Ng) and termination criterion 
 crossover operator and crossover probability (pc) 
 mutation operator and mutation probability (pm) 
 selection mode 
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As Bäck [1996, p. 108] stated: “Whenever the search space becomes more complex, e.g. in 
case of permutation spaces, matrix spaces, tree and graph spaces, or programs spaces, the 
classical genetic algorithms can only be applied by constructing rather complicated encoding 
mappings for the representations. Alternatively, many researchers started to adapt the 
algorithm to the natural representation of the search space, thus developing new genetic 
operators that are suited to the special data structures. However such modifications lead to 
algorithms showing enormous differences to the basic genetic algorithm, such that the 
boundaries to other evolutionary algorithms become blurred”. 
 
Practical problems need realistic chromosome representations, thus not always the theory of 
genetic algorithms can be hold. The main reasons are [Michalewicz, 1999, p. 57]: “the coding 
of the problem often moves the genetic algorithms to operate in a different space than that of 
the binary representation; there is a limit on the hypothetically unlimited number of iterations 
and there is a limit on the hypothetically unlimited population size”. The genetic algorithms 
work with representations of solutions (genotypes) rather than the solutions itself (phenotypes) 
[Falkenauer, 1998, p. 30]. 
 
The one point and two point crossover operators, and the one gene change and inversion 
mutation operators discussed in sections 4.2.2.4 and 4.2.2.5, are the classic genetic operators, 
having been defined in the seminal work of Holland [1975]. 
 
One of the disadvantages of the genetic algorithms is the (large) number of parameter that must 
be adjusted or “calibrated” before using these to solve a specific problem. Most of the effort in 
the parameter calibration concentrates on avoiding premature convergence to bad local optima. 
 
4.2.2.1 Fitness Function 
 
The fitness function fi in a genetic algorithm represents a measure of the health of an individual 
i of the population. As one individual represents a feasible solution of the problem, the fitness 
function represents a value associated to the quality of that solution or individual. Therefore, 
the quality of the population can be defined as a function of the fitness values associated to the 
individuals of the population, e.g., the mean value or variability of the population individual 
fitness value. 
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The term fitness is extensively used in the literature to designate the output (objective function) 
in the genetic algorithm literature, but in accordance to its definition fitness implies a 
maximization problem [Haupt and Haupt, 2004, p. 30]. 
 
The fitness function may be set equal to the corresponding objective function of the 
optimization problem, but in general the fitness function may be a function of the objective 
function. For example, in case of a minimization problem one can take the inverse value of the 
objective function as fitness. One of the most used fitness functions is the proportional fitness, 
i.e. the fitness of an individual is proportional to the ratio between its evaluation and the total 
sum of the evaluation of all population individuals [Schöneburg et al., 1994, p. 197], so the 
chance of an individual to be selected into next generation is proportional to the quality of the 
solution that he represent. 
 
The genetic algorithms metaphor states that the evolution of the population, based on crossover 
and mutation, produce better individuals through the generations, i.e. individuals with better 
fitness values have higher (lower) values of the objective function in a maximum (minimum) 
problem. It is also expected that the population tends to be healthier through the generations.  
 
For a maximization problem, a natural way to define the fitness fi of individual i is to say that 
the fitness is exactly the value ci of the objective function for individual i, i.e. fi = ci, and one 
can assign the probability 

sN
k
kii ffprob
1
for individual i to be selected as parent in the 
crossover operation. Let Cmax = max{fi / i = 1, … , Np} and Cmin = min{fi / i = 1, … , Np}, if 
(Cmax – Cmin)/Cmin is close to 0 then the differences between the probabilities probi will be very 
small even if these values differs one from another, and the selection probability will be very 
close to the uniform distribution, i.e. all individuals will have a similar probability to be 
selected. In other words, no clearly preference for individuals with higher fitness will exist 
[Hromkovic, 2003, p. 462]. To overcome this situation we can define the fitness as fi = ci – C, 
with C some constant such that C < Cmin. A value of C close to Cmin means higher preference 
for individuals with higher values of ci. 
 
For a minimization problem one can define fi = 1/ci and the probability for selecting individual i 
defined above holds. In this case special attention must be made when ci = 0 is possible. To 
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overcome this situation one can make a translation of the objective values redefining ci  ci + c 
with c > 0. 
 
4.2.2.2 Population Size and Initial Population 
 
The parameter population size (number of individuals) is important for the performance. Too 
small population sizes cause premature convergence of the genetic algorithm. Large population 
sizes are likely to produce better solutions, but it will affect runtime. Based on Nakano et al. 
[1994] there seems to be a saturation tendency so that beyond certain size no significant 
improvement of the solution is obtained by further increasing of the population size; they stated 
that the probability to reach a certain solution quality converges asymptotically to 1 if the 
population size tends to infinity (cited in Mattfeld [1996, p. 103]). 
 
Since computer time grows with the size of population, one has to find a tradeoff between the 
time and the quality of the final solution. There are no theoretical results that provide a guide 
for choosing the population size, but several practitioners believe that a size of 30 individuals is 
quite adequate for several problems, while other experimental work suggests to take the 
population size in the interval [n, 2n] for problem instances of size n [Hromkovic, 2003, p. 
461]. In general, practitioners prefer smaller population sizes in order to be time competitive 
against other approaches. 
 
The initial population can be defined randomly, completely deterministic or inserting some 
known good solutions obtained by other heuristics and completed randomly up to the 
population size. A completely random population, which is one of the most common 
procedures used, has the advantage of diversity and that it will not converge too fast to a local 
optimum. If the initial population has a high percentage of good solutions, the genetic 
algorithm will converge faster, but with higher risk of convergence to a low quality local 
optimum. Probably, the combination of random selection of individuals with some 
deterministic good solutions is a good choice. 
 
4.2.2.3 Termination Criterion 
 
The parameter number of generations indicates how many generations the population must 
evolve before stopping the calculations. Three termination criteria are commonly encountered 
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in the literature: fixed number of generations (fixed computer time), detecting that no 
significant improvement is gained in the few last generations, tests on population quality or 
diversity (e.g. population mean fitness value, difference between individuals, etc.). 
 
The decision will probably depend on the nature of the implemented genetic algorithm. In a 
real time application, time to provide a feasible solution is limited, so that one can fix the 
number of generations (or CPU time), while in a more theoretical study one can be interested in 
the analysis of the evolution of solutions and population quality, so the stop criterion may be 
probably based on some quality measures of the evolution of the best solution and population 
quality. 
 
4.2.2.4 Crossover Operator and Probability 
 
The crossover operator in genetic algorithms must guide the search of the solution space 
efficiently, in the sense that a good crossover operator will seek faster and with better averaged 
performance different regions of the solution space than a completely random procedure. The 
importance of the crossover operator in a genetic algorithm is that this component is mainly 
occupied with the exploration of the search space. This mean that crossover operators are 
problem specific, and based on the chosen encoding, they must be defined and make sense with 
respect to the problem [see Falkenauer, 1998, pp. 30 – 37]. That the crossover operator is the 
most important operator in genetic algorithms is not a proven fact, but it is shared by most 
researchers [Bäck, 1996, p.114], based on the seminal point of view of Holland [1975] and on 
experimental results that show that the crossover operator increases the performance of the 
genetic algorithm if the definition of the chromosome structure and crossover operator is 
adapted to the problem being solved [Falkenauer, 1998, p. 43]. 
 
The one point crossover is one of the simplest and most natural forms of crossover of two 
individuals. Given the parents  p1 = 1 0 1 | 0 0 1 0  and  p2 = 0 1 1 | 1 0 0 1  in binary 
representation, and a crossover point equal to 3 determined randomly, the crossover operator 
splits the parents in two parts, the part before and after the crossover point. Each child, c1 and 
c2, keeps the subsequence before the crossover point and obtains the subsequence after the 
crossover point from the other parent, so  c1 = 1 0 1 | 1 0 0 1  and  c2 = 0 1 1 | 0 0 1 0. 
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A more complex operator is the two point crossover, which generates randomly two cut 
positions. Take the parents p1 = 1 0 | 1 0 | 0 1 0 and p2 = 0 1 | 1 1 | 0 0 1 in binary representation 
and crossover points equal to 2 and 4 determined randomly, the parents are split into three 
parts, the part before the first crossover point, the central part between both crossover points 
and the part after the second crossover point. Each child, c1 and c2, keeps the first and third 
parts of his respective parents, and obtains the central subsequence from the other parent, so  c1 
= 1 0 | 1 1 | 0 1 0  and  c2 = 0 1 | 1 0 | 0 0 1. The two point crossover is used in problems where 
the search must be made on hyper planes that cannot be generated by a one point crossover 
[Schöneburg et al., 1994, p. 199]. 
 
By increasing the number of cut positions one obtains the uniform crossover operator proposed 
by Syswerda [1989] reducing the segments to bits. The decision whether a bit is exchanged or 
not is determined randomly. 
 
The above presented crossover operators generate two offsprings. One of them must be 
selected, either randomly or by using another feature such as the one with better fitness 
[Reeves, 2003]. 
 
4.2.2.5 Mutation Operator and Probability 
 
The mutation operator in genetic algorithms plays a secondary role and was originally 
introduced as a background operator that occasionally changes the gene values of an individual 
in order to avoid or to delay a premature convergence and to introduce or reintroduce lost 
values of genes into the population, i.e., if genes have converged to a certain value in nearly the 
entire population it will not be possible to modify that gene by crossover [Bäck, 1996, p. 114]. 
The selection process tends to generate more and more homogeneous populations, so mutation 
operators must be seen as operators that work against rapid convergence preserving diversity 
[Reeves, 2003]. 
 
A natural (standard) mutation swaps a randomly selected gene. The following parent p = (1 0 1 
0 0 1 0), mutate to child c = (1 0 0 0 0 1 0), if gene 3 is randomly selected to mutate. 
 
The above mutation operator is known as the one point mutation. A variant of the one point 
mutation is to determine randomly if the selected point will change or not. An extended version 
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of the one point operator is the exchange mutation which changes all values from 0 to 1 and 
vice versa as in following example where the p = 1 0 1 0 0 1 0  mutate (exchange) to c = 0 1 0 1 
1 0 1. In many practical applications, it is important that not all genes will mutate with the same 
probability, this because of the position related value of each gene in the chromosome code 
[Schöneburg, 1994, p. 201]. 
 
By low mutation probability and by little change of in particular long chromosome, the fitness 
of the chromosome will not change significantly. In this sense the mutation act as a background 
operator which introduces a noise in the search process avoiding a rapid convergence. 
 
The inversion mutation selects randomly a gene subsequence and substitutes it by the inverted 
subsequence. The following parent p = 1 0 | 1 0 1 0 | 0, mutate to child c = 1 0 | 0 1 0 1 | 0, if 
the subsequence from gene 3 to 6 is randomly selected. The inversion operator makes sense, for 
example in routing problems when a complete subsequence of visiting nodes is randomly 
inverted. 
 
The role of mutation in genetic algorithms is to preserves some grade of diversity, avoiding that 
the optimization process has a rapid convergence to a local optimum. The probability that an 
individual changes one gene is usually set to values less or equal than 0.01, some practitioners 
propose 1/n or )(1 93.0 nk  , where n is the number of genes and k is the population size 
[Hromkovic, 2003, p.463]. The mutation probability is normally used as a constant parameter, 
but another possibility is to modify this parameter dynamically during the optimization process, 
increasing it when the individuals of the population are too similar. 
 
4.2.2.6 Selection Mode 
 
The selection mode is the procedure to select individuals from a population when the 
population of the next generation is constructed. As far as random selection is concerned one 
can distinguish two general mechanisms, one is the method where all population members have 
the same probability to be selected, i.e. a complete random procedure, and the second is the 
mechanism where the individuals are selected based on a probability distribution that assigns 
higher selection probability to fitter individuals. The method which selects one individual with 
probability proportional to its fitness is the well known roulette-wheel selection method. The 
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common accepted idea is that the selection should be related to fitness [Reeves, 2003]. Another 
fitness proportional selection method is the tournament selection method in which a set of 
individuals is selected and the best one is retained as parent. In addition one can select a certain 
number of the best individuals deterministically to pass to the next generation and takes the rest 
by random selection. Also the portion of children in the new population (i.e. number of new 
individuals) can be controlled in the selection mechanism. In a block strategy children 
completely replace their parents, while elitist strategies consider passing a few of the best 
individuals to the next generation, allowing the majority of the new population to consist of 
children [Hromkovic, 2003, pp. 463, 464]. 
 
The proportional selection [Holland, 1975] assumes that the reproduction rate of an individual 
is proportional to its fitness, e.g. if one individual has twice the fitness of another one, the 
former should be reproduced twice as often as the second. So, if individual i has fitness value fi, 
its selection probability can be defined by 

sN
k
kii ffprob
1
(see section 4.2.2.1). This assures 
that healthier individuals (better solutions) will have a higher probability to reproduce, 
assuming that the crossover or mutation of healthy individuals (good solutions) will produce 
also healthy children (expecting better solutions). The roulette-wheel method fails if the fitness 
funtion is negative, so an appropiate scaling must be undertaken. When the objective function 
is to be minimized it can’t represent the fitness function itself (remember hat the fitness 
function is a measure of the health of the individuals, so it is always to be maximized), in this 
case, the fitness function must be defined by a redefinition (may be a scaling) of the objective 
funtion. Care must be taken, because any scaling technique will manipulate selection 
proabilities and therefore the selection mechanism itself [Bäck, 1996, p. 118]. 
 
We can also consider a partially deterministic choice of parents [Hromkovic, 2003, p.462]. For 
example, let a certain number or percentage of the best individuals (with highest fitness) of one 
generation be moved to the population of the new generation. The rest is chosen in a random 
way. Certainly this approach will lead to a faster convergence of the genetic algorithm, but it 
can also cause premature convergence to a local optimum, so a balance of deterministic and 
random selection must be found [Falkenauer, 1998, p. 46 – 47]. 
 
As explained by [Hromkovic, 2003, p. 462] a quite different approach for random selection is 
based on the ranking of the population individuals. Let the individuals 1, 2, … , Np of the 
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population sorted by f1 ≤ f2 ≤ … ≤ fNp,. Then the selection probability is defined by: probi = 2i / 
[Np (Np + 1)]. This formula shows the ratio between ranking i and the sum of the first Np natural 
numbers. Assuming the same ordering of the fitness stated above, another way to take into 
account the relative fitness due to Davis [1989], called ranking or linear normalization 
redefines the fitness as fi’ = i (fmax – fmin) / Np. Note that in the last fórmula i plays the role of the 
ranking (position) of individual i. 
 
4.3 Genetic Algorithms in Production Scheduling 
 
4.3.1 Genetic Algorithms in Sequencing Problems 
 
Although production scheduling problems are mainly discrete optimization problems, and 
evolutionary algorithms have their origin in continuous optimization, genetic algorithms have 
been used successfully in many discrete optimization problems. Production scheduling is about 
sequencing jobs on machines, so the crossover and mutation operators for this kind of problems 
takes into account concepts of ordering production orders or tasks avoiding repetition of same 
orders or operations in the resulting individuals. 
 
While in continuous optimization the binary representation of solutions is appropriate it is not 
so for production scheduling problems. Nakano and Yamada [1991] use the binary 
representation but they later change to an integer representation [Yamada and Nakano, 1992] 
believing that the specific problem features should determine the representation. The standard 
representations in scheduling problems are mainly related to a sequence of orders (or 
operations), to a sequence of machine assignments or both. Bierwirth [1995] proposes a well 
accepted and widely used solution representation for the jobshop scheduling problem. A 
different approach is the random key genetic algorithm (RKGA) introduced by Bean [1994] 
which represents the solution as a vector of uniform random numbers in the continuous interval 
[0, 1] thus the mapping of the position of the random number in the vector to the corresponding 
job number provides the sequence of orders when putting the random numbers in ascending 
order. Dorndorf and Pesch [1995] propose a priority rule based genetic algorithm whose 
chromosome of length equal to the number of machines in the system (i.e. the number of 
different operation types in the system) has the structure of a vector with priority rules in its 
positions. When a machine selects a waiting order for processing it uses the dispatching rule 
currently in the position of the chromosome associated to the machine. 
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The choice of the chromosome structure (individual or problem solution representation) defines 
the search space and the crossover operator defines the search neighborhood. Hence care must 
be taken to define the crossover operator such that the offspring remain in the search space. The 
binary string representation will not be adequate for several problems [Hromkovic, 2003, p. 
462]. 
 
The natural solution representation of an ordering or sequencing problem is a permutation of 
the elements to be ordered or sequenced. In this case the natural genetic operators produce, in 
general, no valid chromosome. For example, take a problem of 9 production orders to be 
sequenced, and parents p1 = (1 2 3 | 4 5 6 7 8 9) and p2 = (4 5 2 | 1 8 7 6 9 3), with a crossover 
point of 3. Applying the crossover operator associated with the binary representation in section 
4.1.1, it would produce the child c1 = (1 2 3 | 1 8 7 6 9 3) and c2 = (4 5 2 | 4 5 6 7 8 9), which 
are clearly no feasible chromosomes because some orders are repeated and other are not present 
in both children. Further, the mutation operator used with the binary representation is not 
applicable with this representation. 
 
The chromosome structure normally will not be defined as a string of zeros and ones which 
leads to algorithms that show differences to the basic genetic algorithms developed by Holland. 
Therefore, some common default parameter settings for standard genetic algorithms [see Bäck, 
1996, pp.113 – 123] as pm = 0.001, 0.005 – 0.01; pc = 0.6, 0.75 – 0.95; Ng = 50; and some 
heuristics standard rules, e.g., concerning population sizes and mutation probabilities will not 
necessary be valid. 
 
4.3.1.1 Crossover Genetic Operators 
 
A variety of crossover operators were defined and tested for sequencing problems, most of 
them were initially defined for the traveling salesman problem (TSP). The production order 
sequencing problem on a machine has the same structure as the TSP. The difference with 
respect to the classic TSP is the fact that after the last order is processed no connection with the 
first order is made, i.e., the sequencing problem does not have a circular structure but an open 
path of length equal the number of production orders. 
 
The partially mapped crossover (PMX) operator was proposed by Goldberg and Lingle [1985]. 
It builds a child by selecting a subsequence of one parent by randomly choosing two cut 
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positions, and preserving the order and position of as many elements as possible from the other 
parent. The subsequences defined by the two cut positions are swapped between the two 
parents. For example, takes the parents  p1 = 1 2 3 | 4 5 6 7 | 8 9   and  p2 = 4 5 2 | 1 8 7 6 | 9 3, 
with cut positions 3 and 7 determined randomly, Then the mapping 4  1, 5  8, 6  7 and 7 
 6 is defined. By swapping the selected subsequence between the children and filling the 
empty positions preserving the order and position of as many elements as possible, and 
resolving the conflicts using the mapping function results in children c1 = 4 2 3 | 1 8 7 6 | 5 9  
and  c2 = 1 8 2 | 4 5 6 7 | 9 3. 
 
The order crossover (OX) operator was proposed by Davis [1985a]. It builds a child by 
selecting a subsequence of one parent using two random cut positions, and preserving the 
relative order of elements from the other parent. As in the above example, take parents p1 = 1 2 
3 | 4 5 6 7 | 8 9   and  p2 = 4 5 2 | 1 8 7 6 | 9 3, and cut positions 3 and 7. The child sequence is 
constructed by copying the central subsequence of one parent to the child starting at the second 
cut, the elements from the other parent are now copied to the child, preserving their order and 
omitting those values contained in the central subsequence. Finally, when the end of the 
chromosome is reached the process continues at its start position. In the example this operator 
yields the children c1 = 2 1 8 | 4 5 6 7 | 9 3 and c2 = 3 4 5 | 1 8 7 6 | 9 2. 
 
The cycle crossover (CX) operator was proposed by Oliver et al. [1987]. It builds a child in 
which a subset of elements (and their positions) forming a cycle comes from one parent and the 
remaining positions are copied from the other parent. Take parents p1 = 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 and p2 
= 4 1 2 8 7 6 9 3 5. Starting the cycle with the first element of parent p1, one continues with the 
element in the same position of the other parent. Now take the position of this element in the 
first parent and take the element at that position in the second parent. This process is repeated 
until the first element of the first parent is reached thus completing the cycle. The elements 
contained in that cycle are copied to the same position in the child and the remaining elements 
are taken from the second parent. In the example, the cycle starting with the first element of p1 
is 1 – 4 – 8 – 3 – 2 – 1. Therefore, the elements of {1, 2, 3, 4, 8} are taken from p1 and the 
remaining elements from p2 resulting in c1 = 1 2 3 4 7 6 9 8 5. 
 
The OX crossover operator assumes a circular individual structure, i.e., since this operator was 
originally proposed for the TSP. In production scheduling problems, relative positions of the 
production orders in the sequence are important, but the chromosome should not be considered 
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as circular [Falkenauer and Bouffouix, 1991], for this reason they developed the Linear Order 
Crossover (LOX) operator, as a variant of the OX operator. 
 
The linear order crossover (LOX) operator builds an offspring by selecting a subsequence of 
one parent by choosing randomly two cut positions. The elements of the central subsequence of 
one parent are removed from the other parent. Now the remaining elements are shifted such 
that the central subsequence becomes empty. Finally the central subsequence is copied from the 
other parent. For example, take the parents p1 = 1 2 3 | 4 5 6 | 7 8 9   and   p2 = 7 6 9 | 4 3 2 | 1 5 
8 with cut positions 3 and 6. Then the children will be c1 = 1 5 6 | 4 3 2 | 7 8 9 and c2 = 7 9 3 | 4 
5 6 | 2 1 8. 
 
Reeves [1995] used the crossover operator that builds a child preserving the initial part, 
determined by a randomly selected crossover point, in one parent, and then completed by 
taking in order the elements of the other parent not included in the first part. For example, 
consider the parents p1 = 1 2 3 4 | 5 6 7 8 9 and p2 = 4 5 2 1 | 8 7 6 9 3, where the crossover 
point 4 was randomly determined. By applying the above explained the child c1 = 1 2 3 4 | 5 8 7 
6 9   and   c2 = 4 5 2 1 | 3 6 7 8 9 are produced. 
 
4.3.1.2 Mutation Genetic Operators 
 
In contrast to crossover operators, there are only a few mutation operators used in genetic 
algorithms with a permutation representation of the chromosomes. The exchange or swap 
mutation operator is the natural mutation operator: it exchanges two randomly selected genes. 
For example, consider the parent p = 7 6 9 4 3 2 1 5 8 , where the position 3 and 7 were 
randomly determined and exchange the corresponding genes thus producing child   c = 7 6 1 4 3 
2 9 5 8. 
 
The shift mutation operator generates a child by shifting a randomly selected gene by a 
randomly determined number of positions to the right or left (also randomly determined). For 
example, take parent p = 7 6 9 4 3 2 15 8, where gene 2 was randomly selected to be shifted by 
5 positions to the right (also randomly determined) yielding child c = 7 9 4 3 2 1 6 5 8. 
 
Another well known mutation operator is the inversion mutation operator, which produces a 
child by inverting a randomly selected subsequence. For example, consider the parent p = 7 6 9 
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4 3 2 15 8, where the subsequence including gene 3 through gene 6 was randomly selected. By 
inversion of the subsequence one obtains child c = 7 6 2 3 4 9 15 8. 
 
4.3.2 Poduction Scheduling with Genetic Algorithms 
 
The genetic algorithms are extensively analyzed and widely used to solve production 
scheduling in manufacturing systems (see [Mattfeld, 1996]) and its suitability to solve 
production planning and scheduling problems is widely documented [Kopfer et al., 1995]. 
Since Davis [1985b] solved one of the first jobshop scheduling problem with genetic 
algorithms, a lot of research has been done applying genetic algorithms to production 
scheduling problems (see Nakano and Yamada [1991], Yamada and Nakano [1992], Fang et al. 
[1993], Della Croce et al. [1995], Dorndorf and Pesch [1995], Reeves [1995] and Rubin and 
Ragatz [1995]). 
 
In order to improve the efficiency of the genetic algorithms Zhou et al. [2001] popose a 
hybridization in which the SPT and MWKR (most work remaining) dispatching rules are 
integrated into the evolution of the algorithm. In addition, they integrate a neighborhood search 
to further improve the solution of the genetic algorithm. In the same way a more recent work by 
Haq et al. [2010] hybridized a GA with artificial neural networks (ANN) to solve the 
permutation flowshop scheduling problem with makespan minimization. The ANN is trained 
with the known optimal solution of small problem instances applying the trained ANN to 
problems with a greater number of production orders. 
 
The scheduling and rescheduling problem with mean flow time minimization is treated by 
Bierwirth and Mattfeld [1999] applying genetic algorithms to the jobshop scheduling problem 
in a (semi-) dynamic environment, i.e. all orders are released at different dates. Mattfeld and 
Bierwirth [2004] consider the jobshop scheduling problem with release dates and due dates to 
optimize tardiness-related objectives. They employ the genetic algorithm to search in the 
neighborhood of a heuristically generated subset of solutions to enhance the performance of the 
algorithm. Goncalves et al. [2005] propose a hybrid RKGA (random keys genetic algorithm 
introduced by Bean [1994]), for the jobshop scheduling problem. The solutions represent a 
priority rule with which the schedule is constructed, followed by a two-exchange local search 
to improve the solutions. 
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Jobshop scheduling with alternative machine routes, i.e. a given operation can be processed on 
more than one machine, is considered by Moon et al. [2008] who study the four objectives 
mean flow time, makespan, maximum lateness and total absolute deviation from due dates, 
however independently. The solutions are represented in two parts, a sequence of operations 
and a sequence of machine assignments. An interesting application is the twin chromosome 
encoding of Millas and Vosniakos [2008] to solve the scheduling and transfer batches 
determination problem in a manufacturing system with makespan minimization. One 
chromosome represents the relative size of each transfer batch with respect to the total batch 
and the second chromosome represents the sequencing problem. 
 
In the same way, genetic algorithms are widely applied to scheduling problems in a variety of 
flowshop and flexible flowshop manufacturing systems. Ishibubuchi et al. [1994] propose a 
genetic algorithm and neighborhood search algorithms with fuzzy due dates for the fowshop 
scheduling problem considering two independent objectives: a) maximization of the minimum 
grade of job due date satisfaction and b) maximization of the sum of job due date satisfaction. 
A multi-objective flowshop scheduling problem is proposed by Murata et al. [1996], in which 
two objectives (makespan and total tardiness) are considered, while for the search process a 
genetic algorithm is used. 
 
Serifoglu and Ulusoy [2004] develop a genetic algorithm to solve a multiprocessor task 
scheduling problem in a multi-stage hybrid flowshop with makespan minimization. The 
problem of minimizing the makespan in flexible flow lines with sequence-dependent setup 
times is solved, among others, with the RKGA by Kurz and Askin [2004]. A problem that 
comes from industry with recirculation of jobs is treated by Bertel and Billaut [2004], they 
propose a genetic algorithm to solve the scheduling problem in a hybrid flowshop with release 
and due dates to minimize the weighted number of tardy jobs. Another genetic algorithm 
applied to minimize the makespan in a generalized hybrid flowshop with sequence-dependent 
setup times and machine eligibility is proposed by Ruiz and Maroto [2006] which is compared 
with other meta-heuristics. 
 
A more general hybrid flowshop with setup times and unrelated parallel machines in one or 
more production stages based in the textile industry is treated by Jungwattanakit et al. [2008, 
2009]. The authors proposed a genetic algorithm and other constructive heuristics with 
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improvement steps to minimize a combination between makespan and the number of tardy 
jobs. 
 
A lot scheduling problem concerning lot-sizing of different items and lot scheduling decisions 
in a flowshop is solved with a hybrid genetic algorithm by Huang and Yao [2008], whereas the 
genetic algorithm makes the search and a heuristic procedure tests feasibility of each solution. 
 
As seen above, the makespan minimization is a frequently used optimization criterion in 
flowshop scheduling problems. Hejazi and Saghafian [2005] present a review of flowshop 
scheduling problems with makespan as optimization criterion and, among other methods, the 
genetic algorithm approach is extensively discussed as solving method for flowshop scheduling 
problems. 
 
The lot sizing and scheduling problem under capacity constraints and with allowed backorders 
is studied by Goncalves and Sousa [2011]. The same problem is analyzed by Palaniappan and 
Jawahar [2011] but in addition setup times are considered showing that the proposed genetic 
algorithm is able to generate nearly optimal solution. The relevance of the GA is seen in its 
ability to simultaneously optimize the production sequence and quantity. 
 
A multiple customer order per job scheduling problem is solved by Liu [2010] using a GA to 
minimize the weighted tardiness. In this problem, jobs with limited capacity (i.e. there is a limit 
on how many customer orders can be put into a production order) are composed of several 
customer orders, then the jobs are combined in batches that also have limited capacity. 
 
Several procedures are tested by Schaller [2012] to solve the permutation flowshop with family 
setups (i.e. setup times between orders of the same product family are zero and between jobs of 
different product families are greater than zero) to minimize total tardiness, among which 
genetic algorithm was one the best. To improve its performance in a flowshop scheduling 
problem with dynamic recirculation, Lin et al. [2012] hybridized the genetic algorithm 
integrating analytical hierachy process (AHP) to select the individuals of the next generation 
considering multiple criteria, thus ensuring in early stages good quality offsprings. 
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4.4 Evolution Strategies 
 
The evolution strategies (ES) metaphor was introduced by Rechenberg and Schwefel in the 
early 1960’s at the Technische Universität Berlin (TU Berlin) to solve continuous optimization 
problems (see Rechenberg [1973, 1994], Schwefel [1975, 1981, 1984 and 1995] and Bäck et al. 
[1991]) by imitating the evolution processes of nature. As in all population based optimization 
procedures, the individuals of the populations are solutions (or representations from which a 
unique solution is obtained) of the problem. The individuals are evaluated by a fitness function 
(a measure of the health of the individuals, i.e., a measure of the quality of the corresponding 
solution). The evolution of populations is done by recombining and mutating individuals. They 
usually used an elitist replacement and one of their advantages is their computational time 
efficiency [Talbi, 2009, p. 202] and a supporting convergence theory (see the convergence 
theorem in Michalewicz [1999, p. 161]). In contrast to genetic algorithms in evolution 
strategies, the primary operator is the mutation and the recombination operator is introduced 
later, it is not present in the early literature [Weicker, 2002, p. 132]. 
 
In the following the main concepts of evolution strategies and notation are taken from 
Michalewicz [1999, pp. 159 – 164]. The original evolution strategies were based on 
populations formed by only one individual and the mutation as unique genetic operator. The 
difference to genetic algorithm is that the individual is represented by a pair of n-dimensional 
vectors (x,), where x represents a point in the n-dimensional search space, i.e. x = (x1, x2, … , 
xn)  and  represents a vector of standard deviations, i.e.  = (1, 2, … , n). The mutation 
replace the individual of generation t, x
t
 by x
t+1
  xt +    where  ~ N(, ) is a vector of 
independent Gaussian random variables with mean 0 and standard deviation . If f is the 
objective function to be minimized, the offspring (x
t+1
,) replaces its parent (xt,) if and only if 
f (x
t+1
) < f (x
t
) otherwise the offspring is eliminated and the parent remains. The setting of the 
mutation step (j) is of crucial importance for the optimization process because the lower the 
mutation step the higher the number of iterations needed, and the higher the mutation step the 
lower the precision of the approximation to the optimum. 
 
For illustration purposes, let (x
t
,) = ( (x1
t
, x2
t
), (1, 2) ) = ( (2.3547, 4.0132), (1.0, 1.0) ) be an 
individual in the real two-dimensional space and that 1 = 0.0231 and 2 = – 0.1417 are two 
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independent random observations generated from the Gaussian N(0.0, 1.0) distribution. 
Therefore, the mutation results in: 
x1
t+1
= x1
t
 + 1 = 2.3547 + 0.0231 = 2.3778 
x2
t+1
= x2
t
 + 2 = 4.0132 – 0.1417 = 3.8715 
 
thus the mutated individual is (x
t+1
,) = ( (2.3778, 3.8715), (1.0, 1.0)). 
 
The original two-member (parent and child) evolution strategies evolved further to the multi-
member ( + ) – ES and ( , ) – ES evolution strategies [Schwefel, 1981] incorporating the 
recombination (crossover) operator. The evolution strategies performs the optimization by 
modeling the evolution of populations in a similar way as genetic algorithms does, recombining 
and mutating the individuals of the population, but the construction of the population across the 
evolution process is different. 
 
Based on an initial random population P0 of size  the evolution strategies controls the 
evolution of population over generations. At each generation t a population Pt of  individuals 
is obtained from population Pt-1 of the previous generation t – 1 according to the corresponding 
evolution strategies metaphor. In the ( + ) – ES strategies population Pt is obtained by 
enlarging population Pt-1 by  individuals, and then reducing the intermediate population of 
size ( + ) to the best  individuals, while in the ( , ) – ES strategies population Pt is 
obtained by generating a intermediate population of size  individuals, and then reducing it to a 
population of the best  individuals (in this case  > ). 
 
The fact that in the ( + ) – ES the  individuals of the population are selected from the  
children and the  parent together and the best  are retained has the important effect that the 
best individual of the population will always survive to the next generation (elitist strategy) so 
that the maximum fitness is monotonously increasing. However, this can lead to an early 
convergence to a local optimum. In contrast, in the ( , ) – ES the  individual of the 
population are selected from the  children so that an early convergence is avoided, but the 
quality of the best solution of the population is not monotone over generations [Schöneburg et 
al., 1994, p. 153]. 
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The lower the factor s =  /  the higher is the sample from which the new population is 
selected. Although in the ( + ) – ES,  can be lower than , a general recommendation is that 
   [Schöneburg, 1994, pp.156 – 157]. In optimization of continuous problems, a reference 
for parameter values is given by Rechenberg using the factor s =  /  with s = 1/5 to 1/3, for  
= 1 through 10, but the parameter setting is highly problem dependent [see Schöneburg, 1994, 
pp.165 – 166].  
 
Some applications of evolution strategies to discrete parameter optimization in operations 
management problems exist. Indications on how evolution strategies can be applied for discrete 
parameter optimization is given by Schwefel [1981, p. 106]. Nissen [1994, pp. 273 – 290] 
proposes an evolution strategy based procedure to optimize an (s,q) inventory policy in a 
stochastic environment. Filipic and Zupanic [1999] used evolution strategies to schedule energy 
breakdowns in a manufacturing system with the objective of minimizing energy consumption. 
Hou and Chang [2002] proposed a method based on evolution strategies to assign production to 
different plants. Pierreval et al. [2003] and Salazar and Rojas [2010] apply evolution strategies 
to define the configuration, i.e. the level of required resources in production systems. 
 
Then multimember (μ + λ) – ES is a natural evolution of the initially two-member evolution 
strategies, in fact the two-member strategy can be seen as the (1 + 1) – ES strategy where one 
parent generates one child and then both compete for survival in the next generation. Thus, the 
two-member strategy is a special case of the (μ + λ) – ES with μ = 1 and λ = 1. 
 
The conceptual difference between (μ + λ) – ES and (μ , λ) – ES strategies is that in the (μ + λ) 
– ES the selection includes the parents from which the λ children are generated, i.e., parents 
compete with offspring for survival in the next generation, while in the (μ , λ) – ES the 
selection is made from the λ offspring only [Schwefel, 1995, p. 119]. 
 
The (μ + λ) – ES seems to be more effective because of its guaranteed survival of the best 
individuals having a monotonous performance of the objective function, but it has some 
disadvantages with respect to the (μ , λ) – ES, e.g. in presence of moving objectives. Here, the 
(μ + λ) – ES is not able to follow the moving optimum due to its elitist strategy not permitting 
an adequate self-adaptation of the strategy parameters [Bäck, 1996, p. 79; Michalewicz, 1999, 
162], while the (μ , λ) – ES does not use elitism accepting lower values of the objective 
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function at a given generation in hope for a better value to be found in future generations 
[Haupt and Haupt, 2004, pp. 199 – 200]. 
 
The standard initialization of the population P0 is done randomly and the selection of parents to 
be recombined and mutated is made probabilistically according to a probability distribution 
proportional to the fitness value of individuals, so that individuals with good fitness have more 
probability to be selected. 
 
The generation of the λ individual is made from population Pt-1 by selecting two parents that 
generate a child by recombination (crossover) and mutation. The evaluation of the λ individual 
determines its fitness. The evolution process uses a recombination (crossover) operator and a 
mutation operator. In contrast to the genetic algorithm, the evolution strategies recombine all 
selected parents and the offspring always mutate. 
 
Unlike genetic algorithms, evolution strategies center their performance on the mutation 
strategy, as explained by Schwefel [1995, p. 107]: mutation is used in the widest biological 
sense as a synonym for all types of alteration of the substance of inheritance. The emphasis is 
put on the mutation strategy rather than on recombination or selection process, because they are 
based on the mutation of parent duplicates, but it doesn’t mean that recombination and 
selection will be omitted when designing an evolution strategy. In original evolution strategies, 
the selection of individuals is done according to the uniform distribution (all individuals have 
the same probability to be selected) and independently from the individual fitness [Schöneburg, 
1994, p.167]. Other forms from recombination and selection principles coming from genetic 
algorithms were studied (see Hoffmeister and Bäck [1992, p. 67 – 70]). 
 
First the original two member (1 + 1) – ES is extended to the ( + 1) – ES and the multi-
member ( + ) – ES and ( , ) – ES, initially considering only mutation without 
recombination. The recombination was introduced because the recombination between 
individuals helps to seek in all dimension of the search space, so early convergence to local 
optima is avoided [Schwefel, 1981, p. 201] and appreciable acceleration was achieved by 
introducing the sexual in place of the asexual (mutation) reproduction [Schwefel, 1995, p.146]. 
In general, the evolution strategies are described in the form (/ + ) – ES and (/ , ) – ES, 
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where  is the number of parents selected from the population to generate one child 
[Schöneburg et al., 1994, p. 158; Talbi, 2009, p. 203]. 
 
Two classical recombination operators for evolution strategies are the discrete recombination 
operator in which the values of the parents are transferred randomly from one of it to the 
generated child (similar to the uniform crossover in genetic algorithms [Talbi, 2009, p. 201; 
Weickert, 2002, p. 138]) and the averaged recombination operator in which the values of the 
parent are averaged and transferred to the child. Discrete recombination helps to maintain 
heterogeneity while averaged recombination helps to reduce heterogeneity in the population. 
 
If mutation is understood as the rare occurrence of random events, the evolution strategies will 
interpret this as a sum of many individual events. Hence it is natural that the mutation steps 
must be chosen from a probability distribution in which small values are frequently observed 
and large ones are seldom. In the continuous case, one can use the normal distribution 
(according to the original definition of evolution strategies), and in the discrete case, one can 
use the binomial distribution as suggested by Schwefel [1995, p. 108]. The occurrence of large 
mutation step plays the role of exploration of new regions of the search space [Weicker, 2002, 
p.132]. 
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5. Scheduling Multi-Stage Batch Production with Continuity Constraints 
 
5.1 A Real System: The Integrated Steel Manufacturing Plant 
 
Integrated steel manufacturing is a typical process industry, where the production process is 
organized in a sequence of processing stages. Modern steel production plants focus on the 
integration of steelmaking (SM), continuous casting (CC) and hot rolling (HR) to achieve a 
production synchronized between the different stages. The complete steel production process in 
an integrated steel plant is shown in Figure 5.1. Raw materials, like iron ore, pellets, coke and 
limestone, are reduced in a blast furnace to pig iron, which is transported by special train cars, 
called torpedo cars, to the converter. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Steel Manufacturing 
 
In the converter, carbon, sulfur, silicon and other impurities of molten iron are reduced to 
desirable levels in the converter (basic oxygen furnace (BOF) or electric arc furnace (EAF)). 
The output of this stage is a charge of liquid steel, normally transported in ladles by a crane to a 
refining furnace (also called ladle furnace (LF)) for refining. The refining stage further refines 
the chemicals and eliminates impurities or adds alloys ingredients to the liquid steel. If no 
refining furnace is available the charge will have to wait until one becomes available. Waiting 
time causes the charge temperature to drop, and reheating will be necessary, thus causing 
higher energy consumption as waiting time increases. 
 
The graded liquid steel is transported by a crane to the turret of the casting machine that rotates 
when the previous ladle is empty, so the full ladle can be emptied into an receptacle called 
tundish at the top of the casting machine producing graded solid pieces of steel: slabs (flat 
pieces with rectangular section), billets (pieces with square section) or blooms (pieces with 
higher square section than a billet). These pieces are called semi-terminated products. Then, the 
semi-terminated products go into rolling mills that produce the final products of the steel plant. 
Normally, the semi-terminated products will be transferred immediately into hot rolling mills, 
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but in some cases, the semi-terminated products will be rolled later. In this last case, the pieces 
of semi-terminated products go to rolling mills (the pieces must be reheating before rolling). 
 
Therefore, an integrated steel plant can have one or more blast furnaces, converters, refining 
furnaces, casting machines and rolling mills. Further, slabs casting machines are different from 
billets casting machines, and also rolling mills can be of different types. 
 
The demand for final products originates from different customers requiring final products of 
different grades (steel chemical composition). These requirements must be transformed into 
production orders of semi-terminated products. Since semi-terminated products of the same 
type (e.g. slabs) can vary in their dimensions (normally height will be fixed but width and 
length can vary in a certain range), not all final products can be produced from any piece of a 
semi-terminated product. 
 
Due to the development of the oscillation and negative strip concepts by Siegfied Junghans and 
Iain Halliday, respectively, in the 1950’s made continuous casting become an accepted 
technology [Flick and Stoiber, 2011], which made it possible to increase the casting ratio (tons 
of steel that are rolled to final products directly from hot pieces that come out of the continuous 
casting per unit of time). The commercial use of continuous casting begins in the early 1960’s 
with the industrialization of the LD – process (Linz – Donawitz process in which steel is made 
from pig iron by blowing oxygen into the molten metal). Better understanding of the casting 
process allowed new and more efficient process designs during the late 1960’s and the 1970`s 
[Flick and Stoiber, 2011]. 
 
In addition to continuous casting – cold charge rolling (CC – CCR), new techniques such as 
continuous casting – hot charge rolling (CC – HCR), continuous casting – direct hot charge 
rolling (CC – DHCR) and continuous casting – hot direct rolling (CC – HDR) have been 
developed connecting steelmaking furnaces, continuous casting machines and hot rolling mills 
[Tang et al., 2001]. 
 
Process CC Yard Heat Preservation Heat Furnace Rolling 
CC – CCR x x  x x 
CC – HCR x  x x x 
CC – DHCR x   x x 
CC – HDR x    x 
Table 5.1 Steelmaking – Continuous Casting – Rolling Processes 
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Table 5.1 summarizes the four steel making continuous casting and rolling processes. CC – 
CCR is the traditional process in which pieces are moved to the yard. The pieces are put later 
into the heat furnace and then charged into the hot rolling mill. In the CC – HCR process, the 
pieces are put first into a heat preservation facility, then into the heat furnace in batches and 
finally charged into the hot rolling mill. In the CC – DHCR process, pieces are directly put into 
the heat furnace and then charged into the hot rolling mill. In the CC – HDR process, the pieces 
are charged directly into the hot rolling mill. 
 
The 1980’s were the years of transition when continuous casting gained importance of total 
production in large steel plants, while in the early 1990’s continuous casting becomes a  mature 
technology moving to the standard. Production was focused on cost reduction aiming for higher 
casting speeds, lower energy consumption, higher equipment performance and lifetime [Flick 
and Stoiber, 2011]. 
 
Since steel is always subject to new requirements, steelmakers must develop new steel alloys 
with improved properties to satisfy these requirements, especially for high-tech components. 
Therefore, suitable plants and processes must be developed, such as BCT – Belt Casting 
Technology [Wans et al., 2011]. This concept that eliminates the intermediate refining stage by 
connecting directly the converter with the casting machine further develops existing processes 
and enables production of steel grades that could not be produced in a continuous caster so far. 
 
5.2 Production Planning and Scheduling of the SCC System 
 
The multi-stage batch production system studied in this thesis is a generalization of one of the 
most important production subsystem of an integrated steel plant. The steel production process, 
including steel making and continuous casting (SCC) is usually the bottleneck in steel 
production [Tang et al, 2002], because its production capacity is generally lower than that of 
hot and cold rolling stages. Therefore, effective planning and scheduling at the steel making 
stages is of great importance to improve the complete production system [Tang and Wang, 
2008]. 
 
In the steel making process, the casting stage is very critical, because a certain number of 
charges must be cast continuously on the casting machine. Any interruption at this stage causes 
a setup of the machine (casting machine setups are very costly) and may generate scrap from 
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the charges of liquid steel coming out of the converter, so that coordination at the steel making 
stages (i.e. between converter and casting machine) is crucial for the plant efficiency. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Steelmaking and Continuous Casting 
 
This thesis deals with the scheduling problem of the steelmaking and continuous casting stages 
within an integrated steel manufacturing plant (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2), i.e., with the SCC 
production planning and scheduling component within a SCC – HR production planning and 
scheduling management system (here HR stands for any of the different hot rolling processes 
explained in Table 5.1). The complete planning and scheduling process of the SCC phase 
consists of determining the cast sequences and its schedules that are to be run continuously on 
the casting machines, based on customer requirements. While the first phase of the planning 
process, i.e., obtaining the cast sequences, isn’t a too complex problem that can be solved by 
relatively simple analysis tools, the scheduling phase in steelmaking is a complex problem, 
which has to take into account resources and operational constraints. 
 
In the following two sections the production planning and scheduling problems for an 
integrated steel plant are outlined. 
 
5.2.1 Production Planning of the SCC System 
 
In Figure 5.3, the production planning and scheduling process of the steel manufacturing 
process is shown. Clients demand final products of the steel plant (coils, sheets, plates and 
bars). It is assumed that the demand requirements are processed by the demand and inventory 
control function of the plant determining the semi-terminated products, characterized by 
product type (slab, billet or bloom), grade (chemical composition), quantities and due dates, to 
be produced to satisfy client requirements. The planning function transforms the primary 
requirements of customers orders into charges, i.e. basic steelmaking production units of 
molten steel loaded in a ladle, and group them into casts, i.e. sequences of charges with the 
same steel grade that are consecutively and continuously produced using the same tundish of 
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the casting machine (the tundish is a receptacle located at the top of the casting machine). The 
charges of a cast are then sequenced on the converters so that each cast can be processed 
continuously at the corresponding casting machine. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Planning and Scheduling the Steel Manufacturing Process 
 
We now go into the logical details of the planning process. The first step of the planning 
process extracts the final product requirements R1, R2, … , Rc of customers 1 to c, respectively, 
and transforms them into semi-terminated product requirements, i.e. tons of the corresponding 
steel grades. These requirements are then translated into a number of charges of liquid steel to 
be produced in the converters and to be cast on the casting machines for obtaining the needed 
number of slabs, billets and/or blooms to satisfy the customer demand on the rolling mills. The 
charge generation process groups pieces of semi-terminated products (slabs, billets, or blooms) 
of the same grade, but each piece that will be cast from one charge can satisfy requirements for 
different final products of different customer orders and with different due dates. Finally, 
charges of the same type (slab, billet, or bloom) and of the same grade are grouped into one 
batch according to maximum casting times at the casting machines and/or due dates criteria 
(see Figure 5.4 assuming that only slabs and billets are needed). 
 
Because of due date requirements, it is possible that some final products are made from over 
dimensioned pieces of semi-terminated products, so that scrap generation must be taken into 
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account by the planning process. This is the case when final products such as coils or plates of 
a given width are produced from slab pieces that have a higher width than necessary to obtain 
the needed final product width. Figure 5.5 illustrates the continuous cast of slabs of width w 
from a same charge. The first 3 slabs of the casting sequence are planned as slabs of length d1, 
the fourth and fifth slabs are planned as slabs of length d2 and the last 3 slabs are planned as 
slabs of length d3. The first 5 slabs will be used to produce final products that need slabs of 
width w, while the last 3 slabs will be used to produce final products that need slabs of width 
w* < w, so the shaded area (volume) will be scrap. In this case, the scrap was planned a priori 
to ensure in-time delivery of all customer orders. 
 
 
 
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Figure 5.4   Planning of Charges 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Planning of Slabs 
  
The whole production management system for SCC production can be viewed in Figure 5.6. 
The customer requirements (customer orders) are transformed into a number of pieces 
characterized by steel grade, tons and due date through the Production Planning function, then 
the pieces are put into charges through the Charge Planning function based on the delivery date 
of the pieces. Then, based on their delivery date and maximal casting time of the casting 
machines, the sequences of charges to be cast continuously are determined through the Cast 
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Planning function. The casts are assigned to casting machines and ordered within each casting 
machine through the Cast Sequencing function and finally a detailed batch scheduling is 
obtained through the Batch Scheduling function. At this step, detailed initial and final 
processing dates for each batch on each machine including steelmaking, refining and 
continuous casting are determined, so that no machine conflict exists and no operation 
restriction is violated. 
 
 
   
 
  
  
  
 
  
  
  
 
Figure 5.6 Management System for SCC Production 
 
The Shop Floor Manager function controls and adjusts the scheduling times, cast lengths and 
cast compositions due to changes in the shop condition. If, for example, casting is interrupted 
the charging of the converters has to be delayed or stopped in order to avoid scrap and the 
entire production process has to be rescheduled. An integrated view of the production planning 
and scheduling process in a steel plant has been always recognized as a difficult but necessary 
issue [Sato et al. 1977; Redwine and Wismer, 1974].  
 
Other schemes showing the basic structure of SCC production planning and scheduling are 
presented in [Tang et al., 2000] in which a rough schedule derived from the production 
planning is analyzed in order to eliminate machine conflicts, and in [Tang and Liu, 2007] 
where a six steps order management system used in real steel industry is presented. Lin and 
Moodie [1989] propose a hierarchical planning model for an integrated steel plant. Based on 
the demand, the model can derive a detailed production schedule that satisfies customer orders 
and other objectives at the lowest possible energy costs. The complete planning model is 
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composed of two mathematical programming models and one sequencing heuristic which are 
integrated at different levels. Bernatztki [1995] develops an integrated planning and time 
management system for a German steel plant and emphasizes the importance of the integration 
of data and decisions in a complex steel plant. The time management system is based on the 
strategies described in Bernatzki et al. [1994]. The integration of planning systems at the 
operational level that generate accurate production schedule allowing flexibility with 
management systems in steel plants can produce significant cost savings and an important 
increase in productivity [Arnold et al., 2001]. Vanhoucke and Debels [2009] present a three 
level (aggregate planning, disaggregate planning and machine sequencing) integrated planning 
and scheduling model for a Belgian steel plant taking into account various company-specific 
constraints. Despite the fact that the problem is described in a three-level hierarchical planning 
system, the model is strictly limited to the second level (disaggregate planning) generating a 
daily machine assignment (called a daily bucket system). Cappel et al. [2003] report the 
experience in HKM–Huckingen steel plant in Duisburg (Germany) with an integrated 
scheduling system (see Bernatzki, 1994) and the resulting improvement in time. 
 
The assignment of pieces of semi-terminated products (slabs, billets, etc.) is treated by Vasko et 
al. [1994, 2005]. The problem known as the continuous slab caster scheduling problem (SCSP) 
was introduced by Lee et al. [2004]. It consists of the design of the casts to produce a given 
number of production orders, i.e. of the determination of how many batches comprise the cast 
and what slabs (pieces) are included in each batch of the cast. In almost all cases, this problem 
is solved in practice based on the user experience. However, in the meantime, it has been 
treated in a more systematic way (see Song [2009], Myung [2010] and Kovacic and Sarler 
[2011]). The batching must take into account that one charge may be cast into different pieces 
that are used to produce final products required by different customer orders. Charges must be 
defined so that (see Tang et al. [2002]) the pieces (e.g. slabs) included in the same charge have 
identical steel grade, similar widths within certain limits (especially for slabs), and similar 
delivery dates. Moreover, the total charge weight must be close to the furnace capacity (95% to 
100%). 
 
The cast definition, i.e. a sequence of charges that must be cast consecutively and continuously 
on the same casting machine, must satisfy the following technological constraints (see Tang et 
al. [2002]): steel grades for adjacent charges have to be identical, charges must be sequenced so 
that their slab widths are in descending order, the width change between charges and the total 
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width span must be below certain limits, the total number of charges must be between lower 
and upper bounds determined by productivity parameters (lower limit) and by the life time of 
the tundish, and delivery dates of the charges should be as close together as possible. Dong et 
al. [2010] propose two VNS based meta-heuristics to solve the integrated (slabs) charge 
planning problem and classify the input requirements as hard (e.g. “total weight of slabs should 
not exceed the capacity of one charge”) and soft constraints (e.g. the priority of slabs should as 
close as possible based on the JIT philosophy). 
 
5.2.2 Production Scheduling of the SCC System 
 
Once the planning of charges and sequences outlined in the preceding section and illustrated in 
Figures 5.3 and 5.4 is achieved, the next step is to generate a charge sequence to be processed 
on the converter, starting with the liquid (molten) steel making process, so that the charges can 
be cast continuously on the casting machines. SCC production scheduling determines in which 
sequence, at which time and on which device each charge of molten steel should be processed 
from steelmaking to continuous casting [Tang et al, 2000]. 
 
Figure 5.7 shows 4 examples of sequences in which charges are loaded into the converter 
considering one slab batch of 6 charges (numbered from 1 to 6) and one billet batch of 4 
charges (numbered from 1 to 4). On which sequence will be the best among them, is given by 
the scheduling procedure used.  
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Planning of Charge Sequences on the Converter 
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The SCC is assumed to consist of a single converter feeding two casting machines one for slabs 
and one for billets. The charge sequences of Figure 5.7 are now scheduled as shown in Figure 
5.8. In Schedule (a) of Figure 5.8 corresponding to sequence 1 of Figure 5.7, the converter 
processes the first 2 charges of the slab batch, then the first charge of the billet batch, then 
charges 3 and 4 of the slab batch, then charge 2 of the billet batch, then charges 5 and 6 of the 
slab batch and finally charges 3 and 4 of the billet batch. The casting of the slab batch starts as 
soon as possible (finish time of charge 1 at the converter), charges 2, 4 and 6 must wait before 
going into the casting machine, while slab charges 3 and 5 start immediately when completed 
in the converter. 
 
In Schedule (b) of Figure 5.8 (sequence 2 of Figure 5.7), the converter processes the first 4 
charges of the slab batch, then the first 2 charges of the billet batch, then charges 5 and 6 of the 
slab batch, and finally charges 3 and 4 of the billet batch. The casting of the slab batch starts 
immediately when possible (finish time of charge 1 at the converter), then charges 2, 3 and 4 
must wait before going into the casting machine, while charge 5 can start immediately when 
completed in the converter, and finally charge 6 must wait before being cast. 
 
In both schedules, the casting of the billet batch starts after charges 1 and 2 are finished in the 
converter, while charge 3 is being cast immediately when finished in the converter, finally 
charge 4 waits a few time units before being cast. Charges 1 and 2 of the billet batch must wait 
at least up to time t4 to assure the continuity of the cast (note that in this example the finish time 
of billet charge 3 at the converter determines when the cast can be started). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Scheduling of Casting Sequences 
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Both examples of Figure 5.8 generate schedules in which both sequences are continuously cast 
without interruption. The continuity constraint at the last stage of the steel making stages is of 
primary interest. But in general, once out of the converter, one charge can be cast with or 
without waiting times. Waiting times are allowed, but limited because the temperature of liquid 
steel decreases and reheating or scrap generation can happen. 
 
Although both schedules in Figure 5.8 are feasible, waiting times are below the maximum 
allowed waiting time, and continuity constraints are met, the second schedule (b) seems to be 
better. The waiting time for the first charge of the billet batch is clearly reduced from (t4 – t1) in 
Schedule (a) to (t4 – t2) in Schedule (b), and waiting times for other charges remain without 
change, thus reducing the risk of reheating or scrap generation of the first charge. It is true that 
waiting times for charges 3 and 4 of slab production order increases, but the waiting times for 
these charges remain low. Another positive effect is that too low (possible 0) waiting times 
were increased moderately. When too low waiting times are scheduled, the execution of the 
manufacturing operations may have less slack, what may cause some problems in the shop 
floor trying to meet the casting continuity. 
 
From the above considerations we can derive that the problem of scheduling charges of 
production orders at the steel making and continuous casting stages in an integrated steel 
manufacturing plant is a complex multi-criteria decision problem. 
 
5.2.3 Approaches to the SCC Scheduling Problem 
 
The SCC production planning and scheduling problems have been recognized as one of the 
most difficult industrial planning and scheduling problems [Tang and Wang, 2008]. Unlike for 
other manufacturing systems, the SCC production scheduling problem must consider special 
process constraints, principally that products are processed and handled in charges of liquid 
material at high temperatures and then transformed into solid pieces, and that there are 
extremely strict requirements on material continuity and flow time [Tang et al, 2000]. 
 
Since continuous casting began to expand as the standard technology in steel production around 
the 1980’s, usually as a balanced flow line system, it had to spend some time until the first 
researches on this problem were formalized, most of them referring to particular and specific 
systems. Since the 2000’s, more particular applications started to be reported in more complex 
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SCC Systems and the SCC scheduling problem began to be generalized. The survey of Dutta 
and Fourer [2001] about mathematical programming applications in integrated steel plants does 
not include any application to the SCC scheduling problem. SCC scheduling had often been 
made manually employing planning rules reflecting technological properties of the process and 
manufacturing system, but also simplifying the scheduling problem [Missbauer et al., 2009]. 
This explains that in the early time the focus was put on knowledge-based approaches more 
than on optimization and operations research methods. 
 
The cooperative scheduling approach proposed by Numao and Morishita [1989], procedures, 
rules (representing domain-dependent knowledge and domain-specific constraints) and user 
cooperation allows the generation of a feasible schedule without exhaustive computation. The 
approach allows the user to review and improve the schedule interactively. An example of a 
domain-specific constraint in the rule base is: “If there are two continuous charges in the 
charge set, and if their last units are not connected, then shift the earlier unit so that it connects 
to the next unit”. The pioneering scheduling environment (system) SCHEPLAN [Numao and 
Morishita, 1988] applies this approach to scheduling steel making processes. This system was 
transferred to a plant of the NKK (Nippon Kokan Co., Ltd.) in Japan in 1987. NKK described 
this system developed in collaboration with the IBM Tokyo Research Laboratory in a press 
release as [Numao and Morishita, 1989]: “…an AI-based system for highly complex steel-
making processes. For the first time in the world, the system automatically generates an 
appropriate schedule, taking into account the particular constraints and varying production 
requirements of each process”. 
 
Boukas et al. [1990] presents a model to optimize productivity subject to a global limitation on 
the power supplied to the converters. The steel plant has four converters and three casting 
machines in two independent subsystems, one with two converters and two casters, and the 
other with two converters and one caster. In fact, the main problem is not the scheduling 
problem itself but the energy consumption. Thus the objective is to determine the start of the 
production cycles at each converter so that the total time needed to perform n cycles (n batches) 
is minimized subject to the power limitations. Continuity constraints are not of high criticality 
because these constraints expresses that “the casting machines are to be operated in such a way 
that they permit sequences of at least two castings in a row”. The problem is solved by 
combining linear programming (LP) and heuristics. Ganguly [1993] propose a simulation 
model to study the performance of the converter and continuous casting system at an Indian 
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steel plant. He considers the charges as customer that must wait in a queue before the 
continuous casting machines, and the system is evaluated based on the number of charges 
produced, devices utilizations, the number of charge reheats and the number of shutdown of the 
casting machine due to charge delay. The simulation study gives insights to the decision 
making level. 
 
Based on a given schedule, Limbeck and Lipp [1994] propose a fuzzy based production control 
system in a dynamic environment, i.e. when production is undergoing and short-time changes 
affect the production process, causing the production schedule to be adjusted. The production 
system is modeled as a (fuzzy) Petri – Net in which processing times and variables such as 
waiting times are expressed as fuzzy sets. The objective of this system is not to generate a 
(first) schedule, but keep the feasibility of the one in execution. 
 
An integrated planning and time management system for a German steel plant developed by 
Bernatztki [1995] use a heuristic strategy based scheduling approach [Bernatzki, et a., 1994]. 
The approach considers three strategies: a) the caster schedule determines the schedule at the 
first stages (principally at converters), b) the converter schedule determines the schedule at the 
next stages and c) limitation of transit times determines the schedule at all stages. 
 
Hamada et al. [1995] hybridizes a genetic algorithm with rule-based reasoning to solve the 
production planning problem in an integrated steel plant. The genetic algorithm optimizes an 
initial solution provided by an expert system, which inferences the solution with if – then rules 
like “if more than one product can be made, then make them in the order of their nearness to 
the delivery time” or “if there is a product that should be made, and if there are two kinds of 
raw materials that have the same code, then process them to make the target product”. 
 
Although the work of Slany [1996] proposes a general scheduling approach considering the 
problem as a fuzzy multi-criteria optimization problem, he applied his procedure to the 
scheduling of a steelmaking plant (see Dorn and Slany [1996]). In a real scheduling problem, 
all the criteria do not have the same importance thus considering relative priorities among 
constraints seems reasonable when different schedules are evaluated. The author use an OWA 
(see section 3.4.1.2) based operator to evaluate the aggregation of the different constraints in 
combination with an iterative repair based heuristic (i.e. a heuristic which iterates searching 
new solutions to improve the feasibility of an existing infeasible solution) developed by Dorn et 
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al. [1994]. The primary schedule is generated by scheduling the jobs in the sequence of their 
importance. 
 
Tang et al. [2000] propose a mathematical optimization model to eliminate machine conflicts 
and embed it in an SCC production planning and scheduling structure consisting of four steps: 
a) cast sequencing, b) establishment of sub-schedules (a schedule for an individual cast), c) 
establishment of a rough schedule, and d) elimination of machine conflicts. The first three steps 
are done by man-computer interaction and machine conflicts often arise when the whole 
(rough) schedule is set up by taking together all sub-schedules. Therefore, in the proposed 
model the sequence of sub-schedules remains unchanged, the model optimizes the start times 
for each charge over all stages to eliminate machine conflicts provided that process constraints 
are met. Based on the JIT concept, the objective function is a nonlinear cost function that 
involves cast break penalties to ensure that charges are casted as continuously as possible, 
temperature drop costs due to high waiting times, earliness/tardiness penalties to ensure in-time 
delivery of semi-terminated products. The nonlinearity of the model comes from the earliness 
and tardiness penalties (see definitions in section 2.3) of the objective function, but all 
constraints are linear. Since the decision variables are defined as the starting time of each job at 
each stage, the model results in a nonlinear programming model, which is solved by 
transforming it into a linear programming model and solving it with standard optimization 
packages. 
 
A further development of the model of Tang et al. [2000] is made by Tang et al. [2002], in 
which cast sequences remain as given, but no pre assigned sequences of charges on machines 
are given at any stage. The decision variables are the completion dates of each charge at each 
stage and binary variables that indicate for all charges whether the given charge is processed in 
a given time unit at a given stage. From the mathematical modeling point of view, the whole 
scheduling horizon is divided into small time units, such that all time parameters (e.g. 
processing times) and variables (e.g. completion dates) are integers. The objective function is 
the same as in Tang [2000], so the new model results in a nonlinear integer programming 
model with a separable structure which is solved using Lagrangean relaxation. The relaxed 
problem is solved iteratively adjusting the Lagrangean multipliers; for given multipliers the 
relaxed problem is decomposed into (smaller) sub problems considering only one single job 
being solved by dynamic programming. Finally, a heuristic procedure is applied to obtain 
feasible schedules (in general, the solution of the relaxed problem is infeasible because the 
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precedence and capacity constraints have been relaxed). With this formulation, however, a final 
manual step is required assigning the charges to specific machines in all stages. 
 
Instead of solving a large-scale MILP model for the SCC production scheduling problem, 
Harjunkosi and Grossmann [2001] presented a decomposition approach to split the original 
problem into smaller sub-problems that can often be solved to nearly global optimality. The 
SCC process consists of two converters, one refining furnaces and one caster. The proposed 
solution strategy involves four optimization steps based on a prior presorting of product orders 
into product families (with compatible grades): a) determination of cast sequences (a MILP 
model minimizes the number of casts), b) scheduling each cast independently (a MILP model 
using a jobshop formulation that minimizes the objective function considering the makespan, 
the flowtime and the transit time violation), c) integrated scheduling of all casts (a MILP model 
that minimizes the makespan and earliness, tardiness and setup) and finally d) improvement (a 
LP model improves the solution obtained previously minimizing the makespan and transit time 
violations). 
 
A particular SCC production scheduling problem is treated by Pacciarelli and Pranzo [2004] in 
a steel production line in a plant in Italy. They represent the problem by an alternative graph 
and solve it by applying a beam search procedure with the makespan minimization as objective. 
The steel production line consists of one converter, two intermediate operations as refining 
process, and one casting machine, and which has limited buffers between the converter and the 
refining process and between the refining process and the casting machine. This work is an 
improvement of the SCC formulation of Pacciarelli [2002] that formulates the SCC problem 
with the alternative graph solving it with a simple but effective heuristic. Pacciarelli and Pranzo 
[2004] made a more compact formulation and used the beam search procedure based on the 
same heuristic as in Pacciarelli [2002]. 
 
A heuristic solution for the production-inventory scheduling problem of the SCC system in a 
mini steel plant is developed by Ferretti et al. [2006]. They develop an ACO heuristic solution 
as an alternative to a previous work of Zanoni and Zavanella [2005] that solved the problem 
with an MILP approach. Because of the make-to-order production environment a billet cooling 
stage at a special warehouse is added to the SCC scheduling problem. The objective is the 
profit (billet revenue minus costs) function to be maximized. A sub-algorithm embedded in the 
ACO algorithm evaluates whether the order selected to be cast can be stocked in the warehouse 
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or not. Continuity constraints are not explicitly considered because the system is a flow line 
with one converter and one caster. 
 
A MILP formulation is presented by Bellabdaoui and Teghem [2006] wich improves their 
previous work presented in Bellabdaoui and Teghem [2004]. The model differs in several 
aspects from the model used by Tang et al. [2000]. A model is proposed to solve the SCC 
production scheduling problem restricted to a system of two converters, two refining furnaces 
and two casting machines. Like other works, they just consider the transportation time between 
the stages and do not include specific material handling resources like transportation cars and 
cranes. The order book consists of two cast sequences; the charges can be processed in any of 
the converters but the further routing of the charges at stage two (refining) and three (casting) is 
predetermined. The total number of charges is equally distributed on converter 1 and 2. The 
transit time for each charge between its finish time at the converter and its start time at the 
casting machine is limited. For each charge, the processing time at the casting machine is 
assumed to lie in a certain time interval between a minimum and maximum casting time. The 
starting time of the casting machines is restricted to a particular time interval between an 
earliest and latest start time. The start time of the converters may differ between the converters. 
The objective is the maximization of the productivity, stated as the minimization of the sum of 
the completion times of the sequences, i.e. the sum of the completion times for the last charge 
at both of the casting machines. The binary decisions variables indicate whether a given charge 
in a given position on a given converter has been processed. The start times of each charge at 
each stage and the casting processing time are defined as continuous decision variables. 
Although this model introduces some interesting points such as the casting processing times as 
decision variables it is restricted to processing two cast sequences in a semi predefined manner 
in a specific SCC production system. 
 
A new Lagrangean relaxation algorithm is presented by Tang et al. [2006] with the objective to 
minimize total weighted completion time for hybrid flowshop scheduling. The modified SCC 
does not consider the refining stage but it is extended with the rolling stage after the casting 
stage. Differences between Tang et al. [2002] are that the system itself emphasizes more on 
features of the general hybrid flowshop neglecting some technological constraints, e.g. 
continuity constraints at the casting stage, and the objective to be minimized. 
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A quite different approach is used by Kumar et al. [2006] in which a combinatorial auction-
based heuristic has been developed and applied as a case study in an SCC system with four 
production units at each of the three process stages (converter, refining and casting) on a 
planning horizon of 10 hours. Two independent evaluation criteria are considered: waiting time 
(to be minimized) and throughput (to be maximized). 
 
Tang and Liu [2007] have developed a deterministic mixed integer linear programming model 
for production order scheduling problems derived from the production of steel sheets in a real 
system. The scheduling problem considers the whole production process going beyond the SCC 
stages to the rolling stages. In fact, the scheduling problem is modeled more as a complex job 
shop scheduling problem than an SCC scheduling problem, where the continuity and transit 
time constraints are not included. This may be possible because of the system characteristics: 
there is one converter and one continuous caster without refining furnaces; this configuration 
allows a schedule on the caster without discontinuities because the orders (charges) are casted 
as soon as possible according to the objective function. The objective function is defined as the 
minimization of the weighted sum of completion dates of all orders (charges) taking into 
account that not all orders have the same importance, and since delivery dates are guaranteed 
by constraints no tardiness penalties are needed. Therefore, the objective function can also 
reflect the requirements of low work in process inventory. A decomposition solution 
methodology combining Lagrangean relaxation, (standard) linear programming and heuristic 
methods was used. 
 
A case study for the SCC process of a steel plant in Austria (3 converters, 2 refining furnaces 
and 4 continuous casting machines) is presented by Missbauer et al. [2009]. They have 
developed a mathematical model for the SCC scheduling problem of the plant, which is 
embedded in a three level planning system: a) casts scheduling on the casters determining the 
start and finishing dates and the casting speed, b) detailed scheduling on all facilities and c) 
improving the schedule by a mathematical model (MILP). The first two levels are heuristics 
that provide the binary variables of the MILP model. In fact, there exists a higher planning 
level that sets the inputs of the SCC scheduling system in an integrated continuous casting and 
rolling scheduling. In addition to the elements modeled in the above discussed SCC scheduling 
approaches, in this work, hot metal availability and preparation prior to the converter 
processing, as well the crane transportation operations are also explicitly scheduled. The 
transport activities are modeled as operations and the cranes are modeled as machines, and 
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because there are preferences for job allocation there are standard and alternative routes. The 
objective function is an overall cost function that includes four types of costs: a) break and 
setup times costs, b) flow time costs for the hot metal (total transportation time to the 
converter), for the scrap (total transportation time to the converter) and for the charge (total 
time from the starting date at the converter to the finishing date at the caster), c) costs for 
positive or negative due date deviations, and d) costs for changes of the relative casting speed 
(assumed with equal coefficients for positive and negative changes). 
 
The SCC scheduling problem is generalized as a special type of a hybrid flowshop (HFS) or 
flexible flowshop (FFS) by Xuan and Tang [2007], i.e. a flowshop of s stages where jobs flow 
from stage 1 through s, at stages 1 to s – 1 the jobs can be processed in parallel at any of the mi 
machines at stage i. At the last stage s, parallel machines continuously process a certain number 
of jobs as a serial batch, i.e. a group of jobs that must be processed sequentially. Thus, the 
problem is to schedule n jobs at s stages which must be processed as N batches at the last stage 
satisfying process constraints. Following standard notation from Graham et al. [1979], they 
addressed the problem denoting it as: F, mi > 1 | bs > 1 | (Cis) where mi denotes the number of 
parallel machines at stage i, therefore it is assumed that each stage has more than 1 parallel 
machines, and bs > 1 denotes that the batch size on all machines at stage s consists of more than 
one charge. The objective function is defined as a function  of the completion dates at stage s 
of the charges. The formulation is similar to that in Tang et al. [2002] with the same decision 
variables and constraints, but a linear objective function representing the sum of all weighted 
completion dates at stage 3 and the sum of all waiting time costs is considered. Despite of slight 
differences in problem and model structure with respect to Tang et al. [2002], the authors used 
basically an improved solution methodology combining Lagrangean relaxation, dynamic 
programming and heuristics. 
 
A hybrid algorithm for SCC scheduling problem based on a combination of ant colony 
optimization (ACO) and nonlinear optimization is proposed in Atighehchian et al. [2009]. The 
approach was motivated by a real SCC scheduling problem consisting of the three stages of 
steel-making, refining and continuous casting in one of the biggest steel plants of Iran with 
eight converters, four refining furnaces and four casting machines. The solution is constructed 
in two phases: a) the ACO algorithm (they use the ant colony system (ACS) version of the ACO 
concept) produces a feasible job machine assignment and the sequence of jobs to be processed 
on the machines and b) the nonlinear model determines the charge scheduling based on the 
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charge sequences and assignments of the previous phase. With h ants, the ACO algorithm 
constructs h solutions simultaneously where in each solution a charge i0 is added to the set of 
assigned charges in a probabilistic way, based on the probability distribution of assigning some 
charge i to some converter j and to some refining furnaces k, which is constructed based on the 
pheromone trails ijk and heuristic information ijk of the ACO algorithm. For the selected 
charge, the start time on the selected machine at each stage is determined in such a way that the 
charge can start as early as possible. It is assumed that the casts, as well the cast assignments to 
the casting machines, are given by a planning phase of higher level, and that all charges follow 
the same process route and at each stage, a charge can be processed on any (identical) machine 
at the stage. The objective function (the evaluation of the schedule) is a cost function that 
consists of the following four cost factors: a) casting interruption cost (linear function of the 
number of casting interruptions), b) steel temperature drop cost (linear function of the waiting 
time of the charges), c) poor quality cost (linear functions of the violation of the waiting time 
limit), and d) the makespan cost. The authors compare the proposed algorithm with a genetic 
algorithm as a search procedure, where the chromosome is designed with five parts for discrete 
and real variables: a) charge, selected converter and charge priority, b) selected refining 
furnace, and suitable waiting time before starting c) on the converter, d) on the refining 
furnace, and e) on the casting machine. Applying the same time algorithm as to the solutions of 
the ACO algorithm, the start and finish times for each charge at each stage are adjusted and the 
resulting schedule is evaluated using the objective function. Although the authors developed 
their algorithm for a real problem they generalized it to an arbitrary SCC production structure 
with three stages. They also compare their algorithm with the genetic algorithm solving several 
random instances with different number of machines at each stage. 
 
A constraint programming model is proposed by Xujun and Zhimin [2009] to solve the SCC 
scheduling problem. Slotnick [2011] develops a model of lead time policy for the continuous 
caster using stochastic dynamic programming. The model considers the stochastic arrivals of 
several products building buckets by steel grade family and put them in a queue for processing. 
 
So far, we have focused on algorithmic procedures for the SCC scheduling problem, while 
some of the analyzed papers referred to the problem of adjusting a schedule in a dynamic 
environment, i.e. while a schedule is in execution. Roy et al. [2004] addressed this important 
problem. Disturbances in steel making can be caused by external and / or internal situations, 
e.g. machine breakdown or sequence break in the casting process. Ideally, when a situation like 
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that occurs, either a set of instructions must be generated automatically so that the user can 
solve the problem, or the schedule is adjusted automatically in an algorithmic way. Managing 
schedule disturbances is also called repair actions or rescheduling. The authors propose a 
knowledge model to handle these disturbances. Hou and Li [2012] address the same problem 
and propose a generic structured repair process in four steps: a) insert idle time, b) insert 
adjustment time, c) insert operation and d) delete operation. Disturbance events are, for 
example, arrival of a new unexpected production order, cancellation of production order, 
change of priority of heats, machine breakdown, delay of molten steel, etc. Disturbances in 
product quality, i.e. temperature of molten steel, are considered by Zhang et al. [2011] who 
propose a dynamic scheduling model for the SCC scheduling problem. The impact of 
temperature disturbances on scheduling is analyzed and the formal language of dynamic 
constraint satisfaction problem (DCSP) is used for modeling the constraints with dynamic 
variation. 
 
5.3 A Generalized Steelmaking and Continuous Casting System 
 
A generalization of the steel making and continuous casting subsystem in an integrated steel 
plant is considered, i.e., a batch manufacturing system with a serial production process of m 
stages with continuity constraints at the last stage (stage m) with an arbitrary number of 
converters, refining stations and casting machines of several types. 
 
This production system is classified as a generalized m-stage flexible flowshop with continuity 
constraints, i.e., a system where the input is processed on m sequential production stages, each 
stage with multicapacity, in which the continuity constraints are imposed at the last stage. The 
machines in stages 1 through m – 1 process charges of any batch, perhaps the machines of the 
last stage (stage m) are product type dependent (slabs, billets or blooms casting machines), and 
therefore the batches to be processed are pre-assigned to a given machine at stage m. Each 
charge must be transported between stages, so transfer times between stages must be 
considered. Figure 5.9 illustrates a generalized multi-stage batch production system with M1 
machines (converters) at stage 1, M2 machines at stage 2, … , Mm-1 machines at stage m – 1 and 
Mm machines (casting machines) at stage m (m1, m2, … , mp machines of type 1, 2, … , p,  
respectively, with Mm = m1 + m2 + … + mp). For simplicity, the machines of the last stage can 
be identified as machine 1, 2, … , Mm, so the first m1 machines are of type 1, the next m2 
machines are of type 2 and so on up to the last mp machines are of type p. 
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The required semi-terminated products are obtained at the last stage of the steel making 
process; this stage continuously processes the batches (set of charges of the same product). 
Between batches of different semi-terminated products the machine must be prepared and high 
setup costs and times are incurred (normally this time can be one hour or more). Therefore, it is 
clear that the processing of too short batches is inefficient and very costly. 
 
Charges in process are transferred between stages in containers (ladles). After the last stage the 
transfer operation consists of a cleaning step of empty ladles and their transfer back to stage 1. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 A Generalized SCC System with Machine Groups at the last Stage 
 
The time which each charge spends in the system, called in process time (ipt) or transit time, is 
defined as the time interval from the finish time at the first stage (converter) up to the initial 
time of the casting at the last stage. Large ipt are not desired and normally a limit for this time 
is considered, after that, job reprocessing and scrap generation must be taken into account. The 
ipt can also be seen as a measure that correlates with work in process (wip), in the sense that 
high average ipt will be associated with high average wip. Figure 5.10 illustrates the processing 
of a charge in the system. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 The Process of a Charge through the System 
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The system must satisfy the requirements in an efficient way, i.e., by reducing the setups, 
increasing the number of charges processed continuously per batch, and by controlling the ipt 
as low as possible (less than a predetermined maximum). 
 
So, in a general sense, the problem can be stated as follows: given a set of N batches identified 
by i (i = 1, ... , N), batch i containing ni charges to be produced continuously, what is their 
optimum schedule at each stage? Some production orders could be of the same product, but in 
general, it is assumed that different batches represent batches of different products. Within 
batch i, the process time of charge j depends on i ( j(i) = 1, ... , ni) and on stage k (k = 1, 2, 3). 
Setup times exist between batches, i.e., between the last charge of the previous batch and the 
first charge of the following batch. It is clear that on each stage the charge j of batch i must be 
processed before charge (j+1) of the same batch. Depending on the system, due dates can be 
relevant, which can be stated as batch due dates or as charge due dates. 
 
The objective of the scheduling problem in an integrated SCC system can be stated as the 
determination of the sequence in which the charges are to be produced at each stage (mainly at 
the first stage), such that: 
 
 the continuity constraints are met 
 the ipt constraints are met 
 the due dates are meet 
 the setup times (costs) are minimized 
 
The last requirement is correlated with the maximization of the length of the batches that are 
continuously processed at the last stage; it is also correlated with the requirement that the 
production orders are processed in a minimum time (minimization of the makespan). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 A Steel Making System 
 
The scheduling problem of a steel making system with capacity 1, 2 and 2 at stages 1, 2 and 3 
respectively, as shown in Figure 5.11, is illustrated by a Gantt chart as shown in Figure 5.12. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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Two batches (batch 1 and 2) with 4 and 3 charges respectively, are processed. In stage 3, there 
are two types of casting machines, with one machine of each type. The charge sequence on the 
machine at stage 1 is charge 1.1, 1.2, 2.1, 1.3, 2.2, 2.3 and 1.4 (charge i.j means the j-th charge 
of batch i). When charge 1.1 is finished it is loaded into a container and transported to stage 2, 
where it is processed on an available capacity of stage 2. Once finished on stage 2, charge 1.1 is 
transported to the corresponding machine of stage 3 (last stage) when required. At this stage the 
continuity constraints must be met. Time interval [t0, t1] represents the processing of charge 1.1 
at stage 1; t0 represents the starting time of the processing of charge 1.1 at stage 1 and also the 
starting time of the scheduling problem. Time interval [t1, t2] represents the time interval in 
which charge 1.1 is transported from stage 1 to stage 2 (in the example there is no delay in 
transportation of charge 1.1 from stage 1 to stage 2). Interval [t2, t3] represents the processing 
time of charge 1.1 at stage 2 (in the example there is no delay between arrival of charge 1.1 at 
stage 2 and the beginning of its processing). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Schedule of Charges without Discontinuities 
 
Time interval [t3, t4] represents the waiting time of charge 1.1 before it is transported to stage 3 
during time interval [t4, t5]; for the first charge in the sequence this time represents a delay time 
before the sequence of charges of batch 1 initiates its processing at stage 3 (last stage) at time 
t5. Time interval [t5, t6] represents the processing of charge 1.1 at stage 3. Time t6 represents the 
finishing time of charge 1.1 and because the continuity constraints this time must coincide with 
the starting time of charge 1.2 at stage 3. The transit time of charge 1.1 is represented by 
interval [t1, t5]; the transit time is also considered as a critical aspect of the problem, because 
too high transit times are not desirable or not possible. Analogue explanation applies for the 
remaining charges. 
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Figure 5.12 shows a feasible schedule that meets the continuity constraints in the last 
production stage, but transit time for charge 1.1 and charge 2.1 may be high. The initial delay 
in stage 3 for these charges is explained by the time in which the remaining charges of batches 
1 and 2 are ready for stage 3 so that continuity constraints are met. Figure 5.13 shows a 
schedule where the first charge of batches 1 and 2 are processed with no delay at stage 3, but 
this decision causes discontinuities between charges 3 and 4 of batch 1 and between charges 1 
and 2 of batch 2. In this sense the schedule of Figure 5.13 is not feasible, despite of the fact that 
the transit times for the first charge of batches 1 and 2 are considerably lower than those of the 
schedule of Figure 5.12. The discontinuities occur because charge 4 of batch 1 is not available 
when processing of charge 3 of batch 1 ends. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 Schedule of Charges with Discontinuities 
 
After the batches are defined by the short term planning system, the scheduling problem is to 
decide when and on which machine each charge should be processed at each stage. 
 
In the review of Linn and Zhang [1999], the authors report the NP – Completeness for hybrid 
flowshop scheduling problems when the objective is to minimize the makespan (therefore, the 
model defined in this section too, due to its higher complexity with respect to the hybrid 
flowshop), which agrees with the previous result of Garey et al. [1976] that proved the NP – 
Completeness (for m  3) for the flowshop scheduling problem with makespan minimization. 
Gupta [1988] proved that the 2-stage hybrid flowshop scheduling problem with makespan 
minimization is NP – Complete. Therefore the use of heuristic solution procedures to solve the 
generalized SCC scheduling problem of the system described in this section is justified. Several 
heuristic methods are applied to different hybrid flowshop scheduling problems [Ruiz Vásquez-
Rodríguez, 2010]. 
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6. Modeling the m-Stage Production System with Continuity Constraints 
 
The system classified as a generalized m – stage flexible (hybrid) flowshop with continuity 
constraints and different types of machines at the last stage described in section 5.3 is 
considered here. Two approaches for mathematical programming models (mixed integer linear 
programming) are developed in this chapter. To use standard terminology of scheduling 
problems, from now on a batch (or cast) is denoted by production order, a charge is denoted 
by job and its process at each stage is denoted as operation. These formulations generalize a 
batch production system with m stages with continuity constraints at the last stage (stage m). 
 
For modeling purposes, some assumptions must be made. Only units of converters, refining 
furnaces and continuous casters are taken into account, and at most one job is processed 
without preemption on a machine at a time, implying that when a job is processed on the 
machine the next job can only be started if the previous one is finished. For two consecutive 
operations of a job, only when the first one is completed the next one can be started. Material 
handling resources like transportation cars and cranes are not explicitly considered here, 
assuming that their capacities are large enough, which is a reasonable practical assumption 
[Tang et al., 2000], but transportation times between stages are considered. All jobs follow the 
same processing route: steel making (at any converter) – refining (at any refining furnace) – 
casting (at the pre-assigned casting machine). Sequence-dependent setup times between 
consecutive production orders at a caster machine are taken into account. 
 
6.1 Model based on Time Periods Operation Assignment – TPOA 
 
In this model the time-indexed modeling approach (see section 2.5.2) is used. The scheduling 
horizon (e.g. week, day or shift) is divided into H time units called elemental periods. Period t 
starts at time t – 1 and ends at time t. All durations (processing, transfer and setup times) are 
measured as a multiple of the period length. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1   Illustration of Decision Variables xijk and ijkt - Model TPOA 
0                                10                   11                  12                   13 
Machine at stage k … 
Operation of job  i.j at stage k 
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All the events (e.g. the time in which the processing of a job is started on a certain stage) 
happen to the beginning of a period. The integer decision variable xijk holds the starting time of 
job j of order i on stage k. If this job is (still) processed on stage k in period t, then the binary 
variable ijkt  is set to 1. If, for example, xijk = 10 and the processing time of this job on stage k is 
3 periods, then it is processed in periods 11 to 13 (without preemption) and i,j,k,11 = 1, i,j,k,12  = 
1 and i,j,k,13  = 1; based on the definition of the decision variables, ijkt = 0 for t = 0, 1, … , 10 
and t ≥ 14 (see Figure 6.1). 
 
6.1.1 Parameters and Indices 
 
The formulation of the mathematical model defines parameters and indices, so that the problem 
can be described by variables, equations and relations: 
 
m  number of stages. 
Mk  number of machines at stage k; k = 1, ... , m. 
N  number of production orders. 
  set of all production orders,   = { 1, ... , N }. 
ni  number of jobs in production order i, i = 1, ... , N. 
p  ordered set of production orders to be processed on machine p at stage m; p = 1, ... , Mm.  
op  number of production orders included in set p. 
 
For index p  { 1, ... , Mm }, the set p is represented by  p = { [p,1], ... , [p,op] }, where [p,h] 
denotes the production order to be processed as the h-th position in the sequence on machine p 
at stage m (last stage). It is clear that:  = 1  2  ...  Mm and p  q = ,   p  q;  N 
= o1 + o2 + ... + oMm. 
 
The total number of jobs to be processed is n = n1 + n2 + ... + nN, and, of course, a particular job 
is included only in one order. Therefore, the jobs are identified uniquely as the pair of indices 
i.j which identifies the j-th job in production order i. 
 
pijk  processing time of job i.j on stage k; i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m. 
tk   transfer time of a job from stage k to stage k+1; k = 1, ... , m-1. 
sph  setup time of production order h on machine p at stage m; p = 1, ... , Mm; h(p) = 1, ... , op. 
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dij  due date for job j of production order i; i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni. 
MT maximum allowed transit time for a job. 
H  scheduling horizon. 
 
The parameter H is defined because of modeling purposes, it defines the scheduling horizon [0, 
H]; no job can finish after time H. 
 
6.1.2 Decision Variables and Relations 
 
The main decision variables are those that define the starting time for processing each job in 
each stage, and those that define the periods of execution for each operation: 
  
xijk  starting time of job i.j on stage k; i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; k; k = 1, ... , m. 
ijkt  1(0) if job i.j is processed at stage k in period t ; i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; t = 1, ... , H. 
 
For better comprehension of the model, the following relations are derived from the above 
defined decision variables: 
 
Dij    discontinuity of job j of production order i; i = 1, ... , N; j = 1, … , ni. 
Tij    transit time of job j of production order i; i = 1, ... , N; j = 1, ... , ni. 
Slackij  slack time of job j of production order i; i = 1, ... , N; j = 1, ... , ni. 
Cmax   makespan. 
 
which are defined as: 
 
Dij = xijm – ( xi,j-1,m + pi,j-1,m)        i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 2, ... , ni;             (6.1) 
Tij = xijm – ( xij1 + pij1)           i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;             (6.2) 





1
1
1
2
m
k
k
m
k
ijkijij tpTSlack         i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;             (6.3) 
Cmax = max i=1, …, N ( xi,ni,m + pi,ni,m )                                (6.4) 
 
Dij represents the discontinuity produced in job j of production order i, e.g., the difference 
between finish time of job j – 1 of production order i and start time of job j of production order 
i at stage m (it is clear that Di,1 = 0). The total discontinuity produced in production order i 
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(TDi), e.g., the sum of differences between finish time and start time of all predecessor–
successor pairs of jobs at stage m can be defined as: )]([
2
,1,,1, 


in
j
mjimjiijmi pxxTD . 
 
Tij represents the time interval (called transit time) from finish time at the first stage up to the 
start time at the last stage of job j of order i, while Slackij represents the difference between the 
transit time and the sum of all required processing and transfer times. 
 
The makespan (Cmax) defined in (6.4) represents the time interval to process completely the set 
of all production orders, i.e., the time between the start time of the first processed job at stage 1 
(assumed to be 0) and the finish time of the last processed job at stage m. 
 
6.1.3 Constraints 
 
The constraints ensure the relationships that the solution must meet, for example, precedence 
relationships of jobs within a production order, precedence relationships between production 
orders at the last stage, processing continuity of the jobs of the same order at stage m, transit 
time restrictions, etc. The following constraints are considered: 
 
xijk + pijk + tk  xij,k+1                i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... ,ni;  k = 1, ... , m – 1;  (6.5) 
xijk  xi,j+1,k                     i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni-1; k = 1, ... , m;     (6.6) 
mhphpmnhpmnhp xspx hphp ,1],1,[1,,],,[,],,[ ],[],[     p = 1, ... , Mm;  h(p) = 1, ... , op-1;           (6.7) 
xijm – ( xi,j-1,m + pi,j-1,m ) = 0          i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 2, ... , ni;              (6.8) 
Tij  MT                     i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;              (6.9) 
xijm + pijm  dij                     i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;            (6.10) 
ijk
H
t
ijkt p
1
                   i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni; k = 1, ... , m;    (6.11) 
t ijkt  xijk + pijk         i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;    (6.12) 
xijk + 1  t + H (1 – ijkt)     i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;    (6.13) 
k
n
j
ijkt
N
i
M
i

 11
          k = 1, ... , m – 1;  t = 1, ... , H;                   (6.14) 
xijk  0; ijkt  {0,1};      i = 1, ... , N;  j(i) = 1, ... , ni;  k = 1, ... , m;  t = 1, ... , H;    (6.15) 
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According to definitions (6.1) to (6.4), the relations Dij, Tij, Slackij and Cmax, derived from the 
decision variables xijk and ijkt are nonnegative. In this model the decision variables do not 
assign explicitly the jobs to machines, but the model controls the used capacity at each stage. 
Thus the machine assignments must be done by the modeler after the model is run. 
 
Constraints (6.5) ensure the precedence relationships of the operations for a job, so that the 
process at stages 2 to m can start only if the job has finished on the previous stage and had 
enough time to be transported to the next stage. Precedence relationships among jobs of a given 
order are ensured by constraints (6.6), so that the process of a job at a stage can start, only if the 
previous job of the same order has finished on that stage. Constraints (6.7) ensure enough setup 
time between two consecutive orders, e.g. between the last job of the previous production order 
and the first job of the following production order, on a machine at stage m. 
 
Strict continuity constraints for all production orders at stage m are imposed by constraints 
(6.8) and maximum allowed transit time of a job are ensured by constraints (6.9). 
 
Constraints (6.10) ensure that job due dates are met. If due dates are determined for the entire 
production order, this constraints are replaced by:  xi,ni,m + pi,ni,m  di  for  i = 1, ... , N; where di 
is the due date associated to production order i. 
 
Constraints (6.11) ensure that each job is processed exactly the corresponding amount of 
processing time at each stage, and constraints (6.12) and (6.13) ensure that this processing 
occurs without interruptions (non-preemption), exactly in time interval [xijk , xijk + pijk]. 
Constraints (6.14) ensure that the number of jobs simultaneously processed at each stage cannot 
exceed the capacity at the stage (number of machines at the stage). 
 
Finally, constrains (6.15) define the non negativity assumption for the starting time of 
processing each job at each stage, and the binary condition of the period processing variables. 
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6.1.4 Objective Function 
 
The objective function to be considered will depend on the nature of the decision problem. 
Several criteria can be relevant for this problem, more than one in most cases, so a compromise 
must be made between it. 
 
Because constraints (6.8), (6.9) and (6.10) ensure continuity at the last stage, permissible transit 
times and satisfaction of due dates respectively, a natural objective function for this problem is 
the makespan, which is to be minimized, but its definition according to (6.4) would result in a 
min-max optimization problem which is nonlinear, but it can be reformulated as: 
 
min M                         (6.16) 
 
where M is a new nonnegative decision variable that must satisfies the following (additionally) 
constraints: 
 
xi,ni,m + pi,ni,m  M   for all i = 1, ... , N;               (6.17) 
 
Constraints (6.17) ensure that the finish time of all jobs is less than or equal M, which has to be 
minimized, so in the optimal solution the value of M will coincide with the value of the 
makespan, i.e. the optimal (minimal) makespan will be Cmax = M* (value of M in the optimal 
solution). 
 
6.2 Model based on Precedence Relationships in Operation Sequencing – PROS 
 
In this section, a second mathematical programming formulation for the problem is presented. 
The same assumptions and operational aspects of the previous model remain. The main 
difference to model TPOA (see section 6.1) is that jobs are identified independently from 
orders but keep their ordered membership to the production order they belong to by a mapping. 
On the other side, the sequencing relationships of jobs on each machine are modeled, so the 
time period assignment variables can be replaced by job assignment to machines variables. This 
causes a significant decrease of binary variables with respect to model TPOA. Model PROS 
assigns the jobs to specific machines at each stage, while model TPOA only takes control of the 
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capacity at each stage but does not assign directly the jobs to machines, so that the job 
assignment must be made after the model solution is obtained. 
 
This formulation used the sequence-position and precedence modeling approaches (see section 
2.5.2) and is based on the definition of the processing start time for each job on each stage, the 
assignment of a job to a machine at each stage and the precedence relationships between jobs at 
each stage, so the decision variables xjk (start time of job j on stage k), jkl (equal 1(0) if job j is 
processed at stage k on machine l (otherwise)), and yijkl (equal 1(0) if  job i precedes 
immediately job j at stage k on machine l (otherwise)) are relevant. 
 
If starting time of job j at stage k is 14 with processing time equal 2 time units and it is assigned 
to machine l at stage k, and if job i with starting time 10 and processing time equal 3 time units 
precede immediately job j at stage k on machine l (see Figure 6.2), then xik = 10, xjk = 14, ikl  = 
1, jkl = 1 and yijkl = 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2   Illustration of Decision Variables xjk, jk and yijkl  - Model PROS 
 
The starting time of job i cannot be later than 11 because it cannot finish later than time 14 as 
starting time of job j is 14, but job i could start before time 10. Also, between finish time of job 
i (13) and starting time of job j (14), no other job can be processed, because yijkl = 1 indicates 
that job j is the direct successor of the job i on machine l at stage k. 
 
6.2.1 Parameters and Indices 
 
Some modifications with respect to the previous model parameter definition are required. The 
corresponding definition of parameters and statements for the PROS model follows: 
 
m  number of stages. 
Mk  number of machines at stage k; k = 1, ... , m. 
N  number of production orders. 
… 
Operation of job i at stage k 
0                                10       11       12        13       14       15        16 
Machine l at stage k 
Operation of job j at stage k 
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  ordered set of all production orders,   = { 1, ... , N }. 
ol  number of production orders to be processed on machine l at stage m; 
l = 1, … , Mm, (note that 

mM
l
loN
1
). 
al  number of accumulated production orders to be processed up to machine l at stage m; 
l = 1, … , Mm. 
l  set of jobs to be processed on machine l at stage m; l = 1, … , Mm. 
ni  number of jobs in production order i, i = 1, ... , N. 
n   total number of jobs to be processed (note that 

iN
i
inn
1
). 
J   ordered set of jobs, J = { 1, ... , n }. 
pjk  processing time of job j on stage k; j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m. 
tk   transfer time of a job from stage k to stage k + 1; k = 1, ... , m – 1. 
si   setup time before first job of production order i is processed at stage m; i = 1, ... , N. 
dj  due date for job j;  j = 1, ... , n. 
MT maximum transit time allowed for a job. 
K  “very high” positive constant for modeling purposes. 
 
The jobs of set J are ordered such that the first n1 jobs are those of production order 1, the next 
n2 jobs are those of production order 2 and so on up to the last nN jobs of production order N. 
Hence the jobs of production order i are: j = infi, … , supi, where: infi = 


1
1
1
i
b
bn  and supi = 


i
b
bn
1
. This mapping is ilustrated in Figure 6.3. 
 
 
  
 
 
 Figure 6.3   Mapping of Jobs - Model PROS 
 
The production orders are identified from 1 through N so that the first o1 production orders 1, 2, 
… , o1, are to be processed on machine 1 at stage m, the next o2 production orders o1 + 1, o1 + 
2, … , o1 + o2, are to be processed on machine 2 at stage m and so on. 
Order N Order i Order 2 Order 1 
1, … , n1 n1+1, … , n1+n2 … n1+…+ni-1+1, … , n1+ … +ni … n1+…+nN-1+1, … , n1+…+nN 
inf i                    supi 
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Figure 6.4   Mapping of Orders to Machines at Stage m – Model PROS 
 
Figure 6.4 shows the mapping of production orders to the machines at the last stage and the 
association of parameters 

l
p
pl oa
1
 as the cumulative number of production orders processed 
up to machine l (note that  al can also be written as al = al-1 + ol). 
 
6.2.2 Decision Variables and Relations 
 
The main decision variables in this model are those defining the start processing times of each 
job in each stage, the machine assignment for each job at each stage, and the precedence 
relationships between jobs on each machine. 
 
xjk  starting time of job j on stage k; j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m. 
jkl  1(0) if job j is processed at stage k on machine l; j =1, ... , n; k = 1, ... , m; l(k) = 1, … , Mk. 
yijkl  1(0) if job i immediately precedes job j at stage k on machine l; 
i = 0, 1, … , n; j = 1, ... , n, i  j; k = 1, ... , m; l(k) = 1, … , Mk; (when i = 0, y0jkl = 1 
means that j is the first job scheduled on machine l at stage k). 
 
As in the model of section 6.1, for better comprehension of the model defined in this section 
the following relations are obtained from the above defined decisions variables: 
 
Dj    discontinuity of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Tj    transit time of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Slackj  slack of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Cmax   makespan. 
 
which are defined as: 
 
Dj = xjm – (xj-1,m + pj-1,m)     i = 1, …, N; j(i) = infi + 1, ... , supi;               (6.18) 
Machine 1        Machine 2                                    Machine l                                                Machine Mm 
 
1, … , o1 o1+1, … , o1+o2 … o1+…+ol-1+1,  … , o1+ … + ol … o1+…+oMm-1+1, … , o1+…+oMm 
a1 a2 al aMm 
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Tj = xjm – (xj1 + pj1)       j = 1, ... , n;                            (6.19) 





1
1
1
2
m
k
k
m
k
jkjj tpTSlack    j = 1, ... , ni;                            (6.20) 
Cmax = max i = 1, …, N ( xsupi,m + psupi,m )                                (6.21) 
 
In this model Dj represents the discontinuity of job j, e.g., the difference between start time of 
job j and finish time of the immediate predecessor job within an order at stage m. The total 
discontinuity in production order i, i.e., the sum of differences between finish time and start 
time of all predecessor-successor pairs of jobs at stage m can be written as: 
)]([
sup
1inf
,1,1 


i
ij
mjmjjmi pxxTD . 
 
Tj represents the time interval from finish time at the first stage up to the start time at the last 
stage of job j (called transit time), while Slackj represents the transit time subtracted by all 
processing and transportation times that belong to the transit time of job j. 
 
As in the model of section 6.1, the makespan (Cmax) defined by relation (6.21) represents the 
time interval necessary to process completely the set of all the production orders, e.g., start time 
of the first job at stage 1 (assumed to be 0) to finish time of the last job at stage m. 
 
6.2.3 Constraints 
 
Again, the constraints ensure the relationships that the problem must meet, for example, 
precedence relationships of jobs within an production order, precedence relationships between 
production orders at the last stage, continuous processing of jobs of a same production order at 
stage m, transit time must be less than maximum allowed, etc. According to definitions (6.18) 
to (6.21), the relations Dj , Tj, Slackj and Cmax derived from the decision variables xjk, jkl and 
yijkl are nonnegative. Constraints (6.22) through (6.34) are required. 
 
Constraints (6.22) ensure the precedence relationships of the operations for a job, so that the 
process at stages 2 to m can start only if the job has finished on the previous stage and was 
transported to the next stage. Precedence relationships in a given production order are ensured 
by constraints (6.23), so that the processing of a job on a stage can start only if the previous job 
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of the same production order has started on that stage. Strict continuity constraints for all jobs 
at stage m are imposed by constraints (6.24). 
 
xjk + pjk + tk  xj,k+1            j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m – 1;                 (6.22) 
xjk  xj+1,k                i = 1, … , N; j(i) = infi, ... , supi – 1; k = 1, ... , m – 1;   (6.23) 
xjm + pjm = xj+1,m            i = 1, … , N; j(i) = infi, ... , supi – 1;             (6.24) 
1
1


kiM
l
jkl               j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m – 1;                 (6.25) 
jml = l                jl; l = 1, ... , Mm;                      (6.26) 
xjk + K (1-yijkl)  xik + pik       i,j = 1, … , n, i  j; k = 1, ... , m-1; l = 1, … , Mk;      (6.27) 
jkl
n
jii
ijkly 
 ,0
           j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk;         (6.28) 
jkl
n
jii
jikly 
 ,1
           j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m-1; l = 1, … , Mk;          (6.29) 
1
1
0 

n
j
jkly              k = 1, ... , m-1; l = 1, … , Mk ;                 (6.30) 
mimm iii
xspx ,inf1,sup,sup 1      i = al-1+1, ... , al-1; l = 1, … , Mm;               (6.31) 
Tj  MT               j = 1, ... , n;                           (6.32) 
xjm + pjm  dj               j = 1, ... , n;                           (6.33) 
xjk  0; jkl , yijkl  {0,1};     i, j = 1, … , n;  k = 1, ... , m;  l = 1, ... , Mk;          (6.34) 
 
Constraints (6.25) ensure that each job is processed on exactly one machine at stages 1 to (m – 
1), and constraints (6.26) assign the jobs to their corresponding machine in stage m. 
 
Constraints (6.27) ensure the sequencing of jobs on machines at each stage, where K is a 
constant with a “very high” value that guarantees feasibility if yijkl = 0. Constraints (6.28) 
ensure that in each machine a job has only one predecessor or it is the first job on the machine 
(when y0jkl = 1 means that job j is the first job on machine l at stage k and job 0 represents a 
fictitious previous job), while constraints (6.29) ensure that in each machine a job has at most 
one successor (if jkl = 1 and 0
,1


n
jii
jikly  then job j is the last job on machine l at stage k, else 
if 1
,1


n
jii
jikly  then there exists some job i0, i0  j succesor of job j, thus job j is not the last job 
on machine l at stage k). Constraints (6.30) ensure that on each machine there exists at most 
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one initial job (if 0
1
0 

n
j
jkly  then y0jkl = 0 for all j and therefore no job is processed on machine 
l at stage k, in the other case, if 1
1
0 

n
j
jkly , then there exists a unique j = j0 for which y0jkl = 1, 
thus job j0 is the first job on machine l at stage k). 
 
Constraints (6.31) ensure enough setup time between two consecutive orders on a machine at 
stage m, i.e. between the last job of an order and the first job of the following order on the same 
machine at stage m (with a0 = 0). The maximum allowed transit time of a job is ensured by 
constraints (6.32). 
 
Constraints (6.33) ensure that job due dates are met. If due dates are determined for the entire 
order, and remembering that supi represents the last job of order i, constraints (6.33) are 
replaced by:  xsupi,m + psupi,m  di  for  i = 1, ... , N. 
 
Finally, constraints (6.34) define the non negativity assumption for processing start time of 
each job at each stage, and the binary condition of processing a job in a machine at each stage. 
 
6.2.4 Objective Function 
 
As discussed in model TPOA, several criteria can be relevant for this problem, more than one 
in most cases, because constraints (6.24), (6.32) and (6.33) ensure the continuity at the last 
stage, permissible transit times and satisfaction of due dates respectively, a natural objective 
function for this problem is the makespan, which is to be minimized, but its definition 
according to (6.21) would result in a min-max optimization problem which is nonlinear. 
Therefore, it is reformulated as: 
 
min M                        (6.35) 
 
where M is a new nonnegative decision variable that must satisfy the following constraints: 
 
xsupi,m + psupi,m  M   for all  i = 1, ... , N;                (6.36) 
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Constraints (6.36) ensure that the finish time of all last jobs of each production order is less 
than or equal M, which has to be minimized, so in the optimal solution the value of M will 
coincide with the value of the makespan, in the optimal solution, i.e. Cmax = M* (value of M in 
the optimal solution). 
 
6.3 Model Dimensions and Modeling Considerations 
 
6.3.1 Dimension of Models TPOA and PROS 
 
The dimension of a problem is normally stated as the number of real decision variables, the 
number of integer and binary decision variables and the number of constraints of the problem. 
For comparison purposes, the interest in this thesis is mainly in the number of binary variables, 
which give the combinatorial complexity of the models, thus the model dimensions will be 
compared based on the number of binary variables. 
 
In model TPOA the real variables are xijk and M, the binary variables are ijkt and the constraints 
includes relations (6.1) to (6.4) and the constraints (6.5) to (6.14) and (6.17). So, in this model 
the number of binary variables ijkt is n∙m∙H. 
 
In model PROS the real variables are xjk and M, the binary variables are jkl and yijkl and the 
constraints include relations (6.18) to (6.21), the constraints (6.22) to (6.33) and (6.36). So, in 
this model the number of binary variables jkl and yijkl is n∙m∙(M1 + M2 + … + Mm-1) + n
2∙m∙(M1 
+ M2 + … + Mm-1). 
 
Model Binary Variables 
TPOA n∙m∙H 
PROS n∙m∙(M1 + M2 + … + Mm-1)∙(1+n) 
 
Table 6.1   Dimension of Models – Number of Binary Decision Variables 
 
As explained in section 6.1.1, the value of parameter H represents (at least) the scheduling 
horizon. The time unit associated to this parameter must consider all possible events that occur 
in the system. Usually this parameter will be defined in minutes, because an hour would be a 
very rough time unit to express all operation times as integers (the time unit defines also the 
period of the scheduling horizon). 
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A real problem would normally take at least a scheduling horizon of a day with three 
production shifts of eight hours, i.e., 24 hours or 1440 minutes. The number of production 
orders to be processed will depend on the size of the production system (the higher the number 
of casting machines the higher the number of production orders and jobs will be). Assuming m 
= 3, a realistic production system and scheduling problem size, from Table 6.1 follows that the 
number of binary variables in model PROS is less than the number of binary variables in model 
TPOA because following relationship holds: (M1 + M2) ∙ (1 + n) < H. 
 
If a scheduling problem with a day as scheduling horizon and about 30 jobs in a three stage 
system with two machines at each stage is considered, the number of binary variables in model 
PROS will be: 30 ∙ 3 ∙ (2 + 2) ∙ (1 + 30) = 11.160, clearly less than the number of binary 
variables needed in model TPOA: 30 ∙ 3 ∙ 1440 = 129.600. 
 
A second advantage of model PROS is that the decision variables xijk of model TPOA indicate 
the starting dates of job i.j but do not establish on which machine job i.j will be processed at 
stage k, while the decision variables xjk of model PROS indicate the starting date of job j at 
stage k and decision variables jkl state on which machine l the job j will be processed at stage k. 
 
6.3.2 Makespan Lower Bound 
 
Figure 6.5 shows the situation when the bottleneck in an SCC system occurs at the last stage 
(almost the normal case) rather than at the first or intermediate stages. For simplicity, in Figure 
6.5 the intermediates stages are omitted. 
 
Using notation of model PROS, let fp be the earliest completion time of the last job of the last 
order to be processed on machine p (job supap) at the last stage. The value of fp can be 
calculated as the sum of the start time at stage 1 of the first job to be processed on machine p 
(job jp = infap-1+1), plus the sum of the processing times up to stage (m – 1) and the sum of all 
transfer times for that job, plus the sum of all setup times (sip) on machine p and the sum of the 
processing times of all jobs to be processed on machine p, i.e., of jobs belonging to the set 
p={infap-1+1, infap-1+1 +1, infap-1+1 +2, … , supap}: ∑∑∑∑
∈
1-
1
1
1-
1
1-
1
,1,
1 p
p
p
pp
j
jm
a
ah
h
m
k
k
m
k
kjjp pstpxf



 . 
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fp gives the earliest finish time of entire production to be processed on machine p. This 
calculation assumes that the waiting times after stage 1 for job jp is 0 and no processing 
interruptions will occur at the last stage. 
 
Thus, a makespan’s lower bound is obtained as: CLB =  maxp=1,…,Mm{ fp }. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5   Determination of a Makespan Lower Bound 
 
Figure 6.5 shows graphically the calculation of the lower bound of Cmax in a system with two 
machines at stages 1 and m. The value tmin represents the minimum transit time for any job, i.e., 
if no waiting times exist (the sum of all processing times from stage 2 to (m – 1) plus the sum 
of all the transfer times up to stage m). In this case xjp,1 = 0 for p = 1 and 2 (if in this example a 
third machine at stage m exists then xjp,1 > 0 for one p = 1, 2 or 3). 
 
6.3.3 Other Modeling Considerations 
 
Both of the models presented in section 6.1 and 6.2 correctly represent the real world of the 
SCC production scheduling problem, but it can occur that, for a given set of production orders, 
the problem may not have a feasible solution, because of constraints (6.8), (6.9) and/or (6.10) 
for model TPOA and constraints (6.24), (6.32) and/or (6.33) for model PROS. 
 
For a given set of production orders, it is not trivial to ensure that a feasible schedule exists 
which satisfies simultaneously continuity, maximum transit time and due date constraints. Such 
constraints may be therefore in some way relaxed and alternative objective functions that 
capture the violation of the strict constraints may be considered. 
 
 
 
1.1 
0 
1.2 
3.1 
3.2 
f2 f1 
CLB 
tmin 
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It is well known that in practical situations a production schedule is never executed exactly as 
planned. In this sense, aspects such as discontinuity allowance, transit time allowance beyond 
the maximum allowed transit time and to allow some less tardiness (in the case when 
production orders must be on time for further processing after stage m or for delivery to 
customers), can be accepted as feasible when the model is formulated. In this situation, one 
would be interested to minimize objectives such as the maximum discontinuity, the maximum 
transit time or the maximum tardiness, subject to a given upper bound for the makespan. At the 
execution of the resulting production schedule some operational actions can be taken into 
account. 
 
The reason for modeling discontinuity allowance is based on the fact that in operation of 
manufacturing systems scheduled times are not met exactly and that there is some flexibility in 
the operation, for example, a small discontinuity may be compensated by slightly reducing the 
casting speed. 
 
The reason for transit time minimization is based on the fact that normally the value of MT is a 
maximum transit time allowed, but may not be an ideal transit time for all jobs. Therefore this 
time limit should be reached only as an exception but not as a rule. Minimizing maximal transit 
time is correlated with minimizing makespan. On the other hand, transit times slightly above 
the maximum allowed transit time can be handled by operational actions at production 
execution. 
 
The minimization of the maximum discontinuity can be formulated as min D, where D is a new 
nonnegative decision variable that it must satisfy the constraints (see (6.1) and (6.18) for the 
definition of job discontinuity): Dij = xijm – ( xi,j-1,m + pi,j-1,m)  ≤ D, for all i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 2, ... 
, ni; for model TPOA, and constraints Dj = xjm – (xj-1,m + pj-1,m) ≤ D, for all i = 1, …, N; j(i) = infi 
+ 1, ... , supi; for model PROS, replacing constraints (6.8) and (6.24) in models TPOA and 
PROS, respectively. In model TPOA, the original formulation of this objective is 
min[maxi=1,…,N; j=1,…,ni {Dij}]  and  min[maxj=1,…,n{Dj}]  in model PROS, which are linearized as 
explained above. 
 
The minimization of the maximal transit time can be formulated as min T, where T is a new 
nonnegative decision variable that it must satisfy the constraints (see (6.2) and (6.19) for the 
definition of job transit time): Tij = xijm – ( xij1 + pij1)  ≤ T, for all i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; for 
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model TPOA, and the constraints Tj = xjm – (xj1 + pj1) ≤ T, for all  j = 1, ... , n; for model PROS, 
replacing constraints (6.9) and (6.32) in models TPOA and PROS, respectively. The original 
formulation of this objective follows: min[maxi=1,…,N;j=1,…,ni{Tij}] in model TPOA and 
min[maxj=1,…,n{Tj}] in model PROS, which are linearized as explained above. 
 
The minimization of the maximal tardiness can be formulated as min T, where T is a new 
nonnegative decision variable that it must satisfy the constraints: (xijm + pijm) – dij  ≤ T, for all i 
= 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; for model TPOA, and the constraints (xjm + pjm) – dj ≤ T, for all  j = 1, 
... , n; for model PROS replacing constraints (6.10) and (6.33) in models TPOA and PROS, 
respectively. Remember that the tardiness of a job is defined as Tardinessij = max [ 0, (xijm + 
pijm) – dij] for all i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni; in model TPOA and Tardinessj = max [ 0, (xjm + 
pjm) – dj] , for all  j = 1, ... , n; in model PROS (see the definition of tardiness in section 2.3). In 
the case that due dates are set for the entire orders, let di be the due date for order i. Then the 
tardiness is now defined as Tardinessi = max[0,(xi,ni,m + pi,ni,m) - di] for all i = 1, ... , N in model 
TPOA and Tardinessi = max[0,(xsupi,m + psupi,m) - di] for all  i = 1, ... , N in model PROS. 
 
In each of the models explained above, a desired upper bound m0 for the makespan can be 
given: xi,ni,m + pi,ni,m  m0 , for all i = 1, ... , N for model TPOA, and xsupi,m + psupi,m   m0 , for all i 
= 1, ... , N for model PROS respectively. 
 
Other alternative objectives in relation to discontinuity allowance are the objective of 
minimizing the sum of discontinuities over all orders: min  

N
i
iD
1
, and the objective of 
minimizing the maximum discontinuity in an order: min[maxi=1,…,N { Di }], which can be 
linearized as:  min D, where D is a new nonnegative decision variable that must satisfies the 
additional constraints Di  D, i = 1, ..., N. An alternative objective related with transit time 
minimization is the objective of minimizing the sum of transit times:  min  

in
j
ij
N
T
111
 in model 
TPOA and  min  

n
j
jT
1
 in model PROS. 
 
Finally, to determine the best schedule among two or more schedules based on a single criteria 
is a simple decision, but, in general, the problem of schedule evaluation involves more than one 
relevant criteria (performance measure). Due to objectives in conflict, combinations of criteria 
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can be considered, such as the combination of objectives to minimize makespan, discontinuities 
and transit times. 
 
A simple combination of objectives can be: min  

N
i
iDM
1
, min[ M + T ], min ]
1


N
i
iDT  or 
min   

N
i
i TDM
1
] , where M and T are new nonnegative decision variables. M must satisfy 
constraints (6.17) of model TPOA and constraints (6.36) of model PROS. T must satisfy 
constraints Tij  T, i = 1, ... , N; j(i) = 1, ... , ni in model TPOA, and  Tj  T, j = 1, ... , n  in model 
PROS. The proposed performance measures will work in the correct direction, i.e., if for 
example the objective is stated as min  

N
i
iDM
1
, it would minimizes the sum of makespan 
and total discontiuities. It is true that by minimum makespan the objective will try to reduce as 
much as possible the total sum of discontinuities, and vice versa by minimum total sum of 
dicontinuitites the objective will try to reduce as much as possible the makespan, but despite 
that individual objectives have the same unit associated (both are measured in time units), these 
can be in different order of magnitude. 
 
Possible, a better way is to transform all performance measures in some way so that they 
become comparable to each other. Consider the evaluation of s schedules based on v 
performance measures. The problem is to decide which schedule is to be selected. A simple 
way, called simple additive weighting assigns a weight wj to criteria j and calculates a weighted 
average of the values of the performance measures produced by each schedule. Let xi represents 
schedule i and x = { x1, x2, ... , xs } the set of schedules to be evaluated. Let pmij be the value of 
the performance measure j of schedule i. In this case the global evaluation of schedule i, Ei, is 
obtained as the weighted mean of performance measures:  

v
j
j
v
j
ijji wpmwE
11
, i =1, … , s.  
 
This approach requires that all performance measures must be of the same order of magnitude, 
for example, 0 ≤ pmij ≤ 1 for all i and j. If values for pmij near 1 means a good performance of 
schedule i for objective j, then the schedule with maximum Ei will be chosen. 
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6.4   Precedence and Machine Assignment as Parameter 
 
The main problem for using model PROS (as model TPOA, too) as an efficient scheduling tool 
is its large integer structure with an high number of binary variables. Since scheduling 
problems are usually NP-Complete, which means that no method can be developed so that the 
processing time doesn´t grows exponentially with problem size [e.g. see Garey and Johnson, 
1979], heuristic methods have been developed for solving large integer problems, such as 
scheduling problems. The size or dimension of a scheduling problem is normally expressed as 
function of the number of jobs and machines of the problem. 
 
Exponentially growing processing time can be avoided by using heuristic search methods 
providing good initial solutions. These solutions can be further improved by an optimization 
linear model restricted to the job sequences and assignments provided by the search methods, 
i.e., the precedence relationships between jobs at resources and machines is given to the model 
as input parameters. The optimization model becomes a traditional LP model that can be solved 
by standard continuous linear programming optimization tools efficiently, avoiding solving a 
mixed-integer model. This approach has been used by Goncalves and Sousa [2011] and 
Atighehchian et al. [2009]. 
 
The model PROS developed in section 6.2 defines in section 6.2.2 the decision variables xjk  as 
starting time of job j on stage k, jkl  taking the value 1 if job j is processed at stage k on 
machine l and 0 otherwise, and yijkl  taking the value 1 if job i precede immediately job j at 
stage k on machine l. In such a model, the decision variables jkl define the job assignment to 
machines and the decision variables yijkl define the precedence relationships of jobs. The 
variables jkl and yijkl are binary variables, while the variables xjk are continuous variables. If 
the machine assignments and precedence relationships are given as parameters by an efficient 
meta-heuristic search procedure the resulting model becomes a linear model with only 
continuous variables which is easy to solve. 
 
To apply this approach, there exists a solution that guarantees feasible precedence relationships 
of jobs at each machine. This means that the values of the decision variables jkl and yijkl are 
fixed. Note that the values of jkl  are no more needed, because the values yijkl  are given by a 
feasible solution and they reflect the job assignment to machines, too. Now, in addition to the 
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parameters of model PROS (see section 6.2.1), the precedence and machine assignment yijkl for 
i, j = 1, … , n; i ≠ j; k = 1, … , m; l(k) = 1, … ,  Mk are incorporated as parameters. The main 
decision variables in the new model are those that define the processing start times of each job 
at each stage: 
 
xjk  start time of job j at stage k; j = 1, …, n; k = 1, ... ,m. 
 
For modeling purposes, as for the model PROS, other relations are obtained from the above 
defined variables: 
 
Dj    discontinuity of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Tj    transit time of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Slackj  slack time of job j; j = 1, ... , n. 
Cmax   makespan. 
 
which are defined as in (6.18), (6.19), (6.20) and (6.21) respectively. Dj represents the 
discontinuity of job j, e.g., the difference between start time of job j and finish time of its (if 
any) immediately predecessor job within an order at stage m. 
 
Tj represents the time interval from finish time at the first stage up to the start time at the last 
stage of job j (called transit time) while Slackj represents the difference between the transit time 
and the sum of all processing and transportation times. The makespan represents the time 
interval necessary to completely process the entire set of production orders, e.g., start time of 
the first job at stage 1 to finish time of the last job at stage m. 
 
As the values of jkl and yijkl  are now given, constraints (6.25), (6.26), (6.28), (6.29) and 
(6.30) are not needed any more (remember that this model takes the precedence relationships 
on all machines of a feasible solution as input parameters). So, in the new model, some 
constraints remain such as continuous processing of jobs of a same order at stage m, transit 
time must be less than maximum allowed, etc. The constraints for model PROS – PRMA are 
presented in Figure 6.6. 
 
As used in the model PROS, the objective function considered is the makespan, but because of 
the non-linearity of its definition (6.21), the objective of minimizing the makespan is stated as: 
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min M, where M is a new nonnegative decision variable that it must satisfy the constraints: 
xsupi,m + psupi,m  M ensuring that the finish time of all last jobs of each production order i (i = 1, 
… , N ), is less than or equal M. The fact that M must be minimized will cause in the optimal 
solution the value of M to coincide with the value of the optimal (minimal) makespan, i.e., Cmax 
= M*. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Constraints for Model PROS – PRMA 
 
6.5 Fuzzy Linear Programming Model 
 
In addition to the objective of makespan minimization, the satisfaction of the continuity and 
transit time constraints (6.24) and (6.32) respectively are of main importance in this problem. 
But the strict satisfaction of these constraints in a given instance may produce bad solutions, 
i.e., feasible solutions that satisfy strictly both constraints within a high makespan (low 
productivity). 
 
In practice, aspects such as continuity and maximal transit time satisfaction can be handled in a 
relative manner: it is possible to allow schedules of casting sequences with small 
discontinuities and/or some small violations of maximal transit times. 
 
Let Dj be the discontinuity of job j defined as in (6.18): Dj = xjm – (xj-1,m + pj-1,m) for all i = 1, … 
, N; j(i) = infi + 1, ... , supi. Strict satisfaction of continuity constraints (6.24) implies Dj = 0, but 
if some small discontinuity aj of job j is allowed, i.e., a discontinuity between 0 and aj is 
xjk + pjk + tk  xj,k+1                j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
xjk  xj+1,k                    j = infi, ... , supi; i = 1, … , N; k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
xjm + pjm = xj+1,m                j = infi, ... , supi-1; i=1, … , N; k = 1, ... , m –1;  
xjk +K (1 – yijkl)  xik + pik           i, j = 1, … , n, i  j; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk; 
xsupi,m + psupi,m + si+1  xinfi+1,m        i = al-1+1, ... , al – 1; l = 1, … , Mm; 
Tj  MT                   j = 1, ... , n; 
xjm + pjm  dj                              j = 1, ... , n; 
xjk  0                    j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m; 
 
Parameters: MT, K, yijkl  {0, 1}     i,j = 1, … , n; i ≠ j; k = 1, … , m; l(k) = 1, … ,  Mk. 
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considered as easily handled in practice, in addition a discontinuity between aj and (aj + j) is 
considered as an allowable discontinuity but with a lower degree than a discontinuity between 0 
and aj. Finally, a discontinuity greater than (aj + j) is considered as definitively not allowable 
discontinuity. This can be modeled as a fuzzy set “job continuity” with membership function µC 
defined in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7 Membership Function for Fuzzy Set “job continuity” 
 
The determination of the value of aj will depend on how much a discontinuity is considered to 
be manageable in a particular case. The sense of this parameter is that in practice a low 
scheduled discontinuity can disappear during execution of the production schedule because of 
other events (e.g. the execution of previous jobs has taken more time than scheduled). So in 
fact this parameter can be set to 0 with a larger tolerance; in general one can assume the rule 
that the larger the value of aj is, the lower the tolerance i is (see Figure 6.8). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 Alternatives for Fuzzy Set “job continuity” 
 
In Figure 6.8 one can see the larger the interval [0, aj] is (in this interval C = 1) the tighter the 
interval [aj, aj + i] is. 
Dj 
1 
0    aj   aj + j 
 
C 
Dj 
1 
0 
 
C 
                        aj                     aj+j 
aj 
 
aj 
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Analogously, let Tj be the transit time of job j defined as in (6.19): Tj = xjm – (xj1 + pj1) for j = 1, 
... , n; strict satisfaction of maximal transit time constraints (6.32) implies Tj ≤ MT, but if some 
small violation of an upper bound of ideal transit time Tc is still considered as acceptable and 
not so bad transit time in practice, but to a lower degree as a transit time between minimum 
transit time Tmin and Tc. Finally, a transit time greater than (Tc + j) is considered as definitely 
not allowable transit time. This can be modeled as a fuzzy set “job transit time” with 
membership function µT defined in Figure 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9 Membership Function for Fuzzy Set “job transit time” 
 
In the crisp model, the maximum allowed transit time for any job means non-ideal but still 
acceptable time. In the fuzzy model, one can take a lower value for modeling ideal transit times 
with a degree equal to 1. In Figure 6.9, the value Tc represents this maximum ideal transit time, 
and the maximum transit time MT in the crisp model would be somewhere in the interval [Tc, 
Tc + j] depending on the appreciation of the user. 
 
Finally, let Cj be the completion date of job j, i.e., the finish time of job j at stage m. Strict 
satisfaction of due dates constraints (6.33) implies xjm + pjm  dj , i.e., Cj  dj (with Cj = xjm + 
pjm) but in practice some small violation j of due date constraint for job j can be allowed, i.e., a 
due date violation between job j due date dj and (dj+ j) is still considered as acceptable and not 
so bad but to a lower degree than a completion date between minimal completion time of job j 
and dj. 
 
Furthermore, a completion date greater than (dj + j) is considered as a definitely not acceptable 
completion date. This can be modeled as a fuzzy set “job due date satisfaction” with 
membership function µd defined in Figure 6.10. 
Tj 
1 
0      Tmin                      Tc             Tc + j 
 
T 
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Figure 6.10 Membership Function for Fuzzy Set “job due date satisfaction” 
  
6.5.1 Model fuzzyPROS – A fuzzy Extension of Model PROS 
 
As it was established at the beginning of section 6.4, in addition to the objective of makespan 
minimization, the satisfaction of continuity and transit constraints are of main importance in 
this problem. A fuzzy linear programming model as an extension of model PROS (see section 
6.2) is developed in this section. 
 
min M                                      (6.37) 
subject to  Dj  aj    i = 1, … , N;   j(i) = infi + 1, … , supi; 
Tj  MT   j = 1, … , n; 
Cj  dj    j = 1, … , n; 
               B1 z  b1 
               B2 z = b2 
z   
 
The fuzzyPROS model considers aspects such as continuity and transit time satisfaction in a 
relative manner, allowing schedules of casting sequences with some small discontinuity and/or 
some small violation of maximum transit times. Based on models presented in section 3.5.2, the 
PROS model developed in section 6.2 can be written as in (6.37), where z is an appropriate 
vector containing the decision variables xjk, jkl and yijkl. 
 
Dj, Tj and Cj are linear functions of decision variables xjk, jkl and yijkl (see definitions (6.18) and 
(6.19) for Dj and Tj respectively, and section 6.5 for definition of Cj), constraints B1 z  b1 and 
Cj 
1 
0      Cj
min                    dj                dj + j 
 
d 
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B2 z = b2, represent all inequality and equality constraints, respectively, in model PROS except 
constraints (6.24), (6.32) and (6.33), which are included in model (6.37) as Dj  aj, Cj  dj and 
Tj  MT, respectively. 
 
The relative consideration of continuity, transit time and due date satisfaction will transform 
the problem (6.37) to (6.38). 
 
        find z                                           (6.38) 
subject to   M 
~
 m0 
Dj 
~
 aj     i = 1, … , N;   j(i) = infi + 1, … , supi; 
Tj 
~
 MT    j = 1, … , n; 
Cj 
~
 dj     j = 1, … , n; 
                B1 z  b1  
                B2 z = b2 
z   
 
where B1 z  b1 and B2 z = b2 are crisp constraints and m0 is a desirable makespan value. 
Problem (6.38) can be written as: 
 
        find z                                           (6.39) 
subject to   B0 z 
~
 b0 
                B1 z  b1 
                B2 z = b2 
z   
 
Model (6.39) has the form of model (3.14) with the difference that in model (6.39) crisp 
constraints are added. If the objective is to find z* so that *)(~ zD  is maximum, then the 
solution can be obtained solving model (6.39) in the same way as model (3.14), doing steps 
(3.15) and (3.16) considering membership functions as defined in Figure 3.6, thus model (6.40) 
is obtained. 
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max                                            (6.40) 
subject to      + M    m0 +   
j  + Dj    aj + j    i = 1, … , N;   j(i) = infi + 1, … , supi; 
j  + Tj    MTj + j   j = 1, … , n; 
j  + Cj    dj + j    j = 1, … , n; 
B1 z ≤ b1 
B2 z = b2 
z   
 
* (optimal objective value in model (6.40)) represents the best satisfaction grade of the global 
decision, i.e., the degree of satisfaction of the fuzzy continuity, transit time and due date 
satisfaction constraints. The detailed model fuzzyPROS is shown in Figure 6.11. 
 
If in model of Figure 6.11, * = 1, the continuity, transit time and due date satisfaction 
constraints are strictly satisfied, i.e., 0  Dj  aj, Tmin  Tj  Tc and Cj
min
  Cj  dj for all j; 
otherwise if 0 < * < 1, there exists at least one job j such that aj < Dj < aj + j, Tc < Tj < Tc + j, 
and/or dj < Cj < dj + j but no discontinuity, transit time or completion time goes beyond the 
maximum permissible, and therefore the global solution is acceptable. * = 0 implies that there 
exists at least one job j such that Dj  aj + j, Tj  Tc + j and/or Cj  dj + j, therefore the entire 
schedule is evaluated with satisfaction grade equal to 0 and therefore it is rejected. 
 
Note that the case when * = 0 means that the time that a cast would be interrupted is not 
manageable, or the transit time or the completion time for at least one job would be 
inacceptable. For example, if at least one scheduled cast interruption is not acceptable, some 
amount of liquid steel would be reintroduced into the converter or would be transformed into 
scrap at least for one job, so the entire schedule would be rejected. The case of 0 < * < 1 
means that at least one – however manageable – cast  interruption exists, or at least one job has 
a non-ideal but still acceptable transit time or completion date, so that the whole schedule is 
accepted. 
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Figure 6.11 Detailed Model fuzzyPROS 
 
6.5.2 Model fuzzyPROS with Precedence and Machine Assignment 
 
As explained in section 6.4, also for the model fuzzyPROS, the main problem is its large integer 
structure with a high number of binary variables. The complexity of the model PROS remains 
in model fuzzyPROS. Therefore, also in this case the model can be used in combination with a 
heuristic search method providing good initial solutions. These solutions can be improved by 
an optimization linear model restricted by the job sequences and machine assignments provided 
by the solution of the search method. Again, the search method provides job sequences and 
machine assignments whereas as the linear model optimizes the makespan or other objectives 
(see section 6.3.3). 
max   subject to 
  
   + M    m0 +   
j  + xjm – (xj-1,m + pj-1,m)    aj + j   i = 1, … , N;   j(i) = infi + 1, … , supi; 
j  + xjm – (xj1 + pj1)    MTj + j    j = 1, … , n; 
j  + xjm + pjm    dj + j         j = 1, … , n; 
xjk + pjk + tk  xj,k+1               j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
xjk  xj+1,k                   j = infi, ... , supi; i = 1, … , N; k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
 
1
1


kiM
l
jkl                 j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
jml = l                   jl; l = 1, ... , Mm; 
xjk + K (1 – yijkl)  xik + pik         i, j = 1, … , n, i  j; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk 
jkl
n
jii
ijkly 
 ,0
              j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk  
jkl
n
jii
jikly 
 ,1
              j = 1, … , n; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk  
1
1
0 

n
j
jkly                  k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk 
xsupi,m + psupi,m + si+1  xinfi+1,m       i = al-1+1, ... , al – 1; l = 1, … , Mm  
xsupi,m + psupi,m  M            i = 1, ... , N; 
xjk  0; jkl , yijkl  {0,1};         i,j = 1, … , n;  k = 1, ... , m;  l = 1, ... , Mk 
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From the decision variables used in model fuzzyPROS developed in section 6.5.1, the variables 
xjk defined as the start time of job j on stage k remain continuous decision variables. Variables 
jkl  (take the value 1 if job j is assigned to machine l at stage k and 0 otherwise) and variables 
yijkl (take the value 1 if job i precede immediately job j at stage k on machine l and 0 otherwise) 
that reflect the precedence and machine assignments relationships now are given. The resulting 
model becomes a classical linear model with only continuous variables which is easy to solve. 
 
Model fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
 
To apply this approach, one assumes that there exists one solution with guaranteed feasible 
precedence relationships of jobs at each machine, so the values of decision variables jkl and yijkl 
are fixed, i.e., these decision variables have now turned into parameters. Note that the values of 
jkl  are no more needed, because the values yijkl are given by a feasible solution reflecting also 
the job assignment to machines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.12 Detailed Model fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
 
In addition to the parameters of model fuzzyPROS, the precedence relationships and machine 
assignments yijkl for i, j = 1, … , n; i ≠ j; k = 1, … , m; l(k) = 1, … ,  Mk are now incorporated as 
max   subject to 
 
   + M    m0 +   
j  + xjm – (xj-1,m + pj-1,m)    aj + j  i = 1, … , N;   j(i) = infi + 1, … , supi; 
j  + xjm – (xj1 + pj1)    MTj + j   j = 1, … , n; 
j  + xjm + pjm)    dj + j       j = 1, … , n; 
xjk + pjk + tk  xj,k+1              j = 1, ... , n;  k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
xjk  xj+1,k                  j = infi, ... , supi; i = 1, … , N; k = 1, ... , m – 1; 
xjk +K (1 – yijkl)  xik + pik         i, j = 1, … , n, i  j; k = 1, ... , m – 1; l = 1, … , Mk 
xsupi,m + psupi,m + si + 1  xinfi+1,m      i = al-1+1, ... , al – 1; l = 1, … , Mm  
xsupi,m + psupi,m  M           i = 1, ... , N; 
xjk  0;                  j = 1, … , n;  k = 1, ... , m;  
 Parameters: MT, K, yijkl  {0, 1}   i, j = 1, … , n; i ≠ j; k = 1, … , m; l(k) = 1, … ,  Mk. 
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parameters. The original constraints of model PROS that reflect the constraints that guaranteed 
the feasible precedence relationships and machine assignments incorporated in model 
fuzzyPROS, i.e., constraints (6.25), (6.26), (6.28), (6.29) and (6.30), are no longer considered. 
So, the detailed fuzzyPROS – PRMA is presented in Figure 6.12. 
 
6.6 Basic Problem as Example for Illustration Purposes 
 
For illustration purposes the model PROS and its variations (PROS – PRMA, fuzzyPROS and 
fuzzyPROS – PRMA) are tested with an example of reduced size, i.e. a low number of 
production orders and jobs, called Basic Problem. A three – stage system with 1 converter at 
stage 1, 2 refining furnaces at stage 2 and two types of casting machines with one of each type 
at stage 3 is considered. Figure 6.13 shows graphically the Basic Problem SCC System with its 
machine configuration. The four production orders to be processed in this system, with 
respectively 5, 4, 4 and 3 jobs with its processing times for each job by the system is shown in 
Table 6.2. The models was implemented and solved with standard parameter setting in IBM 
ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio v12.5 on a Intel Core i7-2620M 2.7 GHz computer with 8 
GB RAM (64 bits Windows 7 Professional). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13 Structure of the Basic Problem 
 
Order ni p l Setup pj1 pj2 pj3 
1 5 1 1 0 40 30 80 
2 4 1 1 90 40 30 65 
3 4 2 2 0 40 30 85 
4 3 2 2 60 40 30 95 
 
Table 6.2   Processing and Setup Times for the Basic Problem 
 
Production orders 1 and 2 must be processed on machine 1 at the last stage and production 
orders 3 and 4 must be processed on machine 2 at the last stage. The production orders must be 
processed on the machines at the last stage in the given order. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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Transfer times between stages are assumed to be 25 minutes between stage 1 and 2 (t1 = 25) 
and 5 minutes between stage 2 and 3 (t2 = 5). Transfer times after last stage (stage 3) are not 
relevant. Maximal transit time allowed for any job is 180 minutes (MT = 180). 
 
Table 6.2 also shows the processing times for each job at each stage and the setup times 
between orders at stage 3. For example, the setup time between the last job of production order 
3 and the first job of production order 4 on machine 2 at stage 3 is s4 = 60 minutes. Because of 
continuity constraints, it is clear, that setup times between jobs of the same production order 
must be equal 0. Clearly, the setup time of the first production order on each machine at stage 3 
is equal 0 (s1 = 0 and s3 = 0). The makespan lower bound for this problem results CLB = 850 
minutes (see section 6.3.2). 
 
Although the illustration is made with model PROS, some experiments were carried out with 
model TPOA with which the optimum solution was obtained in reasonable computational time 
only for small instances, clearly not enough for any practical situation. While with model 
PROS the optimal solution of the Basic Problem was obtained in a computational time of a few 
seconds, with model TPOA for the same problem the optimal solution was obtained in a 
computational time of the order of 2.25 hours. 
 
This big difference in computational time is explained by the complexity of both models. For 
the Basic Problem the amount of binary variables in model PROS is n·m·(M1 + M2) · (1 + n) = 
2.448, in contrast to model TPOA with at least n·m·H = 40.800 binary variables (see Table 6.1 
and consider H > 850 minutes). 
 
6.6.1 Basic Problem using Models PROS / PROS – PRMA 
 
Four production orders (N = 4 and Ω = {1, 2, 3, 4}) with n1 = 5, n2 = 4, n3 = 4 and n4 = 3 jobs 
must be produced. Production orders 1 and 2 must be processed on machine 1 and production 
orders 3 and 4 must be processed on machine 2 at stage 3, further n = 5 + 4 + 4 + 3 = 16, J = 
{1, 2, …, 16}, where jobs 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 belong to production order 1, jobs 6, 7, 8 and 9 
belong to production order 2, jobs 10, 11, 12 and 13 belong to production order 3, and jobs 14, 
15 and 16 belong to production order 4. This relationships and parameters infi and supi are 
shown in Table 6.3. 
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Order i ni Jobs infi supi 
1 5 1,2,3,4,5 1 5 
2 4 6,7,8,9 6 9 
3 4 10,11,12,13 10 13 
4 3 14,15,16 14 16 
 
Table 6.3   Basic Problem – Parameter for Model PROS 
 
The optimum solution is presented in Table 6.4 and Figure 6.14. The optimum makespan for 
the Basic Problem is 850 minutes (finish time of job 9 in production order 2 on machine 1 at 
stage 3, also finish time of job 16 in production order 4 on machine 2 at stage 3). The optimum 
solution was obtained (using parameter K = 900) in about 3 sec of CPU time. 
 
From Table 6.4 we verify the constraints, in particular the continuity constraints at stage 3 for 
all 4 orders (for example for order 1 note that job 1 ends at starting time of job 2 and job 2 ends 
at starting time of job 3 and so on). Transit time of all jobs is less than the maximum allowed 
(180 minutes) with an average transit time of 104.38 minutes. Figure 6.14 shows the processing 
of jobs through the system. 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 80 120 145 175 180 260 0 60 
 3 160 200 225 255 260 320 0 60 
 4 240 280 305 335 340 420 0 60 
 5 280 320 345 375 420 500 0 100 
2 6 370 410 435 465 590 655 0 180 
 7 495 535 560 590 655 720 0 120 
 8 575 615 640 670 720 785 0 105 
 9 615 655 680 710 785 850 0 130 
3 10 40 80 105 135 165 250 0 85 
 11 120 160 185 215 250 335 0 90 
 12 200 240 265 295 335 420 0 95 
 13 320 360 385 415 420 505 0 60 
4 14 410 450 475 505 565 660 0 115 
 15 450 490 515 545 660 755 0 170 
 16 535 575 600 630 755 850 0 180 
 
Table 6.4 Schedule of the Basic Problem using Model PROS 
 
In Figure 6.14 the processing of job 1 is highlighted. The transit time of job 1 is the time 
interval between finish time at stage 1 and starting time at stage 3 (100 – 40 = 60 minutes). This 
time interval consists of transfer time between stages (25 + 5 = 30 minutes), processing time at 
stage 2 (30 minutes) and waiting or slack time (0 minutes). 
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Figure 6.14 Schedule of the Basic Problem using Model PROS 
 
Illustration of model PROS – PRMA using the Basic Problem 
 
To illustrate how to specify the job precedence and machine assignments as parameters 
consider the model PROS – PRMA applied to the Basic Problem with following arbitrary 
precedence relationships and machine assignments as shown in Table 6.5. 
 
From Table 6.5 one can see at each stage the ordered job sequences to be processed on each 
machine at each stage. Thus, remembering the definition of the binary decision variables yijkl of 
model PROS in section 6.2.2, who take the value 1 if job i precede immediately job j at stage k 
on machine l, and 0 in the other case, these variables take a specific value (0 or 1) if the job 
sequences and machine assignments are predefined (as in Table 6.5) and therefore these 
variables remain as parameter for the model. 
 
Stage Machine Job Sequence 
1 1.1 1 – 2 – 10 – 11 – 3 – 4 – 12 – 13 – 5 – 14 – 15 – 6 – 7 – 16 – 8 – 9 
2 2.1 1 – 10 – 3 – 12 – 5 – 15 – 7 – 8 
 2.2 2 – 11 – 4 – 13 – 14 – 6 – 16 – 9 
 
Table 6.5 Precedence Relationships and Machine Assignment 
 
For stage 1 (k = 1) and machine 1 (l = 1) of the job sequences and machine assignments shown 
in Table 6.5, one have  y1,2,1,1 = 1 (job 1 precede immediately job 2 at stage 1 on machine 1), 
y2,10,1,1 = 1, y10,11,1,1 = 1, y11,3,1,1 = 1, y3,4,1,1 = 1, y4,12,1,1 = 1, y12,13,1,1 = 1, y13,5,1,1 = 1, y5,14,1,1 = 1, 
y14,15,1,1 = 1, y15,6,1,1 = 1, y6,7,1,1 = 1, y7,16,1,1 = 1, y16,8,1,1 = 1 and y8,9,1,1 = 1 with all other yi,j,1,1 = 0. 
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Also from Table 6.5, for stage 2 (k = 2) and machine 1 (l = 1) one have y1,10,2,1 = 1 (job 1 
precede immediately job 10 at stage 2 on machine 1), y10,31,2,1 = 1, y3,12,2,1 = 1, y12,5,2,1 = 1, 
y5,15,2,1 = 1, y15,7,2,1 = 1 and y7,8,2,1 = 1, with all other yi,j,2,1 = 0. At the same stage 2 on machine 2 
(l = 2) one have y2,11,2,2 = 1 (job 2 precede immediately job 11 at stage 2 on machine 2), y11,4,2,2 
= 1, y4,13,2,2 = 1, y13,14,2,2 = 1, y14,6,2,2 = 1, y6,16,2,2 = 1 and y16,9,2,2 = 1 with all other yi,j,,2,2 = 0. 
 
Solving the PROS – PRMA model with makespan minimization, we obtain Cmax = 865, all the 
constraints of the model are met, thus no discontinuities exist and all transit times are below the 
maximum allowed transit time (MT = 180 minutes). If one compares the solution obtained with 
the model PROS and the solution obtained with the model PROS – PRMA, both solutions are 
feasible but the quality of the solution of the model PROS (Cmax = 850 minutes) is better than 
those obtained with model PROS – PRMA (Cmax = 865 minutes), but the average transit time 
results in 98.75 minutes. 
 
The difference is that model PROS searches for the best solution (global optimum) in the whole 
solution space (of all possible job sequences and machines assignments and process start times 
for all jobs at all stages), while model PROS – PRMA searches for the best solution in a 
neighborhood (local optimum), which is defined by a predefined job sequences and machine 
assignments (solution space of all possible process start times for all jobs at all stages restricted 
to the neighborhood). 
 
The purpose of this section is to point out how to integrate one optimization model to search 
the best solution in a given neighborhood obtained by a heuristic search method (e.g. a meta-
heuristic procedure). 
 
6.6.2 Basic Problem using Models fuzzyPROS / fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
 
The general definition of the Basic Problem is presented at the beginning of section 6.6. As 
described in that section, four orders must be produced (N = 4), orders 1 and 2 must be 
processed on machine 1 and orders 3 and 4 must be processed on machine 2 at stage 3, with a 
total of 16 jobs (n = 16). Table 6.3 in section 6.6.1 summarizes the relationships between orders 
and jobs, parameters infi and supi. Transfer times between stages are assumed to be 25 minutes 
between stage 1 and 2 (t1 = 25) and 5 minutes between stage 2 and 3 (t2 = 5). Table 6.2 shows 
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the processing times for each job at each stage and the setup times between orders at stage 3. 
Maximum allowed transit time is 180 minutes (MT = 180). 
 
In addition, the fuzzy parameters of the fuzzy linear program (6.40) of section 6.5.1 must be 
provided. The crisp maximum value for a discontinuity between jobs at stage 3 is set to aj = 0 
with a tolerance j = 0.1 pj-1,m for all jobs j such that infi < j  supi; i =1, … , N. This means that 
discontinuities equal 0 are accepted as ideal, discontinuities between 0 and 0.1 pj-1,m (10% of the 
previous job processing time at stage m) are considered as acceptable (or manageable), and 
discontinuities greater equal than j are unacceptable (see Figure 6.7 in section 6.5). 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 80 120 145 175 180 260 0 60 
 3 160 200 225 255 260 340 0 60 
 4 240 280 305 335 340 420 0 60 
 5 320 360 385 415 420 500 0 60 
2 6 470 510 555 585 590 655 0 80 
 7 550 590 620 650 655 720 0 65 
 8 590 630 685 715 720 785 0 90 
 9 685 725 750 780 785 850 0 60 
3 10 40 80 105 135 140 225 0 60 
 11 120 160 190 220 225 310 0 65 
 12 200 240 265 295 310 395 0 70 
 13 280 320 345 375 395 480 0 75 
4 14 430 470 505 535 540 635 0 70 
 15 510 550 590 620 635 730 0 85 
 16 630 670 695 725 730 825 0 60 
 
Table 6.6   Schedule of the Basic Problem using Model fuzzyPROS 
 
Since the maximum transit time allowed for any job in the crisp model is set to 180 minutes, in 
the fuzzy model the maximal transit time considered as ideal is set to Tc = 90 minutes with a 
tolerance j = 90 minutes for all jobs (j = 1, … , 16). In the fuzzy model this means that transit 
times between minimum transit time (Tmin = 60 minutes) and 90 minutes are accepted as ideal, 
transit times between 90 and 180 minutes are considered as acceptable (or manageable), and 
transit times greater equal than 180 minutes are unacceptable (see Figure 6.8 in section 6.5). 
 
From the optimal solution for the makespan of the crisp model PROS obtained in section 6.6.1, 
we set m0 = 850, so the crisp maximal value accepted for the makepan is set to 1.02·m0 (the 
tolerance is equal to 0.02 m0). This means that a makespan less or equal to 850 is accepted as 
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ideal, a makespan between 850 and 867 is considered acceptable, and a makespan greater or 
equal than 867 is unacceptable. 
 
The optimum solution of model fuzzyPROS is presented in Table 6.6 and Figure 6.15. The 
optimal value for  is * = 1, meaning that all fuzzy constraints are satisfied as crisp 
constraints, i.e., ideal values for this constraints are found (Dj ≤  aj and Tj ≤  Tc for all j). This 
means also that makespan is less or equal the given value m0 as an upper bound of ideal 
makespan value. Table 6.6 shows 850 as the maximum completion date for all jobs (finish time 
of job 9 in order 2 on machine 1 at stage 3), so this is the value of the makespan obtained by the 
model. 
 
From Table 6.6 it can be also seen that Tj  90 minutes for all j, i.e., all transit times are equal 
or strictly below the upper bound of ideal transit time ( Tc = 90 minutes). All discontinuities are 
equal 0 (for all jobs other than the first job of a production order, the finish time of the previous 
job is equal to its start time). 
 
The solution of the crisp model PROS (see Table 6.4) shows that the minimum makespan is 
equal to 850, no discontinuity appears and all transit time are less than 180 minutes (maximum 
allowable transit time). The solution of model fuzzyPROS (see Table 6.6) shows the same 
makespan value. As in Figure 6.14, in Figure 6.15 the processing of job 1 is highlighted again. 
 
 
Figure 6.15  Schedule of the Basic Problem using Model fuzzyPROS 
 
The main difference between models PROS and fuzzyPROS is that the fuzzyPROS model 
shows significantly better transit times than the solution given by model PROS. If the columns 
Transit of Tables 6.4 and 6.6 are compared one see that Tj
fuzzyPROS
 ≤ Tj
PROS
 for all j, except for j 
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= 13; and that  Tj
fuzzyPROS
 < Tj
PROS
 in 11 of 16 cases (68.75% of the cases) with the 
AverageTransitTime decreasing from 104.38 minutes to 67.50 minutes (35.33%). 
 
Although the Basic Problem used for illustration purposes is a small problem instance, in 
practice this result would be of high importance because the jobs are reduced significantly in 
transit time and therefore in temperature drop. 
 
Illustration of fuzzyPROS – PRMA using the Basic Problem 
 
To illustrate the use of the precedence relationships and machine assignment defined as 
parameters with the model fuzzyPROS we consider the same example shown in section 6.5.2 
(see Table 6.6), where the parameter assignment was explained, too. 
 
Based on the explanation in section 6.5 (see Figure 6.7), we set aj = 0 with a tolerance of j = 
0.1 pj-1,m for all jobs (j = 1, … , 16). This means that discontinuities equal 0 are accepted as 
ideal, discontinuities between 0 and 0.1 pj-1,m (10% of the previous job processing time at stage 
m) are considered as acceptable (or manageable), and discontinuities greater equal than j are 
unacceptable. 
 
Since the maximum transit time allowable for any job in the crisp model is set to 180 minutes, 
in the fuzzy model the maximal transit time considered as ideal is set to Tc = 90 minutes with a 
tolerance j = 90 minutes for all jobs (j = 1, … , 16). In the fuzzy model this means that transit 
times between minimum transit time (Tmin = 60 minutes) and 90 minutes are accepted as ideal, 
transit times between 90 and 180 minutes are considered as acceptable (or manageable), and 
transit times greater equal than 180 minutes are unacceptable (see Figure 6.8 in section 6.5). 
 
From the global optimal solution for the makespan in model PROS we set m0 = 850, so the 
crisp maximal value for the makepan is set to 1.02 m0 (the tolerance is set to 0.02 m0). This 
means that a makespan less or equal to 850 is accepted as ideal, a makespan between 850 and 
867 is considered as acceptable, and a makespan greater or equal than 867 is unacceptable. 
 
Solving the model fuzzyPROS – PRMA (with * = 0.1111) we obtain Cmax = 865 minutes with 
one discontinuity (d5 = 7 minutes), with all transit time strictly below 180 minutes (maximum 
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observed transit time of 170 minutes) and average transit value of 91.375 minutes per job (less 
than the value  98.75 obtained by the crisp model PROS – PRMA). As a general conclusion in 
this example, one can say that the schedule produced by the model fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
improves the overall transit times, but with some minor deterioration of discontinuity (the 
makespan value remains the same). 
 
If we take the local optimal solution of model PROS – PRMA for the makespan we set m0 = 
865, so the crisp maximal value for the makepan is set to 1.02·m0. This means that a makespan 
less or equal to 865 is accepted as ideal, a makespan between 865 and 882 is considered 
acceptable, and a makespan greater or equal than 882 is unacceptable. Solving the model 
fuzzyPROS – PRMA (objective value * = 0.2485) we obtain Cmax = 878 minutes with no 
discontinuities and with all transit time strictly below 180 minutes (maximum observed transit 
time of 157 minutes) and with AverageTransitTime of 98.19 minutes per job (slightly less than 
the value  of 98.75 minutes obtained by the crisp model PROS – PRMA). This solution has no 
discontinuities, improves slightly the overall transit times, but deteriorates the makespan value. 
 
The analysis of these two situations shows again the nature of fuzzy models to generate 
compromise solutions taking into account all relevant optimization objectives. 
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7. Genetic Algorithm for Scheduling the Multi-Stage System 
 
Genetic algorithms are widely applicated to scheduling problems in a variety of flowshop and 
flexible flowshop manufacturing systems and the makespan minimization is a frequently used 
optimization criterion in flowshop scheduling problems (see section 4.3.2). 
 
In this chapter, a heuristic approach for the generalized multi stage batch production with 
continuity constraints at the last stage scheduling problem addressed in section 5.3 is 
developed. The two mathematical programming (mixed integer linear programming) models 
developed in section 6.1 and 6.2 are limited to small problem instances, and due to the 
computational time needed to solve these models to optimality they are of little practical value. 
In section 5.2, the general problem was defined as the determination of the sequence in which 
the jobs are to be processed (mainly at the first stage). In particular, the following objectives 
have been discussed: 
 
 the continuity constraints are met 
 the ipt (in process time) constraints, e.g. the transit time constraints are met 
 the due dates are met for customer satisfaction 
 the setup times (costs) are minimized 
 
In a flowshop, the setup time (or setup cost) and due date satisfaction may be indirectly 
minimized with the makespan minimization, because in a unidirectional flow the makespan 
minimization causes the jobs to be compressed as much as possible, thus avoiding large setup 
time and due date violation. 
 
The approach developed in this chapter concentrates on the first two objectives, firstly because 
these objectives are of high (critical) importance at operation level for reducing setup costs and 
scrap generation, and secondly, because normally due date satisfaction objectives are explicitly 
considered in the production planning process that determines the production orders. Therefore, 
the first two objectives are of main importance, since they are critical points and normally not 
explicitly considered in the determination of production orders. 
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The heuristic approach addressed in this chapter is a genetic algorithm with objective functions 
in relation to makespan, maximal discontinuities and maximal transit time minimization, which 
is hybridized with an evolution strategy algorithm to optimize processing start times at stage 1. 
Finally, a fuzzy rule based inference system for schedule evaluation is used to evaluate the 
fitness of the genetic algorithm populations. 
 
The main problem is to decide when and in which order the jobs are to be processed, especially 
at the first stage, so that the continuity constraints at the last stage (stage m) are met for all 
production orders (or at least, these constraints are met to a high degree). 
 
7.1 Genetic Scheduling Algorithm 
 
The genetic algorithm approach for the multi-stage batch production with continuity 
constraints scheduling problem developed in this thesis focuses on the chromosome definition 
of the batch production on machines at stage m, where the continuity constraints must be met.  
 
The input to the scheduling problem is the set  of N production orders that we assume to be 
given by a short term planning system:  = {1, ... , N}. These production orders are pre 
assigned in a given order to production units (machines) of stage m (remember that machines at 
stage m can be of different type). The jobs within a production order must be processed 
continuously on the same machine at stage m; between consecutive orders on a given machine 
normally setup times exist. 
 
7.1.1 The Chromosome 
 
Using a genetic algorithm approach (see section 4.2), the main decision is how to model the 
structure of population individuals, called chromosome. The chromosome is a structural 
representation of one individual member of the population, which represents a feasible solution 
of the problem under study, either it is the solution itself or it is an element from which a 
unique solution can be derived. Normally in production scheduling problems, an individual is a 
representation of jobs (e.g. a permutation of jobs) with their characteristics from which a 
unique schedule is constructed. So, in a scheduling problem one individual represents a feasible 
schedule of the problem under study. For example, in a one machine scheduling problem with n 
jobs to be scheduled, a sequence of the n jobs can be defined as the chromosome and therefore 
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one individual is a specific instance of an n-jobs sequence. The sequence itself is not the 
solution (schedule) of the problem, but from it a schedule can be constructed in a unique way if 
the sequence is understood as the order in which the jobs will be processed on the machine 
without unnecessary idle times in between. 
 
For the problem stated in section 5.3, the chromosome is defined as a sequence of n jobs (n = n1 
+ n2 + ... + nN), i.e. the number Np of genes of the chromosome is n (Np = n), which represent 
the total number of jobs to be processed. The genes are associated with the process units at 
stage m in which the corresponding job must be processed, i.e., the genes (jobs) associated with 
an order that is to be produced on machine 1 at stage m are set to 1, and those genes (jobs) 
associated with an order that is to be produced on machine 2 at stage m are set to 2, and so on. 
The total number of jobs is also obtained as: 
 
∑
1
mM
p
pg BN

   where  ∑
1
],[
po
h
hpp nB

                 (7.1) 
 
Bp is the number of jobs to be processed on machine p at stage m. Therefore, the chromosome 
contains Bp genes equal p, for p = 1, ... , Mm. (with Mm the number of machines at stage m and 
n[p,h] the number of jobs of the h-th order to be processed on machine p). 
 
The order of jobs in the chromosome operates as a dispatching rule at stage 1, i.e., the order in 
which the jobs initiate their processing is given by the order stated on the chromosome (jobs are 
assigned to a machine as soon as possible when the machine becomes available). 
 
The first n[p,1] genes equal p are associated with the jobs of the first order to be processed on 
machine p at stage m, the next n[p,2] genes equal p are associated to the jobs of the second order 
to be processed on machine p at stage m, and so on up to the last n[p,op] jobs equal p which are 
associated to the jobs of the op-th production order (last production order) to be processed on 
machine p at stage m. 
 
The example shown in Table 7.1 considers a set of 5 prodcution orders (N=5 and Ω={1, 2, 3, 4, 
5}) with n1=5, n2=4, n3=4, n4=3 and n5=6 jobs that must be processed in a system with 3 
machines at stage m (last stage). 
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Order i 1 2 3 4 5 
ni 5 4 4 3 6 
p 1 1 2 2 3 
 
Table 7.1   Example of Production Orders for Chromosome Illustration 
 
Production orders 1 and 2 must be processed on machine 1 at stage m, production orders 3 and 
4 must be processed on machine 2 at stage m, and production order 5 must be processed on 
machine 3 at stage m, i.e. o1  = 2, o2 = 2 and o3 = 1. So n[1,1] = n1 = 5, n[1,2] = n2 = 4, n[2,1] = n3 = 
4, n[2,2] = n4 = 3 and n[3,1] = n5 = 6. Therefore B1 = 5 + 4 = 9, B2 = 4 + 3 = 7 and B3 = 6. 
 
The number of genes the chromosome will have is Np = 9 + 7 + 6 = 22 (see equation (7.1)), 
with 9 times the value 1, 7 times the value 2 and 6 times the value 3. An individual (instance 
with specific values on each gene of the chromosome) is shown in Figure 7.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1   Structure of the Chromosome 
 
Figure 7.1 shows the relation between gene value and jobs position in the sequence of 
production orders 1, 2 and 5. As production order 1 is the first production order that will be 
processed on machine 1 at stage m, the first 1 encountered in the gene’s sequence, is associated 
with job 1.1, the second 1 encountered in the gene’s sequence is associated with job 1.2 and so 
on up to the fifth 1 encountered in the gene’s sequence is associated with job 1.5 (last job of 
order 1). The next 1 encountered in the gene’s sequence is then associated with the first job of 
next production order that will be processes on machine 1 at stage m, i.e., job 2.1 (production 
order 2 is the next production order to be processed on machine 1 at stage m after order 1), and 
so on up to the ninth 1 encountered in the gene’s sequence which is associated to job 2.4. 
 
Order 5 
Order 1 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 
Order 2 
2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 
5.1 5.2 5.6 5.5 5.3 5.4 
2 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 
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As production order 5 is the first (and the only) production order that will be processed on 
machine 3 at stage m, the first 3 encountered in the gene’s sequence, is associated with job 5.1, 
and so on up to the sixth 3 encountered in the gene’s sequence which is associated with job 5.6 
(last job of production order 5). In a similar way the association of position in the gene’s 
sequence with jobs can be explained for production orders 3 and 4. 
 
7.1.2 The Genetic Operators 
 
7.1.2.1 The Crossover Operator 
 
The proposed crossover operator is one adapted in the sense of the OX operator, one of the 
classical crossover operators used in genetic algorithm (see section 4.3.1.1). The operator 
generates two children by interchanging information of two parents. A randomly determined 
cut position determines a first and a second part of each parent. The children are generated by 
selecting the first part of one parent and preserving the relative order of elements from the other 
parent. For example, consider the following parent p1 and p2, and assume that gene 6 is 
randomly determined as the cut position: 
 
p1 = 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 3 2    p2 = 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 
 
The children are generated by copying the first part of each parent into the first part of the 
corresponding child, and next, starting from position 1 the elements of child 1 (2) are deleted 
from parent 2 (1), i.e. the first 3 genes with value 1 (the selected part of parent 1 has 3 genes 
with value 1) are deleted from parent 2, then the first gene with value 2 (the selected part of 
parent 1 has 1 gene with value 2) are deleted from parent 2, and finally the first 2 genes with 
value 3 (the selected part of parent 1 has 2 genes with value 3) are deleted from parent 2. In the 
same way the genes are deleted in parent 1, so the partial child and parent deleted positions are: 
 
c1 = 3 2 3 1 1 1 * * * *     c2 = 2 2 3 3 1 2 * * * * 
p1 = 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 1 3 2    p2 = 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 3 1 
 
Finally, the remaining elements in parent 1 (2) are copied to the empty positions of child 2 (1). 
Thus, the generated children are: 
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c1 = 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 2 3 1     c2 = 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 1 3 
 
The assumption in the background of the definition of this crossover operator is the following: 
the order in which jobs initiate its processing is of high importance to generate schedules of 
high quality, thus the initial job sequence in individuals with high fitness must therefore be 
preserved adding the second part to improve the complete sequence. Two variations for this 
crossover operator can be considered: 
 
 The children are generated by selecting the last part of each parent and preserving the relative 
order of elements from the other parent. 
 
 One child is generated by preserving the first part of one parent and the other child is 
generated by preserving last part of the other parent. Then the relative order of elements from 
the other parent completes the child. 
 
7.1.2.2 The Mutation Operator 
 
Three (classical) mutation operators (see section 4.3.1.2) are proposed to be used in this 
application. The exchange or swap mutation operator, the shift mutation operator and the 
inversion mutation operator. 
 
The swap mutation operator exchanges two randomly selected genes. For example, consider the 
following parent and child, assuming that positions (genes) 3 and 8 was randomly determined 
to swap (exchange): 
 
p = 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 3 1     c = 2 1 1 3 3 1 2 2 3 1  
 
If in the example above positions 3 and 7 were randomly determined to be exchanged, then the 
child would be identical to its parent. To ensure that the mutation produces a different child, the 
mutation operator must be repeated until the generated genes contain different values to assure 
that the child is different from its parent. 
 
The shift mutation operator produces a child by shifting a randomly selected gene, a randomly 
determined number of positions to the right or to the left (also randomly determined). For 
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example, consider the following parent and child, assuming that gene 2 was randomly selected 
to shift 5 positions to the right (also randomly determined): 
 
p = 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 3 1     c = 2 2 3 3 1 2 1 1 3 1  
 
If in the example above gene 4 is selected to shift 1 position to the right, then the child would 
be identical to the parent. Again, to ensure that the mutation produces a different child, the 
mutation operator must be repeated until the child differs from its parent. 
 
The inversion mutation operator produces a child by inverting a randomly selected 
subsequence. For example, consider the following parent and child, assuming that the 
subsequence including genes 2 to gene 7 was randomly selected: 
 
p = 2 1 2 3 3 1 2 1 3 1     c = 2 2 1 3 3 2 1 1 3 1  
 
If in the example above the subsequence from genes 4 to 5 were selected then the child would 
be identical to the parent. To ensure that the mutation produces a different child, the mutation 
operator must be repeated until the inversion of the generated subsequence differs from the 
original subsequence (until the child differs from its parent). 
 
7.1.3 Fitness and Objective Function 
 
Let fi be the value of the fitness function (the measure of the health) of individual i in the 
population. In a scheduling problem the fitness of an individual will be defined through the 
scheduling objective function, i.e., if the relevant objective is to minimize the makespan then 
one individual (schedule) will be healthier than another individual (schedule) when the 
makespan of the first individual (schedule) is lower than the makespan of the second individual 
(schedule). So, although there is not a unique manner to define the fitness function, for the 
makespan minimization in a scheduling problem it can be defined as the inverse of the 
makespan (fi = 1/Cmax), because it is a minimization problem (one individual is healthier when 
it has a lower makespan value). Therefore, one can associate the fitness of an individual with 
the optimization direction of the objective function. 
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The objective functions considered in the genetic algorithm are related with the three main 
objectives of the scheduling problem under study, avoid too large total processing times to 
complete all production orders, to meet the continuity constraints at the last production stage, 
and to avoid too large jobs transit times: 
 
Makespan: evaluates the time interval from start time of the first job at the first stage to the 
finish time of the last job at the last stage. Schedule with the least Makespan value is regarded 
as the best solution given by the genetic algorithm. Between schedules with the least Makespan 
value, the one with the lowest MaxDisc value (breaking ties with the one with the lowest 
MaxTransit value) is regarded as the best solution given by the genetic algorithm. 
 
MaxDisc (Maximum Discontinuity): evaluates the maximum discontinuity between jobs of the 
same production order measured as the fraction between the absolute discontinuity and the 
processing time of the previous job at stage m. It is clear that the ideal value for this objective 
function is MaxDisc = 0. Among schedules with the least MaxDisc value, the one with the least 
Makespan value (breaking ties with the one with the lowest MaxTransit value) is regarded as 
the best solution given by the genetic algorithm. 
 
MaxTransit (Maximum Transit Time): evaluates the maximum transit time over all jobs. It is 
clear that the ideal value for this objective function is MaxTransit = Tmin (minimum possible 
transit time for a job). Between schedules with the least MaxTransit value, those with the 
lowest Makespan value (breaking ties with those with the lowest MaxDisc value) are regarded 
as the best solutions given by the genetic algorithm. 
 
Schedule (Schedule Quality): evaluates the schedules produced by means of a fuzzy rule based 
inference system. The inference process takes into account that discontinuities at the last 
production stage are allowed, but to different degrees of membership to a concept of “good job 
continuity”, and transit times beyond the maximum allowed transit time are accepted but to 
different degrees of membership to a concept of “good job transit time”. Based on these 
characteristics the inference process obtains the schedule evaluation through a defuzzification 
process. 
 
The objectives Makespan, MaxDisc, MaxTransit are to be minimized and the objective 
Schedule is to be maximized. 
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7.1.4 Parameters 
 
Numeric parameters of the genetic algorithms are the population size (Np), number of 
generations (Ng), crossover probability (pc) and mutation probability (pm). The population size 
defines the number of individuals that conformed the population, too small population sizes 
make the algorithm converge too fast to a local optimum, otherwise too large population sizes 
cause computation time disadvantages. The number of generations defines the number of 
evolutions steps to be performed, a too low number of generations usually interrupts the 
optimization search too soon, while too large number of generations has computational time 
disadvantages. Moreover, after a certain number of generations no further improvement of the 
solution is possible. The crossover probability defines the intensity in merging individuals and 
the mutation probability defines the grade in which one wants to change individual 
characteristics without merging. According to the genetic algorithm metaphor, one uses high 
values of crossover probability and low values of mutation probability. 
 
7.1.5 Structure of the Genetic Algorithm 
 
The algorithm structure is presented in Figure 7.2. Function initialize generate the initial 
population (P0) randomly, i.e., in each of the Np individuals the Bp genes with value p (p = 1, … 
, Mm) are randomly determined. Function evaluate calculates the fitness value of population 
individuals, i.e. the corresponding objective function. 
 
For each new generation t, a population (Pt) is obtained from the previous population of 
generation t-1 (Pt-1). The procedure selects randomly a parent p1 from Pt-1, and determines 
randomly according to the crossover probability, whether this parent will crossover. If this is 
the case, then a second parent p2 is selected from Pt-1, and the crossover operator generates a 
child c, in other case the first generated parent will be child c. Then, according to the mutation 
probability, it is randomly determined whether child c mutates. If this is the case, the mutation 
operator generates a mutated child c, otherwise, child c remains unchanged. Finally child c is 
added to population Pt. This is repeated until Np individuals are generated and introduced in the 
new population. 
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procedure GA 
{ 
t  0 
initialize( Pt ) 
evaluate( Pt ) 
while ( t < Ng ) 
{ 
t  t + 1 
i  0 
while ( i < Np ) 
{ 
 i  i + 1 
p1  select ( Pt-1 ) 
if ( random( ) ≤ pc ) { p2  select ( Pt-1 ); c  crossover( p1, p2 ) } else { c  p1 } 
if ( random( ) ≤ pm ) { c  mutate(c) } 
   add( c / Pt ) 
} 
evaluate( Pt ) 
} 
} 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Structure of the Genetic Algorithm 
 
The selection mode for selecting one individual from a population is random, but based on a 
probability distribution that assigns more probability to healthier individuals. So, if individual i 
has fitness value fi, then its selection probability is defined by: ∑
pN
1k
kii ffprob

 . 
 
The evaluate function in the algorithm constructs the schedule and calculates the value of the 
objective function and performance measures of interest for each individual. 
 
7.1.6 Determination of Job Start Time at the First Stage 
 
In general, one of the weaknesses of most meta-heuristics, in particular genetic algorithms, 
applied to scheduling problems is the job starting time determination. In most cases, the 
assumption is adopted that jobs begin processing at different machines as soon as possible. This 
approach can be valid in almost all of the scheduling problems, but not so in the multi-stage 
batch production with continuity constraints scheduling problem developed in this thesis, with 
limited job transit times between the processing finish time at stage 1 and processing start time 
at stage m. This situation is illustrated in Figure 7.3. 
 
In the first diagram of Figure 7.3, job i.j (j-th job of order i) starts at stage 1 as soon as possible 
at t1 (with ending at time t2) and at stage 3 in t5, so its transit time is Tij = t5 – t2. This transit 
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time may be too large so that maximum allowable transit time is exceeded. This situation can 
be avoided if start time at stage 1 of job i.j is delayed to time t3 (with ending at time t4), so that 
transit time for job i.j is now Tij = t5 – t4 which is clearly less than the first transit time. 
However, delaying a job at stage 1 in order to meet transit time constraints is limited by the 
start time of the subsequent job. In Figure 7.3, the start time at stage 1 of job i.j cannot be 
delayed beyond time t3, because its ending time cannot be later than the start time of job p.q on 
the same machine at stage 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Job Start Time at the First Stage 
 
The question whether job p.q can also be delayed is connected with the amount of slack time of 
job p.q. In the scheduling problem treated in this thesis, it is crucial for obtaining good quality 
schedules to determine how much time a job must or can be delayed at stage 1, taken into 
account the start times of the following jobs on the same machine. 
 
7.1.6.1 Start Time Determination Approaches 
 
There is not much literature on applications of meta-heuristics in scheduling problems with 
specific job start times determination (Abido and Elazouni, 2010), and the approach to be used 
seems to be highly problem dependent. Two approaches are proposed here and explained in the 
following paragraphs, one is a static random approach for generation of delays in a given 
interval, and the other is a dynamic deterministic approach for delay generation based on the 
slack time of each job. 
 
Figure 7.4 shows the typical situation when the bottleneck occurs at the last stage rather than at 
the first or intermediate stages (almost the normal case). For simplicity, in Figure 7.4 the 
intermediates stages are omitted. 
Transit Time i.j 
Transit Time i.j 
t1 
i.j / 3 i.j / 1 p.q / 1 
t1 
t2 
t2 t3 t4 
t4 t5 
t5 
i.j / 1 i.j / 3 p.q / 1 
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Let 1
n
1j
1ij
N
1i
1 mpF
i
∑

  be the machine mean processing time at stage 1, and let CLB and fp as 
defined in section 6.3.2 (CLB = maxp=1, … , Mm { fp } is a makespan´s lower bound and fp being the 
earliest completion time for all jobs processed at machine p at the last stage assuming no 
waiting times for the first job processed at machine p and no interruptions exist within 
production orders except for setup times). The value tmin represents the minimum transit time 
for any job and pmin represents the minimum processing time of the last jobs over all machines 
at the last stage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4 Start Times (Delays) Determination 
 
a) Static Random Approach to Start Time Determination 
 
Assuming that the total job delay will be (CLB – F1 – tmin – pmin) M1, the average time delay per 
job, d, will be approximately d ~ (CLB – F1 – tmin – pmin) M1 / n. Thus, the delay for each job will 
be generated randomly from the interval [0, 2d]. The chromosome (see Figure 7.1) will now be 
associated with an array of random numbers generated from the uniform distribution in the 
interval [0, 2d] that has the same dimension as the chromosome, so that the corresponding job 
of gene k in the chromosome will have a delay equal to the value of position k in the array (see 
Figure 7.5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Individual of the Evolution Strategy 
2 1 2 3 3 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 2 2 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 
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In Figure 7.5 the connection between job delay and job is made through the chromosome. The 
first 1 in the chromosome is the first job processed on machine 1 at the last stage, which 
correspond to job 1.1 (see example for chromosome definition in section 7.1.1 and Figure 7.1). 
Since this job is associated with gene 2, a delay of r2 time units is determined for job 1.1 at 
stage 1; for jobs 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 delays of r6, r7, r9 and r11 time units are respectively 
determined. 
 
The random approach used to start times determination is implemented in the genetic algorithm 
in the following way: at each generation the evaluate function of the genetic algorithm (see 
structure of the algorithm in Figure 7.2), evaluates the new population, i.e., for each individual 
of the population the schedule and performance measures are calculated. So, for each 
individual of the new population a vector with random delays at stage 1 is generated, this array 
is then used to introduce the corresponding delays when the schedule is calculated. 
 
b) Dynamic Deterministic Approach to Start Time Determination 
 
The transit time Tij of job i.j (see Figure 7.3) can be written as Tij = xijm – ( xij1 + pij1), i.e. the 
difference between the start time at stage m minus the finish time at stage 1 of job i.j. The slack 
time Slackij of job i.j is obtained by subtracting the sum of all processing times from stage 2 to 
m-1 and all transport times between stage 1 and m: 





1m
1k
k
1m
2k
ijkijij tpTSlack . 
 
The job delay for job i.j is calculated as Slackij / 2, i.e., equal to the half of the job slack time. 
Clearly, this approach determines in a deterministic and dynamic way the jobs delay; given a 
sequence of jobs through the chromosome, the delays are determined while a simulation of the 
job processing is carried out. 
 
As explained in section 7.1.6.1, the chromosome is associated with an array of numbers equal 
to Slackij / 2, that has the same dimension as the chromosome, so that the corresponding job 
associated to gene k in the chromosome will have a delay equal to the value rk of position k in 
the array. For example, in Figure 7.5, r7 = Slack1,3 / 2. 
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r1 r2 r3 … rj … rn 
7.1.6.2 Evolution Strategies Approach to Optimize Start Time 
 
Since the approaches defined in section 7.1.6.1 to determine the start times for jobs at stage 1 
helps to produce lower transit times than (or at least transit times does not exceed too much) the 
maximum allowed transit time, an optimization process based on evolution strategies (see 
section 4.4) for start time otpimization is considered. 
 
The proposed ES – ( + ) evolution strategy approach used to optimize the delay times before 
a job begins processing at stage 1 takes the chromosome definition as an array of random delay 
times. Figure 7.6 shows the chromosome structure with n (total number of jobs) random 
numbers generated as explained in section 7.1.6.1 from the [0, 2∙d] interval or equal to Slackij / 
2 for the ES – ( + ) optimization process. 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Chromosome Structure for the ( + ) – ES Individuals 
 
The evolution strategies metaphor performs the optimization by modeling the evolution 
process of populations in a similar way as the genetic algorithms do, recombining and mutating 
the individuals of the population, but the construction of the population across the evolution 
process is different. The structure of the ES – ( + ) evolution strategy used is presented in 
Figure 7.7. 
 
The ES – ( + ) evolution strategy constructs a population of  individuals, in each generation 
the population is increased by  individuals according to the evolution strategies metaphor, and 
then the population is reduced to the best  individuals from the ( + ) sized transition 
population. In Figure 7.7, function initialize generate the initial population (P0) randomly, i.e., 
for each of the  individuals the n genes are randomly generated from the [0, 2∙d] interval or set 
equal to the value Slackij / 2. Function evaluate calculates the fitness values of the population 
individuals, i.e., it evaluates the appropriate objective function for each individual. Because the 
evolution strategy algorithm will be embedded in the genetic algorithm, by appropriate 
objective function we mean the objective function from the genetic algorithm, i.e., the objective 
of the scheduling problem. In this sense, the fitness function for the evolution strategy is taken 
from the genetic algorithm. 
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For each new generation t the population Pt is obtained from the previous population Pt-1 of 
generation t-1. First, Pt gets all individuals of Pt-1 then Pt enlarged its size up to  +  
individuals selecting randomly two parents p1 and p2 from Pt-1 and crossover them. The 
resulting child c is then mutated and added to the population Pt. This is repeated  times until 
population Pt reached ( + ) individuals. After that, the population Pt is evaluated and reduced 
so that only the best  individuals remain in Pt. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Structure of the ( + ) – ES Strategy 
 
7.1.6.2.1 Genetic Operators for the Evolution Strategy 
 
The proposed recombination (crossover) operator is one of the classical operators proposed for 
evolution strategies. The operator produces one offspring (child) by taking randomly the 
genetic information of one of two parents. With equal probability (0.5) the offspring takes the 
information of parent 1 or parent 2, i.e. based on a random binary vector, gene i is taken from 
parent 1 if and only if position i of the binary vector has the value 1, otherwise the offspring 
takes the information from parent 2. For example, consider the parent p1 and p2, whose genes 
was generated from the interval [0, 60] and assume that the binary vector v = 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 
was randomly generated: 
 
procedure ES 
{ 
t  0 
initialize( Pt ) 
evaluate( Pt ) 
while ( t < Ns ) 
{ 
t  t + 1 
Pt  Pt-1 
i   
while ( i <  +  ) 
{ 
 i  i + 1 
p1  select ( Pt-1 ) 
p2  select ( Pt-1 ) 
c  crossover( p1, p2 ) 
c  mutate(c)  
   add( c / Pt ) 
} 
evaluate( Pt ) 
Pt  reduce( Pt ) 
} 
} 
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p1 = 23  52  40  31  7  28  43  17    p2 = 42  39  53  12  19  5  27  58 
 
The offspring (child) c takes the information of first position from p1 (position 1 of vector v has 
the value 1), the information of second position from p2 (position 2 of vector v has the value 0) 
and so on to become: 
 
c = 23 39 40 31 19 28 27 17 
 
The selected mutation operator is the classical mutation operator proposed for the evolution 
strategies. The mutation operator randomly changes the value of each gene by adding a 
randomly generated perturbation (positive or negative). For example, consider the parent p: 
 
p = 23 52 40 31 7 28 43 17  
 
Assuming that the perturbation vector: [1 -3 0 5 -1 3 -4 2] is generated from the [-5, 5] interval 
the offspring (children) c results: 
 
c = 24 49 40 36 6 31 39 19 
 
The random variation  ~ N(,2) of the individuals in the original definition of the evolution 
strategies is normally distributed (see section 4.4). In this application the random variation 
(perturbation) is considered uniformly distributed in the [-, ] interval, where  represents the 
maximal perturbation step that can be applied to a given start time. 
 
7.1.6.2.2 Integration of the Evolution Strategy into the Genetic Algorithm 
 
In the evaluation step of the genetic algorithm, for each individual of the population an 
optimization process is performed to determine the best possible delays, i.e, the evolution 
strategy optimization process searches for the combination of delay times for optimum 
objective function values, keeping the sequence of jobs from the individual of the genetic 
algorithm population fixed. Figure 7.8 shows the integration of the evolution strategy 
optimization process into the genetic algorithm. 
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In Figure 7.8 for each individual xit of the t-th population Pt of the genetic algorithm, an 
evolution strategy optimization is performed. For a fixed individual xit, i.e., a fixed job 
sequence and machine assignment, the best delay times at stage 1 are searched by the evolution 
strategy optimization process. This means that at the end of this search process, the individual 
xit has got delay times for the jobs at stage 1 with the best value of the objective function of the 
scheduling problem founded. 
 
 
  
 
 
 
  
  
 
 
Figure 7.8   Integration of the ( + ) – ES into the Genetic Algorithm 
 
Figure 7.8 shows how in each generation t (of a total of Ng generations) of the genetic 
algorithm, each individual xit of the population Pt is optimized by the evolution strategy 
algorithm running over Ns generations. At each generation v of the evolution strategy, the 
incoming population Pv-1 of size µ is enlarged by  individuals using pair wise recombination 
followed by mutation and subsequently reduced to its size selecting the best µ individuals. 
 
The optimized timing determined by the evolution strategy is now available for the fitness 
evaluation performed by the genetic algorithm. Furthermore, when the genetic algorithm 
produces its final optimization results these results are already associated with an optimized 
timing. 
 
On one hand, one expects that the integration of the evolution strategy into the optimization 
process of the genetic algorithm to produce better solutions, on the other hand, more 
computational effort is required. Therefore, a tradeoff between solution quality and 
computational effort must be made. Since the evolution strategy has to be run for every 
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individual of the population of the genetic algorithm the effort for each of these runs must be 
restricted by evaluating only a small population over small number of generations. 
 
7.1.7 Numerical Example using the Genetic Algorithm Approach 
 
In order to illustrate and compare the genetic algorithm to the optimization models of chapter 6 
the Basic Problem defined in section (6.6) is solved with the genetic algorithm using the three 
objective functions to be minimized described in section 7.1.3: Makespan, MaxDisc and 
MaxTransit. The genetic and evolution strategy algorithms are programmed and implemented 
in C/C++ programming language on a Core i7-2620M 2.7 GHz with 8 GB Ram computer. 
 
The genetic algorithm is used with the following parameter values: Np = 50, pc = 0.8, pm = 0.05 
and Ng = 60. The problem is solved using the static random approach to start time 
determination in the interval [0, 12] (from section 7.1.6.1 a) parameter d ~ 6). The lower bound 
for the makespan results CLB = 850 (see section 6.3.2). The evolution strategy approach 
presented in section 7.1.6.2 to optimize the start times at stage 1 is used with the following 
parameter values: µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 30 and  = 3. 
 
7.1.7.1 Basic Problem using the Genetic Algorithm 
 
The solution for the Makespan minimization problem is presented in Table 7.2. Among all the 
best solutions with Makespan equal 850, the one with better value of MaxDisc (breaking ties 
with MaxTransit) are selected. From Table 7.2, the same makespan of the global optimum 
solution obtained with model PROS (compare with Table 6.4 in section 6.6.1) is verified; the 
finish time of job 4 in production order 2 results 850, also all the continuity constraints at stage 
3 are met. 
 
No discontinuities are generated, i.e. differences between finish time of a job and starting time 
of the next job in the same order at stage 3 are all zero, therefore MaxDisc = 0. Furthermore, 
MaxTransit = 120 with no jobs exceeding the maximum allowed transit time of 180 minutes 
(with average transit time  Tavg = 78.94 minutes). 
 
The solution for the MaxDisc minimization problem is presented in Table 7.3. Among all the 
solutions with MaxDisc equal 0 encountered by the genetic algorithm, that with better value of 
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Makespan (breaking ties with MaxTransit) was selected. From Table 7.3, one verifies that all 
continuity constraints are met (finish time of a job is equal to starting time of next job in all 
orders in stage 3), so MaxDisc = 0 and the ideal (global optimum) solution is obtained (no 
discontinuities between jobs at stage 3 exists). However, MaxTransit = 135 minutes with no 
jobs exceeding the maximum allowed transit time (with average transit time Tavg = 88.38 
minutes). Furthermore, the value of Makespan obtained by this solution is equal 850 (finish 
time of job 4 in production order 2), equal to the known global optimum for Makespan. 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 80 120 145 175 180 260 0 60 
 3 160 200 225 255 260 340 0 60 
 4 240 280 305 335 340 420 0 60 
 5 320 360 385 415 420 500 0 60 
2 1 433 473 498 528 590 655 0 117 
 2 526 566 591 621 655 720 0 89 
 3 569 609 634 664 720 785 0 111 
 4 667 707 732 762 785 850 0 78 
3 1 40 80 105 135 140 225 0 60 
 2 120 160 185 215 225 310 0 65 
 3 200 240 265 295 310 395 0 70 
 4 280 320 345 375 395 480 0 75 
4 1 380 420 445 475 540 635 0 120 
 2 485 525 550 580 635 730 0 110 
 3 622 662 687 717 730 825 0 68 
 
Table 7.2   Schedule for the Basic Problem using GA / Makespan 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 80 120 145 175 180 260 0 60 
 3 160 200 225 255 260 340 0 60 
 4 240 280 305 335 340 420 0 60 
 5 320 360 385 415 420 500 0 60 
2 1 418 458 483 513 590 655 0 132 
 2 504 544 569 599 655 720 0 111 
 3 547 587 612 642 720 785 0 133 
 4 635 675 700 730 785 850 0 110 
3 1 40 80 105 135 140 225 0 60 
 2 120 160 185 215 225 310 0 65 
 3 200 240 265 295 310 395 0 70 
 4 280 320 345 375 395 480 0 75 
4 1 377 417 442 472 540 635 0 123 
 2 460 500 525 555 635 730 0 135 
 3 590 630 655 685 730 825 0 100 
 
Table 7.3 Schedule of the Basic Problem using GA / MaxDisc 
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The solution for the MaxTransit minimization problem is presented in Table 7.4. Among all the 
best solutions with MaxTransit equal 60 minutes encountered by the genetic algorithm, that 
with better value of Makespan (breaking ties with MaxDisc) was selected. From Table 7.4, one 
verifies that all transit times are equal 60 (the minimum possible transit time) and therefore 
MaxTransit = 60 minutes, so an ideal solution with respect to MaxTransit is obtained with 
Makespan = 982 (finish time of job 4 in production order 2), furthermore AverageTransitTime 
= 60, and all transit times are below the maximal allowed transit time of 180 minutes. 
However, the continuity constraints at stage 3 are not met. Twelve discontinuities occur (see 
column Disc in Table 7.4). MaxDisc = d4,2 = 94/p4,1,3 = 94/95 = 0.9895 (discontinuity between 
job 1 and 2 of production order 4). 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 100 140 165 195 200 280 20 60 
 3 198 238 263 293 298 378 18 60 
 4 282 322 347 377 382 462 4 60 
 5 388 428 453 483 488 568 26 60 
2 1 563 603 628 658 663 728 0 60 
 2 630 670 695 725 730 795 2 60 
 3 719 759 784 814 819 884 24 60 
 4 817 857 882 912 917 982 33 60 
3 1 58 98 123 153 158 243 0 60 
 2 145 185 210 240 245 330 2 60 
 3 242 282 307 337 342 427 12 60 
 4 332 372 397 427 432 517 5 60 
4 1 484 524 549 579 584 679 0 60 
 2 673 713 738 768 773 868 94 60 
 3 776 816 841 871 876 971 8 60 
 
Table 7.4   Schedule of the Basic Problem using GA / MaxTransit 
 
7.1.7.2 Comments from Applying the Genetic Algorithm to the Basic Problem 
 
Table 7.5 summarizes the individual optima when the Makespan, MaxDisc and MaxTransit are 
minimized. When Makespan is minimized, the genetic algorithm reaches the known makespan 
global optimum value of 850. In this example, the solution also reaches the global optimum for 
MaxDisc (MaxDisc = 0), but fails to reach the global optimum solution for MaxTransit 
objective (MaxTransit = 120 with AverageTransitTime = 78.94 minutes, and no job exceeded 
the maximum transit time allowed). 
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When MaxDisc is minimized, the genetic algorithm yields the global optimum value equal to 0 
with no discontinuities between jobs at stage 3. In this example, the solution also reaches the 
global optimum value for Makespan (Makespan = 850), but does not reach the optimum 
solution for MaxTransit objective (MaxTransit = 135 with AverageTransitTime = 88.38 
minutes, and no job exceeded the maximal transit time allowed). 
 
Finally, when MaxTransit is minimized, the genetic algorithm generates the global optimum 
solution with a value of 60 minutes (this means all job have transit time equal 60 minutes) and 
no job exceeded the maximum allowed transit time of 180 minutes, but does not show the 
global optimum solution either for Makespan nor for MaxDisc objectives (Makespan = 982 and 
MaxDisc = 0.9895 with 12 discontinuities). 
 
Objective Makespan MaxDisc MaxTransit 
Makespan 850 0.0000 /  0 120 / 78.94 / 0 
MaxDisc 850 0.0000 /  0 135 / 88.38 / 0 
MaxTransit 982 0.9895 / 12    60 / 60.00 / 0 
 
Table 7.5 Individual Optima for the Basic Problem – GA 
 
Therefore, a general comment is that, when applying the genetic algorithm, the optimal solution 
for one objective can be obtained, but this solution will not necessarily be optimal, or at least a 
good solution, for all other objectives. 
 
To obtain a “good” feasible schedule such that all objectives are simultaneously taken into 
account, the problem must be modeled as a multi-criteria decision problem. In section 7.2 a 
fuzzy approach is developed and applied to the problem under study. The population 
individuals (schedules alternatives) obtained by the genetic algorithm are evaluated by a fuzzy 
rule based inference system. 
 
7.2 Fuzzy Schedule Evaluation – The fuzzyGA Algorithm 
 
The approach proposed in this section, the fuzzyGA algorithm, evaluates the schedules 
produced by the hybridized genetic algorithm with a fuzzy rule based inference process. 
 
The inference process takes into account that discontinuities at the last production stage will be 
allowed, but only to a certain degree of acceptance. Any excess discontinuity will cause, with 
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high probability, the production process to be interrupted when the production program is 
executed, thus introducing inefficiency and reprocessing or scrap generation. Certainly, 
schedules with (too) high discontinuities will belong to any concept of acceptable discontinuity 
with a low degree. Short discontinuities will be allowed, because during execution of the 
production program some adaptation in production control is possible. This means that a 
scheduled discontinuity will not always lead to an interruption of the production process. 
Therefore, schedules with low discontinuities will belong to any concept of acceptable 
continuity with higher degrees. 
 
The defined maximum transit time represents a threshold, beyond which transit times will be 
considered unacceptable due to scrap generation. This does not mean that a transit time of few 
minutes below this threshold is a good transit time, it will clearly belong to any concept of good 
transit time with lower degrees. Transit times equal or near the minimum possible transit time 
are desirable and will belong to any concept of good transit time with higher degrees. 
 
Based on these characteristics an inference process using a fuzzy rule based inference system is 
developed to obtain the fuzzy schedule evaluation and by a defuzzification process, the crisp 
schedule evaluation will be obtained. In the precedence part of the inference process are two 
linguistic variables involved: linguistic variable Continuity and linguistic variable Transit. 
 
No linguistic variable associated to the makespan was defined and considered in the inference 
process, because initial solutions with makespan value near or equal to the optimal value (but 
with bad Continuity and Transit values) will tend to produce early stagnation in the search 
process converging in the neighborhood of a bad solution. One hypothesizes that the 
simultaneous control of these variables through the inference process will produce also 
solutions with good makespan values. 
 
7.2.1  Definition of Linguistic Variables 
 
7.2.1.1 Linguistic Variable Continuity 
 
Discontinuities occur when in a sequence of jobs that belong to the same production order the 
obtained schedule shows at least one pair of jobs where the start time of one job is strictly 
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greater than the finish time of the previous job on a machine at the last stage. Figure 7.9 shows 
several cases that can occur. 
 
In case a) of Figure 7.9 the proposed schedule shows no discontinuities, i.e. this is the ideal 
case, while case b) shows three low discontinuities, which probably can be absorbed during 
execution of the production program. Case c) however, also presents three discontinuities but it 
is not clear whether the first and third discontinuity can be absorbed during execution of the 
production program. Finally case d) in Figure 7.9 shows a sequence with two discontinuities, 
the first of them is clearly a discontinuity that cannot be compensated during execution of the 
production program. It is clear that the evaluation of the sequences of Figure 7.9, based on the 
continuity characteristic will go from case a) with a perfect evaluation, through case d) with the 
worst evaluation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9 Continuity of Sequences at the Last Stage 
 
Schedules such as case a) in Figure 7.9 must correspond with the maximum degree to any 
concept of good continuity. Case d) must correspond with a very low degree (maybe the 
lowest) of any concept of good continuity. The evaluation of cases b) and c) in Figure 7.9 must 
be somewhere between the evaluation of cases a) and d), but with better evaluation for case b) 
than for case c). It is also important to note, that trying to “average” in some way the 
discontinuities in case d) maybe not a good decision. Once a large discontinuity appears, it is 
clear that it will be not feasible to produce the whole sequence in this way. 
 
Let pijm be the processing time of job i.j (j-th job of production order i) at stage m, the absolute 
discontinuity prior to begin the process of job i.j at stage m is [xijm – (xi,j-1,m + pi,j-1,m )], where 
xijm is the start time of job i.j at stage m. Then the discontinuity is defined as the fraction 
between the absolute discontinuity and the process time of job j-1 at stage m, i.e., Dij = [xijm – 
(xi,j-1,m + pi,j-1,m )]/pi,j-1,m. If Dij = 0 no discontinuity between job j-1 and job j of production order 
t 
a) 
 
b) 
 
c) 
 
d) 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 
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i exist; if Dij > 0 one must distinguish the cases when Dij take values in a neigborhood of 0, i.e., 
Dij  (0, c], or when Dij take values far away from 0, i.e., Dij  (c, ). In the first case, the 
discontinuity can be regarded as a not so strong discontinuity, and in the second case as strong 
to very strong discontinuity. Note that Di1 = 0 for all i = 1, … , N, because in any production 
order the first job does not have discontiuity. 
 
Let Dij be the discontinuity of job i.j associated to the universe of a fuzzy set “good job 
continuity” defined through a Gaussian membership function of the form 
2cxk
ij ex
)()(   for x 
 [c, ) and ij(x) = 1 for x  [0, c], where k is a constant that must be adjusted. The constant c 
establishes the interval in which discontinuities are considered as “good job continuity” with 
degree 1, and the constant k establishes the relationship between the value of a discontinuity d0 
and it desired degree 0 given by the user (see Figure 7.10). 
 
Figure 7.10 shows the relationship between d0 and 0, from which k is obtained as the relation k 
= – ln ( 0 ) / (d0 – c)
2
. The value of c would normally be 0 (or nearly 0). It allows very small 
discontinuities to be neglected. For example if c = 0, d0 = 0.5 and 0 = 0.5, then any 
discontinuity will have a membership grade less than 1 (because c = 0), and discontinuities for 
job i.j up to the 50% of the processing time of its previous job i.(j-1) at stage m are associated 
with a degree of membership from 1.0 to 0.5 to the concept of “good job continuity”. In this 
example, a discontinuity of half of the processing time of job i.(j-1) at stage m is considered to 
be a medium “good job continuity”. Obviously, when Dij = 0 (in general when Dij  [0, c]) the 
job i.j continuity is associated with membership degree 1 to the concept “good job continuity”, 
and the larger the value of Dij, the lower the degree to which it is associated to any concept of 
“good job continuity” decreasing to 0. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.10   Membership function of Fuzzy Set “good job continuity” 
ij 
Dij 
d0 
0 
c 
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The choice of a Gaussian membership function for the fuzzy set “good job continuity” is 
justified for algorithmic reasons. During a meta-heuristic search procedure, many jobs will 
have high discontinuities and therefore many solutions will be of bad quality. Setting a limit 
value from which on all discontinuities will have membership grade of 0 to the concept “good 
job continuity” will cause the algorithm to be unable to differentiate between solutions of bad 
and very bad quality leading an early stagnation of the search process. 
 
The continuity associated with a global measure of schedule continuity is defined as the 
linguistic variable Continuity = min{ ij / i = 1, … , N; j(i) = 2, … , ni }, i.e. the evaluation of 
the schedule continuity is equal to the worst membership degree of ”good job continuity” of all 
jobs. 
 
The linguistic variable Continuity represents the degree to which the continuity constraints are 
met: low, medium and high. The universe of discourse for the linguistic variable Continuity is 
normalized to the set [0,1], e.g., Continuity: [0,1] → [0,1], where Continuity represents the 
membership function of the terms of the linguistic variable Continuity. Figure 7.11 show the 
membership function of the terms for this variable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.11  Linguistic Variable Continuity 
 
Let 0 = 0.5. If Continuity = 0.5 then all jobs i.j have a discontinuity Dij  [0, d0] and at least 
one job has Dij = d0 meaning that all jobs have a discontinuity 0 or a more or less manageable 
discontinuity. This is expressed as a schedule with medium quality degree with respect to the 
continuity at stage m. In the same example, if Continuity = 1 then no relevant discontinuities 
exist (for all jobs i,j Dij  [0, c]); this is expressed with no doubt as a schedule of high quality 
with respect to continuity. Further, if Continuity = 0.9 then at least one job i.j has Dij = c + , 
where  > 0 is a value near 0, meaning that all jobs have a very low (if any) discontinuity which 
1 
0 
0.0           0.25          0.5           0.75           1.0         Continuity 
Continuity 
   low                        medium                         high 
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it is also considered as a high quality schedule with respect to continuity. Finally, if Continuity 
has a value near 0 then at least one job i.j has a very high discontinuity so that this situation is 
not manageable and therefore it is associated with a low quality schedule. 
 
7.2.1.2 Linguistic Variable Transit 
 
Let Tij be the transit time of job i.j (j-th job of order i), i.e., the time interval between finish time 
at stage 1 and start time at stage m of job i.j and defined as Tij = xijm – (xij1 + pij1) where xijk and 
pijk are the start and processing time of job i.j at stage k, respectively. Let Tmin be the minimal 
possible transit time of job i.j, i.e. the sum of processing times from operation 2 through 
operation (m-1) for job i.j, plus the sum of all transfer times:  ∑∑min
1m
1k
k
1m
2k
ijk tpT

 . The 
difference Slackij = Tij – Tmin represents the slack time of job i.j and the lower this difference is, 
the more it is associated with a ”good job transit time”. If Tij = Tmin then Slackij = 0, i.e., job i.j 
has no unnecessary waits which is apparently the ideal case. Since not every transit time above 
the minimum transit time is equally bad, values of Tij > Tmin must distinguish cases when Tij 
take values in a neigborhood of Tmin, i.e., Tij  (Tmin, c], or when Tij take values far away from 
Tmin, i.e., Tij  (c, ). In the first case, transit times can be accepted as relatively good transit 
times, and in the second case transit times can be considered as increasingly bad transit times. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.12   Membership Function of the Fuzzy Set “good job transit time” 
 
The membership function for the fuzzy set “good job transit time” is defined by a Gaussian 
membership function of the form 
2cxk
ij ex
)()(  for x  [c, ) and ij(x) = 1 for x  [0, c], 
where k is a constant to be adjusted. The constant c defines the interval in which transit times 
T0 Tmin 
ij 
Tij 
0 
c 
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are considered good (ideal) transit times values with membership degree 1 to the concept of 
“good job transit time”, and the constant k establishes the relationship between the value of a 
transit time value T0 and it desired degree 0 given by the user (see Figure 7.12). 
 
Figure 7.12 shows the relationship between T0 and 0, from which k is obtained as the relation k 
= – ln ( 0 ) / (T0 – c)
2
. The value of c will reflect good transit times although the transit time is 
greater than the minimum possible transit time. For example, c = Tmin + 0.5 (MT – Tmin) sets a 
transit time from the minimum transit time up to the minimum transit time plus half of the 
difference between maximum allowable and minimum possible transit time as good transit time 
with a degree of membership to a fuzzy set “good job transit time” equal to 1. 
 
Further, if T0 = MT and 0 = 0.5 transit times up to the maximum allowable transit time MT are 
associated with a degree between 1.0 through 0.5 to the concept of “good job transit time”, i.e., 
in this example a transit time for job i.j in the range of the maximum allowed transit time is 
considered to be a medium transit time. Obviously when Tij  [Tmin, c] the transit time for job 
i.j is always associated with degree 1 to the concept “good job transit time”. The larger the 
value of Tij, the lower the degree to which it is associated to any concept of “good transit time” 
decreasing to 0 as Tij  . 
 
As by the definition of the membership function of the fuzzy set “good job continuity”, the 
choice of a Gaussian membership function for the fuzzy set “good job transit time” is justified 
because of the same algorithmic reasons. Setting a threshold from which on all transit times 
will have membership grade 0 to the concept “good job transit time” will cause the algorithm 
to be unable to differentiate between solutions of bad and very bad quality leading to an early 
stagnation of the search process. 
 
The transit time associated with a global measure of schedule transit times is defined as Transit 
= min{ ij / i = 1, … , N; j(i) = 1, … , ni }, i.e. the evaluation of the schedule transit times is 
equal to the worst degree of good transit time of any job. 
 
The linguistic variable Transit represents the degree to which the transit constraints are met: 
low, medium and high. The universe of discourse for the linguistic variable transit is 
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normalized to the set [0,1], e.g., Transit : [0,1] → [0,1], where Transit represents the membership 
function of the terms of the linguistic variable Transit showed in Figure 7.13. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.13 Linguistic Variable Transit 
 
Let 0 = 0.5. If Transit = 0.5 then all jobs i.j have transit times Tij  [0, T0], i.e., all jobs have 
acceptable transit times (less or equal than T0); this situation is expressed as a schedule with 
medium quality degree with respect to transit times. In the same example, if Transit = 1 all jobs 
have transit times considered as good; this situation is expressed with no doubt as a schedule 
with high quality with respect to transit times. Further if Transit = 0.9 then at least one job i.j 
has a transit time Tij = c + , where  > 0 is a value near 0, so all jobs has transit time nearly c; 
this situation is also considered as a high quality schedule with respect to transit times, but with 
lower membership degree than 1. Finally, if Transit has a value near 0 then at least one job i.j 
has a very high transit time; this situation is not manageable and therefore it is associated with a 
bad quality schedule. 
 
7.2.1.3 Linguistic Variable Schedule 
 
The linguistic variable Schedule represents the quality of the evaluated schedule: low, medium 
and high. Figure 7.14 shows the membership function of the terms for this variable. The 
universe of discourse of the linguistic variable Schedule (schedule quality) is normalized to the 
set [0,1], e.g., Schedule : [0,1] → [0,1], where Schedule represents the membership function of the 
terms of the linguistic variable Schedule. 
 
Good schedule qualities are associated to values near 1, middle schedule qualities are 
associated to values around 0.5 and bad schedules qualities are associated with values near 0. 
 
 
1 
0 
0.0           0.25          0.5           0.75           1.0         Transit 
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Figure 7.14 Linguistic Variable Schedule 
 
7.2.2 The Inference Process 
 
Based on the linguistic variables defined in section 7.2.1, the inference process is defined as if – 
then rules taking into account all possible combinations of the three terms of the variables 
Continuity and Transit modeled with the and operator as aggregation in the if statement of the 
rule (see Table 7.6), and with the or operator as aggregation in the then statements. The 
inference process is summarized in Table 7.7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.6  Set of Rules of the Inference System 
 
   Transit  
  low medium high 
 Low low low medium 
Continuity medium low medium medium 
 High medium medium high 
 
Table 7.7 Inference Process for Schedule Evaluation 
 
The aggregation of terms in the if statements can be constructed with the min (t-norm) or 
gamma (averaging) operators. For the gamma operator, a value 0.0 < γ < 0.5 (for example γ = 
R1:   if Continuity is low and Transit is low then Schedule is low 
R2:   if Continuity is low and Transit is medium then Schedule is low 
R3:   if Continuity is low and Transit is high then Schedule is medium 
R4:   if Continuity is medium and Transit is low then Schedule is low 
R5:   if Continuity is medium and Transit is medium then Schedule is medium 
R6:   if Continuity is medium and Transit is high then Schedule is medium 
R7:   if Continuity is high and Transit is low then Schedule is medium 
R8:   if Continuity is high and Transit is medium then Schedule is medium 
R9:   if Continuity is high and Transit is high then Schedule is high 
1 
0 
0.0           0.25          0.5           0.75          1.0         Schedule (ScheduleQuality) 
Schedule 
 low                            medium                             high 
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0.25) can be taken, because for γ  0 the γ – operator degenerates to the algebraic product 
preserving the fundamental sense of aggregation of terms in the if statements (intersection). The 
max (s-norm) and gamma (averaging) operators can be considered for the aggregation of terms 
in the then statement. For the gamma operator a value 0.5 < γ < 1.0 (for example γ = 0.75) can 
be taken, because for γ  1 the γ – operator degenerates to the algebraic sum preserving the 
fundamental sense of aggregation of terms in then statements (union). 
 
The fuzzy sets of the terms of the linguistic variables Continuity, Transit Time and Schedule 
(see Figures 7.11, 7.13 and 7.14) are modeled as triangular fuzzy sets, widely used in automatic 
control. The way in which the genetic algorithm makes the evaluation of the populations 
through the time using the proposed fuzzy rule based inference system in his optimization 
process, is automatic without human intervention. 
 
Due to its computational efficiency and the ability to generate the extreme values of the 
response (principally the value Schedule = 1.0) the classical and widely used center of maxima 
(CoM) method is selected for the defuzzyfication process. The inference process is illustrated 
with rules R2, R3, R5 and R6 in Figure 7.16 using the min operator in the if statements and the 
max operator for the aggregation of the then statements. Assume that for a given schedule 
Continuity = 0.4 and Transit = 0.7. 
 
The corresponding membership values of the linguistic variable Continuity are 2.0)4.0( 
C
low , 
8.0)4.0( Cmedium  and 0.0)4.0( 
C
high , and those of the linguistic variable Transit are 
0.0)7.0( Tlow , 6070Tmedium .).(   and 4.0)7.0( 
T
high . Applying the min operator in Rule 2 we 
obtain   2.0)7.0(),4.0(min TmediumClow  , so rule 2 contributes with hight 0.2 to the center 
of maxima of term low of linguistic variable Schedule (see Figure 7.15 (a)). 
 
Analogously from (b), (c) and (d) of Figure 7.15 rules 3, 5 an 6 contributes respectively with 
hight 0.2, 0.6 and 0.4 to the centers of maxima of terms medium, medium and medium of 
linguistic variable Schedule. Note that rules 1, 4, 7, 8 and 9 contributes with height 0.0 to the 
corresponding terms of linguistic variable Schedule because 0.0)7.0(
T
low   for rule 1 and 4, 
and 0.0)4.0(
C
high   for rules 7, 8 and 9. 
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(a) Rule 2: if Continuity is low and Transit is medium then Schedule is low 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) Rule 3: if Continuity is low and Transit is high then Schedule is medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) Rule 5: if Continuity is medium and Transit is medium then Schedule is medium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(d) Rule 6: if Continuity is medium and Transit is high then Schedule is high 
 
Figure 7.15  Rule based Inference Process 
 
Aggregating the corresponding then statements by the max operator the fuzzy and crisp output 
shown in Figure 7.16 is obtained. The crisp value is obtained as the weighted mean of the 
maxima: (0.2∙0.0 + 0.6∙0.5 + 0.0∙1.0) / (0.2 + 0.6 + 0.0) = 0.375. Figure 7.17 shows the 
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complete response surface of the inference process for linguistic variable Schedule (Schedule 
Quality). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.16 Fuzzy and Crisp Output (with Continuity = 0.4 and Transit = 0.7) 
 
 
Figure 7.17 Response Surface for Schedule (ScheduleQuality) (with fuzzyTECH v5.7) 
 
7.2.3 Using the fuzzyGA Algorithm with the Basic Problem 
 
The Basic Problem described in section 6.4 is solved by the genetic algorithm approach with 
fuzzy schedule evaluation proposed in section 7.2. The solution of this problem is compared 
with those obtained in section 7.1 applying the genetic algorithm with Makespan, MaxDisc and 
MaxTransit as objective functions to be minimized (Table 7.5). The fuzzyGA algorithm (a 
genetic algorithm hybridized with the evolution strategy algorithm and the fuzzy rule based 
inference system) has been programmed and implemented in C/C++ programming language on 
a Core i7-2620M 2.7 GHz computer with 8 GB RAM (64 bits Windows 7 Professional). 
 
The same parameters as in section 7.1.7 for the genetic algorithm (Np = 50, Ng = 60, pc = 0.8 
and pm = 0.05) and for the evolution strategy (µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 30 and  = 3) are used here. 
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The problem is solved using the static random approach in the interval [0, 12] (d ~ 6 and CLB = 
850) using the evolution strategy to optimize the start times at stage 1. The schedule evaluation 
is done with the fuzzy inference process summarized in Table 7.7 and the objective is to 
maximize the schedule quality, i.e. the crisp value of the linguistic variable Schedule (Schedule 
Quality) given as output by the inference process. The considered values for the membership 
functions for job continuity are c = 0 (any discontinuity has membership value strictly less than 
1), 0 = 0.5 and d0 = 0.5. The constants for the membership function for job transit time are c = 
90, 0 = 0.5 and T0 = 180 (maximum allowed transit time). 
 
The solution for the fuzzy schedule quality evaluation maximization problem is presented in 
Table 7.8. We observe that the makespan is 869 (finish time for job 4 of order 2), and that the 
continuity constraints at stage 3 are not completely met. There are six discontinuities: 3 minutes 
between jobs 1.1 and 1.2, 6 minutes between jobs 1.2 and 1.3 and between jobs 1.3 and 1.4, 4 
minutes between jobs 1.4 and 1.5, 3 minutes between jobs 3.1 and 3.2, and finally 6 minutes 
between jobs 4.2 and 4.3. The resulting value for MaxDisc objective is D1,3 = D1,4 = 6/80 = 
0.075. The maximum allowed transit time of 180 minutes is not exceeded because MaxTransit 
= 102 (transit time for job 1 of production order 2). 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 100 180 0 60 
 2 83 123 148 178 183 263 3 60 
 3 169 209 234 264 269 349 6 60 
 4 255 295 320 350 355 435 6 60 
 5 339 379 404 434 439 519 4 60 
2 1 467 507 532 562 609 674 0 102 
 2 551 591 616 646 674 739 0 83 
 3 598 638 663 693 739 804 0 101 
 4 684 724 749 779 804 869 0 80 
3 1 40 80 105 135 140 225 0 60 
 2 128 168 193 223 228 313 3 60 
 3 213 253 278 308 313 398 0 60 
 4 297 337 362 392 398 483 0 61 
4 1 404 444 469 499 543 638 0 99 
 2 509 549 574 604 638 733 0 89 
 3 639 679 704 734 739 834 6 60 
 
Table 7.8 Schedule for the Basic Problem using fuzzyGA Algorithm 
 
Table 7.9 summarizes the results of section 7.1 for applying the genetic algorithm with fuzzy 
schedule evaluation (fuzzyGA). Although the makespan value generated by the fuzzyGA 
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approach is not the global optimal makespan value, note that this solution shows better values 
than others with respect to some objectives, i.e. it is a compromise with respect to several 
criteria. 
 
Objective Makespan MaxDisc MaxTransit 
Makespan 850 0.0000 /  0 120 / 78.94 / 0 
MaxDisc 850 0.0000 /  0 135 / 88.38 / 0 
MaxTransit 982  0.9895 / 12   60 / 60.00 / 0 
fuzzyGA 869 0.0750 /  6 102 / 72.19 / 0 
 
Table 7.9 Results for the Basic Problem – fuzzyGA 
 
The fuzzyGA algorithm yields similar values as Makespan optimization with respect to 
MaxDisc objective and significantly better objective value with respect to the MaxTransit 
objective, but not with respect to the Makespan objective. Also, the fuzzyGA algorithm yields a 
clearly better solution than MaxDisc optimization with respect to MaxTransit objective and a 
similar solution with respect to MaxDisc and Makespan objectives. Furthermore, fuzzyGA 
algorithm shows a clearly better solution than MaxTransit objective with respect to MaxDisc 
and Makespan objectives. 
 
In this example, one can verify that the proposed fuzzyGA algorithm search for a compromise 
solution, i.e., it seeks for a solution that shows “good compromise values” for almost all the 
objectives of interest. 
 
In general, the solution obtained with the fuzzyGA algorithm will generate solutions that are not 
feasible (the solution presented in Table 7.8 presents six discontinuities), but this infeasibilities 
can be eliminated in two ways, one called manual repair process and the second called 
neighborhood optimization using the job sequence and machine assignment of the given 
fuzzyGA solution as input of the optimization model PROS – PRMA discussed in Section 6.4. 
 
a) Manual Repair Process 
 
The manual repair process requires problem knowledge from the operational point of view. If 
one observes the schedule of Table 7.8, it is clear that the start of production order 1 can be 
delayed in 19 minutes (the sum of all discontinuities of production order 1). 
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In this way all discontinuities disappear, but an increase in some transit times must tolerated. 
The start of production orders 3 and 4 at stage 1 must be delayed by 3 and 6 minutes, 
respectively. The resulting feasible schedule is presented in Table 7.10. The makespan value of 
869 remains, maximum transit time and average transit times deteriorates slightly from 102 to 
105 minutes and from 72.19 to 76.19 minutes, respectively, but now no discontinuities exist 
and all transit times remain below the maximal allowable transit time, i.e. the repaired schedule 
is a (good) feasible schedule. 
 
  Stage 1  Stage 2  Stage 3    
Order Job Start Finish Start Finish Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 0 40 65 95 119 199 0 79 
 2 83 123 148 178 199 279 0 76 
 3 169 209 234 264 279 359 0 70 
 4 255 295 320 350 359 439 0 64 
 5 339 379 404 434 439 519 0 60 
2 1 467 507 532 562 609 674 0 102 
 2 551 591 616 646 674 739 0 83 
 3 598 638 663 693 739 804 0 101 
 4 684 724 749 779 804 869 0 80 
3 1 40 80 105 135 143 228 0 63 
 2 128 168 193 223 228 313 0 60 
 3 213 253 278 308 313 398 0 60 
 4 297 337 362 392 398 483 0 61 
4 1 404 444 469 499 549 644 0 105 
 2 509 549 574 604 644 739 0 95 
 3 639 679 704 734 739 834 0 60 
 
Table 7.10 Schedule for the Basic Problem using fuzzyGA Algorithm (repaired) 
 
Additionally, the casting speed at stage 3 can be adapted if required in order to make a solution 
feasible. 
 
b) Improvement of the fuzzyGA Solution by an Optimization Model 
 
The genetic algorithm developed in this chapter can be extended by an optimization model that 
evaluates the solutions given by the genetic algorithm. The reason for this is based on following 
consideration: although a genetic algorithm can produce good solutions, there is no guarantee 
that this solution is the best one. There are many ways to integrate optimization steps into a 
meta-heuristic like the genetic algorithm. 
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If one assumes that the solution generated by the genetic algorithm is a good solution, or might 
be near the best solution (global optimum solution), then the job precedence structure and 
machine assignment given in the solution produced by the genetic algorithm can be translated 
into input parameters to an optimization model that will maintain these precedence 
relationships and machine assignments, adjusting the start times for each job at each stage, thus 
improving the genetic algorithm solution. Certainly, the solution obtained in this way will not 
guaranteed to be the best (global optimum) solution of the problem, because this solution is 
only the best solution in a neighborhood of the solution given by the genetic algorithm (this 
neighborhood is defined by the precedence relationships and machine assignments). 
 
The optimization models developed in chapter 6 can be integrated as optimization steps into the 
genetic algorithm, using the values of the variables that describe the precedence relationships 
and machine assignments from a given solution. Thus the resulting model becomes a standard 
linear optimization model. Only the model PROS is studied further for this purpose, because in 
this model the job precedence relationships and machine assignments are modeled in an 
explicit way so that the association is more natural. 
 
Solution MT Cmax MaxDisc MaxTransit Tavg 
fuzzyGA 180 869 0.075 / 6 102 72.19 
fuzzyGA – repaired 180 869 0 / 0 105 76.19 
fuzzyGA – PROS-PRMA 180 850 0 / 0 180 110.00 
fuzzyGA – PROS-PRMA* 85 850 0 / 0 85 70.00 
 
Table 7.11 fuzzyGA – Neighborhood Optimization 
 
Table 7.11 summarizes the fuzzyGA and fuzzyGA – (manually) repaired solution as well the 
solutions obtained using the PROS – PRMA model, which takes the job precedence 
relationships and machine assignments from the solutions obtained with the fuzzyGA algorithm 
as input parameter. 
 
From Table 7.11, one appreciates the improvement due to the application of model PROS – 
PRMA to the solution yields by the fuzzyGA algorithm. The global optimum value for 
Makespan is obtained, the continuity constraints are now completely met, but the MaxTransit 
and the average transit time (Tavg) values increases. The increase in the transit times is not a 
surprise because the Makespan minimization implies that the jobs might be charged earlier to 
the converter, so some of them will face higher waiting times before the cast at stage 3. With 
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respect to the transit times, the optimization only takes care that the constraints Tij  MT 
remains feasible, so that several jobs can take transit times near MT while the model still 
regards them as feasible. 
 
To avoid high transit times, the parameter MT was iteratively reduced starting from the 
maximal allowable transit time MT = 180 minutes, down to the value MT = 85 minutes, which 
is the lowest value showing feasible solutions resulting in possible the best value of Makespan 
(Cmax) in the neighborhood defined by the precedence relationships and machine assignments of 
the fuzzyGA solution. 
 
7.2.4 Using the fuzzyGA Algorithm with the Balanced Flow Line SCC System (BFL) 
 
The balanced flow line SCC system consists of one converter at stage 1, one refining furnace at 
stage 2 and one casting machine at stage 3. Figure 7.18 graphically shows the system 
configuration of the Balanced Flowline Problem (BFL) and Table 7.12 shows details of the 
production orders. 
 
 
 
Figure 7.18  Structure of the SCC System of BFL Problem 
 
All the production orders are processed on one machine at stage 3, beginning with the 
production order 1 followed by production order 2 and so on. The setup time between 
production orders 1 and 2 is 90 minutes at stage 3; the jobs of production order 2 have all 
processing time of p2j3 = 65 minutes at stage 3. Transfer times between stages are assumed to 
be 25 minutes between stage 1 and 2 (t1 = 25) and 5 minutes between stage 2 and 3 (t2 = 5). 
Transfer times after last stage (stage 3) are not relevant; based on this parameter setting the 
minimal transit time results Tmin = 60. Maximum allowed transit time is MT = 180 minutes. 
 
Order ni p l Setup pij1 pij2 pij3 
1 9 1 1 0 45 30 90 
2 12 1 1 90 45 30 65 
3 14 1 1 60 45 30 75 
4 7 1 1 90 45 30 95 
5 10 1 1 60 45 30 80 
 
Table 7.12 Description of the Production Orders for Problem BFP 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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In this problem we take Np = 1 and Ng = 60, which means that the search process performed by 
the evolution strategy is replicated 60 times and that each replication is based on a genetic 
algorithm population of one chromosome. The genetic algorithm is not relevant in this context 
because of the existence of only one machine at stage 3 (all genes of the genetic algorithm 
chromosome are equal 1), so the relevance is set to the evolution strategy to optimize the start 
times of the jobs at the first stage. The problem is solved using the static random approach for 
the initial start times determination in the interval [0, 80] (from section 7.1.6.1 a) parameter d ~ 
40). The lower bound for the makespan results in CLB = 4510 (see section 6.3.2). The evolution 
strategies approach presented in section 7.1.6.2 to optimize the start times at stage 1 used the 
following parameter values: µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 3000 and the mutation step is considered with 
maximum deviation of  = 3. The value Ne = 3000 implies that deep search is made by the 
evolution strategies. This is in contrast to values used in the other problems where the 
optimization process is mainly guided by the genetic algorithm exploiting principally the 
genetic structure rather than a deep search of the evolution strategy. 
 
The schedule evaluation is done with the fuzzy inference process summarized in Table 7.7, and 
the objective is to maximize the schedule quality evaluation, i.e. the crisp value of the linguistic 
variable Schedule (Schedule Quality) given as output by the inference process. The constants 
considered for the membership functions for job continuity are c = 0 (any discontinuity has 
membership value strictly less than 1), 0 = 0.5 and d0 = 0.5, and the constants considered for 
the membership function for job transit time are c = 90, 0 = 0.5 and T0 = 180 (maximum 
allowed transit time). 
 
Table 7.13 shows the top five solutions found by the fuzzyGA algorithm using the above 
parameter setting. The best solution (obtained in run 27) shows the objective function value 
Schedule = 1.0 (global optimum for the fuzzy schedule evaluation). This means that the 
resulting values of the linguistic variables Continuity with Continuity = 1.0 and Transit with 
Transit = 1.0 imply that no discontinuities exist and that all transit times are in the ideal interval 
of [60, 90] minutes. The makespan value Cmax = 4510 shows that in this solution the global 
optimal makespan value is reached, thus the problem is solved optimally. Since no 
discontinuities exist it is clear that the absolute discontinuity associated to MaxDisc is 0 (aDisc 
= 0) and the number of discontinuities is 0 (nDisc = 0). The maximum transit time observed in 
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the solution is maxT = 90 minutes and there are no jobs with transit time over the maximum 
allowable transit time. The second best solution shows roughly the same performance. 
 
Solution t Schedule Cmax Continuity Transit MaxDisc aDisc nDisc maxT Tavg 
1 27 1.000000 4510 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0 0 90 / 0 75.08 
2 51 1.000000 4510 1.000000 1.000000 0.000000 0 0 90 / 0 74.29 
3 0 0.999658 4510 1.000000 0.999658 0.000000 0 0 92 / 4 75.60 
4 12 0.999658 4510 1.000000 0.999658 0.000000 0 0 92 / 2 74.67 
5 42 0.999658 4510 1.000000 0.999658 0.000000 0 0 92 / 2 77.02 
 
Table 7.13 Best Solutions by fuzzyGA – BFL Problem 
 
Although in Table 7.13 solutions 3, 4 and 5 show values of the linguistic variable Continuity of 
Continuity = 1.0 (in this solutions no discontinuities exist) the global fuzzy schedule evaluation is 
less than 1.0 because the evaluation of the linguistic variable Transit with Transit < 1.0; there 
exist a number of jobs in this solutions (4, 2,  and 2 jobs respectively) that have transit times 
greater than (but very close to) the maximum ideal transit time of 90 minutes, so that this 
solutions can also be regarded as feasible good quality solutions. In Table 7.14, one verifies the 
feasibility and global optimality of solution 1 in Table 7.13; the full schedule shows all transit 
times below or equal 90 minutes and that no discontinuities exist. In addition, the global 
optimum makespan value of 4510 minutes can be also verified. 
 
The BFL Problem is considered as an easy problem, because the job sequencing and machine 
assignment is given by the order in which the production orders must be processing at stage 3. 
Thus, this problem can be easily solved with model PROS – PRMA because of the existence of 
a unique (and natural) job precedence relationships and machine assignments. 
 
The purpose to include the analysis of this problem is to show the capability of the evolution 
strategies approach as a valid approach to adjust the start times at stage 1 in scheduling of 
production systems. Although of the deep search used by the evolution strategy (Ne = 3000 in 
each of the 60 replications), the CPU time takes about 150 seconds (2.5 minutes). 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 195 0 60 
 2 1 85 130 1 155 185 1 195 285 0 65 
 3 1 158 203 1 228 258 1 285 375 0 82 
 4 1 246 291 1 316 346 1 375 465 0 84 
 5 1 356 401 1 426 456 1 465 555 0 64 
 6 1 421 466 1 491 521 1 555 645 0 89 
 7 1 529 574 1 599 629 1 645 735 0 71 
 8 1 626 671 1 696 726 1 735 825 0 64 
 9 1 717 762 1 787 817 1 825 915 0 63 
2 1 1 876 921 1 946 976 1 1005 1070 0 84 
 2 1 942 987 1 1012 1042 1 1070 1135 0 83 
 3 1 1009 1054 1 1079 1109 1 1135 1200 0 81 
 4 1 1091 1136 1 1161 1191 1 1200 1265 0 64 
 5 1 1140 1185 1 1210 1240 1 1265 1330 0 80 
 6 1 1217 1262 1 1287 1317 1 1330 1395 0 68 
 7 1 1275 1320 1 1345 1375 1 1395 1460 0 75 
 8 1 1338 1383 1 1408 1438 1 1460 1525 0 77 
 9 1 1413 1458 1 1483 1513 1 1525 1590 0 67 
 10 1 1473 1518 1 1543 1573 1 1590 1655 0 72 
 11 1 1543 1588 1 1613 1643 1 1655 1720 0 67 
 12 1 1609 1654 1 1679 1709 1 1720 1785 0 66 
3 1 1 1716 1761 1 1786 1816 1 1845 1920 0 84 
 2 1 1790 1835 1 1860 1890 1 1920 1995 0 85 
 3 1 1872 1917 1 1942 1972 1 1995 2070 0 78 
 4 1 1965 2010 1 2035 2065 1 2070 2145 0 60 
 5 1 2040 2085 1 2110 2140 1 2145 2220 0 60 
 6 1 2085 2130 1 2155 2185 1 2220 2295 0 90 
 7 1 2181 2226 1 2251 2281 1 2295 2370 0 69 
 8 1 2238 2283 1 2308 2338 1 2370 2445 0 87 
 9 1 2336 2381 1 2406 2436 1 2445 2520 0 64 
 10 1 2410 2455 1 2480 2510 1 2520 2595 0 65 
 11 1 2473 2518 1 2543 2573 1 2595 2670 0 77 
 12 1 2552 2597 1 2622 2652 1 2670 2745 0 73 
 13 1 2611 2656 1 2681 2711 1 2745 2820 0 89 
 14 1 2710 2755 1 2780 2810 1 2820 2895 0 65 
4 1 1 2854 2899 1 2924 2954 1 2985 3080 0 86 
 2 1 2948 2993 1 3018 3048 1 3080 3175 0 87 
 3 1 3044 3089 1 3114 3144 1 3175 3270 0 86 
 4 1 3146 3191 1 3216 3246 1 3270 3365 0 79 
 5 1 3240 3285 1 3310 3340 1 3365 3460 0 80 
 6 1 3327 3372 1 3397 3427 1 3460 3555 0 88 
 7 1 3448 3493 1 3518 3548 1 3555 3650 0 62 
5 1 1 3578 3623 1 3648 3678 1 3710 3790 0 87 
 2 1 3662 3707 1 3732 3762 1 3790 3870 0 83 
 3 1 3761 3806 1 3831 3861 1 3870 3950 0 64 
 4 1 3823 3868 1 3893 3923 1 3950 4030 0 82 
 5 1 3915 3960 1 3985 4015 1 4030 4110 0 70 
 6 1 3992 4037 1 4062 4092 1 4110 4190 0 73 
 7 1 4078 4123 1 4148 4178 1 4190 4270 0 67 
 8 1 4138 4183 1 4208 4238 1 4270 4350 0 87 
 9 1 4220 4265 1 4290 4320 1 4350 4430 0 85 
 10 1 4319 4364 1 4389 4419 1 4430 4510 0 66 
 
Table 7.14 Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution) – BFL Problem 
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8.  Overview of the Developed Models 
 
In chapter 6, two MILP (mixed-integer linear programming) modeling approaches were 
developed to minimize the makespan. These approaches incorporate the continuity and transit 
time as constraints, thus, the optimal solution of these models shows the minimum (global 
optimum) makespan value such that no discontinuities and no transit times higher than allowed 
exist. Due to computationally efficiency, only one of them, the model PROS, is further 
considered. 
 
Since in model PROS the makespan is minimized such that continuity and transit time 
constraints are strictly satisfied, a second MILP model based on the same modeling approach as 
model PROS, called fuzzyPROS is developed to maximize the overall constraint satisfaction. In 
this model low discontinuities and higher transit times are allowed but to different acceptation 
grades, which are modeled with fuzzy sets (model fuzzyPROS is classified as a fuzzy linear 
programming model). The second model is useful when no feasible solution for model PROS 
exists and one looks for a compromise solution. 
 
Due to its computational complexity the model PROS (fuzzyPROS) is solved to optimality only 
for small problem instances, but if a given job precedence and machine assignment is set as 
parameter, it becomes easy to solved as a standard LP (linear programming) model, which 
optimizes the corresponding objective function in the neighborhood of the given job 
precedence and machine assignment. This version of the model is called PROS – PRMA 
(fuzzyPROS – PRMA). 
 
In general, there is no guarantee that the solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA algorithm and its 
further improvements by neighborhood optimization applying the models PROS – PRMA and 
fuzzyPROS – PRMA will be feasible, but these solutions may be transformed into feasible 
solutions by a repair procedure in which some parameters are adjusted. 
 
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that in a given SCC system for any set of production orders 
and parameter setting a feasible schedule exists, but the improvements given by the 
neighborhood optimizations will make it easier to repair an infeasible schedule. 
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Figure 8.1 shows the different models and algorithms, and their integration, developed in this 
thesis. Normally, the Data of a SCC Scheduling Problem will be input of the fuzzyGA 
algorithm to solve it heuristically (in small instances of one SCC Scheduling Problem one 
could try to solve it optimally using models PROS and fuzzyPROS). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Integrated View of Models and Algorithms 
 
The output of the fuzzyGA algorithm will, in general, be an infeasible solution (existence of 
discontinuities and/or transit times higher than the maximum allowed), which can be directly 
repaired adjusting cast start times and/or processing times (cast speed) in the last stage, but for 
a complex SCC Scheduling Problem, a solution of this type normally has high and numerous 
discontinuities with jobs that have relative high transit times. Thus, a repair would be not to be 
recommended before applying either the PROS – PRMA or the fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
neighborhood optimization, or both. Normally, the first step will be the application of the 
fuzzyGA algorithm (see Figure 8.2). Both neighborhood optimizations search in the 
neighborhood of the fuzzyGA solution which is defined by the job precedence and machine 
assignments of the given solution. 
 
The PROS – PRMA neighborhood optimization applies the model PROS – PRMA, and 
minimizes the makespan for the job precedence and machine assignments given by the 
fuzzyGA solution. We can have two situations, the first is that the local optimum for the 
makespan is found while all the continuity and transit time constraints are strictly met, and so 
the problem is (locally) optimally solved, or, no feasible solution exists in the given 
neighborhood. If the problem is locally optimally solved it is possible that this solution is also 
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the global optimum solution in case the makespan coincides with its lower bound. In this case, 
although the solution is feasible and local optimal solution, we iteratively seek the lowest value 
of the parameter MT such that a feasible solution with the same makespan value is obtained; 
this helps to improve the transit time quality of the jobs. 
 
In the second case, we iteratively seek the lowest value of the parameter MT such that a feasible 
solution is reached. In this way, we obtain a “quasi-feasible” solution strictly satisfying the 
continuity constraints, but with some jobs having transit time higher than the maximum 
allowed. This “quasi-feasible” solution can be repaired obtaining a “quasi local optimum” 
solution (a local optimum feasible solution in which some original parameters such as cast 
times slightly modified). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2 General Solution Procedure 
 
The fuzzyPROS – PRMA neighborhood optimization applies the model fuzzyPROS – PRMA, 
and maximizes the overall satisfaction grade  of the obtained solution in the neighborhood 
defined by the job precedence and machine assignments given by the fuzzyGA solution. In this 
model the fuzzy transit time constraints satisfaction is defined as the limit to which a transit 
time has a membership grade greater than zero belonging to the concept “good job transit 
time”. In this way, any solution with  > 0 guarantees that all transit times are less than the 
maximum allowed. On the other hand the model accepts discontinuities from 0 (ideal case) up 
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to a value d0 = r pi,j-1,3 with membership grade to the concept “good job continuity” decreasing 
linearly from 1 to 0. The parameter r represents the fraction of the previous job processing time 
at stage 3 permitted as a discontinuity with membership grade greater than 0. 
 
The parameter r allows the control of the discontinuities, if r = 0.0 and the model obtains a 
solution with  > 0 then all continuity and transit time constraints are strictly met, otherwise if 
no feasible solution exists r must take a low value such that a feasible solution exists. We 
obtain a “quasi-feasible” solution strictly satisfying the transit time constraints, but with some 
discontinuities, in general, lower than the solution given by the fuzzyGA algorithm. This 
“quasi-feasible” solution can be repaired. 
 
The improvements achieved with the neighborhood optimizations make it easier to repair an 
infeasible schedule. Despite of its simplicity, the repair procedure can be considered in most of 
the cases as the final step to generate the proposed solution to a SCC scheduling problem. 
When a schedule repair is carried out, discontinuities and high transit times might be removed 
by delaying cast starts and modification of cast times. However, cast times might be modified 
only in a small range and only if really necessary, e.g., varying cast times in the order of 
magnitude of ±10% (cast times are estimated in accordance of the product quality definition). 
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9. Experimental Results 
 
9.1  Experiments with Real Size Problems 
 
The models and algorithms developed in this thesis are tested with three stage examples of real 
sizes, i.e. the SCC system configuration, number of orders and jobs and operational parameters 
(could) represent real production conditions in a steel plant. 
 
Tang et al. [2000] illustrate their procedure based on a real problem with two converters, two 
refining furnaces and two casting machines of the same type. The SCC system treated by 
Harjunkoski and Grossmann [2001] consists of two converters, a refining stage with two 
facilities in sequence: argon oxygen decarburation unit (AOD) and ladle furnace (LF), and one 
casting machine. They reported industrial-scale problems with about 80 jobs and 25 production 
orders with 4 to 5 jobs per production order. The scheduling horizon is about five days. A 
similar SCC system is analyzed first by Pacciarelli [2002] and later by Pacciarelli and Pranzo 
[2004] but with only one converter (a balanced flow line). The size of the production orders 
may vary from 1 to 7 jobs with setup times between production orders of 60 minutes at the 
casting machine. The time horizon is one week (about 120 jobs in 30 production orders). Tang 
et al. [2002] used representative problem instances based on a real SCC system, including 3, 4 
or 6 production orders per shift (8 hours per shift) with a maximum of 35 jobs per day (about 
12 jobs per shift). The scheduling horizon is set to one shift (8 hours). 
 
The SCC system considered in the work of Bellabdaoui and Teghem [2006] consists of two 
conveters, two refining furnaces and two casters at a Belgian steel plant. The real problems at 
this plant consists of 2 production orders (one production order to be cast in each casting 
machine) with 2 to 6 jobs per production order with a total of approximately eight jobs for a 
one shift scheduling horizon. Xuan and Tang [2007] take a look to a Chinese plant with two 
converters, two refining furnaces and two continuous casters of the same type. The dayly 
schedule includes about 45 to 50 jobs, while the number of jobs per production order ranges 
between 4 and 11. Atighehchian et al. [2009] studied a SCC system with eight converters, four 
refining furnaces and five casting machines all of the same type. The number of jobs 
considered in the real instance is not reported, but in further experimentation the authors 
reported number of jobs in the range 44 – 108. The SCC system studied by Missbauer et al. 
[2009] consists of three converters and four casting machines (all of the same type) with a 
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refining stage with alternative routes. Cappel et al. [2003] report the experience of a German 
steel plant with two converters, two refining furnaces and casting machines of two types: three 
machines for slabs casting and two machines for round bars casting, while Salazar [2001] 
reports the development of a scheduling system in a Chilean steel plant with one converter, two 
refining furnaces and two casting machines (one for slabs casting and one for billets casting). 
 
Figure 9.1 shows the general structure of SCC Systems with three stages used in this chapter, 
while Table 9.1 describes the main characteristics of the considered problems. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.1 General Structure of the SCC System for Experiments 
 
Problem Size N n M1 M2 M3 m1 m2 
P01 small 8 61 2 3 2 1 1 
P02 medium 14 120 3 3 4 4 – 
P03 large 20 206 4 3 5 3 2 
 
Table 9.1 Characterization of the Experimental Problems 
 
Problems P01, P02 and P03 are problems with increasing complexity, i.e. problems with 
increasing number of production orders and jobs to be processed representing problems with 
scheduling horizon of around 40, 50 and 60 hours (which means over one or two production 
days) and with more than one machine at each stage, specifically at stage 3. P01 has two 
machines at stage three (one machine of each type), P02 has four machines at stage three (all of 
the same type) and P03 has five machines at stage three (three of type 1 and two of type 2). 
Note that with respect to the number of jobs Problem P02 has a little more jobs than the largest 
problem reported in the literature [Atighehchian et al., 2009] and Problem P03 with 206 jobs is 
by far the problem with the highest number of job among all the problems reported in the 
Stage 1 
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m1 
m2 
mp 
Stage 2 
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M3 
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literature. In addition the SCC system of Problem P03 has similar complexity of more complex 
real SCC systems reported in the literature. 
 
Without loss of generality, the machines at the last stage (continuous process) are numbered 
beginning with 1 (within each set of machine type the machines are also consecutively 
numbered). The identification of production orders begins with number 1 and they are 
consecutively numbered within each set of production orders that are processed on the same 
machine type at the last stage. The number of the production order indicates the processing 
priority at the last stage. The jobs are also identified with a consecutive numeration within each 
production order; the job number indicates the order in which they must be processed. 
 
For each test problem the production orders are described in tables (see Tables 9.2, 9.12 and 
9.27) with the same structure showing the production order identification number (Order), the 
number of jobs (ni) of each production order, the machine type (p) and the identification 
number of the machine (k) on which the production order must be processed at the last stage, 
the setup times (setup) between production orders at stage 3, and the processing times at stages 
1 (pij1), 2 (pij2) and 3 (pij3), for each job i.j of the corresponding production order. 
 
Setup times exist only between the last job of one production order and the first job of the 
following production order on the same machine at the last stage. For purposes of illustrating 
the algorithm, and without loss of generality, it is assumed that within a production order all 
jobs have the same processing times. Furthermore, the processing times at stage 1 and at stage 
2 are assumed to be the same for all jobs (45 and 30 minutes respectively), differences are 
assumed to be only for the processing times at the last stage. This assumption is based on the 
fact that in general the processing times at a converter and refining furnaces have low 
variability between different steel grades, but the processing time at the continuous caster 
shows differences for different products [Bernatzki, 1995, pp. 43 – 46; Harjunkoski and 
Grossmann, 2001; Pacciarelli and Pranzo, 2004]. 
 
For all problems, transfer times between stages 1 and 2 and between stages 2 and 3 are assumed 
to be equal for all jobs (25 and 5 minutes respectively). Transfer times after stage 3 are not 
relevant. The maximum allowed transit time, i.e. the time interval between finish time at stage 
1 and start time at stage 3 is assumed to be the same for all jobs (MT = 180 minutes). Therefore, 
the minimum possible transit time for any job is Tmin = 25 + 30 + 5 = 60 minutes. 
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The membership functions of the fuzzy sets “good job continuity” and “good job transit time” 
for a job i.j are defined as shown in Figure 9.2. 
 
Only discontinuities equal to 0 are regarded as ideal, i.e., only they belong to the concept of 
“good job continuity” with degree 1. To define the slope of the membership function 
(corresponding to constant k in section 7.2.1.1) we select the discontinuity 0.5 or 1.0 (expressed 
as a fraction relative to the previous job processing time at stage 3) to be associated with degree 
0.5 to the concept “good job continuity” (c = 0, µ0 = 0.5 and d0 = 0.5 or 1.0 in Figure 7.10). A 
value of Dij = 0.5 (1.0) means that a discontinuity of half (total) previous job processing time is 
considered to be medium. Of course, in a real situation such a discontinuity will not be 
desirable, but this parameter setting is due to algorithmic reasons, it is needed to drive the 
search process in the early phase of the genetic algorithm when all solutions are more or less of 
bad quality and not acceptable in practice. 
 
Transit times between 60 and 90 minutes belong to the concept “good job transit time” with 
degree 1, i.e., transit times of up to 30 minutes more than the minimum transit time are 
considered as ideal transit times, higher transit times are associated with degrees lower than 1. 
A transit time equal to the maximum allowable transit time of 180 minutes is associated with a 
degree of 0.5 (Tmin = 60, c = 90, µ0 = 0.5 and T0 = 180 in Figure 7.12). Although solutions with 
more than 180 minutes of transit time are not allowed in the real situation they are not excluded 
from the search process. Again, this parameter setting is done for algorithmic purposes to 
assure a deep search process of the implemented genetic algorithm. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.2 Fuzzy Sets “good job continuity” and “good transit time” 
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The models fuzzyPROS and fuzzyPROS – PRMA considers fuzzy constraints satisfaction for 
job continuity, job transit times and makespan expressed using a membership function as the 
grade in which the constraints are satisfied. If the constraint is strictly satisfied the grade of 
satisfaction is set to 1, in other case the grade of satisfaction decreases linearly to a given limit. 
Figure 9.3 shows the structure of the fuzzy constraints satisfaction for a) job continuity, b) job 
transit time and c) makespan (for reference see Figures 6.7 through 6.9). 
 
In models fuzzyPROS and fuzzyPROS – PRMA, the fuzzy sets representing the fuzzy continuity 
constraints satisfaction (see Figure 9.3 a)) use the absolute discontinuity as basis variable. In 
the cases of problems P01, P02 and P03, only discontinuities equal 0 are considered as an ideal 
satisfaction of these constraints, from which on the degree of constraint satisfaction decreases 
linearly to 0 up to a discontinuity of d0 = r pi,j-1,m for each job i.j, where r is the fraction of 
processing time of the previous job that defines the limit of absolute discontinuities that will be 
allowed. This means that discontinuities higher than r 100% of the cast time of previous job i.(j-
1) are not acceptable. For all problems we use r = 0.15, i.e. discontinuities higher than 15% of 
the previous job processing time are not allowed. If r = 0.0 the fuzzy continuity constraints 
must be satisfied in the strict sense, but in this case it is possible that no feasible solution exists. 
Very low values of parameter r will cause a deterioration of the solutions in terms of transit 
time quality, reducing the tolerance for discontinuity makes the model tend to increase the job 
transit times. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.3 Fuzzy Constraints Model fuzzyPROS 
 
For fuzzy transit times constraints satisfaction, (see Figure 9.3 b)) a transit time up to 90 
minutes is considered to be ideal from which on the transit time satisfaction decreases linearly 
to 0 up to a transit time of MT = 180. 
 
For the fuzzy makespan satisfaction constraint (see Figure 9.3 c)) we use the makespan’s lower 
bound CLB as an ideal makespan satisfaction (with degree 1); decreasing from degree 1 at CLB 
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to a degree 0 at value (1 + f) CLB, we force the makespan value to be in the interval [CLB, (1 + f) 
CLB ], i.e. the maximal error will be no greater than f 100%. For all problems we use f = 0.02, 
such that the error with respect to the optimal makespan value will be less than 2%. 
 
In general, there is no guarantee that the solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA algorithm and its 
further improvements by neighborhood optimization applying the models PROS – PRMA 
and/or fuzzyPROS – PRMA will be feasible, but these solutions may be transformed into 
feasible solutions by adjustment of some parameters, specifically the cast start and/or 
processing times. When a schedule adjustment is carried out, i.e. discontinuities and/or high 
transit times are removed in some way, the general aim is to modify the cast times as little as 
possible. The adjustment of cast times is performed only if really necessary and within small 
range of variation (in fact cast speeds might be varied in the order of ±10%). 
 
The linear programming models were implemented and solved with standard parameter setting 
in IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio v12.5, the hybridized genetic algorithm with 
evolution strategies and fuzzy rule based inference system for schedule evaluation was 
programmed and implemented in C/C++ programming language on an Intel Core i7 – 2620M, 
2.70 GHz computer with 8 GB RAM (64 bits Windows 7 Professional). 
 
9.1.1 Small Size Problem – Problem P01  
 
This SCC system consists of two converters at stage 1, three refining furnaces at stage 2 and 
two types of casting machines each with one machine at stage 3. Figure 9.4 graphically shows 
the system configuration of Problem P01 and Table 9.2 shows details of the production orders. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.4 Structure of the SCC System of Problem P01 
 
In Problem P01, (see Table 9.2) the production orders 1, 2 and 3 are processed on machine 1 
(machine of type 1) beginning with the production order 1 followed by production orders 2 and 
3; the production orders 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 are processed on machine 2 (machine of type 2) 
beginning with production order 4 and so on. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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Order ni p k setup pij1 pij2 pij3 
1 14 1 1 0 45 30 65 
2 6 1 1 90 45 30 95 
3 8 1 1 60 45 30 85 
4 5 2 2 0 45 30 50 
5 5 2 2 60 45 30 50 
6 8 2 2 60 45 30 60 
7 6 2 2 60 45 30 50 
8 9 2 2 60 45 30 55 
 
Table 9.2 Description of the Production Orders for Problem P01 
 
The genetic algorithm was used with the following parameter values: Np = 80, pc = 0.8, pm = 
0.05 and Ng = 120. The problem is solved using the static random approach in the interval [0, 
60] (from section 7.1.6.1 a), parameter d ~ 30) for the initial start times determination. The 
lower bound for the makespan results is CLB = 2415 (see section 6.3.2). The evolution strategy 
approach presented in section 7.1.6.2 to optimize the start times at stage 1 was used with the 
following parameter values: µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 30 and  = 3. The lower bound of the 
makespan equal to 2415 minutes indicates that the production of the planned orders covers a 
time horizon of at least 40 hours (approximately two days with 3 production shifts of 8 hours 
per day). In this problem we use d0 = 0.5, i.e. a discontinuity equivalent to the 50% of the 
previous job cast time is associated with a degree of 0.5 (medium) to the concept “good job 
continuity”. 
 
Tables 9.3 and 9.4 shows the best solutions found by the fuzzyGA algorithm using the above 
parameter setting. The best value of the objective function (see Table 9.3) for the global fuzzy 
schedule evaluation is Schedule = 0.900480, with individual evaluations of the linguistic 
variables Continuity of Continuity = 0.925875 and Transit of Transit = 0.900480. The makespan 
value of Cmax = 2425 minutes was obtained in generation 103. The value of Continuity = 
0.925875 < 1 indicates that some discontinuities exist, but all of them are very close to 0. The 
maximum discontinuity is MaxDisc = 0.166667 (with absolute value of aDisc = 10 minutes) 
and there are a total of 4 discontinuities (nDisc = 4). 
 
Concerning the transit times (see Table 9.4), the value of Transit = 0.900480 > 0.5 indicates that 
no job has transit time over the maximum allowed transit time (MT = 180), and all of them are 
very close to the upper threshold for ideal transit time of 90 minutes. In this solution the 
maximum observed transit time is 125 minutes, far from the maximum allowed. Therefore no 
job with transit time over the maximum allowed exists. 
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Solution t Schedule Cmax Continuity Transit MaxDisc aDisc nDisc 
1 103 0.900480 2425 0.925875 0.900480 0.166667 10 4 
2 83 0.895025 2432 0.895025 0.895025 0.200000 11 9 
3 117 0.895025 2443 0.911021 0.895025 0.183333 11 10 
4 118 0.889451 2460 0.895025 0.889451 0.200000 13 11 
5 118 0.889451 2444 0.915043 0.889451 0.178947 17 10 
 
Table 9.3 fuzzyGA Best Solutions – Problem P01 
 
Solution [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] maxT Tavg 
1 35 / 57.38% 22 / 36.07%  4 /   6.56% 125 88.97 
2 40 / 65.57% 18 / 29.51%   3 /   4.92% 126 83.51 
3 38 / 62.30% 18 / 29.51%  5 /   8.20% 126 82.52 
4 34 / 55.74% 20 / 32.79%  7 / 11.48% 127 87.05 
5 35 / 57.38% 19 / 31.15%  7 / 11.48% 127 86.30 
 
Table 9.4 fuzzyGA / Best Solutions (Transit) – Problem P01 
 
Table 9.5 and Figure 9.5 shows numerically and graphically the evolution of the fitness 
function Schedule, while Figure 9.6 shows the evolution of the population quality measured as 
the average of schedule evaluation, through the generations. These curves are in agreement 
with the usual evolution of fitness functions and population quality in genetic algorithms. 
 
t Schedule 
0 0.500000 
2 0.603333 
4 0.654481 
8 0.689330 
11 0.710413 
13 0.719473 
14 0.733224 
15 0.735893 
18 0.771931 
22 0.814271 
46 0.821058 
50 0.840896 
63 0.859889 
83 0.895025 
103 0.900480 
 
Table 9.5 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P01 
 
Table 9.6 shows the complete schedule obtained with the fuzzyGA algorithm. The four 
discontinuities are highlighted (e.g. the discontinuity of 10 minutes between jobs 1.13 and 
1.14). Maximum transit time is 125 minutes (job 1.2), far from the maximum allowed transit 
time MT = 180 minutes with 57.38% of the jobs with transit times less or equal than 90 
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minutes, i.e., with transit times considered to be ideal, and 36.07% of the jobs have transit times 
between 90 and 120 minutes. 
 
  
Figure 9.5 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P01 
 
This analysis leads to a global assessment of the schedule quality. The best fuzzyGA solution 
does not strictly satisfy all constraints since there are eight discontinuities, but these 
discontinuities can be leveled out during production execution. The first discontinuity occurs 
between jobs 1.13 and 1.14, i.e. between the last two jobs of production order 1. A decision to 
delay the cast start of production order 1 by 10 minutes is possible; also during the cast of the 
jobs 1.12 and 1.13 it is possible to slow down the casting speed slightly, eliminating this 
discontinuity. In a similar way, the second discontinuity between jobs 6.4 and 6.5 can be 
eliminated by delaying the start of the cast of production order 6 in 10 minutes without 
modifying any parameter. In the same way the other discontinuities can be removed. 
 
 
Figure 9.6 Evolution of Population Quality – Problem P01 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 0 45 2 70 100 1 170 235 0 125 
 3 2 78 123 1 148 178 1 235 300 0 112 
 4 1 151 196 1 221 251 1 300 365 0 104 
 5 1 213 258 2 283 313 1 365 430 0 107 
 6 2 294 339 2 364 394 1 430 495 0 91 
 7 2 368 413 1 438 468 1 495 560 0 82 
 8 1 392 437 2 462 492 1 560 625 0 123 
 9 2 471 516 3 541 571 1 625 690 0 109 
 10 1 560 605 3 630 660 1 690 755 0 85 
 11 2 633 678 3 703 733 1 755 820 0 77 
 12 2 693 738 2 763 793 1 820 885 0 82 
 13 2 748 793 1 818 848 1 885 950 0 92 
 14 2 855 900 2 925 955 1 960 1025 10 60 
2 1 1 1001 1046 2 1071 1101 1 1115 1210 0 69 
 2 1 1068 1113 1 1138 1168 1 1210 1305 0 97 
 3 1 1187 1232 2 1257 1287 1 1305 1400 0 73 
 4 1 1274 1319 3 1344 1374 1 1400 1495 0 81 
 5 2 1356 1401 3 1426 1456 1 1495 1590 0 94 
 6 1 1464 1509 2 1534 1564 1 1590 1685 0 81 
3 1 1 1597 1642 3 1667 1697 1 1745 1830 0 103 
 2 1 1667 1712 2 1737 1767 1 1830 1915 0 118 
 3 2 1764 1809 3 1834 1864 1 1915 2000 0 106 
 4 1 1894 1939 3 1964 1994 1 2000 2085 0 61 
 5 2 1950 1995 1 2020 2050 1 2085 2170 0 90 
 6 1 2011 2056 1 2081 2111 1 2170 2255 0 114 
 7 2 2104 2149 2 2174 2204 1 2255 2340 0 106 
 8 1 2189 2234 1 2259 2289 1 2340 2425 0 106 
4 1 1 102 147 3 172 202 2 207 257 0 60 
 2 2 123 168 2 193 223 2 257 307 0 89 
 3 2 175 220 3 245 275 2 307 357 0 87 
 4 2 243 288 1 313 343 2 357 407 0 69 
 5 1 295 340 3 365 395 2 407 457 0 67 
5 1 1 493 538 1 563 593 2 598 648 0 60 
 2 2 520 565 2 590 620 2 648 698 0 83 
 3 2 568 613 1 638 668 2 698 748 0 85 
 4 1 619 664 2 689 719 2 748 798 0 84 
 5 1 667 712 1 737 767 2 798 848 0 86 
6 1 1 776 821 3 846 876 2 908 968 0 87 
 2 1 845 890 1 915 945 2 968 1028 0 78 
 3 1 907 952 3 977 1007 2 1028 1088 0 76 
 4 2 948 993 1 1018 1048 2 1088 1148 0 95 
 5 2 1053 1098 3 1123 1153 2 1158 1218 10 60 
 6 2 1109 1154 2 1179 1209 2 1218 1278 0 64 
 7 1 1114 1159 3 1184 1214 2 1278 1338 0 119 
 8 2 1203 1248 1 1273 1303 2 1338 1398 0 90 
7 1 2 1292 1337 2 1362 1392 2 1458 1508 0 121 
 2 1 1352 1397 1 1422 1452 2 1508 1558 0 111 
 3 2 1452 1497 1 1522 1552 2 1558 1608 0 61 
 4 2 1510 1555 3 1580 1610 2 1615 1665 7 60 
 5 1 1548 1593 1 1618 1648 2 1665 1715 0 72 
 6 2 1582 1627 2 1652 1682 2 1715 1765 0 88 
8 1 2 1656 1701 1 1726 1756 2 1825 1880 0 124 
 2 1 1727 1772 1 1797 1827 2 1880 1935 0 108 
 3 1 1823 1868 2 1893 1923 2 1935 1990 0 67 
 4 2 1825 1870 1 1895 1925 2 1990 2045 0 120 
 5 2 1885 1930 2 1955 1985 2 2045 2100 0 115 
 6 1 1959 2004 2 2029 2059 2 2100 2155 0 96 
 7 2 2005 2050 3 2075 2105 2 2155 2210 0 105 
 8 1 2093 2138 3 2163 2193 2 2210 2265 0 72 
 9 2 2167 2212 3 2237 2267 2 2272 2327 7 60 
 
Table 9.6 Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution found) – Problem P01 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 115 180 0 70 
 2 2 0 45 2 70 100 1 180 245 0 135 
 3 2 78 123 1 148 178 1 245 310 0 122 
 4 1 151 196 1 221 251 1 310 375 0 114 
 5 1 213 258 2 283 313 1 375 440 0 117 
 6 2 294 339 2 364 394 1 440 505 0 101 
 7 2 368 413 1 438 468 1 505 570 0 92 
 8 1 392 437 2 462 492 1 570 635 0 133 
 9 2 471 516 3 541 571 1 635 700 0 119 
 10 1 560 605 3 630 660 1 700 765 0 95 
 11 2 633 678 3 703 733 1 765 830 0 87 
 12 2 693 738 2 763 793 1 830 895 0 92 
 13 2 748 793 1 818 848 1 895 960 0 102 
 14 2 855 900 2 925 955 1 960 1025 0 60 
2 1 1 1001 1046 2 1071 1101 1 1115 1210 0 69 
 2 1 1068 1113 1 1138 1168 1 1210 1305 0 97 
 3 1 1187 1232 2 1257 1287 1 1305 1400 0 73 
 4 1 1274 1319 3 1344 1374 1 1400 1495 0 81 
 5 2 1356 1401 3 1426 1456 1 1495 1590 0 94 
 6 1 1464 1509 2 1534 1564 1 1590 1685 0 81 
3 1 1 1597 1642 3 1667 1697 1 1745 1830 0 103 
 2 1 1667 1712 2 1737 1767 1 1830 1915 0 118 
 3 2 1764 1809 3 1834 1864 1 1915 2000 0 106 
 4 1 1894 1939 3 1964 1994 1 2000 2085 0 61 
 5 2 1950 1995 1 2020 2050 1 2085 2170 0 90 
 6 1 2011 2056 1 2081 2111 1 2170 2255 0 114 
 7 2 2104 2149 2 2174 2204 1 2255 2340 0 106 
 8 1 2189 2234 1 2259 2289 1 2340 2425 0 106 
4 1 1 102 147 3 172 202 2 207 257 0 60 
 2 2 123 168 2 193 223 2 257 307 0 89 
 3 2 175 220 3 245 275 2 307 357 0 87 
 4 2 243 288 1 313 343 2 357 407 0 69 
 5 1 295 340 3 365 395 2 407 457 0 67 
5 1 1 493 538 1 563 593 2 598 648 0 60 
 2 2 520 565 2 590 620 2 648 698 0 83 
 3 2 568 613 1 638 668 2 698 748 0 85 
 4 1 619 664 2 689 719 2 748 798 0 84 
 5 1 667 712 1 737 767 2 798 848 0 86 
6 1 1 776 821 3 846 876 2 918 978 0 97 
 2 1 845 890 1 915 945 2 978 1038 0 88 
 3 1 907 952 3 977 1007 2 1038 1098 0 86 
 4 2 948 993 1 1018 1048 2 1098 1158 0 105 
 5 2 1053 1098 3 1123 1153 2 1158 1218 0 60 
 6 2 1109 1154 2 1179 1209 2 1218 1278 0 64 
 7 1 1114 1159 3 1184 1214 2 1278 1338 0 119 
 8 2 1203 1248 1 1273 1303 2 1338 1398 0 90 
7 1 2 1292 1337 2 1362 1392 2 1465 1515 0 128 
 2 1 1352 1397 1 1422 1452 2 1515 1565 0 118 
 3 2 1452 1497 1 1522 1552 2 1565 1615 0 68 
 4 2 1510 1555 3 1580 1610 2 1615 1665 0 60 
 5 1 1548 1593 1 1618 1648 2 1665 1715 0 72 
 6 2 1582 1627 2 1652 1682 2 1715 1765 0 88 
8 1 2 1656 1701 1 1726 1756 2 1832 1887 0 131 
 2 1 1727 1772 1 1797 1827 2 1887 1942 0 115 
 3 1 1823 1868 2 1893 1923 2 1942 1997 0 74 
 4 2 1825 1870 1 1895 1925 2 1997 2052 0 127 
 5 2 1885 1930 2 1955 1985 2 2052 2107 0 122 
 6 1 1959 2004 2 2029 2059 2 2107 2162 0 103 
 7 2 2005 2050 3 2075 2105 2 2162 2217 0 112 
 8 1 2093 2138 3 2163 2193 2 2217 2272 0 79 
 9 2 2167 2212 3 2237 2267 2 2272 2327 0 60 
 
Table 9.7 Schedule fuzzyGA (Best Solution) – Problem P01 (Repaired) 
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The disadvantage of delaying cast start is that the transit times for some jobs will increase, 
which can be seen as a minor disadvantage since these jobs have a relatively low transit times. 
Table 9.7 shows the repaired schedule that removed all discontinuities by delaying cast start of 
production orders 1, 6, 7 and 8 by 10, 10, 7 and 7 minutes, respectively. The jobs with 
increased transit times are highlighted in the Start and Finish columns (Stage 3), and Transit 
column. The removed discontinuities and the unchanged makespan are highlighted, too. 
 
Although the repaired solution  of the best solution given by the fuzzyGA algorithm is a feasible 
solution (see Table 9.7), one is interested to release the best possible schedule that strictly 
satisfies all constraints of the problem with a makespan as low as possible. The job precedence 
and machine assignments of the solution given by the fuzzyGA algorithm can be fed into model 
PROS – PRMA developed in section 6.4 as input parameters searching for the local optimum 
solution within the neighborhood defined by these job precedence and machine assignments. 
Table 9.8 shows the solution obtained with the fuzzyGA algorithm and its repaired version, the 
solutions obtained with model PROS – PRMA with MT = 180 (pros–prma1) and with MT = 
108 (pros–prma2). The last two solutions are optimum solutions for the Cmax minimization 
objective but with different values of the parameter MT. Since the lower bound of the 
makespan is equal to 2415 (explained in the first part of this section), both solutions are global 
optimum solutions for the makespan minimization problem. 
 
The question why to solve also the model PROS – PRMA with MT = 108 (the maximum 
allowed transit time is set to MT = 108) is answered as follows: as model PROS – PRMA (MT 
= 180) provides the global optimum for the makespan, this solution deteriorates the global 
transit times obtained by the fuzzyGA solution and its repaired version, but with a better 
makespan. From Table 9.8 we see that no more discontinuities exists, but now the maximum 
transit time grows from 125 up to 180 minutes, the percentage of jobs in the ideal transit time 
interval of [60, 90] minutes falls from 57.38% to 45.90% and the average transit time (xT) 
grows up from 88.97 to 109.10 minutes. 
 
Solution MT Cmax aDisc nDisc [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] maxT Tavg 
fuzzyGA 180 2425 10 4 35 / 57.38% 22 / 36.07%   4 /   6.56% 125 88.97 
fuzzyGA / rep 180 2425 0 0 31 / 50.82% 23 / 37.70%   7 / 11.48% 135 93.02 
pros-prma
1
 180 2415 0 0 28 / 45.90% 9 / 14.75% 24 / 39.34% 180 109.10 
pros-prma
2
 108 2415 0 0 31 / 50.82% 30 / 49.18%   0 /   0.00% 108 85.62 
 
Table 9.8 fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA Solutions – Problem P01 
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This situation is no surprise, since fuzzyGA guides the optimization process taking into account 
the quality of the transit times (as well as the quality of the continuity), the model PROS – 
PRMA minimizes the makespan searching in the feasible region, i.e, searching in a set where 
all solutions satisfy, among others, the continuity and transit times constraints in a strict sense. 
Therefore, each solution that satisfies the constraints that all jobs must have a transit time less 
or equal than MT is a feasible solution. In this sense, the optimization process makes no 
difference between two feasible solutions that have the same objective value (makespan), but 
have significantly different transit times. 
 
Solving the model PROS – PRMA in the same neighborhood changing iteratively the value of 
model parameter MT, the lowest value for MT  which permits a feasible solution with 
makespan value 2415 was found to be MT = 108. The solution obtained in this way clearly 
outperforms the solution obtained by model PROS – PRMA (MT = 180). From Table 9.8 we 
see that now the maximum transit time is 108 minutes, the percentage of jobs in the ideal transit 
time interval of [60, 90] minutes is 50.82%, the average transit time (Tavg) is 85.62 minutes. In 
comparison to the fuzzyGA solution, the percentage of jobs in the ideal transit time interval of 
[60, 90] minutes is something lower (but better than solution with MT = 180) to those of the 
fuzzyGA algorithm. On the other hand, the average transit time is outperformed by the model 
PROS – PRMA (MT = 108), therefore the transit times of the model PROS – PRMA (MT = 
108) are closer to the ideal transit time interval. Note that the model PROS – PRMA solution 
solves the original problem optimally in a strict sense (global minimum makespan is obtained 
and all constraints are strictly satisfied). 
 
One of the advantages of the fuzzyGA algorithm is that it is possible to generate a set of 
solutions that can be analyzed as alternative solutions, especially in the absence of a linear 
optimizer. The solutions of Tables 9.3 and 9.4 are ordered in descending order by Schedule, 
which is the fitness function that guides the optimization process of the fuzzyGA algorithm. The 
Cmax values of these solutions are in the range [2425, 2460] minutes, the maximum observed 
discontinuities are in the range of [0.166667, 0.200000], the number of observed discontinuities 
are in the range of [4, 11] and the maximum observed transit times are in the range of [125, 
127] minutes. 
 
The best solution shows the best value for almost all of these quality variables, but it is also 
true that between these solutions there is not a great difference. Roughly speaking, the transit 
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times of the jobs shows a similar distribution of 60% of jobs with transit time in the range [60, 
90] minutes, 30% of jobs with transit time in the range (90, 120] minutes and 10% of the jobs 
with transit times in the interval of (120, 180] minutes, but very close to the upper limit of ideal 
transit times (90 minutes). In addition, all solutions show similar average transit times. 
 
Although the schedule in Table 9.7 can be accepted as a feasible schedule, the solution pros-
prma
2
 presented in Table 9.8 is a global optimum solution that minimizes the makespan and 
strictly satisfies all the constraints of the problem. All of the best solutions found by the 
fuzzyGA algorithm are subjected to this additional optimization step using the model PROS – 
PRMA. The result of this step is shown in Table 9.9. 
 
Solution MT Cmax [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] Tavg 
1 108 2415 31 / 50.82% 30 / 49.18%     0 /    0.00% 85.62 
2 95 2415 38 / 62.30% 23 / 37.70%     0 /    0.00% 75.82 
3 98 2415 33 / 54.10% 28 / 45.90%     0 /    0.00% 79.85 
4 123 2415 35 / 57.38% 10 / 16.39%   16 /  26.23% 85.70 
5 100 2415 30 / 49.18% 31 / 50.82%     0 /    0.00% 83.61 
 
Table 9.9 fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (Neighborhood Optimization) – Problem P01 
 
Note that all of the solutions in Table 9.9 are global optimum solutions that minimize the 
makespan (Cmax) and strictly satisfy all constraints of the problem. In fact, each of these 
solutions may be selected as the final decision for production scheduling, but since all 
continuity constraints are met, the decision can be guided by the transit time distribution. From 
Table 9.9, solution 2 clearly outperforms the other solutions, because its better transit time 
distribution with the lowest average transit time. This means that not always the best solution 
achieved by the fuzzyGA algorithm will remain the best solution after a neighborhood 
optimization, which reinforces the idea of analyze a set of best solutions generated by the 
fuzzyGA algorithm rather than one. 
 
Table 9.10 shows the complete schedule for Problem P01 based on the neighborhood 
optimization of the second best solution found by the fuzzyGA algorithm (feasible solution with 
the minimum MT value). The finish times of the last job on machines 1 and 2 at the last stage 
are highlighted (column Finish of jobs 3.8 and 8.9), from which the Cmax = 2415, there are no 
discontinuities (all values on column Disc are zero) and all transit times are less or equal than 
95 (see column Transit). 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 65 110 2 135 165 1 170 235 0 60 
 3 1 130 175 3 200 230 1 235 300 0 60 
 4 2 160 205 1 230 260 1 300 365 0 95 
 5 1 260 305 1 330 360 1 365 430 0 60 
 6 2 300 345 3 370 400 1 430 495 0 85 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 435 480 3 505 535 1 560 625 0 80 
 9 2 505 550 1 575 605 1 625 690 0 75 
 10 1 585 630 1 655 685 1 690 755 0 60 
 11 2 650 695 1 720 750 1 755 820 0 60 
 12 2 715 760 3 785 815 1 820 885 0 60 
 13 2 780 825 2 850 880 1 885 950 0 60 
 14 1 845 890 3 915 945 1 950 1015 0 60 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1095 1140 2 1165 1195 1 1200 1295 0 60 
 3 1 1190 1235 3 1260 1290 1 1295 1390 0 60 
 4 1 1285 1330 1 1355 1385 1 1390 1485 0 60 
 5 2 1380 1425 1 1450 1480 1 1485 1580 0 60 
 6 2 1455 1500 3 1525 1555 1 1580 1675 0 80 
3 1 1 1595 1640 2 1665 1695 1 1735 1820 0 95 
 2 1 1715 1760 1 1785 1815 1 1820 1905 0 60 
 3 2 1765 1810 2 1835 1865 1 1905 1990 0 95 
 4 2 1885 1930 3 1955 1985 1 1990 2075 0 60 
 5 2 1960 2005 2 2040 2070 1 2075 2160 0 70 
 6 1 2020 2065 2 2090 2120 1 2160 2245 0 95 
 7 1 2105 2150 3 2175 2205 1 2245 2330 0 95 
 8 2 2190 2235 3 2260 2290 1 2330 2415 0 95 
4 1 1 190 235 2 260 290 2 295 345 0 60 
 2 2 205 250 3 275 305 2 345 395 0 95 
 3 2 255 300 2 325 355 2 395 445 0 95 
 4 1 340 385 2 410 440 2 445 495 0 60 
 5 1 390 435 1 460 490 2 495 545 0 60 
5 1 1 480 525 2 550 580 2 605 655 0 80 
 2 2 550 595 3 620 650 2 655 705 0 60 
 3 2 600 645 2 670 700 2 705 755 0 60 
 4 1 630 675 3 700 730 2 755 805 0 80 
 5 1 700 745 2 770 800 2 805 855 0 60 
6 1 1 775 820 1 845 875 2 915 975 0 95 
 2 2 835 880 1 905 935 2 975 1035 0 95 
 3 1 930 975 2 1000 1030 2 1035 1095 0 60 
 4 2 955 1000 3 1025 1055 2 1095 1155 0 95 
 5 1 1015 1060 1 1085 1115 2 1155 1215 0 95 
 6 2 1075 1120 3 1145 1175 2 1215 1275 0 95 
 7 2 1135 1180 1 1205 1235 2 1275 1335 0 95 
 8 2 1195 1240 2 1265 1295 2 1335 1395 0 95 
7 1 2 1335 1380 3 1405 1435 2 1455 1505 0 75 
 2 1 1365 1410 2 1435 1465 2 1505 1555 0 95 
 3 1 1415 1460 1 1485 1515 2 1555 1605 0 95 
 4 2 1500 1545 2 1570 1600 2 1605 1655 0 60 
 5 1 1515 1560 3 1585 1615 2 1655 1705 0 95 
 6 2 1600 1645 1 1670 1700 2 1705 1755 0 60 
8 1 2 1710 1755 3 1780 1810 2 1815 1870 0 60 
 2 1 1760 1805 3 1830 1860 2 1870 1925 0 65 
 3 2 1810 1855 1 1880 1910 2 1925 1980 0 70 
 4 1 1840 1885 2 1910 1940 2 1980 2035 0 95 
 5 1 1895 1940 1 1965 1995 2 2035 2090 0 95 
 6 1 1950 1995 3 2020 2050 2 2090 2145 0 95 
 7 2 2005 2050 1 2075 2105 2 2145 2200 0 95 
 8 2 2060 2105 2 2130 2160 2 2200 2255 0 95 
 9 1 2150 2195 1 2220 2250 2 2255 2310 0 60 
 
Table 9.10 Schedule fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (Solution 2) – Problem P01 
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For the purpose of illustration and comparison the full schedules of the solutions of Table 9.9 
are shown in Appendix A, Tables A.1 to A.5, respectively. 
 
9.1.2 Medium Size Problem – Problem P02 
 
This SCC system consists of three converters at stage 1, three refining furnaces at stage 2 and 
four casting machines all of the same type at stage 3. Figure 9.7 graphically shows the system 
configuration of Problem P02 and Table 9.11 gives details of the production orders. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.7 Structure of the SCC System of Problem P02 
 
Order ni p l setup pij1 pij2 pij3 
1 10 1 1 0 45 30 80 
2 8 1 1 90 45 30 90 
3 12 1 1 90 45 30 65 
4 7 1 2 0 45 30 75 
5 8 1 2 60 45 30 85 
6 6 1 2 90 45 30 80 
7 8 1 2 60 45 30 70 
8 9 1 3 0 45 30 50 
9 8 1 3 90 45 30 80 
10 12 1 3 90 45 30 95 
11 7 1 4 0 45 30 65 
12 8 1 4 60 45 30 95 
13 10 1 4 90 45 30 70 
14 7 1 4 90 45 30 95 
 
Table 9.11 Description of the Production Orders for Problem P02 
 
Production orders 1, 2 and 3 are processed on machine 1 beginning with production order 1 
followed by production order 2 and 3, and so on. 
 
The genetic algorithm was used with parameter values Np = 80, pc = 0.8, pm = 0.05 and Ng = 
1000. The problem is solved using the static random approach in the interval [0, 50] (from 
section 7.1.6.1 a) parameter d ~ 25) to determinate the initial start times. The lower bound for 
the makespan results CLB = 2925 (see section 6.3.2). The evolution strategies approach 
presented in section 7.1.6.2 to optimize the start times at stage 1 was used with the following 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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parameter values: µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 20 and  = 3. The lower bound of the makespan equal to 
2925 minutes indicates that the production of the planned production orders covers a time 
horizon of approximately 50 hours (about two days with 3 production shifts of 8 hours per 
day). In this problem we use d0 = 1.0, i.e. a discontinuity equivalent to the 100% of the 
previous job cast time is associated with a degree of 0.5 to the concept “good job continuity”. 
 
Tables 9.12 and 9.13 shows the best solutions found by the fuzzyGA algorithm using the above 
parameter setting. The best value of the objective function Schedule = 0.807401 (global fuzzy 
schedule evaluation), with individual evaluations of the linguistic variables Continuity of 
Continuity = 0.817936 and Transit of Transit = 0.807401, with makespan equal Cmax = 3035 
minutes was found in generation 623 of the fuzzyGA algorithm. The value of Continuity = 
0,817936 < 1 indicates that some important discontinuities exists, but all of them are less than 
the corresponding previous job cast time (Continuity > 0.5). The maximum discontinuity is 
MaxDisc = 0.538462 (with absolute value of aDisc = 47 minutes) and there are in total 28 
discontinuities (nDisc = 28). 
 
Solution t Schedule Cmax Continuity Transit MaxDisc aDisc nDisc 
1 623 0.807401 3035 0.817936 0.807401 0.538462 47 28 
2 849 0.807401 3056 0.855224 0.807401 0.475000 40 36 
3 897 0.807401 3019 0.818522 0.807401 0.537500 43 29 
4 904 0.807401 3064 0.810846 0.807401 0.550000 44 32 
5 913 0.807401 3085 0.814271 0.807401 0.544444 49 35 
 
Table 9.12 fuzzyGA / Best Solutions – Problem P02 
 
On the other hand, the value of Transit = 0.807401 > 0.5 indicates that no job has a transit time 
above the maximum allowable transit time, but some of them are far from ideal (see the values 
of maxT in Table 9.13). Roughly speaking, nearly 50% of the jobs have ideal transit times in 
the range [60 - 90], nearly 80% have acceptable good transit times of less than 120 minutes, but 
nearly 20% of the jobs have a transit time not so far from the maximum allowed. The 
maximum observed transit time is 140 minutes (lower than MT = 180 minutes), and therefore 
no jobs shows a transit time exceeding the allowed maximum. 
 
Table 9.14 and Figure 9.8 shows numerically and graphically, respectively, the evolution of the 
fitness function Schedule, while Figure 9.9 shows the evolution of the population quality, 
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measured as the average of schedule evaluation, through the generations. This evolution looks 
like to a typical evolution of fitness values and population quality in genetic algorithms. 
 
Solution [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] maxT Tavg 
1 59 / 49.17% 38 / 31.67% 23 / 19.17% 140 91.13 
2 64 / 53.33% 36 / 30.00% 20 /  16.67% 140 87.93 
3 61 / 50.83% 41 / 34.17% 18 / 15.00% 140 89.73 
4 70 / 58.33% 37 / 30.83% 13 /  10.83% 140 86.51 
5 70 / 58.33% 25 / 20.83% 25 / 20.83% 140 87.32 
 
Table 9.13 fuzzyGA / Best Solutions (Transit) – Problem P02 
 
t Schedule  t Schedule  t Schedule 
0 0.049972  23 0.417723  165 0.699378 
1 0.133518  26 0.437351  169 0.704020 
2 0.134520  37 0.472504  180 0.718718 
3 0.169759  40 0.477053  197 0.719040 
4 0.175010  42 0.492315  240 0.728163 
5 0.207574  44 0.500000  242 0.736194 
7 0.213768  46 0.507826  244 0.742389 
8 0.239527  48 0.543415  281 0.749859 
10 0.242866  54 0.564654  422 0.771022 
11 0.303068  58 0.610867  490 0.771931 
16 0.316168  77 0.641713  579 0.793429 
19 0.352399  103 0.677380  621 0.795192 
21 0.354140  148 0.695168  623 0.807401 
 
Table 9.14 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P02 
 
 
Figure 9.8 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P02 
 
Table 9.15 shows the casting schedule for machines 3.1 and 3.2, and Table 9.16 shows the 
casting schedule for machines 3.3 and 3.4, based on the best solution found by the fuzzyGA 
algorithm, in which the discontinuities are highlighted. 
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Figure 9.9 Evolution of Populations Quality – Problem P02 
 
Although in the solution presented in Tables 9.15 and 9.16 some repair actions are possible, it 
seems to be more rewarding in this case to run an additional neighborhood optimization in 
order to improve the solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA algorithm. Table 9.17 shows the 
solutions obtained with model PROS – PRMA using the job sequences and machine 
assignments of the best solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA algorithm (presented in Tables 9.12 
and 9.13) as input. 
 
Machine 3.1      Machine 3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 105 185 0 60  4.1 475 550 0 60 
1.2 185 265 0 140  4.2 550 625 0 124 
1.3 306 386 41 60  4.3 625 700 0 125 
1.4 427 507 41 60  4.4 700 775 0 77 
1.5 538 618 31 60  4.5 775 850 0 98 
1.6 618 698 0 71  4.6 850 925 0 98 
1.7 698 778 0 76  4.7 925 1000 0 70 
1.8 778 858 0 134  5.1 1060 1145 0 120 
1.9 858 938 0 61  5.2 1145 1230 0 132 
1.10 955 1035 17 60  5.3 1231 1316 1 60 
2.1 1144 1234 0 60  5.4 1321 1406 5 60 
2.2 1239 1329 5 60  5.5 1406 1491 0 107 
2.3 1329 1419 0 63  5.6 1491 1576 0 136 
2.4 1465 1555 46 60  5.7 1576 1661 0 81 
2.5 1555 1645 0 111  5.8 1661 1746 0 73 
2.6 1645 1735 0 138  6.1 1836 1916 0 108 
2.7 1735 1825 0 96  6.2 1916 1996 0 120 
2.8 1831 1921 6 60  6.3 2019 2099 23 60 
3.1 2011 2076 0 132  6.4 2122 2202 23 60 
3.2 2076 2141 0 107  6.5 2202 2282 0 132 
3.3 2141 2206 0 116  6.6 2289 2369 7 60 
3.4 2206 2271 0 61  7.1 2429 2499 0 100 
3.5 2271 2336 0 90  7.2 2499 2569 0 80 
3.6 2336 2401 0 130  7.3 2569 2639 0 72 
3.7 2401 2466 0 109  7.4 2654 2724 15 60 
3.8 2466 2531 0 86  7.5 2738 2808 14 60 
3.9 2566 2631 35 60  7.6 2808 2878 0 87 
3.10 2651 2716 20 60  7.7 2878 2948 0 139 
3.11 2719 2784 3 60  7.8 2948 3018 0 123 
3.12 2784 2849 0 75       
 
Table 9.15 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution found) – Problem P02 (a) 
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Machine 3.3      Machine 3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 202 252 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 252 302 0 91  11.2 170 235 0 64 
8.3 302 352 0 115  11.3 235 300 0 136 
8.4 352 402 0 99  11.4 300 365 0 108 
8.5 402 452 0 110  11.5 365 430 0 128 
8.6 452 502 0 100  11.6 430 495 0 112 
8.7 502 552 0 63  11.7 495 560 0 103 
8.8 552 602 0 71  12.1 620 715 0 62 
8.9 618 668 16 60  12.2 743 838 28 60 
9.1 776 856 0 60  12.3 856 951 18 60 
9.2 856 936 0 113  12.4 951 1046 0 68 
9.3 936 1016 0 125  12.5 1046 1141 0 123 
9.4 1050 1130 34 60  12.6 1141 1236 0 104 
9.5 1169 1249 39 60  12.7 1236 1331 0 117 
9.6 1249 1329 0 66  12.8 1378 1473 47 60 
9.7 1329 1409 0 113  13.1 1563 1633 0 127 
9.8 1410 1490 1 60  13.2 1633 1703 0 91 
10.1 1580 1675 0 63  13.3 1703 1773 0 130 
10.2 1675 1770 0 104  13.4 1773 1843 0 107 
10.3 1770 1865 0 131  13.5 1843 1913 0 120 
10.4 1865 1960 0 129  13.6 1913 1983 0 87 
10.5 1960 2055 0 100  13.7 1983 2053 0 104 
10.6 2065 2160 10 60  13.8 2053 2123 0 115 
10.7 2160 2255 0 84  13.9 2123 2193 0 110 
10.8 2255 2350 0 130  13.10 2209 2279 16 60 
10.9 2350 2445 0 102  14.1 2369 2464 0 118 
10.10 2480 2575 35 60  14.2 2464 2559 0 116 
10.11 2575 2670 0 132  14.3 2560 2655 1 60 
10.12 2670 2765 0 98  14.4 2655 2750 0 107 
      14.5 2750 2845 0 104 
      14.6 2845 2940 0 73 
      14.7 2940 3035 0 124 
 
Table 9.16 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution found) – Problem P02 (b) 
 
All of the solutions obtained in this way show no discontinuities and the minimum possible 
value for the parameter MT shown in Table 9.17 so that continuity can strictly be met are 
values bellow the maximum allowed transit time of 180 minutes. As in Problem P01 this 
neighborhood optimization yields feasible and global optimal solutions that minimize the 
makespan (Cmax) and strictly satisfy all constraints of the problem. 
 
In fact, each of the solutions in Table 9.17 may be selected as the final decision for production 
scheduling, but since all continuity constraints are met, the decision can be guided by the transit 
time distribution. From Table 9.17 solution 1 clearly outperforms the other solutions, because it 
has a more convenient transit time distribution and lower average transit time; it has the 
greatest number of jobs with transit time in the ideal interval of [60, 90] minutes and the lowest 
number of jobs in the interval [120, 180]. Among the others, solution 1 has the lowest average 
transit time and is one of the solutions that show the lowest MT. 
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Solution MT Cmax [60-90] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] Tavg 
1 143 2925 87 / 72.50% 20 / 16,67% 13 / 10.83% 79.33 
2 149 2925 77 / 64.17% 23 / 19.17% 20 / 16.67% 84.75 
3 143 2925 84 / 70.00% 16 / 13.33% 20 / 16.67% 81.82 
4 143 2925 81 / 67.50% 18 / 15.00% 21 / 17.50% 83.30 
5 148 2925 84 / 70.00% 20 / 16.67% 16 / 13.33% 82.03 
 
Table 9.17 fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (Neighborhood Optimization) – Problem P02 
 
Tables 9.18 and 9.19 shows the complete casting schedule for Problem P02 based on the 
neighborhood optimization applying model PROS – PRMA to the (first) best solution found by 
the fuzzyGA algorithm (solution 1 of Table 9.17). The finish times of the last job on machines 
1, 2, 3 and 4 at the last stage are highlighted (column Finish of jobs 3.12, 7.8, 10.12 and 14.7), 
from which the makespan Cmax = 2925 is derived. No discontinuities appear (all values on 
column Disc are zero) and all transit times are less or equal than 143 (see column Transit). 
 
Machine 3.1      Machine 3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 193 273 0 143  4.1 430 505 0 60 
1.2 273 353 0 143  4.2 505 580 0 60 
1.3 353 433 0 73  4.3 580 655 0 92 
1.4 433 513 0 60  4.4 655 730 0 60 
1.5 513 593 0 60  4.5 730 805 0 60 
1.6 593 673 0 60  4.6 805 880 0 60 
1.7 673 753 0 60  4.7 880 955 0 60 
1.8 753 833 0 100  5.1 1015 1100 0 60 
1.9 833 913 0 60  5.2 1100 1185 0 127 
1.10 913 993 0 60  5.3 1185 1270 0 63 
2.1 1083 1173 0 60  5.4 1270 1355 0 90 
2.2 1173 1263 0 60  5.5 1355 1440 0 143 
2.3 1263 1353 0 60  5.6 1440 1525 0 110 
2.4 1353 1443 0 60  5.7 1525 1610 0 105 
2.5 1443 1533 0 60  5.8 1610 1695 0 100 
2.6 1533 1623 0 61  6.1 1785 1865 0 60 
2.7 1623 1713 0 60  6.2 1865 1945 0 77 
2.8 1713 1803 0 60  6.3 1945 2025 0 60 
3.1 1893 1958 0 60  6.4 2025 2105 0 60 
3.2 1958 2023 0 60  6.5 2105 2185 0 110 
3.3 2023 2088 0 73  6.6 2185 2265 0 60 
3.4 2088 2153 0 60  7.1 2325 2395 0 60 
3.5 2153 2218 0 73  7.2 2395 2465 0 67 
3.6 2218 2283 0 70  7.3 2465 2535 0 80 
3.7 2283 2348 0 65  7.4 2535 2605 0 60 
3.8 2348 2413 0 85  7.5 2605 2675 0 60 
3.9 2413 2478 0 60  7.6 2675 2745 0 60 
3.10 2478 2543 0 60  7.7 2745 2815 0 118 
3.11 2543 2608 0 60  7.8 2815 2885 0 143 
3.12 2608 2673 0 60       
 
Table 9.18 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (best Solution) – Problem P02 (a) 
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Machine 3.3      Machine 3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 218 268 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 268 318 0 60  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 318 368 0 83  11.3 235 300 0 60 
8.4 368 418 0 88  11.4 300 365 0 80 
8.5 418 468 0 93  11.5 365 430 0 100 
8.6 468 518 0 143  11.6 430 495 0 77 
8.7 518 568 0 75  11.7 495 560 0 97 
8.8 568 618 0 60  12.1 620 715 0 60 
8.9 618 668 0 60  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 758 838 0 60  12.3 810 905 0 60 
9.2 838 918 0 110  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 918 998 0 118  12.5 1000 1095 0 72 
9.4 998 1078 0 60  12.6 1095 1190 0 87 
9.5 1078 1158 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 137 
9.6 1158 1238 0 60  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1238 1318 0 71  13.1 1470 1540 0 95 
9.8 1318 1398 0 60  13.2 1540 1610 0 75 
10.1 1488 1583 0 60  13.3 1610 1680 0 93 
10.2 1583 1678 0 65  13.4 1680 1750 0 73 
10.3 1678 1773 0 116  13.5 1750 1820 0 143 
10.4 1773 1868 0 60  13.6 1820 1890 0 60 
10.5 1868 1963 0 96  13.7 1890 1960 0 73 
10.6 1963 2058 0 60  13.8 1960 2030 0 143 
10.7 2058 2153 0 75  13.9 2030 2100 0 92 
10.8 2153 2248 0 118  13.10 2100 2170 0 60 
10.9 2248 2343 0 60  14.1 2260 2355 0 67 
10.10 2343 2438 0 60  14.2 2355 2450 0 117 
10.11 2438 2533 0 130  14.3 2450 2545 0 77 
10.12 2533 2628 0 135  14.4 2545 2640 0 115 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 137 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 60 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 143 
 
Table 9.19 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (best Solution) – Problem P02 (b) 
 
For the purpose of illustration and comparison the casting schedules of the solutions of Table 
9.17 are shown in Appendix B, Tables B.1 to B.5 respectively. 
 
9.1.3 Large Size Problem – Problem P03 
 
The SCC system of Problem P03 consists of four converters at stage 1, three refining furnaces 
at stage 2 and five casting machines, three of type 1 and two of type 2, at stage 3. Figure 9.10 
graphically shows the system configuration of Problem P03 and Table 9.20 give details of the 
production orders. 
 
Twenty production orders must be scheduled on the five machines at stage 3. Production orders 
1 trough 3, production orders 4 through 8 and production orders 9 through 12 must be 
processed on machine 1, 2 and 3 (machines of type 1), respectively, while production orders 13 
through 15 and production orders 16 through 20 must be processed on machines 4 and 5 
(machines of type 2), respectively. 
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Figure 9.10 Structure of the SCC System of Problem P03 
 
Order ni p k setup pij1 pij2 pij3 
1 10 1 1 0 45 30 85 
2 12 1 1 90 45 30 95 
3 14 1 1 90 45 30 75 
4 9 1 2 0 45 30 65 
5 8 1 2 60 45 30 80 
6 12 1 2 90 45 30 75 
7 9 1 2 60 45 30 85 
8 8 1 2 60 45 30 50 
9 7 1 3 0 45 30 70 
10 12 1 3 90 45 30 65 
11 14 1 3 90 45 30 75 
12 8 1 3 60 45 30 90 
13 12 2 4 0 45 30 95 
14 10 2 4 60 45 30 85 
15 15 2 4 60 45 30 90 
16 10 2 5 0 45 30 70 
17 7 2 5 90 45 30 65 
18 8 2 5 60 45 30 55 
19 12 2 5 90 45 30 50 
20 9 2 5 60 45 30 80 
 
Table 9.20 Description of the Production Orders for Problem P03 
 
The genetic algorithm used the following parameter values: Np = 80, pc = 0.8, pm = 0.05 and Ng 
= 1200. The problem is solved using the static random approach in the interval [0, 50] (from 
section 7.1.6.1 a) parameter d ~ 25) for the initial start time determination. The lower bound for 
the makespan results CLB = 3665 (see section 6.3.2). The evolution strategy approach presented 
in section 7.1.6.2 to optimize the start times at stage 1 was used with the following parameter 
values: µ = 20 ( = µ), Ne = 10 and  = 3. The lower bound of the makespan equal to 3665 
minutes indicates that the production of the planned production orders covers a time horizon of 
at least 60 hours (approximately two and half days with 3 production shifts of 8 hours per day). 
In this problem we use d0 = 1.0, i.e. a discontinuity equivalent to the 100% of the previous job 
cast time is associated with a degree of 0.5 (medium) to the concept of “good job continuity”. 
Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 
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Tables 9.21 and 9.22 shows the best five solutions found by the fuzzyGA algorithm using the 
above parameter setting. The best value of the objective function Schedule = 0.643203 (global 
fuzzy schedule evaluation), with individual evaluations of the linguistic variables Continuity of 
Continuity = 0.686373 and Transit of Transit = 0.625877, with makespan equal Cmax = 3822 
minutes was found in generation 1187 of the fuzzyGA algorithm. The value of Continuity = 
0.686373 < 1 indicates that some important discontinuities exists, but all of them are lower than 
the corresponding previous job cast time (Continuity > 0.5). The maximum discontinuity of 
MaxDisc = 0,736842 shows that the job with highest discontinuity is the one with a 
discontinuity of 73.68% of the previous job processing time at stage 3 (with absolute 
discontinuity aDisc = 70) and there are in total 41 discontinuities (nDisc = 41). On the other 
hand, the value of Transit = 0.625877 > 0.5 indicates that no job has a transit time above the 
maximum allowed, but some of them are far from being ideal (maximum transit time is 164 
minutes). Roughly speaking, nearly 45% of the jobs have ideal transit times in the range [60 - 
90], nearly 70% have acceptable transit times of less than 120 minutes, but nearly 30% of the 
jobs have a transit time not so far from the maximum allowed transit time (see Table 9.22). 
 
Solution t Schedule Cmax Continuity Transit MaxDisc aDisc nDisc 
1 1187 0.643203 3822 0.686373 0.625877 0.736842 70 41 
2 807 0.638506 3781 0.692163 0.617947 0.728571 68 41 
3 780 0.636494 3901 0.622706 0.673213 0.826667 77 51 
4 785 0.629342 3888 0.661998 0.617947 0.771429 59 49 
5 763 0.627647 3841 0.632810 0.625877 0.812500 67 48 
 
Table 9.21 fuzzyGA / Best Solutions – Problem P03 
 
Solution [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] maxT Tavg 
1   95 / 46.12% 56 / 27.18% 55 / 26.70% 164 95.83 
2   96 / 46.60% 50 / 24.27% 60 /  29.13% 165 98.25 
3 100 / 48.54% 52 / 25.24% 54 / 26.21% 158 95.11 
4 104 / 50.49% 49 / 23.79% 53 /  25.73% 165 95.77 
5   99 / 48.06% 52 / 25.24% 55 / 26.70% 164 96.33 
 
Table 9.22 fuzzyGA / Best Solutions (Transit) – Problem P03 
 
Table 9.23 and Figure 9.11 shows numerically and graphically, respectively, the evolution of 
the fitness function Schedule, while Figure 9.12 shows the evolution of the population quality 
measured as the average of schedule evaluation through the generations. Again, this evolution 
looks like to a typical evolution of fitness values and population quality in genetic algorithms. 
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t Schedule  t Schedule  t Schedule  t Schedule 
0 0.004613  47 0.138221  138 0.335313  492 0.531744 
1 0.017102  48 0.149796  244 0.355069  504 0.536966 
19 0.019729  50 0.158482  261 0.361786  511 0.563633 
21 0.024685  51 0.166322  271 0.368567  593 0.573370 
22 0.026852  57 0.169276  329 0.396307  611 0.576083 
23 0.040559  59 0.181421  339 0.410529  639 0.576719 
25 0.046726  60 0.210872  345 0.424970  679 0.599112 
30 0.048148  73 0.215461  385 0.432269  693 0.612680 
31 0.049516  81 0.218388  402 0.441726  722 0.615315 
32 0.055256  85 0.227809  407 0.470559  751 0.627070 
33 0.068276  89 0.235267  416 0.500000  763 0.627647 
35 0.078030  104 0.241820  449 0.515805  780 0.636494 
36 0.131537  125 0.257028  469 0.524050  807 0.638506 
45 0.138055  134 0.285679  476 0.530514  1187 0.643203 
 
Table 9.23 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P03 
 
 
Figure 9.11 Evolution of best Schedule Value – Problem P03 
 
 
 
Figure 9.12 Evolution of Populations Quality – Problem P03 
 
Table 9.24 shows the casting schedule for machines 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, while Table 9.25 shows 
the casting schedule for machines 3.4 and 3.5 of the best solution found by the fuzzyGA 
algorithm. In these tables the discontinuities are highlighted. 
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In schedule presented in Tables 9.24 and 9.25 there are some critical production orders, like 
production order 2 (machine 3.1) and 9 (machine 3.3) which look difficult to repair so that jobs 
will have to be eliminated from these production orders. All other production orders are 
repairable, either by delaying the cast start, by adjusting the casting speed, or both. But in any 
case the makespan remains equal to 3822 minutes (finish time of job 12.8 on machine 3.3). 
 
Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 165 250 0 72  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 105 175 0 60 
1.2 250 335 0 160  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 175 245 0 77 
1.3 335 420 0 164  4.3 235 300 0 138  9.3 290 360 45 60 
1.4 420 505 0 77  4.4 300 365 0 125  9.4 401 471 41 60 
1.5 505 590 0 115  4.5 365 430 0 109  9.5 517 587 46 60 
1.6 590 675 0 78  4.6 430 495 0 64  9.6 632 702 45 60 
1.7 675 760 0 97  4.7 496 561 1 60  9.7 702 772 0 60 
1.8 760 845 0 122  4.8 561 626 0 60  10.1 862 927 0 93 
1.9 845 930 0 91  4.9 626 691 0 97  10.2 927 992 0 140 
1.10 939 1024 9 60  5.1 751 831 0 91  10.3 992 1057 0 127 
2.1 1114 1209 0 146  5.2 871 951 40 60  10.4 1102 1167 45 60 
2.2 1224 1319 15 79  5.3 951 1031 0 117  10.5 1167 1232 0 102 
2.3 1340 1435 21 60  5.4 1031 1111 0 126  10.6 1232 1297 0 72 
2.4 1435 1530 0 131  5.5 1111 1191 0 151  10.7 1297 1362 0 71 
2.5 1600 1695 70 60  5.6 1191 1271 0 91  10.8 1362 1427 0 131 
2.6 1695 1790 0 95  5.7 1271 1351 0 99  10.9 1427 1492 0 96 
2.7 1790 1885 0 152  5.8 1351 1431 0 145  10.10 1505 1570 13 60 
2.8 1885 1980 0 144  6.1 1521 1596 0 108  10.11 1570 1635 0 63 
2.9 1980 2075 0 98  6.2 1596 1671 0 134  10.12 1635 1700 0 141 
2.10 2120 2215 45 60  6.3 1671 1746 0 83  11.1 1812 1887 0 63 
2.11 2215 2310 0 132  6.4 1746 1821 0 91  11.2 1887 1962 0 91 
2.12 2354 2449 44 60  6.5 1821 1896 0 117  11.3 2000 2075 38 60 
3.1 2539 2614 0 94  6.6 1896 1971 0 93  11.4 2075 2150 0 131 
3.2 2614 2689 0 110  6.7 1982 2057 11 60  11.5 2150 2225 0 164 
3.3 2732 2807 43 60  6.8 2057 2132 0 61  11.6 2225 2300 0 91 
3.4 2807 2882 0 80  6.9 2132 2207 0 89  11.7 2300 2375 0 106 
3.5 2882 2957 0 132  6.10 2207 2282 0 61  11.8 2375 2450 0 82 
3.6 2957 3032 0 68  6.11 2323 2398 41 60  11.9 2473 2548 23 60 
3.7 3032 3107 0 100  6.12 2398 2473 0 92  11.10 2548 2623 0 115 
3.8 3107 3182 0 107  7.1 2533 2618 0 143  11.11 2623 2698 0 68 
3.9 3182 3257 0 163  7.2 2618 2703 0 150  11.12 2698 2773 0 133 
3.10 3257 3332 0 117  7.3 2703 2788 0 93  11.13 2773 2848 0 61 
3.11 3332 3407 0 91  7.4 2788 2873 0 129  11.14 2863 2938 15 60 
3.12 3431 3506 24 60  7.5 2878 2963 5 60  12.1 2998 3088 0 129 
3.13 3506 3581 0 82  7.6 2970 3055 7 60  12.2 3136 3226 48 60 
3.14 3581 3656 0 68  7.7 3055 3140 0 99  12.3 3226 3316 0 66 
      7.8 3140 3225 0 126  12.4 3316 3406 0 74 
      7.9 3225 3310 0 157  12.5 3406 3496 0 89 
      8.1 3380 3430 0 60  12.6 3496 3586 0 107 
      8.2 3430 3480 0 120  12.7 3642 3732 56 60 
      8.3 3480 3530 0 64  12.8 3732 3822 0 123 
      8.4 3530 3580 0 96       
      8.5 3580 3630 0 94       
      8.6 3630 3680 0 82       
      8.7 3680 3730 0 111       
      8.8 3730 3780 0 77       
 
Table 9.24 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution) – Problem P03 (a) 
 
As in Problem P02, it seems especially rewarding in this problem to undertake an additional 
neighborhood optimization in order to improve the solution generated by the fuzzyGA 
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algorithm. Table 9.26 shows the solutions of the neighborhood optimization applying model 
PROS – PRMA (for each job precedence and machine assignment of the five best solutions 
generated by the fuzzyGA algorithm). 
 
Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 105 200 0 60  16.1 233 303 0 60 
13.2 225 320 25 60  16.2 320 390 17 60 
13.3 320 415 0 88  16.3 390 460 0 101 
13.4 415 510 0 134  16.4 460 530 0 81 
13.5 510 605 0 92  16.5 530 600 0 134 
13.6 605 700 0 124  16.6 621 691 21 60 
13.7 728 823 28 84  16.7 691 761 0 96 
13.8 823 918 0 105  16.8 762 832 1 60 
13.9 918 1013 0 126  16.9 832 902 0 141 
13.10 1013 1108 0 76  16.10 916 986 14 60 
13.11 1108 1203 0 103  17.1 1076 1141 0 159 
13.12 1203 1298 0 120  17.2 1141 1206 0 141 
14.1 1358 1443 0 70  17.3 1206 1271 0 124 
14.2 1447 1532 4 60  17.4 1271 1336 0 137 
14.3 1532 1617 0 98  17.5 1336 1401 0 92 
14.4 1617 1702 0 86  17.6 1433 1498 32 60 
14.5 1702 1787 0 100  17.7 1498 1563 0 138 
14.6 1787 1872 0 95  18.1 1623 1678 0 66 
14.7 1872 1957 0 135  18.2 1678 1733 0 78 
14.8 1957 2042 0 92  18.3 1733 1788 0 81 
14.9 2042 2127 0 88  18.4 1788 1843 0 70 
14.10 2161 2246 34 60  18.5 1858 1913 15 60 
15.1 2306 2396 0 132  18.6 1913 1968 0 76 
15.2 2424 2514 28 60  18.7 1968 2023 0 91 
15.3 2580 2670 66 60  18.8 2023 2078 0 138 
15.4 2670 2760 0 87  19.1 2168 2218 0 158 
15.5 2765 2855 5 60  19.2 2240 2290 22 60 
15.6 2855 2945 0 126  19.3 2290 2340 0 78 
15.7 2945 3035 0 144  19.4 2340 2390 0 94 
15.8 3035 3125 0 75  19.5 2390 2440 0 151 
15.9 3125 3215 0 77  19.6 2440 2490 0 87 
15.10 3215 3305 0 147  19.7 2490 2540 0 129 
15.11 3305 3395 0 113  19.8 2559 2609 19 60 
15.12 3395 3485 0 131  19.9 2609 2659 0 119 
15.13 3485 3575 0 161  19.10 2659 2709 0 98 
15.14 3575 3665 0 114  19.11 2709 2759 0 66 
15.15 3665 3755 0 67  19.12 2759 2809 0 128 
      20.1 2891 2971 0 92 
      20.2 2971 3051 0 74 
      20.3 3051 3131 0 91 
      20.4 3165 3245 34 60 
      20.5 3245 3325 0 90 
      20.6 3325 3405 0 154 
      20.7 3405 3485 0 147 
      20.8 3485 3565 0 105 
      20.9 3565 3645 0 67 
 
Table 9.25 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA (best solution) – Problem P03 (b) 
 
All solutions obtained in the neighborhood optimization (see Table 9.26) do not present 
discontinuities, but the minimum value for parameter MT (see column MT in Table 9.26) such 
that continuity can strictly be met are values that largely exceed the maximum allowed transit 
time of 180 minutes. This means that with the job precedence and machine assignment 
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relationships of the five best solutions generated by the fuzzyGA algorithm no feasible solution 
(as it existed for the problems P01 and P02) can be obtained. If a feasible solution exists, the 
job precedence relationships and/or machine assignments will be necessarily different, but no 
guarantee of the existence of a feasible solution for this problem can be given. 
 
Although the solutions obtained with model PROS – PRMA are not feasible, these solutions 
strictly satisfy the continuity constraints with significantly lower makespan value (Cmax) than 
those solutions achieved by the fuzzyGA algorithm, but they have a significant number of jobs 
with transit time largely beyond the maximum allowed transit time of 180 minutes with higher 
average transit time than the solutions of Table 9.22. Although these solutions are not feasible 
and seems not repairable, the PROS – PRMA neighborhood optimization allows us to 
determinate the local minimum for the makespan in each neighborhood (see column CLLB in 
Table 9.26), which can be utilized as the makespan’s local lower bound when the fuzzy 
neighborhood optimization is undertaken next (in this case coincide both values, but it is not 
always the case). 
 
Solution CLLB MT Cmax [60-90] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] ( 180  Tavg 
1 3665 195 3665 111 / 53.88% 32 / 15.53% 46 / 22.33% 17 /   8.25% 103.18 
2 3665 213 3665 89 / 43.20% 46 / 22.33% 53 / 25.73% 18 /   8.74% 107.32 
3 3665 215 3665 97 / 47.09% 43 / 20.87% 45 / 21.84% 21 / 10.19% 109.08 
4 3665 223 3665 88 / 42.72% 41 / 19.90% 52 / 25.24% 25 /  12.14% 110.91 
5 3665 223 3665 93 / 45.15% 40 / 19.42% 49 / 23.79% 24 / 11.65% 110.11 
 
Table 9.26 fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (Neighborhood Optimization) – Problem P03 
 
A further fuzzy neighborhood optimization will help us to improve the solutions obtained by 
the fuzzyGA algorithm without eliminating jobs. Table 9.27 shows the solutions obtained with 
model fuzzyPROS – PRMA using the job precedence relationships and machine assignments of 
each of the best solutions obtained from the fuzzyGA algorithm. For a better comprehension of 
the model output, and without loss of generality, the model has been solved considering the 
decision variables xij and M as integer variables. 
 
For the definition of the fuzzy continuity constraints satisfaction (see Figure 9.3 a)) only 
discontinuities equal 0 are considered an ideal satisfaction of these constraints. Since r is the 
factor that defines the limit of discontinuity to be accepted d0 = r pi.j-1.3 defines the absolute 
discontinuity to be accepted. The fuzzy continuity constraint satisfaction degree is 1 when Dij = 
0, from which on the degree of constraint satisfaction decreases linearly to 0 up to a 
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discontinuity of d0. This means that discontinuities higher than r 100% of the cast time of 
previous job i.(j-1) are not acceptable. The choice of the parameter r must be as low as 
possible. If r = 0.0 and a feasible solution exists (no discontinuities exist and all transit times 
are below the maximum allowed), then this solution will be a global optimum solution for the 
makespan minimization problem. Too low values of r tend to generate too high transit times, 
thus values between 0.10 and 0.15 (if possible) are reasonable in order to undertake the repair 
of the discontinuities in the generated schedule. 
 
For the fuzzy transit times constraint satisfaction, a transit time up to 90 minutes is considered 
to be an ideal satisfaction from which on the transit time satisfaction decreases linearly down to 
0 for a transit time of MT = 180 (see Figure 9.3 b)). For the fuzzy makespan constraint 
satisfaction we use the lower bound CLLB (and not CLB) as an ideal makespan satisfaction with 
degree 1, from which on the degree decreases to 0 for a makespan of (1 + f ) CLLB, i.e. for CLLB 
= 3665 and f = 0.02, from 3665 to 3738. The reason to use CLLB rather than CLB is that the 
search is made in a neighborhood where CLLB  CLB, thus the specification of an aspiration level 
for the makespan that is not possible in the given neighborhood is avoided. 
 
Solution r Cmax aDisc nDisc [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] maxT Tavg 
1 0.15 3665 9 46 68 / 33.01% 54 / 26.21%   84 / 40.78% 151 109.54 
2 0.15 3673 9 66 55 / 26.70% 47 / 22.82% 104 / 50.49% 147 113.24 
3 0.15 3690 9 68 53 / 25.73% 38 / 18.45% 115 / 55.83% 150 117.13 
4 0.15 3678 10 56 45 / 21.84% 44 / 21.36% 117 / 56.80% 157 121.27 
5 0.15 3669 9 61 55 / 26.70% 45 / 21.84% 106 / 51.46% 151 115.52 
 
Table 9.27 fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (fuzzy Neighborhood Optimization) – Problem P03 
 
Table 9.27 shows the fuzzy neighborhood optimization based on the best solutions given by the 
fuzzyGA algorithm (see Table 9.21). Based on the maximum absolute discontinuities (aDisc) 
the solutions obtained in this way clearly outperform the solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA 
algorithm (compare Tables 9.21 and 9.27), despite of the fact that the number of discontinuities 
(nDisc) increases slightly. The maximum absolute discontinuities are in the range of [9, 10] 
minutes compared to the range of [59, 77] for the solutions obtained by the fuzzyGA algorithm. 
The maximum observed transit times (maxT) decreases (see Tables 9.22 and 9.27), but the 
transit time distribution deteriorates a bit. The number of jobs with transit time in the interval 
(120, 180] and the average transit time increases significantly. This is explained because of the 
neighborhood optimization that reduces the discontinuities. 
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In all cases the overall constraint satisfaction grade  (see sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2) is greater 
than 0. Due to the definition of the fuzzy transit time constraints satisfaction,   0 ensures that 
no job has a higher transit time than the allowed maximum of 180 minutes. Although one 
solution has a makespan value of 3665 minutes (the makespan lower bound) it is a not feasible 
solution because of the discontinuities. 
 
Machine 3.1     Machine 3.1    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Cast Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 196 281 0 60  85 197 282 0 61 
1.2 281 366 0 145  85 282 367 0 146 
1.3 366 451 0 151  85 367 452 0 152 
1.4 451 536 0 131  85 452 537 0 132 
1.5 536 621 0 151  85 537 622 0 152 
1.6 621 706 0 100  85 622 707 0 101 
1.7 706 791 0 140  85 707 792 0 141 
1.8 791 876 0 151  85 792 877 0 152 
1.9 876 961 0 151  85 877 962 0 152 
1.10 962 1047 1 118  85 962 1047 0 118 
2.1 1137 1232 0 151  95 1166 1261 0 180 
2.2 1241 1336 9 95  95 1261 1356 0 115 
2.3 1345 1440 9 94  95 1356 1451 0 105 
2.4 1449 1544 9 151  102 1451 1553 0 153 
2.5 1553 1648 9 67  104 1553 1657 0 67 
2.6 1657 1752 9 141  104 1657 1761 0 141 
2.7 1761 1856 9 149  104 1761 1865 0 149 
2.8 1865 1960 9 150  104 1865 1969 0 150 
2.9 1969 2064 9 114  104 1969 2073 0 114 
2.10 2073 2168 9 98  104 2073 2177 0 98 
2.11 2177 2272 9 150  104 2177 2281 0 150 
2.12 2281 2376 9 60  95 2281 2376 0 60 
3.1 2466 2541 0 116  75 2470 2545 0 120 
3.2 2541 2616 0 136  75 2545 2620 0 140 
3.3 2620 2695 4 60  75 2620 2695 0 60 
3.4 2695 2770 0 60  75 2695 2770 0 60 
3.5 2770 2845 0 135  75 2770 2845 0 135 
3.6 2845 2920 0 94  75 2845 2920 0 94 
3.7 2920 2995 0 139  75 2920 2995 0 139 
3.8 2995 3070 0 150  75 2995 3070 0 150 
3.9 3070 3145 0 150  75 3070 3145 0 150 
3.10 3145 3220 0 116  75 3145 3220 0 116 
3.11 3220 3295 0 96  75 3220 3295 0 96 
3.12 3295 3370 0 66  75 3295 3370 0 66 
3.13 3370 3445 0 96  75 3370 3445 0 96 
3.14 3445 3520 0 81  75 3445 3520 0 81 
  a)      b) Repaired  
 
Table 9.28 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Solution 1) – Problem P03 (1) 
 
We select solution 1 of Table 9.27 as the solution for further analysis. Tables 9.28 a) through 
9.32 a) show, respectively, the cast schedule for machines 3.1 through 3.5 in which the jobs 
with discontinuities are highlighted. Machines 3.1 through 3.5 have 3 of 3, 0 of 5, 4 of 4, 3 of 3 
and 3 of 5 production orders, respectively, with discontinuities. It seems to be a hard work to 
repair these 13 of 20 production orders, but in contrast to the schedule of Tables 9.24 and 9.25, 
in this case the discontinuities are manageable. 
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Machine 3.2     Machine 3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Cast Start Finish Disc Transit 
4.1 105 170 0 60  65 105 170 0 60 
4.2 170 235 0 125  65 170 235 0 125 
4.3 235 300 0 145  65 235 300 0 145 
4.4 300 365 0 87  65 300 365 0 87 
4.5 365 430 0 105  65 365 430 0 105 
4.6 430 495 0 118  65 430 495 0 118 
4.7 495 560 0 65  65 495 560 0 65 
4.8 560 625 0 91  65 560 625 0 91 
4.9 625 690 0 150  65 625 690 0 150 
5.1 750 830 0 139  80 750 830 0 139 
5.2 830 910 0 60  80 830 910 0 60 
5.3 910 990 0 97  80 910 990 0 97 
5.4 990 1070 0 64  80 990 1070 0 64 
5.5 1070 1150 0 99  80 1070 1150 0 99 
5.6 1150 1230 0 89  80 1150 1230 0 89 
5.7 1230 1310 0 130  80 1230 1310 0 130 
5.8 1310 1390 0 119  80 1310 1390 0 119 
6.1 1480 1555 0 122  75 1480 1555 0 122 
6.2 1555 1630 0 150  75 1555 1630 0 150 
6.3 1630 1705 0 64  75 1630 1705 0 64 
6.4 1705 1780 0 79  75 1705 1780 0 79 
6.5 1780 1855 0 123  75 1780 1855 0 123 
6.6 1855 1930 0 139  75 1855 1930 0 139 
6.7 1930 2005 0 80  75 1930 2005 0 80 
6.8 2005 2080 0 60  75 2005 2080 0 60 
6.9 2080 2155 0 85  75 2080 2155 0 85 
6.10 2155 2230 0 135  75 2155 2230 0 135 
6.11 2230 2305 0 110  75 2230 2305 0 110 
6.12 2305 2380 0 84  75 2305 2380 0 84 
7.1 2440 2525 0 150  85 2440 2525 0 150 
7.2 2525 2610 0 150  85 2525 2610 0 150 
7.3 2610 2695 0 95  85 2610 2695 0 95 
7.4 2695 2780 0 150  85 2695 2780 0 150 
7.5 2780 2865 0 60  85 2780 2865 0 60 
7.6 2865 2950 0 99  85 2865 2950 0 99 
7.7 2950 3035 0 139  85 2950 3035 0 139 
7.8 3035 3120 0 145  85 3035 3120 0 145 
7.9 3120 3205 0 146  85 3120 3205 0 146 
8.1 3265 3315 0 96  50 3265 3315 0 96 
8.2 3315 3365 0 131  50 3315 3365 0 131 
8.3 3365 3415 0 106  50 3365 3415 0 106 
8.4 3415 3465 0 96  50 3415 3465 0 96 
8.5 3465 3515 0 116  50 3465 3515 0 116 
8.6 3515 3565 0 136  50 3515 3565 0 136 
8.7 3565 3615 0 150  50 3565 3615 0 150 
8.8 3615 3665 0 60  50 3615 3665 0 60 
  a)      b) Repaired  
 
Table 9.29 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Solution 1) – Problem P03 (2) 
 
Tables 9.28 b) through 9.32 b) shows, respectively, the repaired schedules. Cast start of 
production orders 1 and 3 in machine 3.1 (see Table 9.28) was delayed 1 and 3 minutes 
respectively causing only an insignificant effect on transit times, while cast start of production 
order 2 was delayed 29 minutes. Cast time of job 2.4 is increased in 7 minutes, while cast time 
for jobs 2.5 through 2.11 are augmented in 9 minutes (increase less than 10% of processing 
time). In machine 3.2 (see Table 9.29) no repair was necessary. Production orders 4 through 8 
remain without modifications (see Table 9.29 a) and b)). 
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Machine 3.3     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Cast Start Finish Disc Transit 
9.1 241 311 0 150  70 271 341 0 180 
9.2 318 388 7 150  70 341 411 0 173 
9.3 395 465 7 150  70 411 481 0 166 
9.4 472 542 7 150  70 481 551 0 159 
9.5 549 619 7 104  75 551 626 0 106 
9.6 626 696 7 60  77 626 703 0 60 
9.7 703 773 7 107  70 703 773 0 107 
10.1 863 928 0 133  65 892 957 0 162 
10.2 934 999 6 150  65 957 1022 0 173 
10.3 1005 1070 6 151  65 1022 1087 0 168 
10.4 1076 1141 6 60  65 1087 1152 0 71 
10.5 1141 1206 0 110  65 1152 1217 0 121 
10.6 1206 1271 0 60  65 1217 1282 0 71 
10.7 1271 1336 0 65  65 1282 1347 0 76 
10.8 1336 1401 0 130  65 1347 1412 0 141 
10.9 1401 1466 0 150  65 1412 1477 0 161 
10.10 1471 1536 5 60  65 1477 1542 0 66 
10.11 1542 1607 6 101  65 1542 1607 0 101 
10.12 1607 1672 0 151  65 1607 1672 0 151 
11.1 1762 1837 0 60  75 1776 1851 0 74 
11.2 1844 1919 7 79  75 1851 1926 0 86 
11.3 1926 2001 7 60  75 1926 2001 0 60 
11.4 2001 2076 0 86  75 2001 2076 0 86 
11.5 2076 2151 0 146  75 2076 2151 0 146 
11.6 2151 2226 0 76  75 2151 2226 0 76 
11.7 2226 2301 0 151  75 2226 2301 0 151 
11.8 2301 2376 0 60  75 2301 2376 0 60 
11.9 2376 2451 0 60  75 2376 2451 0 60 
11.10 2451 2526 0 120  75 2451 2526 0 120 
11.11 2526 2601 0 71  75 2526 2601 0 71 
11.12 2601 2676 0 116  75 2601 2676 0 116 
11.13 2676 2751 0 71  75 2676 2751 0 71 
11.14 2751 2826 0 60  75 2751 2826 0 60 
12.1 2886 2976 0 150  90 2914 3004 0 178 
12.2 2980 3070 4 60  90 3004 3094 0 84 
12.3 3079 3169 9 60  90 3094 3184 0 75 
12.4 3169 3259 0 105  90 3184 3274 0 120 
12.5 3259 3349 0 60  90 3274 3364 0 75 
12.6 3355 3445 6 81  91 3364 3454 0 90 
12.7 3454 3544 9 60  90 3454 3544 0 60 
12.8 3544 3634 0 60  90 3544 3634 0 60 
  a)      a) Repaired  
 
Table 9.30 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Solution 1) – Problem P03 (3) 
 
Cast start of production order 9 in machine 3.3 (see Table 9.30) was delayed 30 minutes and 
cast time of jobs 9.5 and 9.6 were augmented in 5 and 7 minutes, respectively (the increase is 
less and equal than 10% of the processing time), while cast start in production order 10 and 11 
was delayed 29 and 14 minutes, respectively. Cast start of production order 12 was delayed 28 
minutes. 
 
Cast start of production orders 13, 14 and 15 in machine 3.4 (see Table 9.31) was delayed 27, 
12 and 18 minutes, respectively, with no significant effect in transit times. 
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In the same way, the cast start of production orders 17, 18 and 20 in machine 3.5 (see Table 
9.32) was delayed 12, 18 and 19 minutes, respectively, with no significant effect on transit 
times. On the same machine, production orders 16 and 19 remain without modification. 
 
For the purpose of illustration and comparison the repaired casting schedules of all solutions of 
Table 9.27 are shown in Appendix C. Tables C.1 to C.5 respectively. 
 
Machine 3.4     Machine 3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Cast Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 133 228 0 88  95 160 255 0 115 
13.2 228 323 0 93  95 255 350 0 120 
13.3 323 418 0 143  95 350 445 0 170 
13.4 418 513 0 151  95 445 540 0 178 
13.5 522 617 9 98  95 540 635 0 116 
13.6 626 721 9 120  95 635 730 0 129 
13.7 730 825 9 90  95 730 825 0 90 
13.8 825 920 0 150  95 825 920 0 150 
13.9 920 1015 0 150  95 920 1015 0 150 
13.10 1015 1110 0 116  95 1015 1110 0 116 
13.11 1110 1205 0 109  95 1110 1205 0 109 
13.12 1205 1300 0 150  95 1205 1300 0 150 
14.1 1360 1445 0 124  85 1372 1457 0 136 
14.2 1445 1530 0 102  85 1457 1542 0 114 
14.3 1530 1615 0 119  85 1542 1627 0 131 
14.4 1615 1700 0 150  85 1627 1712 0 162 
14.5 1700 1785 0 104  85 1712 1797 0 116 
14.6 1785 1870 0 144  85 1797 1882 0 156 
14.7 1870 1955 0 150  85 1882 1967 0 162 
14.8 1955 2040 0 150  85 1967 2052 0 162 
14.9 2044 2129 4 94  85 2052 2137 0 102 
14.10 2137 2222 8 77  85 2137 2222 0 77 
15.1 2282 2372 0 151  90 2300 2390 0 169 
15.2 2381 2471 9 95  90 2390 2480 0 104 
15.3 2480 2570 9 60  90 2480 2570 0 60 
15.4 2570 2660 0 70  90 2570 2660 0 70 
15.5 2660 2750 0 70  90 2660 2750 0 70 
15.6 2750 2840 0 150  90 2750 2840 0 150 
15.7 2840 2930 0 140  90 2840 2930 0 140 
15.8 2930 3020 0 134  90 2930 3020 0 134 
15.9 3020 3110 0 76  90 3020 3110 0 76 
15.10 3110 3200 0 151  90 3110 3200 0 151 
15.11 3200 3290 0 106  90 3200 3290 0 106 
15.12 3290 3380 0 151  90 3290 3380 0 151 
15.13 3380 3470 0 151  90 3380 3470 0 151 
15.14 3470 3560 0 151  90 3470 3560 0 151 
15.15 3560 3650 0 60  90 3560 3650 0 60 
  a)      b) Repaired  
 
Table 9.31 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Solution 1) – Problem P03 (4) 
 
Table 9.33 compares the selected fuzzy neighborhood optimization solution with its repaired 
version. The repaired version shows no discontinuities and no transit times over the maximum 
allowed. Although now no discontinuities exist, the repair of the solution causes some 
deterioration of the transit time quality. The percentage of jobs with transit time in the range of 
[120. 180] minutes grows slightly from 40.78% to 43.20%, while the mean transit time rises 
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from 109.54 minutes to 113.66 minutes and the maximum observed transit time grows from 
151 minutes to the limit of 180 minutes. 
 
Machine 3.5     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Cast Start Finish Disc Transit 
16.1 265 335 0 84  70 265 335 0 84 
16.2 335 405 0 60  70 335 405 0 60 
16.3 405 475 0 65  70 405 475 0 65 
16.4 475 545 0 81  70 475 545 0 81 
16.5 545 615 0 151  70 545 615 0 151 
16.6 615 685 0 64  70 615 685 0 64 
16.7 685 755 0 100  70 685 755 0 100 
16.8 755 825 0 70  70 755 825 0 70 
16.9 825 895 0 140  70 825 895 0 140 
16.10 895 965 0 66  70 895 965 0 66 
17.1 1055 1120 0 151  65 1067 1132 0 163 
17.2 1120 1185 0 151  65 1132 1197 0 163 
17.3 1185 1250 0 84  65 1197 1262 0 96 
17.4 1250 1315 0 119  65 1262 1327 0 131 
17.5 1315 1380 0 94  65 1327 1392 0 106 
17.6 1386 1451 6 90  65 1392 1457 0 96 
17.7 1457 1522 6 129  65 1457 1522 0 129 
18.1 1582 1637 0 81  55 1600 1655 0 99 
18.2 1642 1697 5 60  55 1655 1710 0 73 
18.3 1700 1755 3 73  55 1710 1765 0 83 
18.4 1760 1815 5 89  55 1765 1820 0 94 
18.5 1820 1875 5 60  55 1820 1875 0 60 
18.6 1875 1930 0 80  55 1875 1930 0 80 
18.7 1930 1985 0 120  55 1930 1985 0 120 
18.8 1985 2040 0 150  55 1985 2040 0 150 
19.1 2130 2180 0 150  50 2130 2180 0 150 
19.2 2180 2230 0 75  50 2180 2230 0 75 
19.3 2230 2280 0 90  50 2230 2280 0 90 
19.4 2280 2330 0 104  50 2280 2330 0 104 
19.5 2330 2380 0 139  50 2330 2380 0 139 
19.6 2380 2430 0 110  50 2380 2430 0 110 
19.7 2430 2480 0 150  50 2430 2480 0 150 
19.8 2480 2530 0 100  50 2480 2530 0 100 
19.9 2530 2580 0 150  50 2530 2580 0 150 
19.10 2580 2630 0 95  50 2580 2630 0 95 
19.11 2630 2680 0 100  50 2630 2680 0 100 
19.12 2680 2730 0 150  50 2680 2730 0 150 
20.1 2790 2870 0 99  80 2809 2889 0 118 
20.2 2873 2953 3 107  80 2889 2969 0 123 
20.3 2961 3041 8 150  80 2969 3049 0 158 
20.4 3049 3129 8 60  80 3049 3129 0 60 
20.5 3129 3209 0 110  80 3129 3209 0 110 
20.6 3209 3289 0 150  80 3209 3289 0 150 
20.7 3289 3369 0 150  80 3289 3369 0 150 
20.8 3369 3449 0 125  80 3369 3449 0 125 
20.9 3449 3529 0 145  80 3449 3529 0 145 
  a)      b) Repaired  
 
Table 9.32 Casting Schedule fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Solution 1) – Problem P03 (5) 
 
Solution Cmax aDisc nDisc [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] mT Tavg 
1 3665 9 46 68 / 33.01% 54 / 26.21% 84 / 40.78% 151 109.54 
1 / Repaired 3665 0 0 63 / 30.58% 54 / 26.21% 89 / 43.20% 180 113.66 
 
Table 9.33 Best Solution fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA + Repaired – Problem P03 
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In summary, a feasible schedule with global optimum makespan (equal to the makespan lower 
bound) is found, but it was necessary to modify certain cast times when the repair of the 
solution selected from the fuzzy neighborhood optimization was carried out. 
 
9.2 Comments on Results of the Experiments 
 
The fuzzyGA algorithm was used in all problems with parameter values Np = 80, pc = 0.8, pm = 
0.05 (value for Ng see Table 9.34), using the static random approach for the initial start times 
determination at stage 1. The evolution strategies approach to optimize the start times at stage 1 
was used with parameter values µ = 20 ( = µ) and  = 3 (value for Ne see Table 9.34). 
 
Table 9.34 summarizes the problem characteristics explained in section 9.1 and specific 
processing features of the fuzzyGA algorithm, among which CPU time in minutes (before any 
neighborhood optimization is performed). 
 
Problem Size N n M1 M2 M3 m1 m2 CLB Ng Ne CPU [min] 
P01 small 8 61 2 3 2 1 1 2415 120 30 5 
P02 medium 14 120 3 3 4 4 – 2925 1000 20 60 
P03 large 20 206 4 3 5 3 2 3665 1200 10 60 
 
Table 9.34 Experimental Problems and fuzzyGA algorithm 
 
The values of the genetic algorithm parameters were selected based on recommendation from 
the literature, and corresponding to ranges widely used in production scheduling applications 
(see section 4.3.1). The values finally selected were chosen based on experiments of trial and 
error. Due to computational time the values of the evolution strategy were chosen in order to 
work with a small population (µ) and to perform a non-deep optimization search (Ne). Thus the 
optimization process is primarily guided by the genetic algorithm (Ng). The number of 
generation of the genetic algorithm (Ng) was defined by observing the evolution of the best 
solution and average evaluation of the population through the generations. 
 
Table 9.35 shows the makespan (Cmax) and the transit time distribution in the solution (after 
neighborhood optimization) proposed for problems P01, P02 and P03 (remember that in these 
solutions no discontinuities exist). The solutions of problems P01 and P02 are “pure optimum 
solutions”, i.e. these solutions was obtained in the PRMA – PROS neighborhood optimization 
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in which the value of parameter MT could be set so that the global minimum makespan was 
achieved and all continuity constraints were strictly satisfied. 
 
Solution Cmax [ 60-90 ] ( 90-120 ] ( 120-180 ] mT Tavg 
P01 2415 31 / 50.82% 30 / 49.18%   0 /   0.00% 108 85.62 
P02 3510 47 / 32.19% 28 / 19.18% 71 / 48.63% 145 115.93 
P03 3665
*
 67 / 32.52% 53 / 25.73% 86 / 41.75% 180 112.19 
 
Table 9.35 Optimal Solutions fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA 
 
The solution of problem P03 (a problem of higher complexity than problems P01 and P02) was 
obtained by repairing a solution given by the fuzzyPROS – PRMA neighborhood optimization. 
In these solutions the global minimum makespan is reached, all continuity and transit time 
constraints are satisfied, but some cast times were slightly modified. Thus a “quasi-optimum 
solution” is obtained. 
 
In the absence of test problems in the literature, the objective of the experiments was to 
illustrate the procedure consisting of the fuzzyGA algorithm and the developed optimization 
models on real size problems of different complexities. For the fuzzyGA algorithm the 
complexity of a problem seems to be more associated with the number of production orders and 
jobs than with the number of machines at each stage. This is not surprise given that the length 
of the chromosome corresponds to the number of jobs. The problems analyzed were selected 
from a random sample of problems considering a SCC system of 3 stages and preserving 
certain real based assumption of processing times, number of orders and jobs.  
 
Problem P01 (a small size problem with N = 8 production orders and n = 61 jobs) was also 
solved optimally with model PROS in the order of 1 hour CPU time, but CPU time can be 
extremely high in other instances similar to Problem01. Problem P02 (a medium size problem 
with N = 14 production orders and n = 120 jobs) and Problem P03 (a large size problem with N 
= 20 production orders and n = 206 jobs) require significantly (prohibitive) more computational 
effort to obtain an optimal solution. Problem sizes in the order of 200 jobs, like Problem P03, 
are not found in the literature. Problems with the maximum size of 108 jobs were found for 
research purposes [Atighehchian, 2009]. 
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10.  Conclusions and Prospects 
 
The steel industry is one of the key activities of an industrialized economy. It provides raw 
materials in different forms and qualities for important economic activities. Since steel 
production is resource intensive, companies must continuously improve their process, 
management, and information technology to increase productivity reducing energy and 
operation costs, reducing lead times and improving timely customer order fulfillment. 
 
The focus is placed on high quality, low cost, just in time (JIT) delivery and production of 
small lots of a variety of different products. Usually, the steelmaking and continuous casting 
system (SCC system) in an integrated steel manufacturing plant is the bottleneck in steel 
manufacturing, thus effective scheduling of this process is a critical issue for productivity 
improvement. 
 
Since production scheduling is a key issue for improving machine productivity and customer 
satisfaction, production scheduling in steel industry has been recognized as one of the most 
difficult and challenging industrial scheduling problems. This holds in particular for 
steelmaking and continuous casting (SCC) production scheduling. 
 
Unlike traditional production scheduling in machinery industry, SCC production scheduling 
has to meet special critical requirements resulting from the steel production process. In the SCC 
process, the products are handled at high temperature and converted from liquid molten steel 
into solid pieces such as slabs, billets and/or blooms. There are extremely strict requirements on 
material supply continuity and flow time. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that in a given 
SCC system, for the existence of a feasible schedule for an arbitrary set of production orders. 
 
Continuous casting began to expand as the standard technology in steel production since 
around the 1980’s, usually as a balanced flow line system, but some time was needed until the 
first research on this problem has been formalized, mostly referring to particular and specific 
systems. Since the 2000’s, more particular applications have been reported in more complex 
SCC Systems and the SCC scheduling problem began to be generalized (see section 5.2.3). 
 
The objective of this thesis was the development of general models, algorithms and procedures 
to solve the complex scheduling decision problem for a generalized SCC system, integrating 
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meta-heuristic solution procedures and optimization modeling with the advantage and 
flexibility of fuzzy sets in decision processes. Therefore, the contribution of this work can be 
summarized in the following: 
 
 Due to combinatorial complexity of scheduling problems, especially the SCC scheduling 
problem, a new integrated general procedure to solve this problem is proposed. First, a 
generalized m – stage flexible flowshop with continuity constraints and different types of 
machines at the last stage is defined, and then general optimization models and meta-
heuristic procedures are developed. 
 
 Two MILP (mixed-integer linear programming) models for the makespan minimization are 
developed. One of them is further adopted to integrate a general solution procedure. In 
addition, one MILP modeling approach for fuzzy overall constraint satisfaction 
maximization has been developed. Due to the combinatorial complexity of real size 
problems, the direct application of these models is limited to small problems. However, this 
combinatorial complexity is avoided by taking the job sequence and machine assignments as 
input parameters and by optimizing in a neighborhood of a given solution. 
 
 A hybridized meta-heuristic approach is developed to solve the SCC scheduling problem. A 
genetic algorithm (called fuzzyGA) evaluates the individuals (schedules) using a fuzzy rule 
based inference system, and the weakness of meta-heuristic procedures in the determination 
of processing start times is overcome by embedding an evolution strategy algorithm to 
optimize the job start times at the first stage. The fuzzy inference process gives an overall 
evaluation of the schedule quality by controlling discontinuities and transit times throughout 
the generations; it takes into account that discontinuities and transit times beyond the 
maximum allowed may exist, but to different degrees of acceptance. 
 
Since the best output of fuzzyGA algorithm is, in general, especially in complex SCC 
scheduling problems, not a feasible solution (a schedule with discontinuities and/or transit 
time higher than the maximum allowed) this solution can be improved by applying two 
types of neighborhood optimization both searching in the neighborhood of the fuzzyGA 
solution defined by job precedence and machine assignments. Furthermore, the 
neighborhood optimization may be performed on a set of best solutions found by the 
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fuzzyGA algorithm, using the fact that there is only little difference between these solutions, 
but that a particularly good solution may be found in one of their neighborhoods. 
 
 Definition of a repair procedure. In general, there is no guarantee that the solutions obtained 
by the fuzzyGA algorithm will be feasible, but the improvements given by the neighborhood 
optimizations will make it easier to repair an infeasible schedule. When a schedule 
adjustment is carried out, discontinuities and high transit times may be removed by delaying 
cast starts and by modifying cast times. However, cast times can be modified only in a small 
range and only if really necessary. The repair procedure may be considered as the final step 
to generate the proposed solution for a SCC scheduling problem. After the neighborhood 
optimization the discontinuities should be manageable.  
 
In the absence of test problems in the literature, the objective of the experiments in this thesis is 
to illustrate the application of the developed solution procedure on real size problems. For the 
fuzzyGA algorithm, the complexity of a problem seems to be more associated with the number 
of production orders and jobs than with the number of machines at each stage. This is no 
surprise, given that the length of the chromosome corresponds to the number of jobs. 
 
Due to the increasing interest in this problem, widely accepted generalizations of the SCC 
system (such as the contribution of this thesis) are needed to generate general procedures to 
solve the SCC Scheduling Problem. 
 
Certainly, the improvement of the fuzzyGA algorithm is a matter for further research. A more 
effective and computationally efficient integration of its various components can be studied, i.e. 
more than one alternative to implement different components of the algorithm are suggested to 
be taken into account. 
 
Future research also involves the application of different meta-heuristic algorithms and/or other 
hybridization approaches, especially with optimization based methods. Development of fuzzy 
related methods is seen as a promising research area to this problem, especially due to the 
nature of this decision problem: “… generate a good compromise schedule with low 
discontinuities and not too high transit time finishing all production orders in an acceptable 
time interval…”. 
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Some important areas of future research should address the application of the developed 
algorithms on real SCC systems and the robustness of generated schedules if modifications are 
needed during production execution, i.e. the flexibility to modify the order in which the jobs are 
processed and/or to add or eliminate jobs without re-scheduling the whole production program. 
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Appendix A: Schedules fuzzyGA / PROS – PRMA (Problem P01) 
 
  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 65 110 2 135 165 1 170 235 0 60 
 3 1 130 175 3 200 230 1 235 300 0 60 
 4 2 195 240 1 265 295 1 300 365 0 60 
 5 1 260 305 1 330 360 1 365 430 0 60 
 6 2 325 370 3 395 425 1 430 495 0 60 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 443 488 3 513 543 1 560 625 0 72 
 9 2 472 517 1 542 572 1 625 690 0 108 
 10 1 585 630 1 655 685 1 690 755 0 60 
 11 2 607 652 1 685 715 1 755 820 0 103 
 12 2 715 760 3 785 815 1 820 885 0 60 
 13 2 780 825 2 850 880 1 885 950 0 60 
 14 1 845 890 3 915 945 1 950 1015 0 60 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1047 1092 2 1117 1147 1 1200 1295 0 108 
 3 1 1155 1200 3 1225 1255 1 1295 1390 0 95 
 4 1 1237 1282 1 1307 1337 1 1390 1485 0 108 
 5 2 1350 1395 1 1420 1450 1 1485 1580 0 90 
 6 2 1427 1472 3 1497 1527 1 1580 1675 0 108 
3 1 1 1622 1667 2 1692 1722 1 1735 1820 0 68 
 2 1 1667 1712 1 1737 1767 1 1820 1905 0 108 
 3 2 1780 1825 2 1850 1880 1 1905 1990 0 80 
 4 2 1837 1882 3 1907 1937 1 1990 2075 0 108 
 5 2 1922 1967 2 1992 2022 1 2075 2160 0 108 
 6 1 2038 2083 2 2108 2138 1 2160 2245 0 77 
 7 1 2092 2137 3 2162 2192 1 2245 2330 0 108 
 8 2 2177 2222 3 2247 2277 1 2330 2415 0 108 
4 1 1 150 195 2 220 250 2 283 333 0 88 
 2 2 190 235 3 260 290 2 333 383 0 98 
 3 2 235 280 2 305 335 2 383 433 0 103 
 4 1 280 325 2 350 380 2 433 483 0 108 
 5 1 378 423 1 448 478 2 483 533 0 60 
5 1 1 488 533 2 558 588 2 593 643 0 60 
 2 2 517 562 3 587 617 2 643 693 0 81 
 3 2 562 607 2 632 662 2 693 743 0 86 
 4 1 638 683 3 708 738 2 743 793 0 60 
 5 1 688 733 2 758 788 2 793 843 0 60 
6 1 1 750 795 1 820 850 2 903 963 0 108 
 2 2 858 903 1 928 958 2 963 1023 0 60 
 3 1 918 963 2 988 1018 2 1023 1083 0 60 
 4 2 978 1023 3 1048 1078 2 1083 1143 0 60 
 5 1 1038 1083 1 1108 1138 2 1143 1203 0 60 
 6 2 1083 1128 3 1168 1198 2 1203 1263 0 75 
 7 2 1110 1155 1 1180 1210 2 1263 1323 0 108 
 8 2 1170 1215 2 1240 1270 2 1323 1383 0 108 
7 1 2 1290 1335 3 1360 1390 2 1443 1493 0 108 
 2 1 1340 1385 2 1410 1440 2 1493 1543 0 108 
 3 1 1395 1440 1 1465 1495 2 1543 1593 0 103 
 4 2 1440 1485 2 1510 1540 2 1593 1643 0 108 
 5 1 1490 1535 3 1560 1590 2 1643 1693 0 108 
 6 2 1540 1585 1 1610 1640 2 1693 1743 0 108 
8 1 2 1650 1695 3 1720 1750 2 1803 1858 0 108 
 2 1 1712 1757 3 1782 1812 2 1858 1913 0 101 
 3 2 1760 1805 1 1830 1860 2 1913 1968 0 108 
 4 1 1825 1870 2 1895 1925 2 1968 2023 0 98 
 5 1 1870 1915 1 1940 1970 2 2023 2078 0 108 
 6 1 1925 1970 3 1995 2025 2 2078 2133 0 108 
 7 2 1980 2025 1 2050 2080 2 2133 2188 0 108 
 8 2 2083 2128 2 2153 2183 2 2188 2243 0 60 
 9 1 2137 2182 1 2207 2237 2 2243 2298 0 61 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 65 110 2 135 165 1 170 235 0 60 
 3 1 130 175 3 200 230 1 235 300 0 60 
 4 2 160 205 1 230 260 1 300 365 0 95 
 5 1 260 305 1 330 360 1 365 430 0 60 
 6 2 300 345 3 370 400 1 430 495 0 85 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 435 480 3 505 535 1 560 625 0 80 
 9 2 505 550 1 575 605 1 625 690 0 75 
 10 1 585 630 1 655 685 1 690 755 0 60 
 11 2 650 695 1 720 750 1 755 820 0 60 
 12 2 715 760 3 785 815 1 820 885 0 60 
 13 2 780 825 2 850 880 1 885 950 0 60 
 14 1 845 890 3 915 945 1 950 1015 0 60 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1095 1140 2 1165 1195 1 1200 1295 0 60 
 3 1 1190 1235 3 1260 1290 1 1295 1390 0 60 
 4 1 1285 1330 1 1355 1385 1 1390 1485 0 60 
 5 2 1380 1425 1 1450 1480 1 1485 1580 0 60 
 6 2 1455 1500 3 1525 1555 1 1580 1675 0 80 
3 1 1 1595 1640 2 1665 1695 1 1735 1820 0 95 
 2 1 1715 1760 1 1785 1815 1 1820 1905 0 60 
 3 2 1765 1810 2 1835 1865 1 1905 1990 0 95 
 4 2 1885 1930 3 1955 1985 1 1990 2075 0 60 
 5 2 1960 2005 2 2040 2070 1 2075 2160 0 70 
 6 1 2020 2065 2 2090 2120 1 2160 2245 0 95 
 7 1 2105 2150 3 2175 2205 1 2245 2330 0 95 
 8 2 2190 2235 3 2260 2290 1 2330 2415 0 95 
4 1 1 190 235 2 260 290 2 295 345 0 60 
 2 2 205 250 3 275 305 2 345 395 0 95 
 3 2 255 300 2 325 355 2 395 445 0 95 
 4 1 340 385 2 410 440 2 445 495 0 60 
 5 1 390 435 1 460 490 2 495 545 0 60 
5 1 1 480 525 2 550 580 2 605 655 0 80 
 2 2 550 595 3 620 650 2 655 705 0 60 
 3 2 600 645 2 670 700 2 705 755 0 60 
 4 1 630 675 3 700 730 2 755 805 0 80 
 5 1 700 745 2 770 800 2 805 855 0 60 
6 1 1 775 820 1 845 875 2 915 975 0 95 
 2 2 835 880 1 905 935 2 975 1035 0 95 
 3 1 930 975 2 1000 1030 2 1035 1095 0 60 
 4 2 955 1000 3 1025 1055 2 1095 1155 0 95 
 5 1 1015 1060 1 1085 1115 2 1155 1215 0 95 
 6 2 1075 1120 3 1145 1175 2 1215 1275 0 95 
 7 2 1135 1180 1 1205 1235 2 1275 1335 0 95 
 8 2 1195 1240 2 1265 1295 2 1335 1395 0 95 
7 1 2 1335 1380 3 1405 1435 2 1455 1505 0 75 
 2 1 1365 1410 2 1435 1465 2 1505 1555 0 95 
 3 1 1415 1460 1 1485 1515 2 1555 1605 0 95 
 4 2 1500 1545 2 1570 1600 2 1605 1655 0 60 
 5 1 1515 1560 3 1585 1615 2 1655 1705 0 95 
 6 2 1600 1645 1 1670 1700 2 1705 1755 0 60 
8 1 2 1710 1755 3 1780 1810 2 1815 1870 0 60 
 2 1 1760 1805 3 1830 1860 2 1870 1925 0 65 
 3 2 1810 1855 1 1880 1910 2 1925 1980 0 70 
 4 1 1840 1885 2 1910 1940 2 1980 2035 0 95 
 5 1 1895 1940 1 1965 1995 2 2035 2090 0 95 
 6 1 1950 1995 3 2020 2050 2 2090 2145 0 95 
 7 2 2005 2050 1 2075 2105 2 2145 2200 0 95 
 8 2 2060 2105 2 2130 2160 2 2200 2255 0 95 
 9 1 2150 2195 1 2220 2250 2 2255 2310 0 60 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 65 110 2 135 165 1 170 235 0 60 
 3 1 92 137 3 162 192 1 235 300 0 98 
 4 2 195 240 1 265 295 1 300 365 0 60 
 5 1 260 305 1 330 360 1 365 430 0 60 
 6 2 325 370 3 395 425 1 430 495 0 60 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 438 483 3 508 538 1 560 625 0 77 
 9 2 483 528 1 553 583 1 625 690 0 97 
 10 1 583 628 1 653 683 1 690 755 0 62 
 11 2 632 677 1 702 732 1 755 820 0 78 
 12 2 677 722 3 747 777 1 820 885 0 98 
 13 2 780 825 2 850 880 1 885 950 0 60 
 14 1 845 890 3 915 945 1 950 1015 0 60 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1057 1102 2 1127 1157 1 1200 1295 0 98 
 3 1 1152 1197 3 1222 1252 1 1295 1390 0 98 
 4 1 1247 1292 1 1317 1347 1 1390 1485 0 98 
 5 2 1342 1387 1 1412 1442 1 1485 1580 0 98 
 6 2 1475 1520 3 1545 1575 1 1580 1675 0 60 
3 1 1 1630 1675 2 1700 1730 1 1735 1820 0 60 
 2 1 1698 1743 1 1768 1798 1 1820 1905 0 77 
 3 2 1762 1807 2 1832 1862 1 1905 1990 0 98 
 4 2 1847 1892 3 1917 1947 1 1990 2075 0 98 
 5 2 1970 2015 2 2040 2070 1 2075 2160 0 60 
 6 1 2017 2062 2 2125 2155 1 2160 2245 0 98 
 7 1 2102 2147 3 2172 2202 1 2245 2330 0 98 
 8 2 2187 2232 3 2257 2287 1 2330 2415 0 98 
4 1 1 130 175 2 200 230 2 273 323 0 98 
 2 2 185 230 3 255 285 2 323 373 0 93 
 3 2 230 275 2 300 330 2 373 423 0 98 
 4 1 280 325 2 350 380 2 423 473 0 98 
 5 1 345 390 1 415 445 2 473 523 0 83 
5 1 1 478 523 2 548 578 2 583 633 0 60 
 2 2 528 573 3 598 628 2 633 683 0 60 
 3 2 578 623 2 648 678 2 683 733 0 60 
 4 1 628 673 3 698 728 2 733 783 0 60 
 5 1 678 723 2 748 778 2 783 833 0 60 
6 1 1 788 833 1 858 888 2 893 953 0 60 
 2 2 848 893 1 918 948 2 953 1013 0 60 
 3 1 908 953 2 978 1008 2 1013 1073 0 60 
 4 2 955 1000 3 1025 1055 2 1073 1133 0 73 
 5 1 990 1035 1 1060 1090 2 1133 1193 0 98 
 6 2 1088 1133 3 1158 1188 2 1193 1253 0 60 
 7 2 1110 1155 1 1180 1210 2 1253 1313 0 98 
 8 2 1170 1215 2 1240 1270 2 1313 1373 0 98 
7 1 2 1290 1335 3 1360 1390 2 1433 1483 0 98 
 2 1 1340 1385 2 1410 1440 2 1483 1533 0 98 
 3 1 1390 1435 1 1460 1490 2 1533 1583 0 98 
 4 2 1440 1485 2 1510 1540 2 1583 1633 0 98 
 5 1 1520 1565 3 1590 1620 2 1633 1683 0 68 
 6 2 1540 1585 1 1610 1640 2 1683 1733 0 98 
8 1 2 1675 1720 3 1745 1775 2 1793 1848 0 73 
 2 1 1743 1788 3 1813 1843 2 1848 1903 0 60 
 3 2 1788 1833 1 1858 1888 2 1903 1958 0 70 
 4 1 1815 1860 2 1885 1915 2 1958 2013 0 98 
 5 1 1870 1915 1 1940 1970 2 2013 2068 0 98 
 6 1 1925 1970 3 1995 2025 2 2068 2123 0 98 
 7 2 1980 2025 1 2070 2100 2 2123 2178 0 98 
 8 2 2062 2107 2 2132 2162 2 2178 2233 0 71 
 9 1 2107 2152 1 2177 2207 2 2233 2288 0 81 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 65 110 2 135 165 1 170 235 0 60 
 3 1 130 175 3 200 230 1 235 300 0 60 
 4 2 190 235 1 260 290 1 300 365 0 65 
 5 1 260 305 1 330 360 1 365 430 0 60 
 6 2 325 370 3 395 425 1 430 495 0 60 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 455 500 3 525 555 1 560 625 0 60 
 9 2 457 502 1 527 557 1 625 690 0 123 
 10 1 558 603 1 628 658 1 690 755 0 87 
 11 2 650 695 1 720 750 1 755 820 0 60 
 12 2 715 760 3 785 815 1 820 885 0 60 
 13 2 780 825 2 850 880 1 885 950 0 60 
 14 1 845 890 3 915 945 1 950 1015 0 60 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1095 1140 2 1165 1195 1 1200 1295 0 60 
 3 1 1190 1235 3 1260 1290 1 1295 1390 0 60 
 4 1 1285 1330 1 1355 1385 1 1390 1485 0 60 
 5 2 1335 1380 1 1405 1435 1 1485 1580 0 105 
 6 2 1412 1457 3 1482 1512 1 1580 1675 0 123 
3 1 1 1630 1675 2 1700 1730 1 1735 1820 0 60 
 2 1 1715 1760 1 1785 1815 1 1820 1905 0 60 
 3 2 1737 1782 2 1807 1837 1 1905 1990 0 123 
 4 2 1827 1872 3 1897 1927 1 1990 2075 0 118 
 5 2 1970 2015 2 2040 2070 1 2075 2160 0 60 
 6 1 2055 2100 2 2125 2155 1 2160 2245 0 60 
 7 1 2108 2153 3 2202 2232 1 2245 2330 0 92 
 8 2 2162 2207 3 2232 2262 1 2330 2415 0 123 
4 1 1 130 175 2 263 293 2 298 348 0 123 
 2 2 215 260 3 285 315 2 348 398 0 88 
 3 2 235 280 2 305 335 2 398 448 0 118 
 4 1 280 325 2 413 443 2 448 498 0 123 
 5 1 343 388 1 413 443 2 498 548 0 110 
5 1 1 502 547 2 572 602 2 608 658 0 61 
 2 2 553 598 3 623 653 2 658 708 0 60 
 3 2 603 648 2 673 703 2 708 758 0 60 
 4 1 653 698 3 723 753 2 758 808 0 60 
 5 1 703 748 2 773 803 2 808 858 0 60 
6 1 1 750 795 1 820 850 2 918 978 0 123 
 2 2 873 918 1 943 973 2 978 1038 0 60 
 3 1 890 935 2 960 990 2 1038 1098 0 103 
 4 2 970 1015 3 1040 1070 2 1098 1158 0 83 
 5 1 1015 1060 1 1085 1115 2 1158 1218 0 98 
 6 2 1060 1105 3 1180 1210 2 1218 1278 0 113 
 7 2 1110 1155 1 1180 1210 2 1278 1338 0 123 
 8 2 1233 1278 2 1303 1333 2 1338 1398 0 60 
7 1 2 1290 1335 3 1360 1390 2 1458 1508 0 123 
 2 1 1340 1385 2 1410 1440 2 1508 1558 0 123 
 3 1 1390 1435 1 1460 1490 2 1558 1608 0 123 
 4 2 1440 1485 2 1510 1540 2 1608 1658 0 123 
 5 1 1553 1598 3 1623 1653 2 1658 1708 0 60 
 6 2 1553 1598 1 1623 1653 2 1708 1758 0 110 
8 1 2 1650 1695 3 1730 1760 2 1818 1873 0 123 
 2 1 1760 1805 3 1838 1868 2 1873 1928 0 68 
 3 2 1782 1827 1 1852 1882 2 1928 1983 0 101 
 4 1 1815 1860 2 1885 1915 2 1983 2038 0 123 
 5 1 1870 1915 1 1940 1970 2 2038 2093 0 123 
 6 1 1925 1970 3 1995 2025 2 2093 2148 0 123 
 7 2 2043 2088 1 2113 2143 2 2148 2203 0 60 
 8 2 2098 2143 2 2168 2198 2 2203 2258 0 60 
 9 1 2153 2198 1 2223 2253 2 2258 2313 0 60 
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  Stage 1   Stage 2   Stage 3     
Order Job Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Machine Start Finish Disc Transit 
1 1 1 0 45 1 70 100 1 105 170 0 60 
 2 2 25 70 2 95 125 1 170 235 0 100 
 3 1 130 175 3 200 230 1 235 300 0 60 
 4 2 175 220 1 245 275 1 300 365 0 80 
 5 1 220 265 1 290 320 1 365 430 0 100 
 6 2 325 370 3 395 425 1 430 495 0 60 
 7 2 390 435 2 460 490 1 495 560 0 60 
 8 1 435 480 3 505 535 1 560 625 0 80 
 9 2 485 530 1 555 585 1 625 690 0 95 
 10 1 585 630 1 655 685 1 690 755 0 60 
 11 2 625 670 1 695 725 1 755 820 0 85 
 12 2 715 760 3 785 815 1 820 885 0 60 
 13 2 765 810 2 835 865 1 885 950 0 75 
 14 1 805 850 3 875 905 1 950 1015 0 100 
2 1 2 1000 1045 2 1070 1100 1 1105 1200 0 60 
 2 1 1065 1110 2 1135 1165 1 1200 1295 0 90 
 3 1 1155 1200 3 1225 1255 1 1295 1390 0 95 
 4 1 1255 1300 1 1325 1355 1 1390 1485 0 90 
 5 2 1340 1385 1 1410 1440 1 1485 1580 0 100 
 6 2 1435 1480 3 1505 1535 1 1580 1675 0 100 
3 1 1 1630 1675 2 1700 1730 1 1735 1820 0 60 
 2 1 1675 1720 1 1745 1775 1 1820 1905 0 100 
 3 2 1780 1825 2 1850 1880 1 1905 1990 0 80 
 4 2 1880 1925 3 1950 1980 1 1990 2075 0 65 
 5 2 1935 1980 2 2005 2035 1 2075 2160 0 95 
 6 1 2015 2060 2 2085 2115 1 2160 2245 0 100 
 7 1 2140 2185 3 2210 2240 1 2245 2330 0 60 
 8 2 2185 2230 3 2255 2285 1 2330 2415 0 100 
4 1 1 130 175 2 200 230 2 275 325 0 100 
 2 2 180 225 3 250 280 2 325 375 0 100 
 3 2 235 280 2 305 335 2 375 425 0 95 
 4 1 280 325 2 350 380 2 425 475 0 100 
 5 1 330 375 1 400 430 2 475 525 0 100 
5 1 1 480 525 2 550 580 2 585 635 0 60 
 2 2 530 575 3 600 630 2 635 685 0 60 
 3 2 580 625 2 650 680 2 685 735 0 60 
 4 1 630 675 3 700 730 2 735 785 0 60 
 5 1 670 715 2 740 770 2 785 835 0 70 
6 1 1 750 795 1 820 850 2 895 955 0 100 
 2 2 810 855 1 880 910 2 955 1015 0 100 
 3 1 910 955 2 980 1010 2 1015 1075 0 60 
 4 2 930 975 3 1000 1030 2 1075 1135 0 100 
 5 1 990 1035 1 1060 1090 2 1135 1195 0 100 
 6 2 1090 1135 3 1160 1190 2 1195 1255 0 60 
 7 2 1110 1155 1 1180 1210 2 1255 1315 0 100 
 8 2 1210 1255 2 1280 1310 2 1315 1375 0 60 
7 1 2 1290 1335 3 1360 1390 2 1435 1485 0 100 
 2 1 1340 1385 2 1410 1440 2 1485 1535 0 100 
 3 1 1390 1435 1 1460 1490 2 1535 1585 0 100 
 4 2 1480 1525 2 1550 1580 2 1585 1635 0 60 
 5 1 1490 1535 3 1560 1590 2 1635 1685 0 100 
 6 2 1540 1585 1 1610 1640 2 1685 1735 0 100 
8 1 2 1675 1720 3 1760 1790 2 1795 1850 0 75 
 2 1 1745 1790 3 1815 1845 2 1850 1905 0 60 
 3 2 1800 1845 1 1870 1900 2 1905 1960 0 60 
 4 1 1825 1870 2 1925 1955 2 1960 2015 0 90 
 5 1 1870 1915 1 1940 1970 2 2015 2070 0 100 
 6 1 1925 1970 3 1995 2025 2 2070 2125 0 100 
 7 2 1980 2025 1 2050 2080 2 2125 2180 0 100 
 8 2 2035 2080 2 2115 2145 2 2180 2235 0 100 
 9 1 2090 2135 1 2160 2190 2 2235 2290 0 100 
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Appendix B: Casting Schedules fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Problem P02) 
 
 
Machine   3.1     Machine   3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 193 273 0 143  4.1 430 505 0 60 
1.2 273 353 0 143  4.2 505 580 0 60 
1.3 353 433 0 73  4.3 580 655 0 92 
1.4 433 513 0 60  4.4 655 730 0 60 
1.5 513 593 0 60  4.5 730 805 0 60 
1.6 593 673 0 60  4.6 805 880 0 60 
1.7 673 753 0 60  4.7 880 955 0 60 
1.8 753 833 0 100  5.1 1015 1100 0 60 
1.9 833 913 0 60  5.2 1100 1185 0 127 
1.10 913 993 0 60  5.3 1185 1270 0 63 
2.1 1083 1173 0 60  5.4 1270 1355 0 90 
2.2 1173 1263 0 60  5.5 1355 1440 0 143 
2.3 1263 1353 0 60  5.6 1440 1525 0 110 
2.4 1353 1443 0 60  5.7 1525 1610 0 105 
2.5 1443 1533 0 60  5.8 1610 1695 0 100 
2.6 1533 1623 0 61  6.1 1785 1865 0 60 
2.7 1623 1713 0 60  6.2 1865 1945 0 77 
2.8 1713 1803 0 60  6.3 1945 2025 0 60 
3.1 1893 1958 0 60  6.4 2025 2105 0 60 
3.2 1958 2023 0 60  6.5 2105 2185 0 110 
3.3 2023 2088 0 73  6.6 2185 2265 0 60 
3.4 2088 2153 0 60  7.1 2325 2395 0 60 
3.5 2153 2218 0 73  7.2 2395 2465 0 67 
3.6 2218 2283 0 70  7.3 2465 2535 0 80 
3.7 2283 2348 0 65  7.4 2535 2605 0 60 
3.8 2348 2413 0 85  7.5 2605 2675 0 60 
3.9 2413 2478 0 60  7.6 2675 2745 0 60 
3.10 2478 2543 0 60  7.7 2745 2815 0 118 
3.11 2543 2608 0 60  7.8 2815 2885 0 143 
3.12 2608 2673 0 60       
 
Machine   3.3     Machine   3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 218 268 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 268 318 0 60  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 318 368 0 83  11.3 235 300 0 60 
8.4 368 418 0 88  11.4 300 365 0 80 
8.5 418 468 0 93  11.5 365 430 0 100 
8.6 468 518 0 143  11.6 430 495 0 77 
8.7 518 568 0 75  11.7 495 560 0 97 
8.8 568 618 0 60  12.1 620 715 0 60 
8.9 618 668 0 60  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 758 838 0 60  12.3 810 905 0 60 
9.2 838 918 0 110  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 918 998 0 118  12.5 1000 1095 0 72 
9.4 998 1078 0 60  12.6 1095 1190 0 87 
9.5 1078 1158 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 137 
9.6 1158 1238 0 60  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1238 1318 0 71  13.1 1470 1540 0 95 
9.8 1318 1398 0 60  13.2 1540 1610 0 75 
10.1 1488 1583 0 60  13.3 1610 1680 0 93 
10.2 1583 1678 0 65  13.4 1680 1750 0 73 
10.3 1678 1773 0 116  13.5 1750 1820 0 143 
10.4 1773 1868 0 60  13.6 1820 1890 0 60 
10.5 1868 1963 0 96  13.7 1890 1960 0 73 
10.6 1963 2058 0 60  13.8 1960 2030 0 143 
10.7 2058 2153 0 75  13.9 2030 2100 0 92 
10.8 2153 2248 0 118  13.10 2100 2170 0 60 
10.9 2248 2343 0 60  14.1 2260 2355 0 67 
10.10 2343 2438 0 60  14.2 2355 2450 0 117 
10.11 2438 2533 0 130  14.3 2450 2545 0 77 
10.12 2533 2628 0 135  14.4 2545 2640 0 115 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 137 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 60 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 143 
 
Table B.1  Casting Schedule – Solution 1 / Table 9.17 (Neighborhood Optimization) 
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Machine   3.1     Machine   3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 199 279 0 96  4.1 440 515 0 85 
1.2 279 359 0 149  4.2 515 590 0 111 
1.3 359 439 0 123  4.3 590 665 0 60 
1.4 439 519 0 80  4.4 665 740 0 60 
1.5 519 599 0 70  4.5 740 815 0 130 
1.6 599 679 0 60  4.6 815 890 0 60 
1.7 679 759 0 60  4.7 890 965 0 60 
1.8 759 839 0 70  5.1 1025 1110 0 121 
1.9 839 919 0 60  5.2 1110 1195 0 149 
1.10 919 999 0 60  5.3 1195 1280 0 60 
2.1 1089 1179 0 60  5.4 1280 1365 0 100 
2.2 1179 1269 0 60  5.5 1365 1450 0 60 
2.3 1269 1359 0 60  5.6 1450 1535 0 60 
2.4 1359 1449 0 83  5.7 1535 1620 0 100 
2.5 1449 1539 0 71  5.8 1620 1705 0 96 
2.6 1539 1629 0 116  6.1 1795 1875 0 60 
2.7 1629 1719 0 60  6.2 1875 1955 0 81 
2.8 1719 1809 0 60  6.3 1955 2035 0 101 
3.1 1899 1964 0 60  6.4 2035 2115 0 91 
3.2 1964 2029 0 65  6.5 2115 2195 0 126 
3.3 2029 2094 0 60  6.6 2195 2275 0 60 
3.4 2094 2159 0 60  7.1 2335 2405 0 107 
3.5 2159 2224 0 60  7.2 2405 2475 0 149 
3.6 2224 2289 0 60  7.3 2475 2545 0 96 
3.7 2289 2354 0 85  7.4 2545 2615 0 60 
3.8 2354 2419 0 60  7.5 2615 2685 0 60 
3.9 2419 2484 0 73  7.6 2685 2755 0 60 
3.10 2484 2549 0 60  7.7 2755 2825 0 124 
3.11 2549 2614 0 60  7.8 2825 2895 0 149 
3.12 2614 2679 0 80       
 
Machine   3.3     Machine   3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 208 258 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 258 308 0 67  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 308 358 0 88  11.3 235 300 0 60 
8.4 358 408 0 93  11.4 300 365 0 80 
8.5 408 458 0 98  11.5 365 430 0 100 
8.6 458 508 0 148  11.6 430 495 0 149 
8.7 508 558 0 108  11.7 495 560 0 140 
8.8 558 608 0 149  12.1 620 715 0 149 
8.9 608 658 0 114  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 748 828 0 60  12.3 810 905 0 60 
9.2 828 908 0 94  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 908 988 0 108  12.5 1000 1095 0 84 
9.4 988 1068 0 60  12.6 1095 1190 0 99 
9.5 1068 1148 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 149 
9.6 1148 1228 0 62  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1228 1308 0 60  13.1 1470 1540 0 149 
9.8 1308 1388 0 77  13.2 1540 1610 0 72 
10.1 1478 1573 0 60  13.3 1610 1680 0 86 
10.2 1573 1668 0 60  13.4 1680 1750 0 60 
10.3 1668 1763 0 99  13.5 1750 1820 0 60 
10.4 1763 1858 0 149  13.6 1820 1890 0 60 
10.5 1858 1953 0 73  13.7 1890 1960 0 60 
10.6 1953 2048 0 60  13.8 1960 2030 0 76 
10.7 2048 2143 0 60  13.9 2030 2100 0 101 
10.8 2143 2238 0 60  13.10 2100 2170 0 62 
10.9 2238 2333 0 79  14.1 2260 2355 0 60 
10.10 2333 2428 0 60  14.2 2355 2450 0 106 
10.11 2428 2523 0 110  14.3 2450 2545 0 149 
10.12 2523 2618 0 132  14.4 2545 2640 0 105 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 60 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 60 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 149 
 
Table B.2  Casting Schedule – Solution 2 / Table 9.17 (Neighborhood Optimization) 
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Machine   3.1     Machine   3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 192 272 0 77  4.1 405 480 0 60 
1.2 272 352 0 143  4.2 480 555 0 63 
1.3 352 432 0 70  4.3 555 630 0 60 
1.4 432 512 0 60  4.4 630 705 0 88 
1.5 512 592 0 60  4.5 705 780 0 95 
1.6 592 672 0 60  4.6 780 855 0 80 
1.7 672 752 0 60  4.7 855 930 0 60 
1.8 752 832 0 140  5.1 990 1075 0 60 
1.9 832 912 0 60  5.2 1075 1160 0 100 
1.10 912 992 0 60  5.3 1160 1245 0 60 
2.1 1082 1172 0 98  5.4 1245 1330 0 60 
2.2 1172 1262 0 143  5.5 1330 1415 0 63 
2.3 1262 1352 0 82  5.6 1415 1500 0 103 
2.4 1352 1442 0 60  5.7 1500 1585 0 143 
2.5 1442 1532 0 60  5.8 1585 1670 0 68 
2.6 1532 1622 0 97  6.1 1760 1840 0 60 
2.7 1622 1712 0 60  6.2 1840 1920 0 60 
2.8 1712 1802 0 60  6.3 1920 2000 0 65 
3.1 1892 1957 0 63  6.4 2000 2080 0 81 
3.2 1957 2022 0 60  6.5 2080 2160 0 85 
3.3 2022 2087 0 60  6.6 2160 2240 0 60 
3.4 2087 2152 0 78  7.1 2300 2370 0 60 
3.5 2152 2217 0 143  7.2 2370 2440 0 108 
3.6 2217 2282 0 65  7.3 2440 2510 0 68 
3.7 2282 2347 0 65  7.4 2510 2580 0 60 
3.8 2347 2412 0 60  7.5 2580 2650 0 60 
3.9 2412 2477 0 60  7.6 2650 2720 0 60 
3.10 2477 2542 0 60  7.7 2720 2790 0 60 
3.11 2542 2607 0 60  7.8 2790 2860 0 85 
3.12 2607 2672 0 60       
 
Machine   3.3     Machine   3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 220 270 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 270 320 0 60  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 320 370 0 110  11.3 235 300 0 61 
8.4 370 420 0 106  11.4 300 365 0 81 
8.5 420 470 0 111  11.5 365 430 0 110 
8.6 470 520 0 143  11.6 430 495 0 130 
8.7 520 570 0 121  11.7 495 560 0 141 
8.8 570 620 0 83  12.1 620 715 0 60 
8.9 620 670 0 123  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 760 840 0 60  12.3 810 905 0 60 
9.2 840 920 0 108  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 920 1000 0 143  12.5 1000 1095 0 70 
9.4 1000 1080 0 61  12.6 1095 1190 0 60 
9.5 1080 1160 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 60 
9.6 1160 1240 0 86  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1240 1320 0 60  13.1 1470 1540 0 133 
9.8 1320 1400 0 73  13.2 1540 1610 0 60 
10.1 1490 1585 0 60  13.3 1610 1680 0 130 
10.2 1585 1680 0 60  13.4 1680 1750 0 73 
10.3 1680 1775 0 60  13.5 1750 1820 0 143 
10.4 1775 1870 0 60  13.6 1820 1890 0 60 
10.5 1870 1965 0 85  13.7 1890 1960 0 60 
10.6 1965 2060 0 91  13.8 1960 2030 0 60 
10.7 2060 2155 0 96  13.9 2030 2100 0 80 
10.8 2155 2250 0 100  13.10 2100 2170 0 60 
10.9 2250 2345 0 143  14.1 2260 2355 0 63 
10.10 2345 2440 0 60  14.2 2355 2450 0 113 
10.11 2440 2535 0 133  14.3 2450 2545 0 93 
10.12 2535 2630 0 138  14.4 2545 2640 0 143 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 138 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 60 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 143 
 
Table B.3  Casting Schedule – Solution 3 / Table 9.17 (Neighborhood Optimization) 
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Machine   3.1     Machine   3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 193 273 0 143  4.1 402 477 0 60 
1.2 273 353 0 143  4.2 477 552 0 60 
1.3 353 433 0 71  4.3 552 627 0 64 
1.4 433 513 0 61  4.4 627 702 0 60 
1.5 513 593 0 60  4.5 702 777 0 92 
1.6 593 673 0 60  4.6 777 852 0 60 
1.7 673 753 0 96  4.7 852 927 0 60 
1.8 753 833 0 60  5.1 987 1072 0 60 
1.9 833 913 0 60  5.2 1072 1157 0 70 
1.10 913 993 0 60  5.3 1157 1242 0 60 
2.1 1083 1173 0 133  5.4 1242 1327 0 60 
2.2 1173 1263 0 143  5.5 1327 1412 0 79 
2.3 1263 1353 0 83  5.6 1412 1497 0 60 
2.4 1353 1443 0 60  5.7 1497 1582 0 60 
2.5 1443 1533 0 60  5.8 1582 1667 0 60 
2.6 1533 1623 0 123  6.1 1757 1837 0 143 
2.7 1623 1713 0 61  6.2 1837 1917 0 60 
2.8 1713 1803 0 61  6.3 1917 1997 0 70 
3.1 1893 1958 0 60  6.4 1997 2077 0 60 
3.2 1958 2023 0 66  6.5 2077 2157 0 70 
3.3 2023 2088 0 61  6.6 2157 2237 0 60 
3.4 2088 2153 0 93  7.1 2297 2367 0 82 
3.5 2153 2218 0 101  7.2 2367 2437 0 122 
3.6 2218 2283 0 60  7.3 2437 2507 0 64 
3.7 2283 2348 0 85  7.4 2507 2577 0 60 
3.8 2348 2413 0 60  7.5 2577 2647 0 60 
3.9 2413 2478 0 60  7.6 2647 2717 0 60 
3.10 2478 2543 0 60  7.7 2717 2787 0 130 
3.11 2543 2608 0 60  7.8 2787 2857 0 143 
3.12 2608 2673 0 80       
 
Machine   3.3     Machine   3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 195 245 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 245 295 0 60  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 295 345 0 60  11.3 235 300 0 60 
8.4 345 395 0 93  11.4 300 365 0 80 
8.5 395 445 0 98  11.5 365 430 0 85 
8.6 445 495 0 82  11.6 430 495 0 103 
8.7 495 545 0 60  11.7 495 560 0 87 
8.8 545 595 0 60  12.1 620 715 0 88 
8.9 595 645 0 73  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 735 815 0 113  12.3 810 905 0 143 
9.2 815 895 0 77  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 895 975 0 112  12.5 1000 1095 0 143 
9.4 975 1055 0 70  12.6 1095 1190 0 110 
9.5 1055 1135 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 143 
9.6 1135 1215 0 60  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1215 1295 0 123  13.1 1470 1540 0 143 
9.8 1295 1375 0 60  13.2 1540 1610 0 85 
10.1 1465 1560 0 93  13.3 1610 1680 0 143 
10.2 1560 1655 0 60  13.4 1680 1750 0 135 
10.3 1655 1750 0 60  13.5 1750 1820 0 60 
10.4 1750 1845 0 143  13.6 1820 1890 0 68 
10.5 1845 1940 0 60  13.7 1890 1960 0 93 
10.6 1940 2035 0 60  13.8 1960 2030 0 118 
10.7 2035 2130 0 60  13.9 2030 2100 0 143 
10.8 2130 2225 0 60  13.10 2100 2170 0 60 
10.9 2225 2320 0 72  14.1 2260 2355 0 60 
10.10 2320 2415 0 60  14.2 2355 2450 0 112 
10.11 2415 2510 0 110  14.3 2450 2545 0 143 
10.12 2510 2605 0 112  14.4 2545 2640 0 143 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 98 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 103 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 143 
 
Table B.4  Casting Schedule – Solution 4 / Table 9.17 (Neighborhood Optimization) 
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Machine   3.1     Machine   3.2    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 197 277 0 148  4.1 430 505 0 60 
1.2 277 357 0 147  4.2 505 580 0 60 
1.3 357 437 0 70  4.3 580 655 0 78 
1.4 437 517 0 60  4.4 655 730 0 108 
1.5 517 597 0 60  4.5 730 805 0 120 
1.6 597 677 0 60  4.6 805 880 0 98 
1.7 677 757 0 60  4.7 880 955 0 83 
1.8 757 837 0 70  5.1 1015 1100 0 76 
1.9 837 917 0 60  5.2 1100 1185 0 145 
1.10 917 997 0 60  5.3 1185 1270 0 60 
2.1 1087 1177 0 60  5.4 1270 1355 0 75 
2.2 1177 1267 0 148  5.5 1355 1440 0 80 
2.3 1267 1357 0 87  5.6 1440 1525 0 120 
2.4 1357 1447 0 60  5.7 1525 1610 0 93 
2.5 1447 1537 0 60  5.8 1610 1695 0 88 
2.6 1537 1627 0 105  6.1 1785 1865 0 148 
2.7 1627 1717 0 60  6.2 1865 1945 0 65 
2.8 1717 1807 0 60  6.3 1945 2025 0 100 
3.1 1897 1962 0 60  6.4 2025 2105 0 83 
3.2 1962 2027 0 65  6.5 2105 2185 0 118 
3.3 2027 2092 0 60  6.6 2185 2265 0 60 
3.4 2092 2157 0 60  7.1 2325 2395 0 113 
3.5 2157 2222 0 77  7.2 2395 2465 0 123 
3.6 2222 2287 0 67  7.3 2465 2535 0 88 
3.7 2287 2352 0 60  7.4 2535 2605 0 93 
3.8 2352 2417 0 60  7.5 2605 2675 0 60 
3.9 2417 2482 0 70  7.6 2675 2745 0 60 
3.10 2482 2547 0 60  7.7 2745 2815 0 123 
3.11 2547 2612 0 60  7.8 2815 2885 0 148 
3.12 2612 2677 0 80       
 
Machine   3.3     Machine   3.4    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
8.1 200 250 0 60  11.1 105 170 0 60 
8.2 250 300 0 60  11.2 170 235 0 60 
8.3 300 350 0 60  11.3 235 300 0 60 
8.4 350 400 0 70  11.4 300 365 0 60 
8.5 400 450 0 75  11.5 365 430 0 60 
8.6 450 500 0 100  11.6 430 495 0 98 
8.7 500 550 0 60  11.7 495 560 0 100 
8.8 550 600 0 60  12.1 620 715 0 60 
8.9 600 650 0 108  12.2 715 810 0 60 
9.1 740 820 0 60  12.3 810 905 0 60 
9.2 820 900 0 88  12.4 905 1000 0 60 
9.3 900 980 0 148  12.5 1000 1095 0 90 
9.4 980 1060 0 60  12.6 1095 1190 0 111 
9.5 1060 1140 0 60  12.7 1190 1285 0 75 
9.6 1140 1220 0 60  12.8 1285 1380 0 60 
9.7 1220 1300 0 60  13.1 1470 1540 0 105 
9.8 1300 1380 0 60  13.2 1540 1610 0 63 
10.1 1470 1565 0 60  13.3 1610 1680 0 123 
10.2 1565 1660 0 110  13.4 1680 1750 0 148 
10.3 1660 1755 0 60  13.5 1750 1820 0 60 
10.4 1755 1850 0 143  13.6 1820 1890 0 60 
10.5 1850 1945 0 65  13.7 1890 1960 0 60 
10.6 1945 2040 0 60  13.8 1960 2030 0 70 
10.7 2040 2135 0 60  13.9 2030 2100 0 95 
10.8 2135 2230 0 110  13.10 2100 2170 0 65 
10.9 2230 2325 0 63  14.1 2260 2355 0 60 
10.10 2325 2420 0 68  14.2 2355 2450 0 108 
10.11 2420 2515 0 68  14.3 2450 2545 0 148 
10.12 2515 2610 0 123  14.4 2545 2640 0 148 
      14.5 2640 2735 0 70 
      14.6 2735 2830 0 60 
      14.7 2830 2925 0 148 
 
Table B.5  Casting Schedule – Solution 5 / Table 9.17 (Neighborhood Optimization) 
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Appendix C: Casting Schedules fuzzyGA / fuzzyPROS – PRMA (Problem P03) 
 
Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 197 282 0 61  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 271 341 0 180 
1.2 282 367 0 146  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 341 411 0 173 
1.3 367 452 0 152  4.3 235 300 0 145  9.3 411 481 0 166 
1.4 452 537 0 132  4.4 300 365 0 87  9.4 481 551 0 159 
1.5 537 622 0 152  4.5 365 430 0 105  9.5 551 626 0 106 
1.6 622 707 0 101  4.6 430 495 0 118  9.6 626 703 0 60 
1.7 707 792 0 141  4.7 495 560 0 65  9.7 703 773 0 107 
1.8 792 877 0 152  4.8 560 625 0 91  10.1 892 957 0 162 
1.9 877 962 0 152  4.9 625 690 0 150  10.2 957 1022 0 173 
1.10 962 1047 0 118  5.1 750 830 0 139  10.3 1022 1087 0 168 
2.1 1166 1261 0 180  5.2 830 910 0 60  10.4 1087 1152 0 71 
2.2 1261 1356 0 115  5.3 910 990 0 97  10.5 1152 1217 0 121 
2.3 1356 1451 0 105  5.4 990 1070 0 64  10.6 1217 1282 0 71 
2.4 1451 1553 0 153  5.5 1070 1150 0 99  10.7 1282 1347 0 76 
2.5 1553 1657 0 67  5.6 1150 1230 0 89  10.8 1347 1412 0 141 
2.6 1657 1761 0 141  5.7 1230 1310 0 130  10.9 1412 1477 0 161 
2.7 1761 1865 0 149  5.8 1310 1390 0 119  10.10 1477 1542 0 66 
2.8 1865 1969 0 150  6.1 1480 1555 0 122  10.11 1542 1607 0 101 
2.9 1969 2073 0 114  6.2 1555 1630 0 150  10.12 1607 1672 0 151 
2.10 2073 2177 0 98  6.3 1630 1705 0 64  11.1 1776 1851 0 74 
2.11 2177 2281 0 150  6.4 1705 1780 0 79  11.2 1851 1926 0 86 
2.12 2281 2376 0 60  6.5 1780 1855 0 123  11.3 1926 2001 0 60 
3.1 2470 2545 0 120  6.6 1855 1930 0 139  11.4 2001 2076 0 86 
3.2 2545 2620 0 140  6.7 1930 2005 0 80  11.5 2076 2151 0 146 
3.3 2620 2695 0 60  6.8 2005 2080 0 60  11.6 2151 2226 0 76 
3.4 2695 2770 0 60  6.9 2080 2155 0 85  11.7 2226 2301 0 151 
3.5 2770 2845 0 135  6.10 2155 2230 0 135  11.8 2301 2376 0 60 
3.6 2845 2920 0 94  6.11 2230 2305 0 110  11.9 2376 2451 0 60 
3.7 2920 2995 0 139  6.12 2305 2380 0 84  11.10 2451 2526 0 120 
3.8 2995 3070 0 150  7.1 2440 2525 0 150  11.11 2526 2601 0 71 
3.9 3070 3145 0 150  7.2 2525 2610 0 150  11.12 2601 2676 0 116 
3.10 3145 3220 0 116  7.3 2610 2695 0 95  11.13 2676 2751 0 71 
3.11 3220 3295 0 96  7.4 2695 2780 0 150  11.14 2751 2826 0 60 
3.12 3295 3370 0 66  7.5 2780 2865 0 60  12.1 2914 3004 0 178 
3.13 3370 3445 0 96  7.6 2865 2950 0 99  12.2 3004 3094 0 84 
3.14 3445 3520 0 81  7.7 2950 3035 0 139  12.3 3094 3184 0 75 
      7.8 3035 3120 0 145  12.4 3184 3274 0 120 
      7.9 3120 3205 0 146  12.5 3274 3364 0 75 
      8.1 3265 3315 0 96  12.6 3364 3454 0 90 
      8.2 3315 3365 0 131  12.7 3454 3544 0 60 
      8.3 3365 3415 0 106  12.8 3544 3634 0 60 
      8.4 3415 3465 0 96       
      8.5 3465 3515 0 116       
      8.6 3515 3565 0 136       
      8.7 3565 3615 0 150       
      8.8 3615 3665 0 60       
 
Table C.1  Casting Schedule – Solution 1 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 160 255 0 115  16.1 265 335 0 84 
13.2 255 350 0 120  16.2 335 405 0 60 
13.3 350 445 0 170  16.3 405 475 0 65 
13.4 445 540 0 178  16.4 475 545 0 81 
13.5 540 635 0 116  16.5 545 615 0 151 
13.6 635 730 0 129  16.6 615 685 0 64 
13.7 730 825 0 90  16.7 685 755 0 100 
13.8 825 920 0 150  16.8 755 825 0 70 
13.9 920 1015 0 150  16.9 825 895 0 140 
13.10 1015 1110 0 116  16.10 895 965 0 66 
13.11 1110 1205 0 109  17.1 1067 1132 0 163 
13.12 1205 1300 0 150  17.2 1132 1197 0 163 
14.1 1372 1457 0 136  17.3 1197 1262 0 96 
14.2 1457 1542 0 114  17.4 1262 1327 0 131 
14.3 1542 1627 0 131  17.5 1327 1392 0 106 
14.4 1627 1712 0 162  17.6 1392 1457 0 96 
14.5 1712 1797 0 116  17.7 1457 1522 0 129 
14.6 1797 1882 0 156  18.1 1600 1655 0 99 
14.7 1882 1967 0 162  18.2 1655 1710 0 73 
14.8 1967 2052 0 162  18.3 1710 1765 0 83 
14.9 2052 2137 0 102  18.4 1765 1820 0 94 
14.10 2137 2222 0 77  18.5 1820 1875 0 60 
15.1 2300 2390 0 169  18.6 1875 1930 0 80 
15.2 2390 2480 0 104  18.7 1930 1985 0 120 
15.3 2480 2570 0 60  18.8 1985 2040 0 150 
15.4 2570 2660 0 70  19.1 2130 2180 0 150 
15.5 2660 2750 0 70  19.2 2180 2230 0 75 
15.6 2750 2840 0 150  19.3 2230 2280 0 90 
15.7 2840 2930 0 140  19.4 2280 2330 0 104 
15.8 2930 3020 0 134  19.5 2330 2380 0 139 
15.9 3020 3110 0 76  19.6 2380 2430 0 110 
15.10 3110 3200 0 151  19.7 2430 2480 0 150 
15.11 3200 3290 0 106  19.8 2480 2530 0 100 
15.12 3290 3380 0 151  19.9 2530 2580 0 150 
15.13 3380 3470 0 151  19.10 2580 2630 0 95 
15.14 3470 3560 0 151  19.11 2630 2680 0 100 
15.15 3560 3650 0 60  19.12 2680 2730 0 150 
      20.1 2809 2889 0 118 
      20.2 2889 2969 0 123 
      20.3 2969 3049 0 158 
      20.4 3049 3129 0 60 
      20.5 3129 3209 0 110 
      20.6 3209 3289 0 150 
      20.7 3289 3369 0 150 
      20.8 3369 3449 0 125 
      20.9 3449 3529 0 145 
 
Table C.1  Casting Schedule – Solution 1 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.4 and 3.5 
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Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 182 267 0 77  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 240 310 0 180 
1.2 267 352 0 162  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 310 380 0 174 
1.3 352 437 0 164  4.3 235 300 0 145  9.3 380 450 0 147 
1.4 437 522 0 96  4.4 300 365 0 119  9.4 450 520 0 162 
1.5 522 607 0 136  4.5 365 430 0 139  9.5 520 590 0 119 
1.6 607 692 0 110  4.6 430 495 0 107  9.6 590 663 0 63 
1.7 692 777 0 127  4.7 495 560 0 79  9.7 663 733 0 68 
1.8 777 862 0 115  4.8 560 625 0 129  10.1 865 930 0 180 
1.9 862 947 0 155  4.9 625 690 0 147  10.2 930 995 0 165 
1.10 947 1032 0 139  5.1 750 830 0 140  10.3 995 1060 0 177 
2.1 1155 1250 0 180  5.2 830 910 0 100  10.4 1060 1125 0 84 
2.2 1250 1345 0 132  5.3 910 990 0 147  10.5 1125 1190 0 97 
2.3 1345 1440 0 162  5.4 990 1070 0 147  10.6 1190 1255 0 102 
2.4 1440 1538 0 151  5.5 1070 1150 0 147  10.7 1255 1320 0 122 
2.5 1538 1642 0 60  5.6 1150 1230 0 130  10.8 1320 1385 0 159 
2.6 1642 1746 0 119  5.7 1230 1310 0 127  10.9 1385 1450 0 66 
2.7 1746 1850 0 147  5.8 1310 1390 0 104  10.10 1450 1521 0 60 
2.8 1850 1954 0 145  6.1 1480 1555 0 118  10.11 1521 1592 0 73 
2.9 1954 2058 0 111  6.2 1555 1630 0 147  10.12 1592 1657 0 144 
2.10 2058 2162 0 96  6.3 1630 1705 0 93  11.1 1797 1872 0 110 
2.11 2162 2266 0 147  6.4 1705 1780 0 93  11.2 1872 1947 0 107 
2.12 2266 2361 0 60  6.5 1780 1855 0 138  11.3 1947 2022 0 107 
3.1 2451 2526 0 141  6.6 1855 1930 0 147  11.4 2022 2097 0 152 
3.2 2526 2601 0 133  6.7 1930 2005 0 132  11.5 2097 2172 0 180 
3.3 2601 2676 0 73  6.8 2005 2080 0 117  11.6 2172 2247 0 173 
3.4 2676 2751 0 90  6.9 2080 2155 0 133  11.7 2247 2322 0 166 
3.5 2751 2826 0 130  6.10 2155 2230 0 130  11.8 2322 2397 0 72 
3.6 2826 2901 0 100  6.11 2230 2305 0 104  11.9 2397 2474 0 102 
3.7 2901 2976 0 138  6.12 2305 2380 0 120  11.10 2474 2556 0 147 
3.8 2976 3051 0 128  7.1 2440 2525 0 147  11.11 2556 2638 0 88 
3.9 3051 3126 0 147  7.2 2525 2610 0 147  11.12 2638 2720 0 67 
3.10 3126 3201 0 108  7.3 2610 2695 0 147  11.13 2720 2802 0 127 
3.11 3201 3276 0 60  7.4 2695 2780 0 147  11.14 2802 2877 0 136 
3.12 3276 3351 0 60  7.5 2780 2865 0 99  12.1 2953 3043 0 110 
3.13 3351 3426 0 85  7.6 2865 2950 0 147  12.2 3043 3133 0 155 
3.14 3426 3501 0 70  7.7 2950 3035 0 147  12.3 3133 3223 0 60 
      7.8 3035 3120 0 147  12.4 3223 3313 0 60 
      7.9 3120 3205 0 147  12.5 3313 3403 0 137 
      8.1 3265 3315 0 147  12.6 3403 3493 0 92 
      8.2 3315 3365 0 122  12.7 3493 3583 0 130 
      8.3 3365 3415 0 127  12.8 3583 3673 0 60 
      8.4 3415 3465 0 97       
      8.5 3465 3515 0 147       
      8.6 3515 3565 0 144       
      8.7 3565 3615 0 147       
      8.8 3615 3665 0 60       
 
Table C.2  Casting Schedule – Solution 2 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 115 210 0 70  16.1 238 308 0 88 
13.2 210 305 0 75  16.2 308 378 0 60 
13.3 305 400 0 125  16.3 378 448 0 115 
13.4 400 495 0 122  16.4 448 518 0 95 
13.5 495 590 0 112  16.5 518 588 0 147 
13.6 590 685 0 123  16.6 588 658 0 60 
13.7 685 780 0 60  16.7 658 728 0 78 
13.8 780 875 0 60  16.8 728 798 0 88 
13.9 875 970 0 125  16.9 798 868 0 143 
13.10 970 1065 0 107  16.10 868 938 0 73 
13.11 1065 1160 0 60  17.1 1058 1123 0 177 
13.12 1160 1255 0 102  17.2 1123 1188 0 177 
14.1 1348 1433 0 180  17.3 1188 1253 0 115 
14.2 1433 1518 0 86  17.4 1253 1318 0 165 
14.3 1518 1603 0 156  17.5 1318 1383 0 155 
14.4 1603 1688 0 165  17.6 1383 1448 0 66 
14.5 1688 1773 0 106  17.7 1448 1513 0 131 
14.6 1773 1858 0 146  18.1 1593 1648 0 100 
14.7 1858 1943 0 120  18.2 1648 1703 0 81 
14.8 1943 2034 0 145  18.3 1703 1758 0 106 
14.9 2034 2127 0 147  18.4 1758 1813 0 101 
14.10 2127 2212 0 147  18.5 1813 1868 0 60 
15.1 2288 2378 0 163  18.6 1868 1923 0 115 
15.2 2378 2468 0 113  18.7 1923 1978 0 128 
15.3 2468 2558 0 60  18.8 1978 2033 0 147 
15.4 2558 2648 0 135  19.1 2123 2173 0 79 
15.5 2648 2738 0 107  19.2 2173 2223 0 99 
15.6 2738 2828 0 122  19.3 2223 2273 0 134 
15.7 2828 2918 0 147  19.4 2273 2323 0 118 
15.8 2918 3008 0 147  19.5 2323 2373 0 147 
15.9 3008 3098 0 115  19.6 2373 2423 0 93 
15.10 3098 3188 0 147  19.7 2423 2473 0 60 
15.11 3188 3278 0 145  19.8 2473 2523 0 80 
15.12 3278 3368 0 147  19.9 2523 2573 0 85 
15.13 3368 3458 0 147  19.10 2573 2623 0 92 
15.14 3458 3548 0 147  19.11 2623 2673 0 140 
15.15 3548 3638 0 85  19.12 2673 2723 0 147 
      20.1 2821 2901 0 125 
      20.2 2901 2981 0 175 
      20.3 2981 3061 0 138 
      20.4 3061 3141 0 88 
      20.5 3141 3221 0 168 
      20.6 3221 3301 0 168 
      20.7 3301 3381 0 153 
      20.8 3381 3461 0 154 
      20.9 3461 3541 0 60 
 
Table C.2  Casting Schedule – Solution 2 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.4 and 3.5 
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Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 173 258 0 73  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 235 305 0 180 
1.2 258 343 0 158  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 305 375 0 180 
1.3 343 428 0 159  4.3 235 300 0 145  9.3 375 445 0 146 
1.4 428 513 0 159  4.4 300 365 0 130  9.4 445 515 0 154 
1.5 513 598 0 159  4.5 365 430 0 149  9.5 515 585 0 105 
1.6 598 683 0 114  4.6 430 495 0 124  9.6 585 661 0 61 
1.7 683 768 0 159  4.7 495 560 0 111  9.7 661 731 0 92 
1.8 768 853 0 159  4.8 560 625 0 131  10.1 856 921 0 167 
1.9 853 938 0 159  4.9 625 690 0 146  10.2 921 986 0 180 
1.10 938 1023 0 96  5.1 750 830 0 151  10.3 986 1051 0 174 
2.1 1144 1239 0 180  5.2 830 910 0 91  10.4 1051 1116 0 77 
2.2 1239 1334 0 114  5.3 910 990 0 83  10.5 1116 1181 0 87 
2.3 1334 1429 0 99  5.4 990 1070 0 133  10.6 1181 1246 0 71 
2.4 1429 1524 0 162  5.5 1070 1150 0 151  10.7 1246 1312 0 106 
2.5 1524 1626 0 62  5.6 1150 1230 0 151  10.8 1312 1383 0 151 
2.6 1626 1730 0 85  5.7 1230 1310 0 151  10.9 1383 1454 0 60 
2.7 1730 1834 0 144  5.8 1310 1390 0 110  10.10 1454 1525 0 97 
2.8 1834 1938 0 151  6.1 1480 1555 0 151  10.11 1525 1596 0 93 
2.9 1938 2042 0 151  6.2 1555 1630 0 151  10.12 1596 1661 0 149 
2.10 2042 2146 0 123  6.3 1630 1705 0 74  11.1 1794 1869 0 118 
2.11 2146 2250 0 150  6.4 1705 1780 0 141  11.2 1869 1944 0 141 
2.12 2250 2345 0 60  6.5 1780 1855 0 149  11.3 1944 2019 0 140 
3.1 2464 2539 0 180  6.6 1855 1930 0 141  11.4 2019 2094 0 135 
3.2 2539 2614 0 173  6.7 1930 2005 0 141  11.5 2094 2169 0 180 
3.3 2614 2689 0 110  6.8 2005 2080 0 106  11.6 2169 2244 0 158 
3.4 2689 2764 0 100  6.9 2080 2155 0 151  11.7 2244 2319 0 125 
3.5 2764 2839 0 165  6.10 2155 2230 0 114  11.8 2319 2394 0 77 
3.6 2839 2914 0 99  6.11 2230 2305 0 99  11.9 2394 2469 0 89 
3.7 2914 2989 0 144  6.12 2305 2380 0 141  11.10 2469 2548 0 90 
3.8 2989 3064 0 159  7.1 2440 2525 0 151  11.11 2548 2629 0 129 
3.9 3064 3139 0 150  7.2 2525 2610 0 151  11.12 2629 2711 0 60 
3.10 3139 3214 0 118  7.3 2610 2695 0 151  11.13 2711 2793 0 76 
3.11 3214 3294 0 153  7.4 2695 2780 0 151  11.14 2793 2868 0 113 
3.12 3294 3369 0 75  7.5 2780 2865 0 100  12.1 2949 3039 0 105 
3.13 3369 3444 0 60  7.6 2865 2950 0 140  12.2 3039 3129 0 110 
3.14 3444 3519 0 95  7.7 2950 3035 0 151  12.3 3129 3219 0 63 
      7.8 3035 3120 0 151  12.4 3219 3309 0 60 
      7.9 3120 3205 0 151  12.5 3309 3399 0 150 
      8.1 3265 3315 0 151  12.6 3399 3489 0 60 
      8.2 3315 3365 0 143  12.7 3489 3579 0 105 
      8.3 3365 3415 0 151  12.8 3579 3669 0 60 
      8.4 3415 3465 0 151       
      8.5 3465 3515 0 141       
      8.6 3515 3565 0 151       
      8.7 3565 3615 0 151       
      8.8 3615 3665 0 60       
 
Table C.3  Casting Schedule – Solution 3 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 130 225 0 85  16.1 236 306 0 91 
13.2 225 320 0 90  16.2 306 376 0 60 
13.3 320 415 0 140  16.3 376 446 0 115 
13.4 415 510 0 141  16.4 446 516 0 132 
13.5 510 605 0 115  16.5 516 586 0 151 
13.6 605 700 0 151  16.6 586 656 0 87 
13.7 700 795 0 71  16.7 656 726 0 127 
13.8 795 890 0 151  16.8 726 796 0 82 
13.9 890 985 0 151  16.9 796 866 0 137 
13.10 985 1080 0 113  16.10 866 936 0 60 
13.11 1080 1175 0 131  17.1 1026 1091 0 151 
13.12 1175 1270 0 116  17.2 1091 1156 0 147 
14.1 1330 1415 0 145  17.3 1156 1221 0 76 
14.2 1415 1500 0 103  17.4 1221 1286 0 97 
14.3 1500 1585 0 98  17.5 1286 1351 0 116 
14.4 1585 1670 0 151  17.6 1351 1416 0 121 
14.5 1670 1755 0 151  17.7 1416 1481 0 151 
14.6 1755 1840 0 124  18.1 1566 1621 0 85 
14.7 1840 1925 0 151  18.2 1621 1676 0 80 
14.8 1925 2010 0 151  18.3 1676 1731 0 75 
14.9 2010 2095 0 151  18.4 1731 1786 0 70 
14.10 2095 2180 0 136  18.5 1786 1841 0 65 
15.1 2254 2344 0 165  18.6 1841 1896 0 97 
15.2 2344 2434 0 90  18.7 1896 1951 0 137 
15.3 2434 2524 0 69  18.8 1951 2006 0 132 
15.4 2524 2614 0 114  19.1 2110 2160 0 84 
15.5 2614 2704 0 60  19.2 2160 2210 0 74 
15.6 2704 2794 0 85  19.3 2210 2260 0 124 
15.7 2794 2884 0 99  19.4 2260 2310 0 126 
15.8 2884 2974 0 114  19.5 2310 2360 0 165 
15.9 2974 3064 0 114  19.6 2360 2410 0 121 
15.10 3064 3154 0 151  19.7 2410 2460 0 90 
15.11 3154 3244 0 140  19.8 2460 2510 0 126 
15.12 3244 3334 0 100  19.9 2510 2560 0 74 
15.13 3334 3424 0 130  19.10 2560 2610 0 124 
15.14 3424 3514 0 130  19.11 2610 2660 0 146 
15.15 3514 3604 0 60  19.12 2660 2710 0 151 
      20.1 2820 2900 0 110 
      20.2 2900 2980 0 175 
      20.3 2980 3060 0 180 
      20.4 3060 3140 0 86 
      20.5 3140 3220 0 166 
      20.6 3220 3300 0 177 
      20.7 3300 3380 0 173 
      20.8 3380 3460 0 131 
      20.9 3460 3540 0 66 
 
Table C.3  Casting Schedule – Solution 3 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.4 and 3.5 
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Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 165 250 0 75  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 225 295 0 180 
1.2 250 335 0 157  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 295 365 0 190 
1.3 335 420 0 155  4.3 235 300 0 145  9.3 365 435 0 140 
1.4 420 505 0 135  4.4 300 365 0 157  9.4 435 505 0 165 
1.5 505 590 0 157  4.5 365 430 0 155  9.5 505 575 0 122 
1.6 590 675 0 127  4.6 430 495 0 115  9.6 575 645 0 67 
1.7 675 760 0 157  4.7 495 560 0 97  9.7 645 715 0 107 
1.8 760 845 0 157  4.8 560 625 0 132  10.1 835 900 0 152 
1.9 845 930 0 157  4.9 625 690 0 157  10.2 900 965 0 180 
1.10 930 1015 0 135  5.1 750 830 0 157  10.3 965 1030 0 107 
2.1 1138 1233 0 190  5.2 830 910 0 60  10.4 1030 1100 0 69 
2.2 1233 1328 0 93  5.3 910 990 0 132  10.5 1100 1171 0 137 
2.3 1328 1423 0 128  5.4 990 1070 0 157  10.6 1171 1242 0 66 
2.4 1423 1518 0 181  5.5 1070 1150 0 157  10.7 1242 1313 0 87 
2.5 1518 1615 0 74  5.6 1150 1230 0 157  10.8 1313 1384 0 128 
2.6 1615 1719 0 115  5.7 1230 1310 0 110  10.9 1384 1455 0 97 
2.7 1719 1823 0 162  5.8 1310 1390 0 95  10.10 1455 1526 0 62 
2.8 1823 1927 0 161  6.1 1480 1555 0 157  10.11 1526 1597 0 116 
2.9 1927 2031 0 130  6.2 1555 1630 0 157  10.12 1597 1662 0 157 
2.10 2031 2135 0 114  6.3 1630 1705 0 60  11.1 1788 1863 0 96 
2.11 2135 2239 0 158  6.4 1705 1780 0 82  11.2 1863 1938 0 135 
2.12 2239 2334 0 66  6.5 1780 1855 0 157  11.3 1938 2013 0 96 
3.1 2448 2523 0 152  6.6 1855 1930 0 148  11.4 2013 2088 0 163 
3.2 2523 2598 0 113  6.7 1930 2005 0 133  11.5 2088 2163 0 180 
3.3 2598 2673 0 68  6.8 2005 2080 0 118  11.6 2163 2238 0 175 
3.4 2673 2748 0 98  6.9 2080 2155 0 157  11.7 2238 2315 0 133 
3.5 2748 2823 0 135  6.10 2155 2230 0 137  11.8 2315 2397 0 64 
3.6 2823 2898 0 127  6.11 2230 2305 0 137  11.9 2397 2479 0 107 
3.7 2898 2973 0 157  6.12 2305 2380 0 125  11.10 2479 2561 0 151 
3.8 2973 3048 0 135  7.1 2440 2525 0 157  11.11 2561 2643 0 76 
3.9 3048 3123 0 157  7.2 2525 2610 0 157  11.12 2643 2718 0 60 
3.10 3123 3198 0 157  7.3 2610 2695 0 155  11.13 2718 2793 0 135 
3.11 3198 3273 0 126  7.4 2695 2780 0 157  11.14 2793 2868 0 157 
3.12 3273 3348 0 67  7.5 2780 2865 0 107  12.1 2958 3048 0 112 
3.13 3348 3423 0 97  7.6 2865 2950 0 157  12.2 3048 3138 0 142 
3.14 3423 3498 0 97  7.7 2950 3035 0 157  12.3 3138 3228 0 127 
      7.8 3035 3120 0 157  12.4 3228 3318 0 111 
      7.9 3120 3205 0 157  12.5 3318 3408 0 142 
      8.1 3265 3315 0 157  12.6 3408 3498 0 80 
      8.2 3315 3365 0 117  12.7 3498 3588 0 145 
      8.3 3365 3415 0 129  12.8 3588 3678 0 60 
      8.4 3415 3465 0 149       
      8.5 3465 3515 0 157       
      8.6 3515 3565 0 157       
      8.7 3565 3615 0 157       
      8.8 3615 3665 0 60       
 
Table C.4  Casting Schedule – Solution 4 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 130 225 0 85  16.1 230 300 0 95 
13.2 225 320 0 75  16.2 300 370 0 60 
13.3 320 415 0 140  16.3 370 440 0 115 
13.4 415 510 0 145  16.4 440 510 0 140 
13.5 510 605 0 157  16.5 510 580 0 157 
13.6 605 700 0 157  16.6 580 650 0 87 
13.7 700 795 0 132  16.7 650 720 0 92 
13.8 795 890 0 147  16.8 720 790 0 82 
13.9 890 985 0 157  16.9 790 860 0 152 
13.10 985 1080 0 82  16.10 860 930 0 110 
13.11 1080 1175 0 102  17.1 1038 1103 0 150 
13.12 1175 1270 0 152  17.2 1103 1168 0 170 
14.1 1330 1415 0 145  17.3 1168 1233 0 78 
14.2 1415 1500 0 140  17.4 1233 1298 0 123 
14.3 1500 1585 0 120  17.5 1298 1363 0 148 
14.4 1585 1670 0 61  17.6 1363 1428 0 118 
14.5 1670 1755 0 92  17.7 1428 1493 0 135 
14.6 1755 1840 0 125  18.1 1577 1632 0 134 
14.7 1840 1925 0 157  18.2 1632 1687 0 78 
14.8 1925 2010 0 113  18.3 1687 1742 0 72 
14.9 2010 2095 0 153  18.4 1742 1797 0 66 
14.10 2095 2180 0 142  18.5 1797 1852 0 60 
15.1 2263 2353 0 180  18.6 1852 1907 0 100 
15.2 2353 2443 0 128  18.7 1907 1962 0 155 
15.3 2443 2533 0 63  18.8 1962 2017 0 157 
15.4 2533 2628 0 135  19.1 2107 2157 0 124 
15.5 2628 2718 0 83  19.2 2157 2207 0 109 
15.6 2718 2808 0 90  19.3 2207 2257 0 144 
15.7 2808 2898 0 157  19.4 2257 2307 0 129 
15.8 2898 2988 0 150  19.5 2307 2357 0 157 
15.9 2988 3078 0 112  19.6 2357 2407 0 147 
15.10 3078 3168 0 157  19.7 2407 2457 0 84 
15.11 3168 3258 0 157  19.8 2457 2507 0 122 
15.12 3258 3348 0 157  19.9 2507 2557 0 94 
15.13 3348 3438 0 157  19.10 2557 2607 0 87 
15.14 3438 3528 0 157  19.11 2607 2657 0 107 
15.15 3528 3618 0 75  19.12 2657 2707 0 157 
      20.1 2808 2888 0 150 
      20.2 2888 2968 0 185 
      20.3 2968 3048 0 137 
      20.4 3048 3128 0 97 
      20.5 3128 3208 0 177 
      20.6 3208 3288 0 181 
      20.7 3288 3368 0 135 
      20.8 3368 3448 0 147 
      20.9 3448 3528 0 77 
 
Table C.4  Casting Schedule – Solution 4 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.4 and 3.5 
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Machine 3.1     Machine 3.2     Machine 3.3    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
1.1 176 261 0 86  4.1 105 170 0 60  9.1 225 295 0 180 
1.2 261 346 0 165  4.2 170 235 0 125  9.2 295 365 0 178 
1.3 346 431 0 165  4.3 235 300 0 145  9.3 365 435 0 172 
1.4 431 516 0 140  4.4 300 365 0 154  9.4 435 505 0 149 
1.5 516 601 0 165  4.5 365 430 0 139  9.5 505 578 0 92 
1.6 601 686 0 98  4.6 430 495 0 124  9.6 578 655 0 60 
1.7 686 771 0 165  4.7 495 560 0 99  9.7 655 725 0 107 
1.8 771 856 0 160  4.8 560 625 0 102  10.1 853 918 0 167 
1.9 856 941 0 163  4.9 625 690 0 152  10.2 918 983 0 165 
1.10 941 1026 0 154  5.1 750 830 0 154  10.3 983 1048 0 180 
2.1 1144 1239 0 180  5.2 830 910 0 99  10.4 1048 1113 0 80 
2.2 1239 1334 0 155  5.3 910 990 0 127  10.5 1113 1178 0 74 
2.3 1334 1432 0 131  5.4 990 1070 0 154  10.6 1178 1243 0 109 
2.4 1432 1536 0 154  5.5 1070 1150 0 154  10.7 1243 1312 0 152 
2.5 1536 1631 0 60  5.6 1150 1230 0 154  10.8 1312 1383 0 154 
2.6 1631 1726 0 125  5.7 1230 1310 0 154  10.9 1383 1448 0 60 
2.7 1726 1825 0 154  5.8 1310 1390 0 129  10.10 1448 1513 0 80 
2.8 1825 1929 0 158  6.1 1480 1555 0 127  10.11 1513 1584 0 97 
2.9 1929 2033 0 153  6.2 1555 1630 0 154  10.12 1584 1649 0 154 
2.10 2033 2137 0 102  6.3 1630 1705 0 154  11.1 1781 1856 0 102 
2.11 2137 2241 0 155  6.4 1705 1780 0 139  11.2 1856 1931 0 140 
2.12 2241 2336 0 60  6.5 1780 1855 0 146  11.3 1931 2006 0 110 
3.1 2441 2516 0 115  6.6 1855 1930 0 154  11.4 2006 2081 0 125 
3.2 2516 2591 0 115  6.7 1930 2005 0 94  11.5 2081 2156 0 180 
3.3 2591 2666 0 75  6.8 2005 2080 0 139  11.6 2156 2231 0 165 
3.4 2666 2741 0 75  6.9 2080 2155 0 154  11.7 2231 2308 0 159 
3.5 2741 2816 0 90  6.10 2155 2230 0 128  11.8 2308 2390 0 146 
3.6 2816 2891 0 75  6.11 2230 2305 0 113  11.9 2390 2472 0 157 
3.7 2891 2966 0 120  6.12 2305 2380 0 154  11.10 2472 2554 0 141 
3.8 2966 3041 0 125  7.1 2440 2525 0 154  11.11 2554 2636 0 73 
3.9 3041 3116 0 169  7.2 2525 2610 0 154  11.12 2636 2711 0 94 
3.10 3116 3191 0 105  7.3 2610 2695 0 149  11.13 2711 2786 0 120 
3.11 3191 3266 0 78  7.4 2695 2780 0 149  11.14 2786 2861 0 150 
3.12 3266 3341 0 63  7.5 2780 2865 0 99  12.1 2951 3041 0 90 
3.13 3341 3416 0 93  7.6 2865 2950 0 124  12.2 3041 3131 0 115 
3.14 3416 3491 0 60  7.7 2950 3035 0 154  12.3 3131 3221 0 75 
      7.8 3035 3120 0 154  12.4 3221 3311 0 63 
      7.9 3120 3205 0 154  12.5 3311 3401 0 153 
      8.1 3265 3315 0 152  12.6 3401 3491 0 108 
      8.2 3315 3365 0 127  12.7 3491 3581 0 60 
      8.3 3365 3415 0 143  12.8 3581 3671 0 60 
      8.4 3415 3465 0 154       
      8.5 3465 3515 0 154       
      8.6 3515 3565 0 154       
      8.7 3565 3615 0 154       
      8.8 3615 3665 0 60       
 
Table C.5  Casting Schedule – Solution 5 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.1. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Machine 3.4     Machine 3.5    
Job Start Finish Disc Transit  Job Start Finish Disc Transit 
13.1 130 225 0 85  16.1 222 292 0 60 
13.2 225 320 0 84  16.2 292 362 0 60 
13.3 320 415 0 129  16.3 362 432 0 91 
13.4 415 510 0 154  16.4 432 502 0 116 
13.5 510 605 0 82  16.5 502 572 0 154 
13.6 605 700 0 147  16.6 572 642 0 84 
13.7 700 795 0 104  16.7 642 712 0 76 
13.8 795 890 0 139  16.8 712 782 0 71 
13.9 890 985 0 77  16.9 782 852 0 141 
13.10 985 1080 0 142  16.10 852 922 0 114 
13.11 1080 1175 0 154  17.1 1036 1101 0 178 
13.12 1175 1270 0 151  17.2 1101 1166 0 178 
14.1 1330 1415 0 142  17.3 1166 1231 0 172 
14.2 1415 1500 0 152  17.4 1231 1296 0 95 
14.3 1500 1585 0 147  17.5 1296 1361 0 160 
14.4 1585 1670 0 154  17.6 1361 1426 0 128 
14.5 1670 1755 0 149  17.7 1426 1491 0 118 
14.6 1755 1840 0 153  18.1 1571 1626 0 80 
14.7 1840 1925 0 154  18.2 1626 1681 0 75 
14.8 1925 2010 0 154  18.3 1681 1736 0 70 
14.9 2010 2095 0 154  18.4 1736 1791 0 87 
14.10 2095 2180 0 139  18.5 1791 1846 0 60 
15.1 2256 2346 0 165  18.6 1846 1901 0 85 
15.2 2346 2436 0 154  18.7 1901 1956 0 140 
15.3 2436 2526 0 75  18.8 1956 2011 0 70 
15.4 2526 2616 0 110  19.1 2101 2151 0 125 
15.5 2616 2706 0 75  19.2 2151 2201 0 130 
15.6 2706 2796 0 85  19.3 2201 2251 0 99 
15.7 2796 2886 0 130  19.4 2251 2301 0 134 
15.8 2886 2976 0 100  19.5 2301 2351 0 154 
15.9 2976 3066 0 90  19.6 2351 2401 0 148 
15.10 3066 3156 0 68  19.7 2401 2451 0 85 
15.11 3156 3246 0 158  19.8 2451 2501 0 95 
15.12 3246 3336 0 158  19.9 2501 2551 0 85 
15.13 3336 3426 0 159  19.10 2551 2601 0 99 
15.14 3426 3516 0 148  19.11 2601 2651 0 115 
15.15 3516 3606 0 60  19.12 2651 2701 0 154 
      20.1 2806 2886 0 110 
      20.2 2886 2966 0 160 
      20.3 2966 3046 0 180 
      20.4 3046 3126 0 115 
      20.5 3126 3206 0 155 
      20.6 3206 3286 0 163 
      20.7 3286 3373 0 143 
      20.8 3373 3461 0 154 
      20.9 3461 3541 0 60 
 
Table C.5  Casting Schedule – Solution 5 / Table 9.27 (Repaired) – Machines 3.4 and 3.5 
 
 
 
 
